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ABSTRACT 

THE KNOWER AND THE KNOWN IN FOLK PEDAGOGIES: A PARADOX 
EXPOSED 

Doctor of Philosophy 2001 
Steven Katz 

Department of Human Development and Applied Psychology 
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education of the University of Toronto 

The folk pedagogy construct is used to differentiate between alternative conceptions of 

competence and the pedagogical rnoves aimed at altering or enhancing that competence. 

Two very different conceptions characterire the contours of the landscape of forma1 

education, best defined in tems of what is known collectively (the known) and what is 

known subjectively (the knower). Extensive interviews with practicing teachers show 

how they are forced to attend to each of these in their challenge to meet both the dernands 

of a fixed school cumculum and the needs of the individual children with their varied 

understandings, backgrounds, and interests who make up a ciass. Fint, practical 

i1Iustrations of this set of potentidly contradictory folk epistemological and pedagogical 

concems are provided. Second, teachea' explicit consideraiions of the knower in 

relation to the known are shown to reflect a trait-like categorical conception of the 

phenornenon of individuality, supponing the explicated dualism. Third, arenas of 

professional practice in which teachen are aware of the apparent contradiction inherent in 

k i n g  caught between the two sets of constraints given by the knower and the known are 

presented as the first step towards reconciling the folk pedagogical paradox. Finally, a 

new peàagogy is proposeci, one predicated on a psychology and an epistemology that 

respects and unites both the subjective properties of the child and the objective properties 

of the curriculum in a cornmensurate relationship. 
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CKAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Folk Pedegogy Deflned 

For heuristic purposes Fenstennacher and Soltis (1992) propose rhe existence of a 

hypothetical wallet-size certificate known as the Educated Penon (EP) card. The project 

fails. of course, for lack of a consensus as to what it means to be an educated penon. 

What cnteria need to be met to ensure receipt of an EP card? What defines the range of 

human competence acceptable to a specific society? Moreorer, different conceptions of 

what it means to be compeient entail a different set of pedagogicai rnover, aimed at 

altering or enhancing that competence. It is this divergence that dlows us to identify 

what Olson and his colleagues (Olson & Bruner, 1996; OIson & Katz, 2001) have called 

alternative folk or intuitive pedagoges - assumptions about leamers' rninds and 

knowledge that are reflected in our pedagogical practices. 

Olson and Bruner (1996) and Olson and Katz (2001) set out examples of such pedagogies 

that they found evidenced in the socid interactions between the nave and their caregiven 

that could be taken as having a pedagogical intention. Such pedagogies were argued to 

be distinguishable in tems of their differing conceptions of knowledge and thus 

competence. As Olson and Katz (2001, p. 243) put it: 

1. If competence is regarded as a skill, for example, an appropriate pedagogy 
mighi cd1 for demonstration and practice. 2. If competence is regarded as the 
possession of knowledge, then an appropriate pedagogy might cal1 for 
transmitting that knowledge through telling or teaching. 3. If competence is 



regarded as entertaining the appmpriate shared beliefs, then convenational 
discome May be an appropri-ate pedagugy. 

The theones were used to explain not only the epistemological messages imbued in 

alternative pedagogies, but also some aspects of the development of culture. It is 

pedagogy that makes culture possible; without means for preserving and accumulating 

cornpetencies, culture could not be created (Kruger & Tomasello, 1996; Remack & 

Premack, 1996; Tomasello, Kruger, & Ramer, 1993). Teaching practices reflect notions 

of competence, and it is in notions of competence that we find definitions of education. of 

self, and of society. 

The notion of a folk pedagogy is a powerful one. The range of social interactions 

between the naïve and their caregiven that can be taken as having a pedagogical intention 

is extensive. To quote Bruner ( 1996, p. 46): "Watch any mother, any teacher, even any 

baby-sitter with a child and you'll be stmck by how much of what they do is steered by 

notions of what children's minds are like and how to help them learn. even if they may 

not be able to verbaiize their pedagogical principles." That said. Western societies place 

an enormous emphasis on the formal dimension of the enculturation (education) process, 

a fact best exemplified by the existence of culturally sanctioned professionals (teachen) 

charged with its facilitation and in the creation of culnirally sanctioned places of learning 

(schools). And it is this milieu with which the present study concems itself. 

Consider, as an illustration, the widely documented tension in the mathematics education 

literature between providing opportunities for mathematical understanding on the one 



hmd, and the need to teach widely used notations and aigorithms on the other (Burns, 

1994; Carraher & Schliemann, 1985; Kamii & Dominick, 1997; McNeal, 1995; Vakali, 

1984). Thus, multiplying 86 by 3, for most, would likely involve the following set of 

procedural rules: (1) multiply 6 by 3 to get 18; (3) "put down" the 8 and "carry" the 1; (3) 

multiply 8 by 3 to get 24; (4) add the "ca~~ied" 1 and "put down" 25. Others, such as 

Lampert (1986). believe that leaming multi-digit multiplication requires an understanding 

of multiplication as  a form of addition that involves principies of regrouping. In her 

program (see Lampert, 1986 for details), student-led exercises involving "parting and 

wholing" replace the teacher-transmitted set of procedural rules given above. 

Conceptualizing the differences between the two approaches as a matter of technique 

masks the fact t h a  important differences occur beneath the level of classroom practice. 

Reflected in the two pedagogical approaches are different conceptions of what it means 

to leam multiplication, of what it means to Iearn mathematics, of what it means, more 

generally, to learn. The differences, in a word. exist at the level of what Katz (1998) has 

shown to be alternative folk pedagogies. In much the same way, Kalchman and Katz 

(1999) have highlighted the divergent epistemological and cornpetence conceptions 

contained in the alternative pedagogies often found in another mathematicai domain - 

functions. 

Alternative Folk Pedagogies 

When we look to the landscape of formal education, as in the above example, two quite 

different folk pedagogical models are apparent (Kalchman & Katz, 1999; Katz, 1998; 



Katz, 2000; Katz, Earl, & Olson, in press; Olson & Katz, 2001). We c m  distinguish 

between them not only in tems of different definitions of cornpetence, but also in tems 

of their specific mental. pedagogical, and epistemological assurnptions. As we will see, 

each orientation targets a different area of concem, a division best captured by the 

related, yet distinct, labels ''the known" and "the knower". 

The Known 

The Lockean metaphor, "mind as blank slate" or "mind as container" (Bereiter Br 

Scardamalia, 1996), provides an appropriate characterization of the mental assumption 

underlying a folk pedagogy consistent with classical education theory. Rooted in a 

factory mode1 of schooling based on a world view associated with the Industrial 

Revoiution (Shuell, 1996), leamen' rninds are considered devoid of the necessary facts, 

d e s ,  and principles which must then be transferred in a unidirectional fashion from the 

instructor, text, or other resource. Astington (1997) reports the publication of a cartoon 

in a local newspaper which read. "Sign on school door Free knowledge. Bring your 

own container." Thus. in keeping with the receptacle mode1 of mind, teaching becomes 

an exercise in telling or showing, and leaniing an exercise in rememkring. The 

sequential and hierarchical structure of didactic teaching exemplifies this folk pedagogy, 

an image well captured in Bernstein's (1972) "collection codes" view of knowledge. The 

"collection codes" approach emphasizes the acquisition of hierarchical sequences of 

infonnation specific to given disciplines and largety unrelated to everyday experience. 



If teaching is telling (or showing) and leaming is remembering, it follows that something 

must be told (or shown) and something must be remembered. That something is a 

knowledge entity, and for it to take on the status of a transferable cornmodity it must 

achieve an existence independent of the individual knower. Knowledge, considered in 

this light, is certain and permanent. From what has k e n  called a bbdualist" (Perry, 1970) 

or "absolutist" (Chandler, Boyes, & Ball, 1990; Kuhn. 1991. 1992) perspective, 

knowledge is viewed as either right or wrong. Disagreements between people are 

attributed to a lack of facts among one of the parties and the epistemic posture of 

"defended realism" (Chandler et al., 1990) is invoked in which a working distinction is 

made between facts and opiriions. As the mantra of joumalism goes, "Comment is free, 

but facts are sacred." 

The process by which knowledge is authenticated as "the truth" is thought to lie with the 

appropriate authorities (Baxter Magolda, 1992: Kitchener, 1983; King & Kitchener, 

1994; Kitchener & King, 198 1; Kitchener, King, Wood, & Davidson, 1989; Kuhn, 1992; 

Perry, 1970). Belenky. Clinch y, Goldberger, and Tanile (1 986) cal1 this "silent 

knowing", in which the individual accepts the authority's proclamation as to what is me. 

There is no belief that the knower can leam from his or her own experiences and thus, 

knowing does not belong to the individual. 

Intimately bound to the process of knowledge acquisition is the nature of the evidence 

used to justify belief. Since truth is acquired h m  the appropnate authorities, 

justification for belief normally takes the form of what Belenky et ai. (1986) have termed 



"received knowing". That is, evidence consists of returning the words of the authority, 

be it person or text. Many educators have expenenced this in its purest form when, upon 

asking a student to explain a cenain phenornenon, they received the reply, "Because you 

said so". 

In this folk pedagogy. then, a notion of cornpetence is defined in terms of an individual's 

acquisition of knowledge, knowledge best described in tems of absolute facts or 

procedures preserved in wntten texts. It is probably the most widely practiced fom of 

folk pedagogy, at least insofar as traditional fomal education is concemed. Through its 

ability to define 'We known", it purports to offer clear specifications as to what is to be 

taught. This image, we will see. is well captured in the domain-specific structure that has 

traditionaily organized much of crilTiculurn. 

The long arms of pedagogy stretch beyond simple instruction and shape assessment 

direction too. In providing such clear specifications as to what must be taught, a known- 

centred folk pedagogy provides a set of standards for assessing learning achievernents. 

That is, classroom assessment beccmes the vehicle for gauging the closeness of fit 

between what is told (or shown) and what is remembered (Earl & Katz, 2000), be it 

through formal test or classroom discoune structure. nie IRE sequence (Initiate, 

Respond, Evaluate) is indicative of the latter, in which the teacher asks a question, a 

student responds, and the teacher gives feedback (Alvermann, O'Brien, & Dillon. 1990; 

Cazden, 1988). Applebee (1 996) reminds us that such questions are not honest requests 

for information in that teachen are usually aware of the answen they are looking for. 



Indeed, such a pmctice appean to be a culture-specific phenornenon. For example, Heath 

(1982. pg. 105) offered the following transcript as evidence for rural African-Amencan 

students' expectation that questions have answers unknown to the questioner: 

Teacher What is the story about? 
ChiIdren: (silence) 
Teacher: 'Uh.. . Let's see.. . Who is it the story talks about? 
Children: (silence) 
Teacher Who is the main character: Um. .. What kind of story is it? 
Child: Ain? nobody cm talk about things [except] k ing  about theirselves! 

In defining that which is "known", such modes of education are essentially selective 

(Glaser Br Silver. 1994). That is, there is minimal variation in the conditions of learning, 

and by association, instruction. By precisely specifying what must be taught, the stage is 

set for a rather specific definition of accountability, accountability defined as a kind of 

surveillance mechanism which proceeds by way of the congruity check descn bed above. 

As we have seen. the knowledge object, typically presewed in the pages of texts (i.e. the 

formal cumculum), maintains an existence apart from individual teachen and their 

students. In this way, it is possible to begin to taik about target cornpetence "noms" or 

benchmarks", and beyond the classroom routines mentioned earlier, such thinking is 

responsible for the establishment md maintenance of the lxge-scale achievement testing 

movement (c.f. Glaser & Silver, 1994). Assessment, then, is about judgment, judgment 

about who will go on and where they will go. or, to put it differently, about who is 

competent and who is not. And in the demonstration of cornpetence, the requisite 

practice is for subjective orientations to be sharply delineated from "objective facts". 

Personal belief, as noted earlier, is relegated to the substandard position of opinion or 



worse, an erroneous ascount of the 'Tacts'*- Not su, as we wili see, in the aext folk 

pe&gogy- 

The Knower 

n ie  signature therne of this next folk pedapgy is a respect for the child's point of view. 

an image well captured in the writings of the educationd philosopher, John Dewey. 

Heavily influenced by Darwin's theory of evolution and the psychology of William 

James, Dewey accepted that the human ability to think and l e m  had evolved for the 

same reason as dl other capacities of living organisms - survival. As Phillips and Soltis 

(1991, p. 38) write in their comrnentary on Dewey, ". . . thinking and learning are 

'practical' capacities, in the exercise of which we actively interact with our 

surroundings". The active stance ascribed to the leamer here stands in clear contrast to 

the passivity of the previous folk pedagogy which Dewey believed treated students in 

ways that disregarded the function of thinking and learning in the naturai world (Dewey. 

19031 966). 

In advancing his progressive ideals, Dewey saw knowledge emerging from a process of 

interpretation and clarification of meanings related to various aspects of experience in the 

worid (Dewey, 1938). More recently, this central tenet unites both cognitive- 

developmental and sociocultural perspectives under the umbrella of this knower-centred 

folk pedagogy (Astington & Pelletier, 1996; Shuell, 1996). In the former, Piaget's 

genetic epistemology cornes close to providing a psychological theory that parallels 

Dewey's educational one. Cognitive developmentdists emphasize the child's interaction 



with the physical environment. Learning occun as previously acquired cognitive 

structures are coordinated to form new superordinate structures. Initially, smicnires 

develop from concrete experiences and thinking remains concrete until the coordination 

of superordinate structures allows for the emergence of absnact thought. 

Sociocul tural models emphasize the child's interactions wi th other people in a social 

world. Rooted in Vygotskian theory, cognitive development is regarded as a socially 

mediated process. The conversation metaphor (Applebee, 1996) is a popular one, as 

teacher and student engage in a dialogue in an attempt to constmct meaning. Notions of 

communities of learnen (Brown & Carnpione, 1994; Rogoff, Matusov, & White, 1996) 

and cognitive apprenticeshi ps (Collins, Brown, & Newman. 1989) pomay leaming as the 

result of a coordination of perspectives between teacher and learner or amongst learnen 

themselves. 

h considenng the child's point of view, this folk pedagogy acknowledges the mind as a 

place of privately held beliefs and ideas (Olson & Bmner, 1996). Children are seen as 

individuals capable of sense-making both on their own (cognitive-developmental) and 

through discourse with othen (sociocultural). Learning. then, cm be conceptuaiized as a 

process of subjective interpretation, while teaching creates opportuni ties for 

intersubjective interchanges, for sharing beliefs through collaborative discourse. 

By celebrating the subjective in its definition of cornpetence, this folk pedagogy 

necessarily advances a very different set of epistemological assumptions than those 



discussed in connection with the previous folk pedagogy. hdeed, in recognizing that 

"the known" is neither absolute truth nor an indisputable fact of nature, subscribers to this 

"knowerdirected" folk pedagog y view know ledge as fundamentail y uncertain. Termed 

"multiplists" or "relati vists" (Kuhn, 199 1, 1992; Perry, 1 WO), these individuals see al1 

opinions as valid and nothing as certain. After dl, even experts disagree. Truth, on this 

view, varies from penon to person, and knowledge is interpreted subjectively. 

Alternatively, they adopt the stance of "skeptic" in which all claims are chailenged and 

all action is seen as permanently premature (Chandler et al., 1990). 

From this relativistic epistemic stance. the source of knowledge lies in personal. 

idiosyncratic processes such as individual opinion (Baxter Magolda, 1992, King and 

Kitchener, 1994; Kitchener, 1983; Kitchener & King. 198 1; Kitchener et al., 1989; Kuhn. 

1992; Peny, 1970). Belenky et al. (1986) use the tem "subjective knowing" to convey 

the delirniting role of intuition and gut feeling in the epistemological enterprise. 

Persona1 belief counts as evidence for knowing. To justify beliefs is to share them with 

othen. In this way, leaming, as rnentioned earlier, can be conceptualized as a process of 

subjective interpretation. It results from a calibration of perspectives amongst learners 

themselves, or in coordination with the teacher. Leamers as interpreten necessarily 

consmct somewhat different interpretations. Teaching creates opportunities that support 

an intmubjective discourse structure, one that is perhaps best approximated by the ICE 

m n y m  (Wilson, 1996). ICE discourse encourages students to fom and share their own 

Xdeas, Connect them to one another, and Extend them beyond persona1 experience. 



In cultivating the subjective cornpetencies of a knower-cenued folk pedagogy, classroom 

assessrnent functions not as a concordance check between what is told and what is 

remembered, but rather as the mechanism that promotes the learner's interpretation 

process. It is sornething best accomplished by the self since it is the knower who holds 

privileged access to the relevant beliefs, though they are obliged to make these public 

(Larnpert, Rittenhouse, & Crumbaugh, 1996). Portfolios and other self -assessrnent tools 

(Earl& Cousins, 1996; Garcia & Pearson, 1994; Glaser Br Silver, 1994; Wilson, 1996) 

are often suggested as the vehicles that promote students' articulation of subjective 

reasons rather than objective right answers (Buchmann, 1986). 

Blending concerns - Living with smbiguity 

Certainly, conceptions of education driven by a concem for "the knower" are not without 

limitations. The epistemic posture associated with a subjectively-driven notion of 

cornpetence derogates truth to a msienr quality. Tmth is variant and certainty is 

elusive. The problem here is that in the absence of certainty, al1 beliefs appear equal. 

Neatby (1953) points out that it is this very phenornenon that supports mediocrity or, as 

she puts it, a system of education that offers "so little for the minci". Ravitch (2001), 

more recently, has argued much the same thing. Without objective standards, and the 

associated noms or benchmarks, systemic accountability becomes problematic for both 

individuals and educationai institutions. It is in tenns of such standards that schools are 

held accountable for fulfilling an institutional mandate, a mandate generally advanced in 

terms of those very standards. Yet, as was spelled out in the second folk pedagogy 

outlined above, it is ultimately individuals, not classes, that leam (Clay. 1996; Thomas, 



1992); individuais, with their varied interests, backgrounds and understandings. 

Teachea, then, are understandably poised halfway between the children they serve and 

the mandated "objective" standards. 

The very idea of a distinction between the "the knower" and "the known" may sirike the 

professional philosopher as anachronistic and indeed it should. Dorothy Smith (1990, p. 

66) points out that "knowledge exists only in the activities and participation of subjects as 

knowen" although, "[to talk of] knowledge discards the presence of the knowing 

subject." The point, however, is that the epistemologies at play on the landscape of 

formal education and described herein are the folk or popular ones, the ones of teachers, 

of students and, as we will see shonly. of policy-maken (Strauss, 2001). To the casüal 

observer they remain implicit, but those working within an episternological belief 

research tradition have gamered more direct access. And it is this extensive literature 

that suggests that few people ever doubt the traditional view of "the known", thus setting 

the stage for the qualitative rift between the "the knower" and "the known" detailed 

above (Baxter Magolda, 1992; BeIenky et al., 1986; King & Kitchener, 1994; Kitchener, 

1983; Kitchener & King, 1981; Kitchener et al., 1989: Kuhn, 1991,1992, 1999; Perry. 

1970; Schornmer, 1994). 

It is the folk pedagogical construct which suggests that the often observed pedagogies are 

imbued with these popular epistemologies (Kalchman & Katz, 1999; Katz, 1998; Katz, 

2000; Katz, Earl, & Olson, in press; Lyons, 1990; Olson & Bruner, 1996; Olson & Katz, 

2001; Strauss, 2001). Patrick and Pintrich (2001) illustrate the coexistence of pedagogies 



supporting the knower and the known referenced in the preceding section, and go on to 

explicate the divergent, indeed incompatible. epistemological conceptions that underlie 

them. Similarly. after reviewing the work of Anderson (1994). alumenfeld (1994), 

Blumenfeld, Hicks and Krajcik (1996), Brwkhart and Freeman (1992), Calderhead 

(1996), Hollingworth ( 1989). Kagan (1992). Kagan and Tippins (199 1 ), McLaughlin 

(1991), Morine-Dershimer (1993); Strauss (1993), Weinstein (1989), Weinstein, 

Woolfolk, Dittmeier, and Shanker (1994), and Zeichner and GOR (1990). Woolfolk Hoy 

and Murphy (200 1) constmcted a taxonomy of characteristic teacher practices. The list 

included both the coverage-related pedagogies of "telling" and "directing", as well as the 

creation of student-driven opponunities for experiential understandings and collaborative 

discourse. The authors went on to argue that the two pedagogical strands - which 1 have 

suggested are popularly unavoidable given the concem for the known and the knower 

respectively - are in opposition to one anoher, despite often being evidenced by the same 

teachers. 

Through its utility as a conceptual consmict, folk pedagogy allows us to see that 

pedagogical practices might not be neutral. They carry with them assumptions about 

knowledge and the mind. Fullan (persona1 communication, 1999), in a clever play on a 

popular colloquialism, asks the question. "Does it work in theory?" Clearly, from the 

argument outlined above, the folk pedagogies which follow from the consaaints aven by 

both "the knower" and "the known" are indeed theoretically incommensurable. And as 

such, this dudism (Prawat, 1998) is problematic. 



Insofar as alternative folk pedagogies reflect divergent epistemologies as just discussed, 

they are the vehicles through which children corne to think of themselves as competent 

on the one hand or as incompetent on the other (Olson & Bmner, 1996). Pedagogical 

practices of al1 varieties cornmunicate to the student a way of thinking about knowledge, 

the mind, and learning. That said, although such messages may be infused in strands of 

actual practice, it is important to caution against attempting to make inferences about the 

underlying teacher beliefs in a way that establishes an isomorphic relationship between 

beliefs and practice. Though researchen such as Anning (1988), Anderson (2001), and 

Strauss (200 1) point out the concordant ~iationship between teachers' beliefs about 

learning, knowledge and the rnind, and observable practice, othen have suggested that 

the foundations of observable pedagogy are far more shaky (Pajares, 1992). 

Fioden et al. (cited in Shavelson & Stem, 1981), for example, observed a willingness on 

the part of teachers to change content. whether the pressure for change denved from 

texts, curriculum guidelines, a community newspaper, the principal, or the parents of 

students in their classes. Tabachnick and Zeichner (1986) have shown just how powerful 

school culture can be in placing pressure on teachers* pedagogical decisions. In their 

longinidinal ethnographie study, they document the pedagogical metamorphosis of a 

single teacher, Beth, as she makes a career transition to a school whose beliefs about 

learning and education are quite different from her own. By the end of the first year of 

her new placement. Beth's teaching had changed consicierably. Active learning and 

inventing activities to challenge pupil thinking and stimulate interest were replaced with 

concern for the schedule, a diminished value of open discussions and "hands on" pupil 



activities. less time explaining the required work, and an omission of discussions on 

topics that were not tested. In characterizhg the culture of Beth's new school, 

Tabachnick and Zeichner (1986) noted the presence of a principal quick to alert teachers 

to any deviations they rnight have made frorn "standard practice" and of an evaluation 

systern that saw al1 students in a grade writing common exarns at the same time. 

The present line of argument does not attempt to make isomorphic inferences about 

teachen' beliefs from the alternative folk pedagogies explicated in the previous section. 

Rather, as noted earlier, the divergent sets of practices, imbued with divergent 

epistemological messages, achieve an existence by way of an unavoidable set of 

constraints given by the concems for both the knower and the kncwn or, as Dewey 

(190211966) put it, the child and the cumculum. In much the same way as Shuell(1996) 

does, Olson and Katz (200 1 ) explain that educational theory for much of the twentieth 

century atternpted to corne to grips with this gap between what is known generally and 

should be msrnitted, and what one knows subjectively and should be developed. Yet 

this effort typically consisted of liale more than staking opposing claims on the 

epistemological battleground. Classicd education theory, as noted earlier, considered 

knowledge to be an entity that exists in some tangible fonn capable of king transferred 

intact to children. Educational reformers took the other pole, insisting on the primacy of 

subjective and communal experience as the basis of al1 knowledge. AIthough 

theoreticians have k e n  more or less content to operate almost exclusively in spheres 

defined by one or the other, the practical landscape of education does not enjoy the 



bounded consistency of abstract theory. That is, both elements of the epistemological 

enterprise seem valid in a context of actual practice. 

Despite the theoretical paradox given by the simultaneous presence of the two folk 

pedagogies, such an inconsistency. at least in contexts of actual practice. is not altogether 

unusual and seems to find efficacy in rnanaging the uncertain and arnbiguous nature of 

teachen' professional worlds (Ashton & Webb. 1986; Berlak & Berlak, 1981; Doyle. 

1986; Kagan. 1992). Such a milieu, experienced fint as a student and later as a 

practitioner, proffers the empirical ingredients which give rise to what James 

(1830/1950), over a century ago, called "knowledge of acquaintance"; that is. the implicit 

knov;!edge we find exemplified in practice. Unlike scientific theories. the tacit and 

unreflective nature of these folk assumptions means that they are not logically coherent 

systems of statements but rather loosely connected ones (Calderhead, 1996; Huber & 

Mandl, 1984; Pajares. 1992). As such, it is conceivable for opposing elements to be 

contained therein and consequently appear as so-cailed "knots" (Wagner et al.. cited in 

Huber & Mandl. 1984) in actual practice. That said, this phenornenon. operationally 

defined in t e n s  of contradictory folk pedagogies. was fint identified at the level of 

educationd policy. It is to a particula. exarnple in this venue diat served as the impetus 

for the study described herein to which we now tum. 

Folk Pedagagy and Educetional Policy 

The Cornmon Curriculum 



Though replaced in 1998 by a new cuniculum resulting from a change in govement,  

the mid- 1990s release of The Commun Curriculum: PoIicies and Outcomes Grades 1-9 

(Ontario Ministry of Education and Training, 1995) marked a key event in a legacy of 

reform that had targeted the Transition Years of Grades 7, 8, and 9. In constituting the 

educationai philosophy that was to form the basis of education for al1 Ontario students in 

Grades 1 to 9, the document outlined a curriculum frarnework based on essential learning 

outcomes. The outcomes were gmuped into four Rogram Areas, each of which included 

severd subject domains. Along with this focus on outcomes, the policy advocated an 

integrated approach to cumculum. 1 review each of these areas in turn, noting the way 

they are respectively anchored by alternative folk pedagogies. 

Outcomes 

The outcornes-based mode1 of education advocated by The Cornmon Curriculum focused 

on learning results. It was promoted as the vehicle for setting out clear leaming 

expectations. dong with performance standards, to help schools and teachers measure 

and report on student achievement. Specifically, the learning outcomes provided in the 

document were said to ". .. identify the observabIe/measurable knowledge, skills, and 

values that students are expected to develop at cenain key stages of their schooling" 

(Ontario Ministry of Education and Training, 1995. p. 9). The Arts, Language, MST 

(Mathematics, Science, and Technology), and Penonal and Social Snidies constituted the 

four program areas, each of which was broken down into subject areas for the 

presentation of specific learning outcomes. For example, the "Language" program area 



consisted of subsections titled: Listening and Speaking, Reading, Writing. Viewing and 

Representing. and Language for Leaming. Themafier, within the "Reading*' subsection, 

for instance. a specific leming outcorne read: 

By the end of Grade 6 students will use the rules of English spelling consistentiy 
and correctly to recognize and pronounce a wide range of words. identifying root 
words, prefixes. and suffixes. and consulting a dictionary to confirm 
pronunciation or detemine meaning (pg. 52). 

The policy document itself put forth the question. "What is comrnon in The Cornmon 

Cumculum?" and in a word the answer is the outcomes (Ontario Ministry of Education 

and Training, 1995. pg. 14). Some 60 pages therein were devoted to the 

obse~abie/measurable knowledge, skills, and values that dl students were expected to 

achieve at the end of Grades 3.6, and 9. Thus. a notion of competence was advanced in 

terms of the possession of knowledge. knowledge being of either the declarative or 

procedural varïety. This hardly seems surprising since what is "known" generally or 

collectively typically delineates the contents of our cultural store. In the language of The 

Cornmon Cumculum, ". . . it is essential thar al1 students have a clear understanding of the 

outcomes - of what they are expected to know [and] be able to do.. ." (Ontario Ministry 

of Educetion and Training, 1995, pg. 23). Take, as an example, the aforementioned 

Grade 6 Reading outcome of pronunciation. spelling. and word-component identification. 

Offering such a prion specifications as to what is to be learned necessady implies that 

what is to be known exists independently of the individual knower, and as such, the 

Outcornes portion of the policy document supported a knowncentred folk pedagogy. 



lntegrated Studies 

The second major theme of The Common Curriculum, integrative/collaborative studies, 

promoted a curriculum that emphasized connections and relationships among ideas, 

people, and things, as well as arnong academic disciplines. Teachen were expected to 

plan units that created authen tic learning situations in which students collaborated with 

adults and other children in ". . . a constant search for meaning" (Ontario Ministry of 

Education and Training, 1995. p. 17). The following four approaches to curriculum 

integration were suggested (pp. 34-36). The orderly arrangement was intended to convey 

a hierarchy of sophistication implicit in the integration process: 

Paralle1 Content: Related content is taught in two or more subjects during the same 

period of time. 

Content Connections: Connections are made arnong similar subjects, most likely 

within the same program area. 

Concept Connections: A concept is explored using the content and processes of 

several program areas. 

Crosstunicular Connections: Students identify issues to explore. frame questions. 

and undertake tasks, applying relevant knowledge and skills from any and ail 

program areas. 

The idea behind integrativdcollaborative studies was for learning to be conceptualized as 

an outgrowth of existing knowledge, skills, and values. Traditional subject boundaries 

were to be avoided in an effort to promote the view of life as an integrated whole in 

which people, things, events, processes, and ideas are interrelated Programs, in the 



words of the policy creators, ". . . must rtflect the abilities, needs. interests, and leaming 

styles of students.. ." (pg. 9). Essentially. what we have begun to consider hem is what is 

"different" in The Comrnon Curriculum, difference defined in terms of the individuality 

of the leamer. And it is this child-centred focus that supports the folk pedagogy endorsed 

by a concem for 'the knower". 

What we have in The Common Curriculum, then, is a policy maker's attempt at the 

simultaneous recognition of the subjective stance of the knower as a discoune participant 

on the one hand, and the claims of the institutionally "known" on the other. Anchored in 

what we have corne to recognize as disparate folk pedagogies, the result is a pieceneal 

product held together by an unspecified glue. But policy is not practice and it is the latter 

with which we must concern ounelves if we are to validate the theoretical paradox 

captured in the construct of bifurcated folk pedagogies. 

Research Objectives 

By virtue of the lack of empincal precedents relating to the notion of paradoxical folk 

pedagogies, the study descnbed here was conceived of as exploratory and descriptive in 

its efforts to sketch out the specifics of the theoretically contradictory relation given by 

concems for both the known and the knower. More specificdly, the study's objectives 

were to: 

Illustrate, in practical terms, the dual, yet contradictory, concem for both the 

subjectivity of "the knower" and the transmission of "the known" that exists in 



teachen' professional lives (Chapten Three and Four). Specifically. the goal in 

these chapters is to provide a surface-level taxonomy of pedagogical strands that 

might be taken to communicate the assurnptions associated with each of the two sets 

of concems. It is important to make clear that there is not attempt to favour either of 

the alternative folk pedagogies over the other, but rather to simply offer illustrations 

of a conceptual abstraction. 

Examine the ways in which teachen explicitly consider the "knower" in relation to 

the "known" (Chapter Five) 

Uncover the conditions under which teachers become conscious of the apparent 

contradiction inherent in k ing  caught between the two sets of constraints (Chapter 

Six). 

Finally, given the above, my goal is to sketch out the beginnings of a new folk pedagogy. 

one predicated on a psychology and an epistemology that respects and unites both the 

subjective properties of the child and the objective properties of the cumculum in a 

cornmensurate relationship. This will include not only a declarative component - the 

requisite psychological and epistemological definitions - but also a teacher education 

procedural suggestion for how to effect the necessary conceptual change that its practical 

implementation would likely involve (Chapter Seven). 



CKAPTER TWO 

METHODOLOGY 

The Larger Cuntext 

The study formed part of a larger, Ministry of Ontario sponsored longitudinal 

investigation of how teachers implement complex changes in c ~ c u l u m .  assessment, and 

approaches to student learning in their daily practice. The project was directed by a 

principal investigator who is a faculty member in the Ontario Institute for Studies in 

EducationNnivenity of Toronto's International Centre for Educational Change and 

involved a research officer and four graduate students including myself. Not al1 data 

collected in the context of the greater project pertained to this study. 

Ethicel Considerations 

The study was cleared by the Human Ethics Cornmittee of the Ontario Institute for 

Studies in Education at the University of Toronto. In addition, project approval was 

granted by each participating school board's Educational Research Advisory Committee, 

and the principal at each of the involved schools was made aware of the study. Oral and 

written communication with each participant detailed the purpose of the research and 

discussed confidentidity, anonymity, and withdrawal Bghts. Participants in the study 

individually indicated informed consent by signing a release fom (See Appendix A). 



Phase 1 

T h e  phases of data collection informed the project, each which took place in the Spring 

of the consecutive acadernic years of 1996/1997, 199711998, and 199811999. In this 

section, 1 describe Phase 1. 

Participants 

Twenty-one teachers were selected for the bigger project from four large school boards 

(each of which had enrollments of over 50,000 students) with the assisiance of The 

Learning Consortium - a partnenhip for teacher development established between The 

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education at the University of Toronto and the four 

boards. Given the intent of the larger projeci, the teachers were identified by 

administraton in their boards as ones who were actively engaged in efforts to undentand. 

interpret, and perhaps utilize The Common Cumculum initiatives. Al1 were involved in 

teaching the middle grades (6-9). with the exception of one who taught Grade two. 

Fifteen of the teachers were female, six were male. Teaching experience ranged from 

five to thirty years. Given the explorative and descriptive intent of rny study, 1 was, 

however, unconcemed with individual ciifferences. 

Data Collection 

Data collection for Phase 1 took place by way of semi-structmd qualitative interviews 

(Kvaie, 1996), each lasting between one and two houn in duration. Each teacher was 



interviewed once. The interviews took place in private at the teacher's school (one 

interviewer, one teacher), the exception to this king that two of the teachers who team- 

taught were interviewed together at their insistence. Six researchers shared the 

interviewing responsibilities by dividing up the total number of interviews that were to be 

done. The six researchers included the principal investigator, the research officer, and the 

four graduate students mentioned earlier. A 63 item standard interview protocoi replete 

with preset questions, probes, and prearnble (see Appendix B) was used by the 

interviewers. 

n i e  interview schedule was constnicted by the research team so as to include questions 

and probes that asked teachen to describe what they do in concrete terms (Stanovich & 

Jordan, 1998). Strauss (1993; 1996) has distinguished between teachen' "espoused and 

"in-use" pedagogical content knowledge. The former cornes into play when teachea 

speak about how they would teach in a particular situation, while the latter occurs in 

practice, when teachen actually teach. Ractice, as Polanyi (!.958) reminds us, results in 

the formation of tacit, as opposed to articulate, knowledge. Indeed, it is this very 

phenornenon that we explored in the previous chapter in connection with James' 

(1830/1950) "knowledge of acquaintance". Thus. a direct question such as, "What is 

your philosophy of teaching" may or may not be reflective of actual experience. 

In addition, as 1 explained in the previous sub-section of this chapter, the way in which 

the teachen were selected for the larger project suggested a familiarity with 

Common Curriculum. However, closeness of fit between policy and practice was not a 



concem of the project, nor of this particular study. nius, the interview p~arnble 

included a 'Anon-evaiuative" promise to participants. Teachers were afforded the 

opportunity to descnbe what they do beyond the boundaries of the particular cumcular 

initiative. 

The specific interview questions were generated according to the needs of the Iarger 

study, and were classified and consmicted according to six major areas. Class 

Demographics, Specific Cumculum Unit, The Bigger Picture of The Cornrnon 

Curriculum, Description of a Teacher's Day, This School and Your Place in it, and 

Reflections. "Class Demographics" included questions about grade-level, gender, 

linguistic makeup, ability range, and the number of students in the class. "Specific 

Cumculum Unit" asked teachers to provide an account of a past teaching unit thought 

best reflective of their stance as an educator. 'The Bigger Picture of The Cornmon 

Cumculum" questioned teachers about their attitudes and beliefs regarding this particular 

cmicular initiative. "Description of a Teacher's Day" had each participant provide a 

detailed description of the day of teaching that irnmediately preceded the interview. 

'This School and Your Place in it" inquired about perceptions of othen in the school. 

FinalIy, "Reflections" asked teachers to look back over the two years since the inception 

of The Common Curriculum. 

For the purposes of the present study, it was my intention that the content of the Phase 1 

interview schedule would elicit descriptions of teacher practice. In particular, 1 focused 

on the "Specific Cumculum Unit" and 'Descnption of a Teacher's Day" sections to 



achieve this end, though I did not rule out the possibility that other questions would offer 

additional evidence in the same vein. The need for descriptions of this son arose from 

the first research objective for this study put forward in the previous chapter. That is, for 

me to be able to construct a surface-level taxonomy of strands of practice that, at least 

conceptually, might be taken to communicate the folk assumptions associated with the 

concems for both the known and the knower. Additionally. such descriptions would also 

inform the third research objective involving teachen' potential awareness of the 

apparent contradiction in king caught between the two sets of constraints. 

The interview schedule was pilot tested by having each of the six researchers locate a 

volunteer teacher of his or her choosing and conducting the interview in its totality, 

beginning with the preamble. The interviews were tape-recorded and then each tape was 

listened to in the presence of the six researchen. In this setting. the tapes were stopped 

periodically and the principal investigator Ied a discussion regarding what was heard. 

This practice led to the confirmation that the researchers were administering the interview 

schedule with consistency, and also to small revisions in the wording of sorne of the 

questions. Through this process, it was also confirmed that the interview confonned to 

the allotted time of between one and two hours. 

Phase Il 

Participants 



Seventeen of the original twenty-one participants remained in the study for the Phase II 

data collection which, as noted earlier, took place approximately a year after Phase 1. 

Eleven of the teachers were femaie, six were rnaIe. Of the seventeen, one teacher retired 

rnidway through the Phase II academic year and another assumed a vice-principal 

position at the beginning of the same year. Both retained connections to classroom 

teaching and were included in the participant pool of the larger study. Addi tionaily. one 

teacher assumed a Special Education resource position in the school at the start of the 

Phase II academic year. Al1 but one of the remaining fourteen taught in the middle 

grades. the exception being the Grade two teacher mentioned in Phase 1. 

Data Collection 

The Phase II interview schedule was shaped by the fact that beginning in that data 

collection year and resulting from a change in govemment, The Common Cumculum 

was replaced by a series of new, "back to the basics", subject-specific documents. The 

thnist of the new cuniculum endoned the notion of measurable outcomes in reporting 

requirements, provided detailed specific expectations for student achievement, and 

introduced a standard report card for use province-wide. Since the larger project was not 

concerned with policy specifics, the interview protocol for Phase II was conceived 

without explicit connection to the cuniculum of the &y. 

The i n t e ~ e w  protocol for Phase II (set Appendix C) was leu structured than in the 

previous year, though it still provided interview direction as to prearnble, content areas, 



and probes. The same six researchen shared the interviewing responsibilities b y dividing 

up the number of interviews to be done as before. Like in Phase 1. the participants were 

interviewed once, in private, at their schools, and by a single interviewer. The only 

exception to this was in the case of the two teachea who team-taught. As in the previous 

year, they were interviewed together. The same process as was spelled out in connection 

with Phase 1 for pilot-testing the instrument was followed. As a result, slight 

modifications were made to question wording to improve clarity. Interview length was 

also confirmed to fall within the prescribed range of 45-90 minutes. Finally, the principal 

investigator used this process to ensure that team memben were maintainhg a degree of 

consistency with the open-ended protocol structure. 

To meet the needs of the larger project. the interview protocol was divided into six areas: 

Last Teaching Day, Challenges in Education, Teacher High Points, The Broader Context, 

The Penonai./Professional Connection, and Metaphors of Experience. "Last Teaching 

Day" asked teachen to provide a detailed description of an instructional lesson block 

from the previous day, including interpretations of student competence, success, and 

failure. "Challenges in Education" had teachen identify significant challenges from the 

past year. including challenges related to penonai classroom assessrnent practices. 

"Teacher High Points" questioned teachers about defining moments from the previous 

year. 'The Broader Context" inquired about significant impacts derived from the school, 

community, district, or broader educational sphere. 'The PersonaVRofessional 

Connection" asked about the relationship between work and home. Finally, "Metaphon 

of Experience" had each teacher think of a metaphor that best represented his or her 



professional experience in the past year. As in Phase 1, the interview schedule avoided 

hypotheticals in favour of concrete descriptions (Stanovich & Jordan, 1998). 

For the purposes of the present study, my intent for Phase ïï was identical to that 

explicated in connection with Phase 1. That is, 1 looked to Phase II to further add to the 

corpus of practical descriptions elicited in Phase 1 so as to inform the first and third 

research objectives of constnicting the conceptually driven knowdknower taxonomy of 

practical strands, and identifying areas of potential paradox awareness should they 

emerge. The "Last Teaching Day" question area in the Phase II interview schedule was 

intended to inform on this research intent, but as 1 explaincd in connection with the Phase 

1 data collection description, 1 remained open to the possibility that other question areas 

would contribute data to this end as well. Kitchener and King (1994) explûin that such 

production interviews, in which participants are encouraged tu "produce" detailed 

descriptions, are considered methodologically appropriate for theory construction and 

explication of the son involved in this study. 

The construction of the Phase II interview schedule without connection to the cumculum 

of the day was not deemed to be problematic from the perspective of this study. 

Although originally identified in connection with The Comrnon Cumculum, the 

phenornenon of educators k i n g  pulled between competing concems for %e known" and 

"the knowerT' seems to be a feature of formal education that tmnscends the specificity of 

any cunicular initiative. That is, the paradox, as explicated in the p~ceding chapter, 



appears to be a function of the fact that teachers teach classes, but it is individuais that 

leam (Clay, 1996; Thomas, 1992). 

Data Analysis (Phases I and II) 

Interviews from both Phases 1 and II were tape-recorded and then transcribed for a fee by 

a transcription service. Only transcripts frorn those who participated in both Phases 1 and 

II were included for the analysis, making the total participant number for this study 

seventeen. As noted earlier, answen frorn al1 questions in the interview schedules were 

considered. Given that the research intent for Phases I and II of this study, as previously 

explained, was identical, the data from boih Phases were combined into a single corpus. 

Using Folio Views 4.1 information management software and adapting the Miles and 

Hubennan (1994) "startsode list" technique, I classified relevant staternents that could 

be taken to carry folk pedagogical messages with them according to one of three major 

themes consistent with the theoretical t h s t  of the study: "Concern for the Known", 

"Concern for the Knower". or "Paradox Awareness". It is acknowledged that the 

category assignment decisions are rny own, but the reader who wishes to consider 

alternative classifications is permitted to do so as a result of the provision of thick data 

descriptions. (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 

Once the data were parsed according to the three bmad categories, I followed an 

appmach consisting of unitizing and categorizing (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) and the 

Constant Comparative Method (Glaser Br Strauss. 1967). Specifically. within each 



category, 1 went through the data and fleshed out the preordinate categones in more 

detail. This process resulted in the construction of sub-categories, with within group 

relationships defined in terms of similarity and between group relationships in terms of 

difference. Statements whose content represented more than one sub-category were 

included in al1 relevant groups. The final step was to group the sub-categories and title 

them. For example, the "Concem for the Known" category contained fifteen sub- 

categories. These were then segmented into four areas for ease of eventual presentation 

and discussion. The complete taxonomy appears below. Further explanation of each of 

the sub-categones is deferred to the appropriate "Data and Interpretation" chapter. 

CONCERN FOR THE KNOWN 

Leaming 
Expectation/outcorne origin 
Specific expectation exarnples 
Content focus 
Rememberinglforgetting 
Not knowinggaps 

Instruction 
Curriculum coverage 
Subject specificity 
Telling/showing 
Teaching and planning for outcomes/expectations 
Communicate expectations/outcornes 

Student Stance 
Requisite Behaviour 

Assessrnent 
Assess and report against outcomes/expectations 
Teacher as judgelexpert 
Testing and marking 
Cornpetence as markftest performance 



CONCERN FOR THE KNOWER 

Instruction 
Di fferent students/di fferent needs 
institutional identification and instructional response 

O Teacher assigned categories and instructional response 
Student specific/in&vidual examples 

Leaming 
Experienti al 
Student-directed/student-owned 
Collaborative 
Connected (to self and world) 
Integrated studies 
Differential outcomes/expectations 

Teacher Stance 
Facilitator and feilow leamer 

Assessrnent 
Self assessment/reflection/metacognitive awareness 
Peer assessment 
S tudent-created assessment 
Differential assessments 

PARAlDOX AWARENESS 

Classroom assessment and reporting 
CIass characteristics 
Curriculum coverage 
Meeting individual needs 
Classroom programming 
Teacher role 



Phase 111 

Participants 

Eleven paticipants remained in the study for Phase III. A male teacher, who had 

declined to panicipate in the previous two phases of the study, joined the sample bringing 

the participant total to twelve. There were four males and eight fernales. With the 

exception of the Grade two teacher noted earlier, all taught in the rniddle grades. A 

female teacher assumed a Speciai Education resource position in her school ïesulting in 

two Phase III participants with this role. 

Data Collection 

Individual private interviews lasting approximately 90 minutes were conducted by a pair 

of interviewers (one teacher, two inte~ewers), each of whom took responsibility for 

specific sections of a 30 item semi-structured interview schedule (see Appendix D). The 

exception to this was the two teachers who team-taught and were interviewed together. 

The same process used in Phases 1 and II for pilot-testing the instrument was followed in 

Phase III. The only difference was that instead of six pilot interviews. two were 

conducted - one by each of the two interviewers. Once again, the schedule contained 

direction as to interview preamble. questions, and probes. 



For the purposes of the larger project, the interview schedule for this Phase was divided 

into three areas: The Big Picture of Ontario Education, The Class and the Individual, 

and Generd Assessment. 'The Big Picture of Ontario Education" had teachen use the 

associated graphic of milestones in Ontario education (see Appendix D) to reflect on 

relevant personaVprofessionaI meanings attached to the last decade. "The Class and the 

Individual" was designed to generate a response set that was of most devance to the 

study reported here, in particular the second research objective. Recall that this involved 

an examination of the ways in which teachers explicitly consider the "knower" in relation 

to the "known". Using the second graphic (see Appendix D) as an explanatory guide, 

participants were first asked to provide a concrete illustration of a class-directed lesson. 

Thereafter, they were asked to provide a descriptive account of a specific child who, 

although not formally identified, required some instructional 

modification/accommodation~adaptation. Finally. the participants were questioned 

explicitly about their own insights into the requirement of having individual children 

reach a fixed set of goals. "General Assessment". the third major section of the interview 

schedule, asked global questions about teachers' experiences with and understandings of 

assessment. 

Data Analysis 

The interviews were tape-recorded and mscribed as in earlier phases. The purpose 

behind Phase ID for this study, as noted earlier, was to examine the ways in which 

teachers conceptualize the link between the peculiarity of "the knower" and the generality 



of "the known". As such, 1 used the content areas of the listed questions in "The Class 

and the Individual" section of the interview schedule (see Appendix D) to parse the data 

(Patton, 1990). Specifically, for each participant in this Phase, 1 compared and contrasted 

the answers given in response to questions about the class and the individual in the areas 

of goals, goal origins, pedagogy, outcornes, and assessrnent and reporting practices. 

Thereafter, these teacher-specific responses were considered in relation to one another 

(Glaser & Strauss, 1967) in order to identify broad patterns across the participant group. 

In addition, the participants' responses to questions about conceptions of individuality 

and explicit beliefs about the feasibility of diverse classes reaching fixed goals led to the 

creation of two more categories: "Conceptions of Divenity and Individudityl* and "The 

Question of Feasibility". The relevant categories that organize the findings according to 

the order in which they will be presented, then, map out as follows: 

* Conceptions of Diversity and Individuaiit y 
Individual vs. Class 

Goals 
Goal Origin 

0 Pedagogy 
Outcornes 
Assessrnent and Reporting 

The Question of Feasibility 



CHAPTER THREE 

DATA AND INTERPRETATION 1: THE KNOWN 

The ernergent picture from the interview data is one of a landscape of teacher practice 

that we may characterize in terrns of a folk pedagogical paradox. From a folk or popular 

perspective, the constnicted taxonomy of practical strands seems to suggest that a 

concem for the predetermined knowledge commodity and its transmission, what 1 have 

called "the known", "shares space" with an equivalent concem for the subjectively 

charged dimension of individuai student thought, i.e. ''the knower". By "shares space" 1 

do not rnean on a terrain inhabited by teachen who consistently tend in one direction or 

the other. Rather, the simultaneity of existence that 1 refer to here is a seemingly 

unavoidable property of the aspects of practice in evidence from individuai teachers. 

This distinction is important to bear in mind as 1 present prototypicai interview evidence 

that can be taken to exemplify a concem for "the known" in this chapter, and a concem 

for "the knower" in the next. Indeed, participant numbers have been appended to the 

individual excerpts in an effort to underscore the point and the reader is encouraged to 

perforrn the intended acrossthapter comparative exercise. The full complement of data. 

organized according to category, for each of the alternative folk pedagogies can be found 

in Appendices E and F respectively. 

As 1 spelled out in the last chapter, four major categones are used to guide the 

presentation of the practical strands that could be taken to reflect a concern for "the 



known". Recall that these were chosen as a way of organizing the identified sub- 

categories. "Learning" details the requisite leaming demands through a focus on 

knowledge origins extemal to the knower, accounts of specific knowledge expectations. 

the saliency of content, and the necessities of remembering and knowing. "hstmction" 

spells out teacher-driven efforts aimed at covering the curriculum, teaching specific 

subjects, exhibiting the practices of ielling and showing. and proceeding in accordance 

with predetemiined knowledge expectations and outcornes. "Student Stance" captures 

the behavioral stance of students deemed necessary for the successful ~ c e i p t  of 

knowledge. Finally. "Assessment" explicates those practices designed to rnake 

competexe judgments on the basis of the closeness of fit between what is expected by 

the teacher and what is produced by the student. 

Popular epistemological conceptions suggest that when the concem is with what is 

known generall y or collective1 y. the know ledge object, be it declarative or procedural, 

achieves an existence that is independent of any particula. knower. As such, the source 

of knowledge, we have seen, is extra-individual, lies with the appropnate authorities, and 

is preserved in the pages of written texts (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Kitchener, 1983; King 

& Kitchener, 1994; Kitchener & King, 1981; Kitchener et al., 1989; Kuhn. 1999; Perry, 

1970). One such influential text in the context of schooling is the formal cuniculum 



(KatL 2000) and the teachers in the study painted in that direction regarding the origins 

of requisite expectations and outcomes: 

Like, with the Math program, we sat down and we sort of did a long range 
[planning] thing, and then we got into specific units iike decimals and fractions 
and so on, and pulled the outcomes from the parne of Board] Learning 
Outcornes. [3] 

I think I'm addressing every part of The Common C ~ c u l u m  inside this unit. 1 
mean, we're addressing Language, we're addressing the History, the Science, the 
Math.. . the expectation level that's expected inside The Cornmon Cumculum. 18) 

We have a set of outcomes and indicators we have to meet. And if we're not 
doing that, and addressing that.. . because Our report card is outcome based, with 
indicators - things we're supposed to be accomplishing. We have documents in 
the board that Say "this is what thou shah do", and so you use that as a basis. [13] 

We have, like for History, there's a History binder and you look at the beginning 
and these are the objectives. So, these are the things that we have to meet iri order 
for the students to learn what they're supposed to. [19] 

At times, teachen would not reference curriculum documents directly, but rather allude 

to the Ministry and Boards of Education as authorities whose mandates include the 

development of curriculum: 

1 guess [what 1 teachl depends on the outcomes - what do kids need to know? 
Bottom line, you know? My job is to teach them what they need to know - skills, 
concepts, attitudes, whatever it is - that's how 1 decide. The way I do it could be 
different from year to year, but what does the Ministry or Board expect these kids 
to know at the end of Grade 8.. . [ 11. 

There's no choice. The Ministry has said ''thou shalt." And so, you're expected 
to. Ci33 

In other words, the Ministry set the standards and sets the requirements. 1 think 
those parents who don? like me setting minimum standards are also the parents 
who have major blindes on anyway. to see their son or daughter as heading to 
one very tiny area. "Oh, my daughter is a talented acmss. She doesn't have time 



to do dl the othe~ smff thet's out Lhere." SG I say, "Bur I'm sony but I'm 
expected by the Ministry to try to help your child leam this stuff or teach this to 
yow child ..." [17]. 

Others will rnake the decisions for me, as they always have. As they always have. 
People will bnng down the laws from Mount wherever and on two, you know, 
Stone tablets, and we will follow them. We do not make a difference in this. Who 
invented The C o m o n  Cumculum? Tell me that. Corne on. Did we have a 
referendum, and 1 missed it?! [18]. 

Specific Expectation Examples 

The practice of articulating, in detail, requisite knowledge demands is consistent wi th the 

aforementioned folk view of knowledge approximating a transferable cornrnodity. It is 

precisely this epistemic stance of "objectification" that cm be reflected in teachers' 

abilities to specify a prion' leaming expectations indicative of a concem for "the known". 

Indeed, the participants in the study offered much in the way of specific illustrations of 

their students' expected knowings and doings. In the context of a Math lesson, several 

teachen put it as follows: 

But 1 want my kids to be able to spell. I want them to say 7x8 is 56, and not have 
to look for the calculator in their pocket. So 1 do a lot of things like that. In 
Grade 8 1 expect you to know your 12 times tables cold. So we'll do a lot of skills 
like that. 1 don? like calculators - I use hem, for some units. 1 probably should 
be using them more, but 1 just don? think that at Grade 8 1 should be. [l] 

And 1 would Say that ... the biggest thing I would Say in Math with the kids is still 
a multiplication table. Somewhere in Grade 4 or 5, something happens. Either 
you get it or you don't, and if you don? it plagues [you] d l  the way through high 
school. It's unfortunate, it's the one thing. [13] 



You had to talk about penmeter, the altitude and the base of the pool table. And 
yoa had to tdk about factoring, and you had te telk about the angles, 45 degree 
angles, 90 degree angles. [14] 

Others gave examples from Social Studies and Humanities: 

What the children were essentially doing was textbook work. Some of them were 
using textbooks in the classroom, or books they'd taken out of the library. 
Essentially, they looked for major battles, significant changes that twk place that 
altered the course of events and so on. They'd be looking for location, because 
they would plot these things on the map of Europe as well as the timeline. They'd 
look at the key playen. General information about the battie, like the strategies 
the generals wen using. AI1 the groups will be expected to have a general 
knowledge of it [WWI]. [3] 

They had to l e m  to tessellate, that's number one. They have to learn to decide 
what is.. . they have to differentiate between a regular, a serni-regular and not a 
semi-regular tessellation, and know the definitions of ail three. They have to be 
able to do a mapping problem involving three colour mapping and at least two 
shapes. Ah, there's more. Let me go through this. Um. they have to undentand 
what a timeline is and how it's used. What, 1 will put this on the test, what does 
A.D. mean.. . They will have to know colour values and the relationships to each 
other. They will have to know the definition for a tint and a shade, and they will 
have to know the definition for black and white. which is part of the colour penod 
that stms in time. What else will they have to know? They will have to know 
about Mount Vesuvius. .. They will have to know that original mosaics are made 
up of tesserai, with pieces of glass and Stone.. . [ 181 

Additional examples originated in the context of Language lesson descriptions: 

1 look at, for instance, are they able to write a simple sentence in French? Are 
they using capitals and periods? 1 had those picked out for leaming goals in the 
third tenn. [SI 

It's definitely a lot of language words and pronunciations that have to be 
mastered 181 

It's easy to see that you have some adjectives and adverbs, but you don't use a lot 
of words in the comct context or whatever it happens to be. 1161 



Other booklets that we're gening are very specific tasks, like one.. . can the 
student use capital lettes and proper nouns?. . . [ 191 

Explicit Content Focus 

Thus fat-, we have seen the practical face of what can be argued to suggest a concem for 

"the known" illustrated in tenns of teachers' identification of extra-individual, 

authoritative knowledge sources, as well as through an ability to proffer detailed accounts 

of specific requisite knowings and doings. Perhaps the epitome of a pedagogical 

reflection on what is to be known, however. comes in the foxm of explicit references to 

knowledge content. Consider, as examples, the following interview excerpts, noting t!!e 

speci fic mention of "content": 

1 think content and ski11 has to get taught though, still has to get in there. And, 1 
guess because I'm sending kids over to the high school, [Name of teaching 
partner] and 1 are very aware that these kids have to go over with the skills that 
hi@ school expects them to have. That's where 1 come from, and what the 
parents expect the kids to have - their parents expect them to be able to spell well. 
Parents expect them to know parts of speech. Like, marne of teaching partner] 
and 1 just finished a three week grammar unit - Our kids can parse sentences 'til 
the cows come home.. . [1] 

F e r e  was] some sort of visud display to go dong with the materiai, the content, 
that they've leamed and researched. Some of the groups in this particular class 
are very innovative and have presented, like made videos to present what they've 
learned. So some visual to go dong with the actual information that they've 
Iearned. [3] 

1 find this is the most difficult of the units they do for content and the 
regurgitation of content too. [9] 



We feel strongly that we need to prrpare our kids with the content they need to 
meet the Grade 9 cumculum and to a certain extent what we do is shaped by that. 
Il 11 

The content's given, in a sense. We know we have to have the content. [13] 

They [teachen at the school] don? dl think the same way about teaching. Some 
of them are more farniliar, the homermm teachen are way more familiar with the 
core content, like the content of the subject areas. At our school, even though you 
are in ESL or Special Ed., they may have been teaching Grade 4 content, like 
Science and Social Studies units, whereas we were required to teach Grade 8 or 
Grade 7, depending on what it was. They weren't teaching grade level work. so 
they weren't as familiar with the content. [15] 

Remembering and Forgetting 

In outlining the folk pedagogy consistent with a concem for "the known" in the opening 

chapter, 1 noted the representation of the learner's mind as a container awaiting receipt of 

the necessary facts and procedures (Astington, 1997; Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1996; 

Strauss, 2001). This, in conjunction with the popular epistemic posture of knowledge as 

"the truth", sets up a definition of learning as a retention or remembenng exercise (Katz, 

1998; Katz, 2000; Olson & Bruner, 1996; Olson & Katz, 2001). Allusions that could be 

taken to refi ect this conception of Ieaming appeared in the interviews: 

I still like my kids to have a spelling program. 1 still think it's worthwhile for kids 
to do some rote work.. . [1] 

They [the snidents] want as much as you can possibly give them and they just, as 
1 said, they're like little sponges. [4] 



Whenever we did discussion time or group time, you could ask them any manner 
of questions about what we had mdied the dayprrviom, the week prtvious, and 
they had very good recall of that. They'd tell you about it and so on. [SI 

1 just find myself. as an intermediate teacher, that we really do need to go back to 
rotary [in which teachen teach specific subjects] and not have the classroom 
teachers do content dong with the nurnben [of students] that are in the roorn 
which are just astronomical, and the marking that is involved. 1 found that when 1 
was at marne of previous school], which was high rotary. the children learned an 
awful lot more content wise, and retained retention wise. [9] 

We do have exarninations.. . put d o m  the points I want them to l e m .  This is 
feedback to me to find out if they c m  actually ngurgitate some of these things. 
And they can, you know, eventuall y. [18] 

Altematively, instead of the positive valence attached to the idea of "remembering", 

teachen spoke of the undesirable opposite - "forgetting": 

Usually, it's that they forgot how to do it, like scientific notation that 1 taught in 
October.. . Or, they'll do expanded notation instead of scientific, do you know 
what I mean? So, it's just constantly trying to keep the skills in the head. [l] 

Benchmarks drive our program to a certain extent. We're going to cover the 
curriculum because that's what [benchmarks require.] Was it fun for the kids? 
Did they really leam? This might be one of those places where.. . Did the kids 
leam? 1 donTt know. 1 don't think so. They've forgotten almost everything from 
last year ... [17] 

Not Knowing or Gaps 

Earlier, in the context of this organizing category of "Leaming", I offered evidence of a 

sukategory defined in terms of specific examples of teachers* knowing and doing 

expectations. Such content, we have just seen. cm be considered learned by students in a 

language best charactenzed in terms of "remembering" (Katz, 1998; Katz, 20i)o; Oison & 



Bruner, 1996; Olson and Katz. 2001). Though evidenced to a lesser extent in the 

interview data. it is also possible for what students are expected to know to be described 

in terms of the absence of that very knowledge. That is. in talk of knowledge gaps: 

The kids are just coming up with reaily. .. gaps in their learning so in that sense 1 
think we are doing fairly well. They do leave with. .. The emphasis is on good 
work habits and skills and sort of k i n g  responsible about handing work in and so 
on. [ l  i] 

[The kids] were just so far behind with so many gaps in their leaming that it was 
quite shocking. 1121 

The author of the latter interview excerpt went on to identify the missing knowledge 

content in concrete terms: 

The pretests would tell me that they couldn't add and subtrxt. They didn't know 
things about fractions so 1 talked to them about fractions. 1 write a fraction on the 
board and I'd say. "Tell me the parts of the fraction." The kids wouldn't put their 
han& up and then one of the children said. "1 always mix up which is which", and 
then everybody said. " So do 1. so do 1." "Well, how many people know which 
one this is?" and they were afraid to Say, they just, "Well 1 know one is cailed the 
denominator". . . And to Say, "What about this kind of fraction?", and have fifteen 
over three, "What is this cdled?" Not one student could answer what it was 
cailed.. . Nobody knew. 1 wrote on the board, "improper fraction". . . [12] 

They were calling apostrophes commas because 1 gave them a page that had 
different uses. Like when you read the paragraph it is sort of difficult to 
understand what it says because instead of reading the word minute (srnail), the 
kids would automaticdly read it was minute (time). Therefore, the sentence 
would not make sense to them because they would be used to seeing it as minute 
(time). So there were several words that had to be read in differen! ways and the y 
found that extremely confusing. And one of the words had an apostrophe in it and 
the kids' explanation. when they had to explain on the back of the papa what the 
problem was and tell me about it, they were calling the apostrophe a comma.. . 
And the idea of possessive, "the boys' amws". s'. many told me that was 
incorrect, that it had to be before the s even though it was correct.. . 1121 



Similar "'missing knowledge" sentiments were echoed by other teachen, albeit in 

contexts delimited by different exampies: 

One of the things 1 found with the kids is that when 1 got them at the Grade 7 and 
8 levels, they would tell me they didn't know what a pattern was. They hadn't 
used patterns before. Well, they had used patterns but they might have skipped it 
for a few years.. . [ 141 

And they [the students] have no idea about how a time calendar works, none 
whatsoever. [ 1 8) 

They were supposed to do m a s  divided by volume is density, and find the density 
for everyhng. So I got up there and I'm teaching away and let's talk about 
density of water, and let's do this, and they hadn't done any of their density. [20] 

Coverage 

Insofar as "the known" achieves the popularly evidenced autonomous existence (Baxter 

Magolda, 1992; Kitchener, 1983; King & Kitchener, 1994; Kitchener & King, 1981; 

Kitchener et al., 1989; Kuhn, 1999; Perry. 1970) and is legitimated as a goal of formai 

whooling by uimie of its inscription in the f o n d  curriculum (Katz. 2000). teachers 

become recipients of that which m u t  be taught. Such extemal blueprints, we saw in the 

first chapter, proffer a "surveillance" conception of accountabili ty (Katz, Earl, & Olson, 

in press), and it thus not surprising that explicit talk of '"coverage" emerged from the 

interview data with respect to teachen' articulation of their professional responsibilities: 

I know I'm covering the outcomes. [ I l  



This next unit, the unit that we are just completing now, however, is much more 
f ~ u s e d  on the areas of Science end 'feehndogy and a lot less on some of the 
things that we have covered already. [SI 

I've tried to Say to the kids, using a cornparison with my han&, I would stress, 
more than a metre, saying, 'This is what we have to cover this year, and we have 
covered.. ." and 1 show them a centimetre or two and that we have a long way to 
g o  [121 

High Canadian content follows the previous documents that came out about topics 
chat should be covered in Grades 7 and 8. [13] 

1 said, "There's no way I'm going to be able to cover al1 the foms of the writing 
process as well as doing the reading and the speaking. For sure I'm not going to 
be able to get to this." There were seven of them. [15] 

There's probably areas that we didn't cover that we should have. I'm trying to 
think of a specific one. I just can't. 1 should have brought my notes. I'm sorry. 1 
should have brought them with me. [20] 

Su bject Specificity 

The sequential and hierarchical structure of a knownîentred folk pedagogy is well 

captured in Bernstein's (1972) "collection codes" view of knowledge. As we saw earlier, 

the "collection codes" approach emphasizes the acquisition of hierarchical sequences of 

information specific to given disciplines. Such subject specificity organizes the 

institutional stmcture in many of today's schools and was reflected in teacher talk in the 

fom of references to traditional academic disciplines: 

[I teach] Language and Social Science. [6] 



My homeroom is a class of 29 which is the core basic subjects of the Math, the 
English, the Serf and Society. 1 then bnng in a clus of Grade 7 Math at 36. [8] 

I had History and Environmental Studies in the moming. The [Grade] 7's went 
off for French. [93 

F e ]  Grade 8's had Geography fint with me and are in the pmcess of having 
Science right now. And then they will be having their History. [12] 

There's a half-time teacher in the moming who does the French and the Math. 
There's another teacher who cornes in for Science and Socid Studies. [15] 

I ultimately deliver most of the English and the Music and the Art. [Name of 
teaching partner] sori of takes over the Math and Science areas. 1161 

1 teach Grade 8 and 9 History and Geography, and a Grade 7 Science. [19] 

Telling and Showing 

Olson and his colleagues (Bmner, 1996; Olson & Bruner, 1996; Olson & Katz, 2001) 

suggest that direct instruction appears as the pedagogical mode most reflective of a 

cornpetence stance defined in t ems  of the  possession of knowledge thai constitutes "the 

known". Astington (1997) refers to the practices of telling and showing as the 

pedagogical equivalents of a "container-filling" exercise. potentiaily reflecting a 

receptacle mode1 of mind. Proceeding with the taxonom y-building exerci se, pedagogical 

strands which might lend themselves to this expository interpretation appeared in the 

interview data as follows: 



I had to introduce to them ail the ternis - bandwagon and snob-apped and 
tdmoniat - thex h d  to be abautten of them So, it was like, "Here's the word, 
here's what it is. here's an example", you how?  And they have to write it down. 
[II 

1 give them little tidbits of information. I'm aiways trying to throw in as much 
stuff as I c m .  [4] 

The biggest part of dl the inputting and modeling and teaching parts of this unit 
have happened already. You know, we had done the actual reading and the 
teaching of the skills already. [5]  

I talk a little bit about creating focus in a picture, how to mix a dark colour 
without using black. how to use a light colour without using white, a tint, without 
making a tint, and use the idea of resist. [13] 

So when we look at plains people, look at native peoplz across Canada, we give 
them some lessons and show them different cultural groups. We show them the 
physical regions of Canada. [16] 

Yesterday I introduced the buoyancy activity and they had to make a little 
observation chart and 1 had to shown them some techniques and talk about those 
tools, about measurement, what tool to use for what rneasurement. 1 had to teach 
them about displacement. [17] 

Teaching and Planning from Expectations and Outcornes 

As a precursor to the telling and showing modes of instruction explicated in the p~v ious  

section, an additional pedagogical strand through which the primacy of "the known" 

might be communicated is the arema of lesson/unit preparation. Specifically, a focus on 

"the kaown" could conceivably be carricd in refercnces to the requisite outcomes and 



expectations that serve as the foundations of particula. teaching and planning activities. 

For example: 

I've just gone through the Grade 7 program and 1 can look at it, and look at the 
outcomes which are created by the Board - in fact for Family Studies - and look at 
some changes 1 would make to tie it more directly to [the] outcomes. [4] 

I'm starting right now into what 1 cal1 a Voyages unit. And we start out.. . When 
we plan. we plan around the nine essential knowledges [given in the cux~iculum] 
and we cievelop questions that we would expect the children to answer based on 
that knowledge. So now I'm doing voyages. So one question might be, "What 
are the characteristics of an explorer?* [6] 

We started with a lot of Language Arts outcomes that we would address on a 
daily basis. So, we actually had a template for the ones iiiat we do on an ongoing 
basis. But, then there are ones we want to target in a specific unit so that is what 
we would be doing there. [l 11 

Well, basically I'm working on the outcornes that we have in [Name of board], 
which are based on The Common Cumculum. So, everything 1 do, if I'rn 
accountable and 1 am accountable, has to go back to those outcornes. [13] 

I was using the expectation [in my teaching that] related to listening attentively 
and getting information from sources. [ 161 

1 Say, "Okay. at the end of this where do 1 want thern to be? What do I want them 
to know so [that] when they corne back tomorrow I can move ahead and go on to 
this?" So 1 do concentrate on outcomes. [201 

Communicate Expectations and Outcornes 

In the first chapter, 1 reviewed epistemological research which suggests that, for most, the 

objective, "the known", is thought to exist independently of the subjective (Baxter 



Magolda, 1992; Belenky et al., 1986; King & Kitchener, 1994; Kitchener, 1983; 

Kitchener & King, 1981; Kitchener et al, 1989; Kuhn, 1991, 1992,1999; Peny, 1970; 

Schommer, 1994). Continuing the argument which suggests that pedagogies cm be 

imbued with such an epistemic posture (Kaichrnan & Katz, 1999; Katz, 1998; Katz, 

2000; Katz, Earl, & Olson, in press; Lyons, 1990; Olson & Bruner, 1996; Olson & Katz, 

2001; Strauss, 2001), an additional taxonomie strand that likely canies with it a known- 

centred message is the practice of explicitly sensitizing the naïve to that which must be 

Iearned: 

When I do a creative wnting assignment 1 have a focus and I tell the kids what the 
focus is. They know it ahead of time. So, it's standard. I'm looking for qudity 
of vocabulary, which is descriptive. I'm looking for evidence of using a 
thesaurus, which is evident through vocabulary. Paragraphing. These are al1 
standard things that I've built in since September, and 1 expect al1 of those, but 
here's the thing that I'm reaily looking for in this particular assignment - show me 
that you are absolutely dynamite at quotation marks. [l] 

I try and tell the student beforehand, 'This is what I'rn expecting from you." [8] 

1 also hand oui an expectation for the presentation - what I'm looking for. [9] 

Well, by trying to be fairly clear with indicators to them, to show them what is 
expected. In Grade 7 I teach process wnting and in Grade 8 as well, and just to 
Say to them that the outcome is to wnte in complete sentences, well developed 
paragraphs.. . We go through the process of writing and check out what is good 
and what is not and give them some ideas as to what 1 am looking for. [12] 

They [students] would have an outline, they would have their sheet. And it would 
tell them exactly where we were going and what 1 expected of them. 1131 

1 give each child a large draft board with dl of the outcornes on it right across the 
curriculum. And I give one to the parents aiso. And as we go through the unit, 1 
will put the outcornes on top. [14] 



But I've hi& to begh my lesson wih, 'T&y we rw going tv work on this 
expectation. We are going to practice listening attentively, blah, blah. blah, blah." 
- whatever it happens to be so that they know the purpose of the lesson before we 
start. [16] 

Student Stance 

Requisite Behaviou r 

The conception of ''the known" as a commodity to be transfemd from teacher to student 

can be argued to be commensurate with a particular behavioural stance or. the part of the 

latter (Olson & Katz, 2001). In particular, the ability to pay attention seems likely as a 

prerequisite for receipt of an instructional message: 

And they've got lots to talk about, and they're not there to talk - not during 
instruction tirne. [l] 

It's much easier to line 'em [students] up in rows, at lest  for the instructional part 
of it. After that, you can break them d o m  in al1 kinds of ways. For the actual 
delivery of instructions and the delivery of frarneworks kind of stuff, it's often 
rnuch easier.. . with a fairly high level of distractibility for a lot of kids, to have 
them at least pretending to focus on you, even if they am't really. At least you 
have that sense that you have that sort of control- to make sure the message is 
heard by the greatest number of kids. [4] 

They are able to listen to lessons now and do know how to listen with their eyes 
as well as their ears. They know how to put pencils, and toys, and rulers dom. 
WI 

With this group, we had to work on listening skills and go over instructions. [14] 



Moreover, leaming success was tied to diligent ùehaviour patterns: 

There's always a few, a couple, [of students] that mn ' t  going to be [successful], 
not necessarily because they don't know the material, but perhaps they didn't get 
it started well enough ahead of rime. 11) 

The good student will always succeed. the one with the proper work ethic and the 
proper organizational skills. [8] 

[There] is nothing about behaviour [on the report card] which I wish there was - 
late or incomplete assignments. [9] 

Behavioun sometimes dictate what they've learned; if they can accept the class. 
and accept the rules of the garne as it were.. . follow instructions.. . [la] 

Assessrnent 

Assess and Report Against Expectations and Outcomes 

In the opening chapter, 1 argued that in offering clear specifications as to what must be 

taught, a known-cenued folk pedagogy provides a set of standards for assessing leaming 

achievements (Katz. Earl, & Olson. in press). These standards find practical 

manifestation in the knowings and doings given in cmicular expeciations and outcornes. 

And, as we have seen, it is t h ,  ''the known", that contributes to teachers' planning and 

instntction activities. Extending the taxonomie exercise into the assessrnent arma (Katz, 

Earl, & Olson, in press), we find accounts of practice which suggest that those very 

expectations and outcornes constitute the standards against which teachen mess and 

report: 



So each semester, dl staff memben are required to send home to pannts a letter. 
a cover tetter. s t h g  what the ontcomts wiff k for each of the anas: Language. 
The Ans, Self and Society, Math/SciencJTechnology, and that's, of course, how 
it's laid out as per The Common Cumculum. So this then becomes, in effect. our 
assessrnent tool. 1 mean these are the things we are assessing in the fint tem. So 
when they receive their fint term report carci, we are making comments to this 
effect, you know; how proficient they are in these areas. .. [5]  

The units 1 use have the outcomes for each lesson attached to them. The 
standards in Math and Language drive Our assessments and we use the outcomes 
as the basis for reporting on the report card.. . [6] 

It [posted outcomes chart] serves as a rnap. It forces me to ensure that 1 am at 
least addressing what we set out to address and 1 am very focused on ensunng that 
at least 1 touch on dl the outcomes.. . In some ways 1 address them because what 
the outcomes that we develop become. or in some form become, [are] the 
reporting statements so it's really critical that we address those oiitcornes that we 
are in fact going to report on. [Il] 

The [assessment] cntena are directly nlated to the outcomes. We had a report 
card. .. The Board has taken the outcornes and reworded [them] into a variety of 
report card statements. [15] 

So the assessment is based on whether or not the outcome definitions are met. If 
the outcome definitions are met, the assessment is hi&. If the outcome 
definitions are not met. the assessment varies according to what outcomes are 
missing. [18] 

Teacher as Judge and Expert 

When assessment approximates a concordance check between what is told and what is 

remembered, a practice which supports a known-centred folk pedagogy (Katz. Earl. & 

Olson, in press), the task of judging the closeness of fit rests with the appropriate 

authority (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Kitchener, 1983; King & Kitchener, 1994; Kitchener & 



King. 1981; Kitchener et al., 1989; Kuhn, 1992; Perry. 1970). In the context of the 

teacher-student dyad, it is the former who, as pweyor of "the known", assumes the 

stance of expert and judge. Examples of this judgment role in the context of assessment 

practices appeared in the interview data, panicularly in the use of the teacher-directed 

pronouns. "I" and "we": 

My spelling is still either right or wrong. 1 give them a mark out of 20. I tend to 
mark creative writing out of 10 or 20, depending on what I'm focusing on. [ l]  

And it [the rubric] was very. very straightforward, very simple. but covered 
everything we wanted to assess in an oral presentation. You know. frorn the 
content, the research, right up to eye-contact, use of cue cards, things like that. [3] 

1'11 point out exactly what area they're [students] weak in, or what instruction 
they've missed and 1'11 make a note tw on their sheet stating that 1 have tdked to 
them about it, thenfore 1 expect to see it corrected. And when things are handed 
to them 1 donTt just hand it to hem, 1 expect it to be corrected in some way. [9] 

We [teachen] were looking for things such as, did you use a chart, did you use a 
diagram, were you able to discover the pattern? [14] 

I'm much more focused in my assessment because 1 have very clear rubrics; 
"Level Three will look like this." 1 know what I'm looking for. 1161 

What I check off on their work is related to the concepts that we're [teachers] 
supposed to be embedding. [17] 

Testing and Marking 

In the irnrnediately preceding subsection, we saw pedagogïcai strands that could be taken 

to suggest that the task of determining the success of snident learning lies with the 



teacher (as the authority), thus supporting a known-centred folk pedagogy. Traditional 

testing practices operationally define the mechanism by which such judgments are made 

(Katz, Earl, & Olson, in press: Olson & Katz. 2001), and talk in that direction appeared in 

the interviews: 

I mean. 1 have at home probably a foot of marking waiting for me. When it 
cornes to tests and quiues though, 1 insist that those are rnarked that day or that 
evening. [9] 

1 do pretests. If it is a decimals unit, for example, 1 give hem a pretest to see how 
they score so that 1 know what 1 have to do if they are beyond what 1 have. And 
in this class particularly they have been bombing out on the pretest totally and so 
there is a lot of backtracking to do to the basics in each unit. Then the kids know 
that there will be testing or quiues coming up and that they have some practicing 
to do. And 1 do test them on paper, regular Math tests.. . [12] 

Three of the periods were taken up with quiues. And yesterday 1 only had five 
classes al1 day. [14] 

We did the sarne thing in each class and it was showing the kids different types of 
test questions teachers can use - multiple choice, fi11 in the blanks, that kind of 
stuff. 1 gave them examples of it based on the cument History and Science units 
we're doing. [16] 

Yesterday they wrote a straight paper and pencil test. paper and pencil 
assessment. On the last unit test there were actually stations that were involved, 
so it's paper and pencil plus a performance that they rotated through. So they 
would be wnting and 1 would just corne and tap them on their shoulder [to rotate]. 
r 171 

Cornpetence as a MarWest Performance 

The judgments made by teachers on the basis of student performances on tests and 

quiues are. in fact, cornpetence judgments. Given the assessment mechanisms detailed 



in the immediately preceding sub-section, it is not surprising that statements of leaming 

success, or lack thereof, can assume a postirn of numenc or alphabetic symbolic 

representation: 

Most of them [students] were a B or higher. There were a couple of Cs. I think 
they were fairly successful. [l] 

We have a much larger number of needy kids, in terms of academics. And a large 
number of really bright kids. And that son of average gmup in the middle, it just 
doesn't quite exist anymore. Those "C" kids just aren't there. [4] 

1 would Say that 75% of the students would have done 60% or better on what I 
interpret the outcomes to have meant. [17] 

If I had to take it on a scale, 1 would Say 90% achieved a C or abcve.. . [18] 

To me, in terms of king successful. in order to be successful, they need to have at 
least 80 if you want to base it on marks - it's very hard not to ... If they got Iess 
than that, or the class as a rule go 60 to 50%, they haven't met them [the 
outcomes]. I haven't done my job. [20] 

One teacher responded to a question asking her to describe the academic abilities of her 

students as follows: 

Well, based on the last report card, the class average was 73%. [9] 

The four organizing categories of teacher practice, with their associateci subîategories, 

presented in this chapter allow for the construction of a taxonomy of folk pedagogical 

s m d s  that group sensibly under the rubric 1 have defined as known-centred. Indeed, if 

the story were to end here the emergent pictwe would be one of mental, epistemological, 

and pedagogical consistency. But the story does not end here. A very different set of 



features simultaneously characterizes the practical context inhabited by the same group of 

teachers. features we can suggest are imbued with a focus on the subjectivity of the 

student. I present shades of evidence for this - a knowerîentered folk pedagogy - in the 

next chapter. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA AND INTERPRETATION II: THE KNOWER 

In this chapter, 1 continue with the taxonomy construction exercise, pointing out sirands 

of practice that could conceivably be taken by the Iearner to suggest a knower-centred 

focus. As we saw in the fint chapter, the folk pedagogy construct (Bruner, 1996; Katz, 

1998; Kalchman & Katz. 1999; Katz, Earl. & Olson, in press; Olson & Bruner, 1996; 

Olson & Katz, 2001) suggests that such pedagogical strands c m  be seen to be imbued 

with a popularly evidenced person-centred epistemology (Lyons. 1990; Patrick & 

Pinaich, 2001). That said. it is worthwhile at this point to again remind the reader that I 

continue to avoid making inferences about underlying teacher beliefs. Rather, as in the 

last chapter, 1 aim to outline surface-level aspects of practice that could be taken. by the 

leamer, to communicate a particular cornpetence conception - in this case, a subjective 

one. 

As noted in Chapter Two, four major cegories are used to organize the identitied sub- 

categories that could be taken to illustrate a concern for the subjective features of 

knowing. The first of these, "Instniction", highlights teachen' conceptions of student 

individuality and the need to vary modes of instruction accordingly. The second 

category, "Learning", details how a student role is ascribed frorn a learner-centred 

perspective. The third category, 'Teacher Stance". captures teachers' reports of their 



own d e s  as partners in the learning enterprise. Finally, "Assessment" deals with 

student-directed and individuaily-charged opportunities for belief evduation. 

Instruction 

Different StudentdDifferent Needs 

In the first chapter. 1 referenced Marie Clay's (1996) observation that it is the individual 

student who defines the bounded learning unit. Although, as we saw in the previous 

chapter, teachea instruct and report on achievement at the level of the class. it is 

ultimately the individual who l ems .  Concordant with this perspective. the teachers in 

the study articulated the need to acknowledge the diversity amongst Iearnrrs in the 

classroom. One particular variant of this awareness came in the form of genenc 

comments about different students possessing different needs: 

Every kid is different and 1 try to capitalize on their strengths and goals. [l] 

We can make adjustments.. . We glean away everything and Say, 'This is what I 
really want for that kid." And make adjustments dong the way towards what they 
need. [I3] 

1 know there are a lot of us here who have the same view with the child in rnind. 
And a lot of times we've had discussions about meeting the needs of the children 
in the school with your program. [14] 

To a large extent 1 feel 1 have a better handle on individual.. . strategies that rnight 
work for individual students. [16] 



It's a very diffjcult class to deal with and I'm feeling, 1 really feel like 1 failed 
w i h  that group because I haven't met the needs of many of them. It's jusr been a 
damage control situation really. [20] 

Institutional Identification and Instructional Response 

Beyond "generic" talk about meeting individual needs, particular conceptions of 

individuality were illustrated. Specificdly, membership in a particular sub-group often 

appeared as a delirniting factor in the exercise of individual identification and thus 

instmctional response. One popular group membership identifier is what 1 have referred 

to here as "institutional" - specific categories with a systemic origin that are used to 

differentiate certain students from the class. Such identification proceeds via some 

formal identification mechanism and results in assignment to "institutional" categories 

like "Enriched", "Special Ed.", or "ESL". Thereafter, category-specific pedagogical 

variants begin to emerge: 

Much of my work is modification when we're planning with the teachea; like 
how are we going to modify for the learning disabled kids or the enriched kids, 
and so on? [3] 

Um, so, the Special Ed. kids are, 1 mean, they're forgotten on these report cards as 
far as I'm concemed. They don? even exist. And we are told to do attachments. 
F I  

1 uy to assign al1 the identified students to the same group because they get extra 
time and that way then can still continue to work in the time, when they are given 
that, with the learning strategies teacher. [9] 



You see, I try not to really include the ESL or Special Ed. students [in 
detemUDing outcorne success3 because w e  need tcr give them more and m m  and 
more opportuni ties . . . [ 151 

Last week 1 told [a specific student'sf mom that he needed to make up these 
things, and because he's LD maming  Disabled] we have to provide 
modification. One of them obviously is to give him more time and organization - 
break the task up into different things, or break the task up into smaller chunks so 
that he cm digest it.. . 1171 

Last period is ESL. And basically students did their.. . Basically the ESL is given 
time to catch up on the work that they are having problerns with in the class. 
Some have their own ESL books to work with. And I just worked with the 
students and then they left. [19] 

Teacher-Assigned Categories and Instructional Response 

In addition to the institutionally defined categories outlined in the previous section, the 

notion of individuality as a "type" is extended through teachen' assignment of their own 

categories. Frequently appropnated from the popular psychological literature, categones 

given by such notions as "learning styles" and "multiple intelligences" (Gardner, 1983) 

determine instructional direction: 

And we tried to corne up with things and strategies that would address the 
multiple intelligences - the active kids and so on. [II 

We try to address the different intelligences, try to accommodate the children with 
different leaming styles. [3] 

We've k e n  discussing with the Grade 7s the whole concept of multiple 
intelligences and your style of leaming. [4] 



And it [the Sing and Spell program] just connects, sometimes, the music that 
some of the mteftigences neecttiz appty the somrdr and deveiop. Ir's jmt anottrer 
teaching technique; one that maybe they need because what they had doesn't fit - 
straight phonetic sounding hasn't made them successful in reading. 181 

1 think 1, as a teacher, would have to really look at what 1 was doing to present it 
to that child. What was appropriate? What fit their learning style?. . . [13] 

1 try to look at al1 the leaming styles. If I've got a group that's heavily.. . Have 
you ever heard of the True Coloun thing?. . . It's a learning style type key. If 1' ve 
got a lot of children that love to research 1 need to meet their needs so 1 might.. . 
Yeah. looking at how the class is made up. If 1 have a lot of kids that need 
activities, they need to move, they need to get up, they need to move around, that 
kind of thing. So, 1'11 structure it towards that. But we also will have some 
researching to meet the needs of those other ones. Brainstorming. There are 
some lemers that really love to do brainstorming and do some sharing, those 
types of kids. You know, 1 reaily iry to work hard on meeting learning styles. 1 
really, that's rny big thing. 1 don? want to eliminate some, you know, that are 
sitting there going, "She never does the things 1 like to do." [20] 

Student-Specific/lndividual Examples 

The final venue that could be taken to suggest a recognition of the knower came via 

illustrations of meeting the needs of specific individuals. Such accounts do not preclude 

institutional or teacher identification of the aforementioned varieties, but they are 

bounded by a focus on particular students. In this way, individual variations that might 

otherwise biend into prototypical category profiles are preserved, thus shaping 

pedagogical direction: 

This Little guy was just taken out of their home because the dad had to go and 
their mom has abandoned them by the way. So here they are living with their 
grandmother they haven't even seen for three years. You kind of excuse certain 
things.. . with that little guy because you know the garbage he's k e n  through. So 
1 probably excuse more than 1 should maybe, or excuse things with him that 1 



wouldn't with somebody else because it was bad for him. 1 find a lot of times my 
program may be wat& d o m  a lit* bit becawe nty expecuttions have to change 
because of what's going on with these kids at home you know. [6] 

We received a student back at Christmas tirne from Jarnaica - requested to repeat 
in Jamaica Grade 6. The father took the initiative of bringing the child to live 
here with hirn to see if we could [make] some progress. When she first arrived - 
no communication. She was basically just occupying a seat in a regular Grade 6 
program. She would arrive in the moming, she would sit there, she would never 
look up, she would never cornmunicate. 1 mean, we were basically hosting a 
student in a seat. 1 then became involved in bringing her into my room and she 
would still just sit. Things would be happening in the classrmm and she would 
never even lift her head to acknowledge that there was noise, there was movement 
- nothing. So, 1 gave her a seat and a table to sit at, and now we are up, we're 
moving, we're using the computer, we're now taiking [in] complete sentences 
which were never visible. 1 have manners, f have srniles, 1 have "heIlo", 1 have 
"goodbye". 1 also have "1 need help" - the realization that she now knows she 
needs help. And 1 had her skipping down the hall last week, and 1 wouldn't dare 
tell her she was wrong to skip.. . [8] 

One of the other boys really should be in a small setting, he can work maybe two 
periods at the most with the class, he needs a small class; but of course his mother 
won? go for that. In the afternoon, in the class, 1 could see that he had had it for 
the day. So, 1 sent hirn on a little stroll down the hall and then put him in the 
computer office so he could work. [14] 

There's one [student] that just never seems to [get it]. And with him 1 think, 1 
don? h o w  what's wrong with him, but he's been here for six yean, he's still in 
an ESL class, he hasn't, he hasn't gone any further than rnaybe somebody who's 
been in Canada for two years. He just seems to, something seems to be wrong. 
m aied to get him tested this year, it wasn't working out. His school that he's 
going to next year, the y are aware of it and they're going to get him tested. With 
ESL it's an issue because they'll Say, "Oh, he hasn't been here long enough." I 
don't know what happened with this student. He seems to have siipped through 
the cracks, but he, I don? how what it is. 1 can't figure out if it's oral directions. 
I've tried everything with him. [20] 



Experiential 

When pedagogy suggsts a subjective direction, the stance of the learner becomes one 

imbued with images of activiiy. Recall, from the first chapter, Dewey's (1938) 

perspective of knowledge as emerging from a process of interpretation and clarification 

of meanings related to various aspects of experience in the world. We saw that from a 

folk perspective, this "experiential" emphasis cm be argued to anchor a popular knower- 

centred epistemology and competence conception (Katz, 2000; Olson & Katz. 2001; 

Lyons. 1990; Patrick & Pintrich, 200 1). Evidence of this "experiential" character of 

student learning was extracted from the teacher interviews as foilows: 

The unit is an exploration for adolescents to leam about the field of advertising - 
both to be able to critique it, and to be part of it. [l] 

We got into project-type stuff. [1 had] to make sure the kids had a visual 
demonstration, an opportunity to "muck" with sniff. [4] 

. . . they are experimenting in order to undentand. And 1 think that's a very 
important part of learning - what they do to try to corne to a final answer, more so 
than what that final little answer is. [9] 

Now the mathematics involves some geornetry because they have to measure and 
design a pool table. They have to know sometbing about the idea that whatever 
angle it hits at, it will rebound at the same angle. And once they start doing this, 
they build charts. The problem solving strategies are making tables and charts, 
looking for patterns, and making predictions. The thinking skills are dong the 
lines of predicting and decision making. They are allowed to work in pairs for the 
fmt part of it in order to try to discover the patterns. 1141 

And, you know, 1 really believe that we have to give kids, especially at this age- 
group, lots of hands-on experiences to build from. To really build, you know, 
construct.. . 1171 



Student Directed and Student Owned 

Self-regulation is said to occur when "students activate and sustain cognitions. feelings, 

and behavioun onented toward aitainment of academic goals" (Gettinger, 1995, p. 67 1). 

In effect, self-regulated leamers take responsibility for their own leming (Zimmerman & 

Martinez-Pons, 1992). The popular episternological assumptions which cm be canied by 

a knower-centred folk pedagogy suggest the individuai as the source of knowledge 

(Baxter Magolda, 1992; King & Kitchener, 1994; Kitchener, 1983; Kitchener & King, 

1981; Kitchener et al., 1989; Kuhn. 1992; Perry, 1970). Pedagogical strands, that appear 

as follows, can be taken to encourage the development of self-regulated learnen through 

the promotion of ownership and self-direction in the learning process: 

[The students ask themselves,] "What can 1 go and l e m  from hem and not have 
Mn. [Name] tell me that I have to leam this and leam this." I've also given them 
a chance to investigate for themselves. [8] 

1'11 Say verbaily. T h a t ' s  excellent. Where did you corne up with that? Well, why 
don? you explore that avenue?" And it's great, they catch on nght away. [9] 

And 1 always felt that students should have more ownership and responsibility for 
their learning. 1 always felt that. Even in my [parent/teacher] interviews at a IK- 
6 or JK-8 school, I wanted the students there.. . [ 151 

I put so much emphasis on [their] taking responsibility for their learning; take 
nsponsibility for making mistakes. .. [17] 

I want hem to figure it out on their own. They're. 1 tell them they're my little 
scientists. They have to do it on their own and they'll ask me questions. 'Tell me 
what this is." "No way, you tell me." I'm nying to teach them to be inquiring 
and problem-solving . [20] 



Collaborative 

As we saw in the presentation of the popular epistemological assumptions that can be 

supported by a knower-centred folk pedagogy. subjective belief counts as evidence for 

knowing and, moreover, to justify beliefs is to share them with othen (Belenky et ai., 

1986). Aspects of practice that might be taken as acknowledgment of this collaborative 

or communal (Brown & Campione. 1994; Rogoff, Matusov, & White, 1996) folk 

pedagogical requirement were hinted at through talk about group wnrk: 

They do a lot of group work where they support each other. They do a lot of 
tesearch. [ l]  

And what 1 do is 1 set up appointments and they [students] would wnte down a 
new question and then they would make nine appointments with other students in 
the room and they sit face to face and brainstorm everything they can think of 
about that particular question. [It] just gets them hooked into thinking about the 
concept. And then we come back together as a group and we talk about the 
cornmonalties in their brainstorming. And then 1 would have them develop from 
that a definition for "a voyage". And it would be a definition totally from them. 
Nothing to do with a dictionary or anything. [6] 

I just have them always sit with their fnends. That has always k e n  my 
philosophy for the most part - just io encourage them to work at cooperative 
learning. 1121 

One of our ovemding aims is that every student has to work with every other 
student in the division over the coune of the year. [16] 

And they [students] are expected to interact with one another. If, and that's the 
way we start in Grade 6, they come to me and, ''1 was away, what did we do?" 1 
Say, "You go back to your group and you discuss it." 1181 



Connected (to self and world) 

Earlier, in the f i a t  chapter. 1 pointed out the Deweyan underpinnings that are consistent 

with a knower-cenued folk pedagogy. Specifically, Dewey (190Z1966) argued that 

thinking is stimulated by real problems that the learner has a vested interest in solving. 

He believed that traditional schools restrain both mental and physical activity. Teachen 

present subject matter that is perhaps of devance to them. but which does not stimulate 

pupil interest. Without the opponunity to use the information in problem solving and 

action, it becomes "static, cold-storage knowledge" (Dewey, 1958, p. 186). Aspects of 

practice put forward by the teachen in the interviews hint at this student-centred 

authenticity as the applicability of the leaming to students' lives and worlds is 

underscored: 

1'11 know if it's working if the kids are enthused and focused, and want to be 
there. If they're Iistless or restless and, you know, "this is boring", and there's no 
connection.. . They can't see how this is going to be important to them. (11 

Sometimes things will change for a paaicular class, or for ail the classes, or for 
the class on one day as part of the unir. Things branch off and change because of 
the issues at the cumnt time; or things that are happening in the community or 
that kind of thing sometimes change how you deliver, what you decide to 
deliver.. . or the issues that the kids want to talk about within the framework that 
you're delivenng. [4] 

1'11 try io connect them [units] to their lives, make them meaningfid for them. 
That's what 1 did with this Canadian history, the unit 1 just finished. They want to 
know why Quebec wants to separate. So 1 said, "When you finish this we'll take 
a look at 1763," 1 think it was. They'll be able to understand a littie bit about why 



they, some people in Quebec, want to do it. So to connect it to their world, you 
know, as much as possible. Meke ii meaningfuk fw hem. E6) 

Hands on. =al thing, na1 life manner even back then [when 1 was in school.] 
And 1 really enjoyed that. And it was relevant to me. It was very relevant. If it 
wasn't relevant, 1 didn't enjoy it. 1 try to use some of those ... I still try to use 
some of those things 1 learned 30 or 40 years ago with my own group of kids. [14] 

I've done this [project] so many tirnes now that I've changed so many times. It 
started off as a project where it was a cornparison between a developed country 
and a developing country. And it was so bad. It was too much information for 
them to handle and it wasn't personai. [19] 

l ntegtated Studies 

In the previous chapter we noted the discipline-specific talk of teachers that can be seen 

as cornmensurate with what Bernstein (1972) described as a "colIection codes" 

knowledge orientation. In opposition to this, and in support of a knowertentred view of 

education, Dewey (1902/1966; 1938) cdled for instruction and learning to be centred 

around integrated and project-oriented activities. Such an "integrative codes" (Bernstein, 

1972) orientation can be seen to be exemplified in teachers' talk about subject 

integration: 

I've taught Language Arts, I've taught Social Science, 1 teach Guidance classes, 
Family Studies, and Cornputers. So, when I'm designing anything in Family 
Studies now, I try to draw h m  ail those anas. Like, 1 want Science outcornes 
when we're working with yeast in the kitchen. 1 want kids to see that as a 
chemical kind of thing. 1 want Iods to understand that. It's a real advantage for 
me in a Family Studies program which in kind of an al1 encompassing program. 
[41 



And then the scientific component of the course is the ocean, anything to do with 
the ocean, anything to do with whales. evolution. it's aII brought in. So there is 
your integration. Plus al1 the math involved with sonar, the measuring of depths 
in îhe ocean, the graphing - that kind of thing's al1 involved in this. Some of the 
teachers have gone into space. voyages in space as well, but 1 didn't bother. We 
bring in the tech cornponent with construction. The kids actually make a 
schooner and out Tech teacher is wonderful. He cuts the base for me. And then 
they sit and they sand and they paint and they.. . make the boat. They also do a 
lot of graphing work for the ocean fioor and then they physically make the ocean 
floor with plasticine and then use water to do contour mapping which is another 
part of the unit. Language is brought in and reading is brought in with the novel 
study that 1 have done. [6] 

I'rn supposed to be doing science during Science, supposed to be doing math 
during Math. 1 suppose. That's what the timetable says and that's what, 
sometimes what my students Say. "Mr. [Name], this isn't Cornputers, this is 
Science." And 1 said, "Yeah, well, we'll work with cornputers. It's a tool. So 
let's use it for something useful. It's not a thing al1 unto itqelf." [17] 

You know, and it [subject integration] d l  happens incidentally. but where does it 
happen? It happens everywhere. Like, it happens consistently. ï he  sarne thing 
happens with. well, you know, a lesson I'm doing with the Grade 6s now, it's 
called Jurassic Park Two. You start off with a discussion of the Jurassic era, we 
go through dinosaurs, the carnivores. the herbivores. you know, the evolution of 
dinosaurs and what rnight have happened to them. That's History and Science 
right there, before we actually go into the drawing lesson, the actual Art part 
about it. [18] 

[There was] Math in terms of how fast cells divide - exponentially. Language, 
always Language. We did some journal writing, things like that. In terms of Self 
and Society. fwe looked at) diseases of cells, cancer type causing agents, toxins - 
what they do to cells. So that was looking at the whole picnire. [20] 

The taxonomie strand of practice represented by the notion of intepted studies serves 

the usefûl function of reminding the reader of a point that was made earlier. Namely, that 

the segmentation of pedagogy according to known- and knower-centred folk pedagogies 

is a conceptual abstraction. Insofar as teachers are poised midway between the 

"knowers" they serve and the mandated collectively "knowns" (Olson & Katz, 2001), 



both pedagogical features are simultaneously in evidence. Taken in the context of the 

present example, the broad practice of integration, as we saw in connection with 

Common Cumculum policy (Katz, 2 0 ) ,  can be argued to endone a focus on the 

knower, while the specific declarative content focus supports the known. 

Differential Outcornes 

In our considerations of a knownîentred foik pedagogy, we outlined a vision of 

cornpetence delineated in terms of the possession of knowledge. Such knowledge 

dernands, we saw, find identification and expression at the han& of particular authorities 

and function as the barorneter for defining and measuring leming success. Indeed, it is 

the epistemological fondations of such a folk pedagogy that supports the notion of 

common learning outcomes. By contrast, the primacy of the subject in a knower-centred 

folk pedagogy potentially shifts the notion of a learning outcome from extra-individual to 

intra-individual. Successful learning, then, is not necessarily conceptualized in terms of 

the distinct acquisition of a set of formai expectations, but rather finds definition within 

the variable composite of the individuals who make up a class. The teacher interviews 

captured t a k  to this effect: 

1 think to some degree, they d l  did [meet the outcomes] - some more so than 
othen, but they al1 completed the activities. Some were done better than others, 
but they al1 completed them. They were dl abIe to at least do that. [SI 

My role is as the facilitator. My role is not a teacher. I ay not to corne across as 
king  a stem teacher. 1 facilitate the leaming. 1 facilitate what I feel certain 
students need ro have a positive, successful time. That still rnay not mean to meet 
thoçe new curriculum guidelines either. It's success for the student. [8] 



PameJ, the Resource teacher. works with them pdentified studenfsr with History, 
Geography and Language Arts.. . One of the modification she does make is more 
time, so for the kids who stntggle with that kind of work. they are given more 
time. Also, expectations are lowered or decreased so they are not expected to do 
as much work and are given a longer time so, in that sense, the kids who stmggle 
do well. [ I l ]  

Every child, no matter what level they start with on this. they're going to meet 
with some success in it [the activity]. It gets more! diffïcult to go dong, but every 
child wiIl meet some success. [14] 

They al1 have different quantities they've leamed. Some have gone farther than 
others and some have not done as much. And some went nowhere at d l .  But 
that's par for the coune 1 think. 1181 

Teacher Stance 

Facilitator and Fellow Learner 

An additionai strand of practice that could potentially acknowledge the subjective 

dimension of knowing cm be seen in a shifting of the teacher's role from that of 

expositor to that of fatilitator. This "facilitation" stance. hinted at in the second interview 

excerpt aven in the preceding section, appeared in the teachen' taik as follows: 

1 just circulated during chat time and 1 asked them [students] questions. And said. 
"What are you planning to do?'- just to stimulate their thinking about this. [4] 

1 see the benefit to what I'm doing in my students. They are critical thinken and 
pmblem solvers. My role as a teacher has changed into more of a facilitating role 
and 1 enjoy that. [6] 



I'm at the stage where 1 think rather than k ing  so strict and controlling that the 
kick donkt make mistalres. I prefer them to actmdtymke rnistakcs and then tatk 
about and learn from it. [ I l ]  

[It's] basically taking each kid and asking them questions; what did you do here. 
how did that fit in, did you see something happen, iike what did you notice about 
this? - you know. Just keep them going and cornmunicating, and it works well. 
[ 131 

[My role is] more of a, more of a, 1 guess facilitator. Let's move this. you know, 
move it dong - trying to given them dues, and allowing them to find out some of 
the answers on their own. [ZU] 

Release from the expositor stance makes leaming into a partnenhip process, with the 

teacher assuming the posture of fellow leamer 

Well. I've tried to give them a mode1 of the teacher as a leamer, es enihused about 
new leaming and sharing, about cultural diversity and sharing and the richness of 
al1 of that. [5]  

1 learned something new on TV from Scientific America the other day and I used 
it in class with the Grade 7s yesterday and they were as amazed as 1 was. [8] 

You al1 have skills to learn. student and teacher. You l e m  together, you plan 
together, you depend on each other. [13] 

L have to be learning it myseif and I really get off on working sorne of this stuff 
through. [16 ] 

Assessrnent 

Self-Assessment/Reflection/Metacognitive Awareness 



In the fint chapter, we saw that classroom assessment, in a knower-centred folk 

peàagogy, functions not as a concordance check between what is told (show) and 

remembered, but rather as the mechanism that cultivates the leamer's interpreiation 

process (Katz, Earl, & Olson, in press). Since, on this popular knower-centred view, 

knowing belongs to the individual, assessrnent is something best accomplished by the 

subject. It is the leamer who holds pnvate access to the relevant beliefs. In the context 

of actual practice, this subjective primacy is manifested through the promotion of self- 

assessment or reflection activities. Translated into the language of psychology, students 

are encouraged to develop metacognitive awareness (Brown, 1980; 1987) - knowledge 

people have about their own thinking processes. Accounts of such a subjectively-charged 

conception of assessment emerged from the conversations with the teacners as follows: 

And they [the students] have to select work, not necessuily the best, but a piece 
of work that they've learned the most from; it could be a horrendous test, but they 
leamed that they can't leave it to the last minute, or they should have corne in for 
extra help, or "1 rewrote the test and 1 did really well." [l] 

They display it and talk about what's good about this particular piece of work - 
what's really we11 done - and what could be worked on another time. [SI 

[nie students] do self-reflection. They wnte about their feelings about things we 
have dane or how they feel about their writing or reading.. . how they feel about 
their novel reading compared to before. So it's k e n  son of a very general.. . 
getting them to think about their own learning and what they have been doing, 

. what they did in the past, how they felt about that, what they are doing now and 
how they feel about it; so that type of self reflection. [12] 

They talk about what they learned [and] how they learned. "If 1 had to do it over 
again, what would 1 do. And how 1 felt about it." [14] 



And then the students are acniaily, even when they do their self-reflections, are 
d l y  puttmg in. apptying the criteria wc estabtished as e p u p .  lhey  art 
consistently doing it [assessment] to themselves. [15] 

Peer Assessment 

The subsection titled "Collaborative" which was explicated above proffered evidence for 

the comrnunai character of leming in a knower-centrrd folk pedagogy. Sharing beliefs 

with others was argued as a necessary precondition for the justification of knowledge 

(Belenky et al., 1986). In keeping with this folk epistemological tenet, while it is tme 

that it is the knower who holds pnvileged access to the relevant beliefs, they are aiso 

obliged to give a public account (Larnpert, Rittenhouse, & Crumbaugh. 1996). The 

practical strand in the context of the present discussion on classroom assessment which 

holds the potential to reflect this view is peer-assessment: 

And the kids will mark each other's as well. 141 

There was peer evaluation and they made up the criteria themselves and they 
evaluated the project. [14] 

I've made better use of other students marking students; shifting that way a linle 
bit because 1 think that's a really powerfhl twl kids can leam as well. [17] 

In Grade 7 they do self evaiuation, which is on a sheet with the outcomes. Then, 
beside it is written peer evaluation. They trade their work with the penon next to 
them and they peer evaluate. [18] 



Student-Created Assessrnent 

1 have suggested that the teacher's adoption of the posture of facilitator and fellow learner 

can suggest a concem for the knower. This, coupled with the aforementioned emphasis 

on sntdent ownenhip and direction of the leaming process. appears to be commensurate 

with a lemer-centred conception of assessment. Such an implicit message seems 

evident not only in the self and peer directed examples we have just seen, but also in 

student authorship of the shape of the actual assessments: 

In fact. the kids usuall y come up with the marking scheme. The y come up with 
the categones, and how important it is - what the weighting's going to be. [1] 

1 really believe that it's far more valuable for the kids to develop their own rubric. 
It's far more meaningful for them. 1 think once they started to see the pattern, my 
stronger students could have canied on very nicely and done the rest of it [nibric] 
themselves, but the others, no.. . [6] 

What 1 spend a fair bit of time doing is developing mbrics or developing cntena 
with kids. [ I l ]  

1 told hem that they'd have a double period to design questions for the test. And 
if they made good questions, then they'd then their question would be on the test. 
So I told them it was sort of a review of the topics we were doing. [16] 

1 have them write test questions as well to see, because it shows me what they.. . 
If they're able to give a question they could probably answer it. [20] 

Differential Assessments 



The conceptions of individuality that stnicnire instruction, dong with the consequent 

exposition of leaming in tems of differential outcomes, that we unpacked earlier in this 

chapter seem to fïnd expression in assessment too. Recognizing the class as a collection 

of individuals to whom successful learning might mean different things translates into a 

parallel set of differential assessments: 

Well, we tried to use a variety [of assessment strategies.] 1 don't really like to 
stick to one particular type of evaluation. Ws not really fair to the kids; because 
some people do better. . . . [We] just, we try to use a variety of assessment tools, 
not just stick with something written. because it taps more kids*, more strengths 1 
think. [ I l  

What 1 think.. . What is fair is to evaluate the child as to the level he consistently 
performs ai. [3] 

1 think d l  my Learning-Identified students, their assessment has to be flexible. It 
has to be an assessment for them, and not an assessment graded towards what 
everybody is doing. It has to be for hem, a positive assessment, and it can be on 
any terms - be it an assessment of how well the day went. it could be an 
assessment of what was accomplished academically for the day. Maybe it could 
just be an assessment for, "Gee, we didn't have any funny looks today." And we 
also have to feel accountable, of course, with these students going off to the next 
grade. And thai's what the IEP nndividual Education Plan] reviews or 
placements are - to let other teachers and the parents know what is k i n g  assessed 
for their child for success. And the teachers have to see that too. [8] 

There are several kids who wiU participate very well and show comprehension of 
what is going on but as soon as they have a test paper in front of them they don? 
score as well as what 1 see that they undentand orally and are able to tell me. So 
it [assessment] cornes in different ways obviously . . . [ 121 

Fint of dl, I've discoverrd there are students who, if they'n asked to do only 
pencil and paper activities, sometimes will score out very poorly and the teachen 
have lakled them as being maybe math phobic, donTt have any math skills, are 
two grade levels below. And yet, if you give them the same type of question in 
mental math, the child gets it right away. [14] 



Taken together, the broad categories and their associated sub-categories presented in this 

chapter allow for the identification of pedagogpcal strands that hold the potential to be 

reflective of a knower-cenmd folk pedagogy. This, combined with the practical accounts 

put fonvard in the last chapter. make it possible to suggest that aspects of practice an 

imbued with the possibility of simultaneously speaking to both the subjectivity of the 

knower and that which is generaily known. This phenornenon appears as the practical 

analogue of the policy context noted in the fint chapter through our review of The 

Cornmon Curriculum. In the language of the folk pedagogy construct. this duel concern 

holds the potential to becorne problematic in that each element can be argueci to map onto 

alternative versions of popularly evidenced mental and epistemological assurnptions. But 

the problem is not one generally identified by teaches insofar as their proffered accounts 

of pedagogicd practice are concemed (see Chapter 6 for areas of exception). Indeed, 

recall from the fint chapter that what might appear as contradictory pedagogical elements 

of teacher practice has been found to hold a cenain functional appeal in a context fraught 

with uncertainty and ambiguity (Ashton & Webb, 1986; BerIak & Berlak, 1981; Doyle, 

1986; Kagan, 1992; Schon, 1983). 

But what if teachen are caIled upon to explicitly consider the "knower*' in relation to the 

"known"? This seems to be a naniral query in looking beyond the explicated paradox 

and, as I explained in Chapter Two, was the guiding question behind the Phase IiI portion 



of this study. In the next chapter, 1 consider the relevant findings and their interpretations 

of this route of inquiry. 



CHAPTER FWE 

DATA AND INTERPRETATION III: THE KNOWER AND THE KNOWN 

Recall that the purpose behind Phase III of this study was to examine the ways in which 

teachea conceptualize the link between the peculiarity of "the knower" and the generality 

of "the known". Participants were first asked to provide a concrete illustra~ion of a class- 

directed lesson and, thereafter, to describe how it played out for a particular child. The 

critenon for selecting a specific child to talk about was given in tems of the perceived 

need for some pedagogical modification/accomrnodation/adaptation in the absence of any 

particular formal identification. Indeed, the ways in which teachers conceptualize 

notions of divenity and individuality are integral to unpacking the perceived relation 

between subject and object, or knower and known. 

Conceptions of Diversity and Individuality 

W k  it is m e  that the ideal manifestation of the achevernent of fixed knowledge would 

appear in student performances characterized by predetermined rneans and zero variances 

(Hacking, 1996), divenity amongst leamers in their achievement of these fixed goals is 

conspicuous. Oison (1999) points out a popular response to this phenornenon, given by 

psychological theory; in parùcular, the psychology based on intelligence and personaiity 

testing that serves primarily to predict and explain away the differential outcornes of 

schooling. He identifies a stance to the problem of diveaity known as Individual 



Difference. Individual Difference proceeds by classifying people on the basis of values 

on particular dimensions or traits. It was trait ascription that allowed Binet and his 

successon to explain 25 percent of the variance in "typical" school-like tasks by 

reference to "intelligence", and it is trait ascription that characterizes much of teacher talk 

today as they attempt to account for classroom performance variance on the basis of 

particular dimensions li ke "persistance", "impulsi vity". "gi fiedness" or "h yperactivity" 

(Olson. 1999). AIthough such characterization is aimost irresistible and often hardess, it 

is dso misleading especially when such traits are concntized into entities. Intelligence, 

for example, began as an abstract relation between strategies and tasks but quickly 

became a possession, or perhaps more accurately, a capacity with implications for 

competence. 

An alternative conception of divenity to the aforernentioned cornes to us from Dewey 

who. as we saw earlier, saw knowledge as emerging From a process of interpretation and 

clarification of rneanings related to vaious aspects of experience in the world (Dewey, 

1938). Along with this emphasis on interpretive scnse-making came a psychology of 

doin~s  that stood in contrast to the psychology of hamenines (Olson, 1999). Dewey 

argued that while trait psychology proffe~d causal mechanisms that explained behaviour 

in tenns of what happened, a preferable alternative wouid be to explain behaviour in 

ternis of what agents, including leamen, were doing or trying to do. Thus. the shift is 

h m  causes to rasons, from persons as passive respondents to persons as intentional 

agents. ChildRn are seen as acting in accordance with their beliefs, desires. hopes. and 

intentions, that is, their mental States. Diversity is a central featurr of an intentional 



psychology as the notion of an acknowledged variance replaces that of a desired mean. 

Deviations from predetemined noms are not aberrations but rather are to be expected. 

Of the two stances to the issue of diversity and individuality spelled out above, it is the 

former. the trait version, to which the participants in this study most conformed. This is, 

perhaps, not surprising given the strategy of "category assignment" explicated in the 

previous chapter in connection with the knowercentred theme, "Instruction", which was 

operationalized in tems of recognizing and responding to diversity. What is surprising. 

however, is that despite the explicit encouragement to select an individuai who is not 

fomally identified for the purposes of the Phase III interview exercise, d l  of the teachen 

did so anyway. That is, to be considered as standing apart from the generality of the class 

is to be assigned (usually formally) to a preexisting category. It is this practice that 

refiects a trait, rather than an intentionai. posture of divenity and individuaiiry. The 

selection is of a penon as exemplifying a "kind" (Olson, personai communication, 2001). 

ldentified lndividuals 

When asked to describe the selected individual considered to be distinct from the class, 

several teachers referenced institutionally assigned labels or categories as follows: 

She has a communication disability. She is very, very weak [and] struggles with 
everything. 

OK, 1 have a student who is in Grade 7 who has language difficulties, written 
language dificulties 

OK, my ADHD student who's on medication. 



I think probably I'd look at someone like marne]. [Name] is identified ESL. 

It's a he. 1 won? use his name. We just finished the IPRC [Individual Program 
Review Cornmittee] process with him. He's identified behavioral now. 

ldentified G roups 

Other teachen endoned the categorical view of individuality in a slightly different. but 

perhaps more revealing, way. Specifically, there is an assumption of homogeneity 

insofar as memben of a particula. category are concemed, and certain teachers did noi 

ciifferentiare between individuals within the same group. For example: 

What 1 have, 1 have t h e  very, very low Math students in this class. 

I've got al1 ten of [my identified students] in mind. 

They're al1 modified basic students.. . Every one is a Special Education student. 

1 cm talk about.. . In Our school there's an educable program which is, um. [for] 
very low intelligence. And so, they are integrated for the option subjects [like] 
Family Studin. 

It is important to note that the conceptualization of individuals in aait tenns as suggested 

by the interview excerpts given above is likely not the outcome of an autonomous 

decision making process on the part of teachen. Teachers, as professionals, participate 

and find membership in larger institutional structures that legitimate and sanction the 



existence and use of such categories as Educable, Identified, Modified Basic, and ESL. 

Indeed, as one participant put it, teachers are obliged to proceed in keeping with such 

s ystemic requirements in order to pedagogicall y differen tiate an individual from a class: 

[Name], who's the new head of Special Ed. this year, said "You know what? 
This isn't fair. Because we are getting the funding for these kids that are Special 
Ed. and yet we're modifying and accommodating for these ones that have not 
been tested and they're passing with 60s and 70s and really they shouldn't be. 
They need to be assessed through psycho-ed., and they haven't been." They are 
slowly, but it's kind of get them pushed. Like, "let's get this child an IEP because 
we need one." . . . Now we are only [modifying] for the kids that have k e n  
assessed that way. 

In global terms. the categorical conception of individuality held out by teachen has the 
4 

metaphoric effect of focusing such descriptions at the tail-ends of the particular 

distribution. Moreover, the concretizing of such labels into entities means that the 

distinctions that are made between classes and individuals are more a matter of kind than 

degree. The end result is that what initially appears as the tail-ends of a single 

distribution is perhaps better characterized as an entirel y different one altogether. 

Specifically, as we are about to see, the teachen in the study ascribe qualitatively 

different definitions to the notions of Goals, Goal Origins, Pedagogy. Outcomes, and 

Assessrnent and Reporting where individuals versus classes are concemed. 

Individual vs. CIass 

Goals 



In discussing the goals of a lesson for particular individuals in relation to the whole class, 

three possibilities emerged from the teacher interviews. For a minority of the 

participants, the goal of the lesson was the sarne for both the identified individual and for 

the class: 

They [the class] need to know that there has k e n  a lot of progress made in terms 
of [Native Canadian's] rights, and how they're educated today, and things like 
that.. . She [the identified student] is expected to do the same thing. 

Okay. So this moming's lesson, the goal was to um, we're talking about 
movement. we're talking about energy. And the whole idea was, i t  was on 
locomotion; this whole idea of machines and movement. And so they, [we] 
wanted them to have a sense of wheels, ... axles, and um, you know. what they 
need, and gean, okay? What do they need to make these things move.. . My 
ADHD student who's on medication,. . . the expectation for this child is still the 
sarne as for the others. 

For more of the teachers, the goals were generally the sam but they were expected at a 

reduced level or at a lower standard where the individual was concemed. For example: 

Most of the kids, 1 would Say, I would expect to begin to really make that logical 
connection [between mathematics and probability] and begin to see there's a 
pattern and al1 those other things. These two or thRe or four kids 1 have, al1 1 
want them to do is begin to see. Because they won't apply those in al1 kinds of 
situations.. . So no, my goal would not be to move them that far. 

So if there's a wnting assignment, their [the class'j writing assignment will be at 
the expectations for the Grade 7 content, grammar, spelüng, if it's to be processed 
on the computer.. . And then the level is reduced. So the writing assignment for 
my modified student would be possibly, a hand-written script would be 
acceptable, grammar could be at a lower level, and his sptax and words could be 
structured completely differently. 

Okay, um, Grade 7 History. The [class] expectations are that ihey will be able to 
draw information from multiple sources. One of the areas I find the kids are very 
weak on is picture analysis. To them it's just a pictue. And yet, pictures contain 



so much information, with their headings and explanations.. . [For this student, 
the gods were] gmedly the same, beeause he woutt ne& skills to anelyze a 
picttm. The modification would k in, shall I Say, the sophistication that 1 would 
expect him to get to. 

For the rnajority of participants, however, when it came to specifyng the goals for the 

selected individual(s), these took a quditatively different orientation from those proffered 

for the class. Specifically, while a reduced level or standard may have been noted as 

given above, this was in addition to some sociaVbehaviora1 goal that related directly to 

the individual's categorical identification and assignment: 

F e  goals for the class were] to be able to calculate surface areas and volume of 
cylinden.. . Our bottom line for these [identified] kids is life skills. The fact that 
they can solve an algebraic equation really is going to do them diddel y. 1 think, in 
two or three years from now. So we look at what do they need to be out in the 
real world, what do they need to be good at. 

F e  class goal] was to write a narrative piece. and the [choice] of perspective 
was your own . . . [For this student the goal w as] social skills. . . . They were social 
skills for him to participate as an equal member in the tearn. So, following 
instructions from othen, you know, shaing appropriately and not k i n g  a total 
hog, and those kinds of things. 

For the rest of the class [the goal] is basically to get your sewing skills. For hem 
[the kids in the educable programl, it's don? hurt anybody else [and] just be able 
to sit stiil. 

[The expectations for the class] were to have them understand the concept of 
passive transport and diffusion.. . F o r  this particular student], I would say just to 
finish it. That's a big one. Just to get it finished and to have some piece of paper 
that he c m  corne back and Say, "1 actually did this on my own." That would be 
the goal. 

Well, rny expectation was that they [the class] would be able to relate a myth to 
present day society in a general way.. . For mame], they're the same goals, but at 



a lower standard and there's an additional one - to get him to comrnunicate to the 
group memben (and] acnialty participate in the gronp. 

Goal Origins 

Given the differential nature of the goais described by teachers for both the individual 

and class respectively, it is perhaps not surprising that these were ascribed to equally 

divergent places of origin. Just as we saw in Chapter Three, the goals for the class are 

typically derived from the formai cumculum, that repository of expected knowings and 

doings. For example: 

[The class goals come] from the cuniculum. 

They [the class goals] come straight out of the Science curriculum - the new 
Ministry document. 

The rubric [that spells out the goals for the class] will be established for the 
expectations according to the Ministry document. 

[The goals are] in the new Minishy expectations in History.. . You know how 
they are set up. Basically content and skills, and then applications. 

[The class goals come] right out of the Ministry documents. 

Tuniing Our attention to the individual category, we find an alternative set of goal origins 

identified as arising k m  the teacher. a resource person, or the child's Individual 

Education Plan (IEP). For instance: 



[The goals for this student come] usually from me [the Special Ed. teacher] and 
the ciassroom teacher.. . We've sat and tzdked abont rfris studem in particular. 

[His goals come fkom me for] my swival.. . You know, survive this kid, the 
presence of this kid in the classroom and make it as positive for him as possible. 
as positive for the other kids as possible as well without major disruption. 

In my head. 1 don? know, I'm just. .. It's just probably, basically what they can 
do, accomplish. 

It's from his IEP.. . Finishing, getting things done. handing things in as close to on 
time as possible. 

[His goals] come from, well they come from me, and they also come from the 
neighborhood class, and from the expectations for this child in the Individual 
Education Plan in terms of what's impoxtant for [Child's Name]. 

Pedagogy 

The pedagogical image spelled out in the lesson descriptions that gave nse io Chapten 

Three and Four is, as might be expected, one that is consistent with the class being the 

leming unit. What was paned into elements consistent with a focus on both "the 

known" and "the knower" in the previous two chapten appeared in a holistic and 

amalgamated fom in the Phase III class-wide pedagogical descriptions. Specifically, the 

emergent pattern was one in which the teacher shows/models the expectation(s), and then 

transitions into student independent work with oppominities for teacher feedback. 

Consider, in illustration, the following examples: 

1 will give them a.. . Today it was an example very similar to the fiat question 
that they were going to do on their own but with different dimensions and 1 Ieft it 
on the board. And we worked through it so they could see. you know, you get the 
area of the square, you get the area of the circle, now subtract the two, now 



convert that to a percent, and so on. So 1 Ieft that dl on the board. bbNow given ail 
that, you cm do this.. ." 

The instruction most of the time was to present the activities and then pause the 
activities once we'd gotten into the process of playing with thern, and begin to ask 
good questions that lead to.. . the kids king able to make statements 
mathematically about what they're doing. 

1 was doing something I've done before [which) was to give them a stn~cture to 
work in, or within, and the structure basically was how to analyze a picture using 
Art tenns. 1 use an overhead with a C.W. Jefferies work on it.. . Basically 1 had a 
complete picture which contained a lot of information. Time, place, and 
everything else was in there.. . Then we moved into one of their own.. . First of 
al1 I'm an enabler, to give them some of skills.. . then a supporter, a prober, 
pushing for what 1 knew I could get if they were getting it. 

It was a very directed lesson. 1 gave them a saipt, eh a narrative, and 1 put it on 
the overhead. I read it to them. They followed it on overhead as we were going 
through it, and we took a section of that and then we wrote it as a script.. . We 
wrote a script as a class. Then the next lesson, we read the story together, again it 
was a narrative, and 1 asked them to go back and.. . as a group, write the script for 
this piece.. . And then the third step in the writing was. "Al1 right, we're going to 
read the sarne thing and you're going to do it individually." And each time dong 
the way, when they were doing any kind of writing as a group, 1 was giving 
feedback. 

1'11 sit down at a sewing machine and 1'11 describe how they have to set it up, and 
what they have to do, and then 1'11 ask if they undentand. And then they go and 
they do it and they bring back what they've done, and 1 see if they understood 
before they can move on to the next set. 

As the teachers in the study tumed their attention to particular identified individuals, the 

imrnediatel y preceding pedagogical pattern took on a ciifferen t character. 

Unquestionably, the dominant theme was that of reduced independence on the part of the 

learner. Teachers pu~ported to read, scribe, or highlight for the selected individuals, as 



well as to make structural adjustments that were given in terms of aitered time and Pace 

requirements. For example: 

So, of course, the first thing 1 had to do was read it for her while she followed 
dong. And then we went back and I took a highlighter and 1 highlighted the most 
important points from the text. And then 1 left her because 1 thought, "1 bet you 
she's going to copy it word for word, everythng I've highlighted." And sure 
enough.. . that's al1 she was doing. 

. . . We paced hirn a little bit different because what some of the students had to 
read was three and four chapters, his was condensed to maybe a two page a night 
assignment . . . We expanded his time-frarne for handing in cenain assignments.. . 
His assignments would be specific vocabulary content, specific words, his 
chapters were usually no more than two pages long, closed activities, sentence 
answea.. . Very much different; whereas the class rnight have three to four 
chapten of the original book to do. and maybe twenty questions on those 
chapten. So very much condensed, very much a limited content. 

So with hirn 1 scribe for hirn a little bit. He told me his story. 1 paired hirn up 
with a stronger student.. . What else did 1 do with him? Oh, 1 put hirn on the 
computer very quickly in the writing process, so he, al1 he did was wnte on the 
planning sheet. A11 the other kids did a handwritten draft Arst of dl..  . He went 
off to the library and stmed working on the computer to start writing his story.. . 
Um, with hirn it's more of a policeman kind of role. Um, often it's a policeman 
role, control, let hirn know when he's being too loud. So yeah, my main job with 
hirn is a lot of cop, a lot of control, and as much positive feedback as we can 
rnuster from time to tirne. 

I'm making sure they stay on task, and that they're not goofing around, and that 
they're not breaking sewing machines, and they're not hitting other students, and 
that sort of thing. It's more of a, they're very behavioral, so more sort of a police 
watch on these kids, and making sure they're always on task and they always 
have something to do. "Cm you go pick up thnad? Can you go get me the 
scissors?" . ..I sit with them or I stand beside them when they're getting 
frustrated, or I'11 give them another task.. . 1'11 sew their bag for them. By the 
end, you know, if they're really lagging behind, 1'11 sit with them and 1'11 sew it 
with them. We had some Special Ed. students that 1 had to do that with. But they 
felt like they were doing their own bag. But by the end I'd just finish it for them. 

With him, 1 went through it [science expenrnent] with him, and we went through 
step by step, and we taiked about what it would look like. This is what it's going 



to look like at home. "Where are you going to get the g las  from?" "‘Weil, I'm 
going to use the one in the Ritchen capùud." "Whihere are you gohg to put it? 
Where are you going to set it up? Where's the vinegar coming from?" So it's 
very step by step.. . 1 pretty much sat with him because that's very hard for him, 
to just sit and listen. 

Outcome 

For the class, the teachers reponed the outcome of their chosen lessons in terms of 

success relative to the advertised goal. This took the form of interview comments that 

alluded to notions like "getting it" or "doing well", but that also often operationaiized 

success in the measurable terms of grades and levels. For instance: 

Well, they're dl pretty much meeting, you know, Ministry expectations. So if 
you look at the last report.. . there is a range from Cs through As as far as 
acadernic ability goes. 

They did great, the love it. They love Treasure Island.. . And it's received very 
well. it really is, by al1 of them. They did rrally well. 

1 felt very, very, very positive about it because they went into pioneers, the 
cleeng of the land, and the loyalists came, and the selection.. . They had pretty 
good empathy for these people who'd lost everything, who left everything, and 
had moved into this area to establish a new lifestyle.. . 

Seventy percent of the class is level two and three, and ten percent are level four, 
and another twenty percent are level one or worse. 

n i e  indi vidual activi ties were done exceedingl y well. They met my 
expectations.. . None of the performances were at al1 what 1 was expecting for 
them to be able to accomplish.. .Quite a few of them got zero, or close to zero, out 
of five because it just, they didn't, they lost sight of what they were supposed to 
be doing. They didn't write a script that convincingly, and they didn't play the 



d e s  convincingly. . . .I told them that their acting scores were terrible and their 
play writing was - they didrr't accomgbsh the go&. 

Earlier in this chapter we reviewed the relationship between reported class and individual 

goals. Specifically, we noted that the proffered goals for selected individuals were either 

a) the sarne as those for the class. b) essentially the same as those for the class but at a 

reduced standard or, c) changed in favour of a socio-behavioral focus. Given this profile, 

one rnight expect to find a similar parsing of individual outcomes, but this, however, was 

not the case. The teacher cornrnents on the individual student outcomes assumed a 

suictly behavioraYaffective orientation. Talk of the panicular students feeling "good" 

and "successful" was supplemented with references to task bbcompletion" and 

"engagement". Unlike the class-wide outcomes that were discussed relative to a (usually 

cumcular) standard, the individual outcomes assumed a child-referenced posture: 

They [the three "low" students] enjoy it because they're very successful. 1 cm 
put on their report. you know, that they got seventy something. Now it's 
modified and i t's d l .  you know, - but the kids see a decent score.. . And our 
bottom-line with these kids is life-skills. 

Yeah. 1 was pleased. 1 think they [the two identified students]. they caught on 
better than 1 perhaps imagined that they would initially, or more quickly than 1 
thought they would. 

Well, un, he participated whether he was asked or whatever. He was able to do 
that. Um, he did the exploration, right? He was. he felt pretty good about it.. . He 
says things like, like he'll be very open and Say, '4 really like that. That was fun, 
what we did.. ." 

... The fact that he completed it. 1 guess that's the main part with this student. 
We didn't have a yelling and screaming match about not k ing  able to do it, and 



not completing it. The process let him complete an assignrnent to its end and the 
eqectatim of f u h g  the g d  M bmr met, of "1 did it, I fininisM a novel. . ." 

. . .I felt good about it. He completed the task.. . In the task part and the 
organization part. he was there and that's one of his difficulties; organiùng his 
written work too. So 1 was pleased to see that. 

Assessment and Reporting 

The prototypical assessment and reporting practices explicated by the teachen in the 

context of whole-class interactions involved providing students with the relevant 

expectations. often by way of a rubric, and then testing and markmg against the expcted 

criteria. Employing numerical and alphabetic categories for the purpose of reporiing 

student achievement delirnits the role of "teacher as accountant" (Wilson, 1996). The 

task here is to provide a cornmon bais  of cornparison so that each child appears to be 

treated as fairly as every other child. Indeed, this role is intimately bound to that of 

"teacher as reporter" (Wilson, 1996), in which the teacher is required to keep organited 

records in order to expedite the process of gathenng, interpreting, and relaying 

information for outside communication. It is an amaigarnation of these two roles that 

charactenzed the reported class-wide assessment and reporting practices proffered by the 

teac hers: 

So what 1 do is 1 mark what they've done and then for one of questions.. . 1 have a 
rubric. So half of the page will be check-marked, the traditional kind of yesho 
sort of thing. And then another one will be rnarked on a rubric. And the kids are 
used to that.. . T h e ~ * s  certain elements that they have to have in this chan and so 
on. So they have a cornbination of a couple of marks. You know, so they'll have 
an 8 out of 10 on this or whatever, but then they'll have a level3 or 4 [as given by 
the rubric]. It9s usually just the mbnc one 1 put in my book.. . 



You know, you're doing this little presentation, this is what the critena are, you 
know, the old rubric and stuff. This is what we'll be looking for. Have you 
explained the parts of your machine? Check, check, check. Have you explained 
the functions right? And have you used interesting words.. .? 

1 still like saying to kids, you know. "In order to earn the 80 percent you've got to 
do this, this, this, and this correctly. And if you want an over 80 percent, you're 
going to have to do this." I prefer really clear cntena that sort of spells it out, 
what's expected, and leaves a little bit of room. 1 can mark a test out of 10, I can 
mark a paper out of 10, or mark it as a level, or do whatever. 

It's numbers - out of 5 in most cases, except for the theme which was out of 10 
and the acting which was out of 10. And staging was 5 and. what was the other 
one, oh script was out of 10. It was out of 35. So it was 35 marks on that.. . 
Forma1 assessment is about coming up with a the mark for the report card. and to 
satisfy the parents about what children are doing, and to satisfy the chilhn's 
need to know how they're doing, and to make sure they are achieving what 1 think 
they are achieving. Rubrics are a good idea. They focus my attention on, on 
different aspects, and they give me a much better idea of whether I'm 
accomplishing specific goals.. . and it gives the child guidance too. 

The aforementioned assessment and reporting profile should appear farniliar in that it 

proceeds in keeping with that discussed in Chapter Three in connection with a concern 

for "the known." in addition to this, and still in the context of the class, a knower-centred 

set of assessment and reponing practices of the sort reviewed in Chapter Four emerged 

but with considerably less frequency. For example: 

The final assessment is going to be a self-assessment. So they have seen the 
video at this point, and we talked as they watched the vide0 about things to look 
for.. . So they're going to do a littie self-assessrnent and refiection this aftemoon. 

And the students assess themselves in t e m  of preparedness, attitudes, work 
habits. They give themselves a daily mark.. . 'What's your mark for today? I 



deserve a 2 instead of a 3. 1 did this, this, and this.. ." Aqd actually they're preny 
good at it. 

The individuai-specific assessment and reporting practices explicated by the teachen 

mirror the general pattern of differential standards and student-specific reference points 

outlined in the preceding conceptual categories. Revised standards and different criteria, 

often keyed to lower grade levels, approximated the measure against which the success of 

"individual" outcornes was determined, Moreover, Wilson's (1996) assessrnent role of 

"teacher as mentor', emerged insofar as teacher judgmenu about the particular student's 

progress and growth were referenced relative to the self. Such assessments, Wilson 

notes, are often not recorded and assume an anecdotal character. Examples of these two 

"individualized" patterns of assessment and reporting practice emerged as given in the 

following prototypical excerpts: 

marne of Instructional Assistant] does the assessment [for these three kids] and 
it's not based on a ntbnc.. . It's very anecdotai.. . They're sitting in a Grade 8 
class but they're doing Grade 6 work. And it'll Say on the report, you know, it's a 
modified program and on their Individual Education Plans 1 think it says Grade 6. 

So what 1 tried to do when 1 marked the test was, you know, the first page of it 
was r e d y  weil done and 1 made a note about that.. . And as 1 went to the second 
paper where he was beginning to struggle 1 wrote him little notes Like, "Oh. you 
got this one", 'This was a hard one", "Good for you". you know, these kinds of 
things. But again, it's a much more individudized kind of thing. Rather than just 
sort of totaling up the paper, you son of do this running commentary with their 
work in terms of trying to encourage them about how far they've corne from the 
first day. 

Oh, 1'11 go through it the fifint time and see where he stands according to 
everybody else, you know. al1 together.. . Then 1-11 go back and look at where he 
is, himself, and at the teacher's discretion per se, see where he connects with what 
1 know he has done in the past. 



He's on an informal Individual Education Plan. So we can't give him, can't 
evaluate him by Grade 6 expectations. He's evaluated by expectations at a 
different grade level. So basically 1 look for what he has got in here at a Grade 3 
level. 1 don? know what a Grade 3 level penon looks like, but you know.. . Well, 
1 do, but it's not very valid so 1 also had the Special Ed. resource teacher look at 
it. She made her assessment on it, and so.. . So he got a level. For Grade 6 he 
would have an R [for Remedial J. And at Grade 3 he would have been a LeveI 2. 
So we marked it down as a Level2. And because it's a modified program. that's 
where it goes. 

[The assessment] is subjective 1 guess. At a different, at a different level. Um, 
he'll get a seven out of ten. or an eight out of ten. But if I was marking someone 
else, that might be a six or a six and a half out of ten. The kid's against himself. 

The Questfon of Feasibility 

Having spelled out teachen' conceptions of the individual in relation to the class - of the 

knower in dation to the known - in the five aforementioned organizing categories of 

actual practice, we are now in a position to entertain the participants' direct nsponses to 

the said paradox. Subsequent to the interview task that elicited the findings presented 

and discussed above. the teachen were asked a question that arguably captures the 

definitive pedagogical task of forma1 schooling. That is, they were asked if they thought 

it feasible for ail children in a class in to mach a comrnon set of goals and expectations as 

set out, and indeed required, by the fomal cumculum. The resounding and unanimous 

answer, as reflected by the following exemplary set of sample of responses, was no: 

It's - well it's not [feasible]! Everyone's an individual. There are some 20 or 30 
odd little faces looking at me and they al1 come with diflerent backgrounds, and 
different strengths and weaknesses, and that's a tough haul! There are kids that - 
there's just no way they're going to be able to do some of the sniff in either Math 
or Language or whatever. Um, yeah, no it's not, it's just not feasible. 



We're cxpccted to meet a rrriam expectation. I h ' t  krtow how dis t i c  it is 
sometimes. . . .Unfortunately, well fortunately. kids don? al1 leam the same way 
and at the same time. And 1 kind of play with the expectations, 1 will admit. It's 
not going to cost me my job now [because I'm retiring at the end of this year], but 
evennially it would, if 1 didn't Say, "This is the expectation. You'll al1 l e m  it. 
And this is how you do it." ... And 1 can't see them al1 coming out at the same. 
you know, just like having a cut-out. Walk through here if you can and if you fit 
you're in the next grade. It doesn't work. 

No. Well, just exactly in this situation. a little drama presentation where kids 
don? have the background Yesterday 1 was talking in class about the Pope's 
division of the world. and we're Iooking at a picture and 1 asked "What's a 
pope?' And one, most of the kids said, you know, they'd heard of the Pope, but 
you know. And so we took several minutes talking and trying to get out 
information. But 1 mean, they had no background to know what a pope was or the 
catholic church or things like that. So, 1 mean, there's one aspect of it. So if you 
have people coming from many different areas, many di f fe~nt  ski11 levels. .. I 
mean the expectation, to Say the expectation is the same for everybody is 
ridiculous. It has to be adapted. . . .Focusing on the kid as  an individual and their 
self development is still going to be underlining everything I'm doing, and the 
expectations are going to be a secondary thing for me. 

Oh boy! You want a political answer or you want the real answer? The [ml] 
answer is not a chance, a snowball's chance in the proverbial hell of it every 
happening. No, these kids, adolescents, are at such different levels, cognitively 
and in every other way. ... And some children are there in Grade 6, some won? be 
the= until the end of Grade 9. And it's sheer folly. and setting ourselves up for 
tremendous failure, if we say every child shall reach this at this age. There's no 
such thing as a lock-step curriculum when you're talking about children. The 
govemment's wrong. It's not going to happen. 

The feasibility question and the associated participant responses endone the practical 

~ a l i t y  of the folk pedagogical paradox suggested in Chapters Three and Four. Indeeci, at 

the level of explicit talk teachen rccognize the challenge inherent in k ing  poised 

halfway between the mandated objective standards and the children they serve. In this 



chapter, 1 took the first step in understanding the route to connecting the knower and the 

known by presenting and discussing empirical evidence reflecting teachea' conceptions 

of individuality in the collective context of the classroorn. What emerged, as we saw. is 

what rnight best be characterized as a trait. rather than an intentional, conception of 

individuality. The formal practices of school within which considerations of student 

individuality are inscribed appear to contribute to the identification of individuals as 

constituents of distinct categorical entities that cm be differentiated from some nom. 

And by differentiated 1 do not mean solely in terms of a focus on what rnight well be 

thought of as the tail ends of a continuous distribution. The classroom goals and their 

origins, the pedagogies, the outcornes, and the assessrnent and reponing practices which 

were used to organize the presentation and discussion of the findings hereiri indicate the 

presence of an entirel y different distribution From that used to characterize the collective. 

That is, the distinctions made between classes and individuals are more a matter of kind 

than of degree. 



CHAPTER SIX 

DATA AND INTERPRETATION IV: PARADOX AWARENESS 

In the last chapter, 1 took the first steps towards charting the route to connecting the 

knower and the known by explicating teachers' conceptions of individuality in relation to 

the collectivity of the class. This chapter continues dong this road to unification by 

presenting evidence of the conditions under which teachen become conscious of the 

apparent contradiction inherent in king caught between the two sets of constraints. 

Given that the landscape of professional practice has the potential to be characterized by 

the coexistence of the competing folk pedagogies outlined in Chapters T h ~ r  and Four, 

the requisite epistemological and pedagogical redefinitions that would be necessary in 

bridging the gap between knower and known (see Chapter Seven) nin counter to that 

which is "folk" or popular (Kuhn, 1991, 1992; Patrick & Pintrich, 2001; Strauss, 200 1; 

Woolfolk Hoy & Murphy, 200 1). Extant beliefs would thus need to be redressed. 

Kagan (1992) suggests that attempts to change teachers' beliefs should proceed dong the 

line suggested by research on conceptual change (cf. Carey & Spleke, 1994; Chi, 1992; 

Dole & Sinatra, 1998; Hewson & Thorley, 1989; Patrick & Pintrich, 2001; Wwlfolk Hoy 

& Murph y, 200 1). Nussbaum and Novick (1982) propose a three-step mode1 geared to 

this end First, teachen m u t  be assisted in making implicit beliefs explicit. Second, they 

must be conhnted with the inadequacy of their beliefs. Finally, extended oppomuiities 



that allow for the integration of old and new knowledge must be provided. The 

remainder of this chapter is concemed with explicating those points in actual practice that 

teachen themselves reference as problematic in attempting to meet the demands given by 

both the child (knower) and the curriculum (known). Such "dilemmas" (Woods et al., 

1997). I would suggest, might serve as useful catalysa for the first two stages of the 

conceptual change process. 

Avenues of Conceptual Change 

The identification of dilemmas of practice, or what we might cal1 avenues of cnnceptud 

change, was introduced earlier as the third research objective of the present study. 

Recall, however, from Chapter Two that no attempt was made to eticit such information 

through direct interrogation. Rather, it was the presence of such interview artifacts in the 

Phase I and II descriptive data that encouraged the post-hoc investigation and 

construction of the "Paradox Awareness" category. 

Six sub-categories of dilemmas of practice that appear refiective of the duality given by 

the concems for both "the knower" and "the known" organized the "Paradox Awareness" 

interview data: 

Classroom Assessment and Reporting 
Class Characteristics 
Curriculum Coverage 
Meeting Individual Needs 
Classroom Rogramming 
Teacher Role 



Given the evidence reviewed in earlier chapten, the category headings and, as we are 

about to see, their contents will appear familiar. What is important to note, however. is 

the language of dilemmas in which the dualistic accounts are couched. 1 review each of 

the categories next. offering select prototypical evidence in the form of excerpted 

quotations from the teacher interviews. 

Assessrnent and Reporting 

The practice of classroom assessment, at least as guided by the teacher, requires that two 

questions be answered: Assess whom? and Assess what? The "whom" refers to the 

individual children who constitute a classroom. They are, after d l ,  bounded units of 

accountability. The "what" refers to the curriculum, the expectations for which the 

individud students and their teachers are heid accountable. The result is an assessrnent 

and reporting dilemma in which teachen appear to be pulled between the chdd and the 

cumcu tum. 

One teacher, in discussing her use of standard assessment rubrics keyed to cumcular 

expectations, explained the challenge of reconciling cumcular commonality with student 

individudity as follows: 

And if one kid doesn't fit a rubric 1 have to make him fit, 1 donTt like that, 1 
would much rather look at my kids' writing and Say, ''This is Chris. Chris 1 
laiow. He has huge, long sentences and he tends to embellish way too much." 
Weli, that's not in the rubric - individuality. And I undentand this bit about 
having to set standards. I understand a l l  of that and 1 agree with it to a certain 
extent.. . And 1 understand why you would want rubrics, because it takes the 
subjectivity out of it. But.. . I'm sure I'm not the only penon that is having a hard 
time slotting kids into boxes. 



Other teachen recognized the dilemma in contexts delimited by concems for their 

"weaker" students. As one put it: 

1 think 1 have to be inconsistent in my standards of where a Grade 8 student 
should be at with my identified studenu and my low-level students. 1 have to be 
inconsistent in their accountability to The Common Cmiculum only to help their 
self-esteem. Or, to realize that this is an identified student functioning at their 
highest level. Because 1 cannot technically mark them as a Grade 8 student, 1 
have to fa11 back to the level they're working at and that maybe he can't do the 
writing part of The Common Curriculum but he's an absolutely fantastic person 
with data or graphs or math. So his language mark might express a higher ability 
than maybe the "A" student that has handed in al1 the properly wntten answers. 

Another teacher. also reflecting on the task of assessing individual students on modified 

programs in relation to cwicular outcornes, put it this way: 

And those kids whose reading levels are two, t h e ,  four years behind have a nice 
"3" on their report card which means the program is moàided. But there's an "A" 
or a "B" on it so it makes it sound like it's al1 very good.. . Has the kid nached 
the outcorne? Yes or no? That's son of the bottom-line on this. Not that they're 
well-behaved in class, that theyk nice kids in class. that they're helpful.. . But 
have they really achieved "that". 

The complexity in determining an appropriate assessrnent reference point as interna1 

(child) or extemal (cumculum) to the individual student was sometimes explicitly 

articulated as a challenge: 

There's a challenge in deciding whether you're going to base your conclusions on 
the class as a whole, i.e. the person versus the class, or do you base your 
conclusions on looking at the child and where you feel that child should stand in 
their grading area. 

Finally, a particular dificulty reported illustrates the tension we reviewed earlier between 

the knower-centred assessmenü that promote subjective interpretation and the known- 



centred authori ty-determined judgments of knowledge or ski11 acquisition reflected in 

marks. For example: 

There's, you know, far greater use of self-assessrnent and peer-assessrnent and 
portfolios and that's what we need to focus in on, when we're also saying chat for 
the first time in Family Studies you're going to have a mark. 

Class Characteristics 

"Class Characteristics" refen to the recognized dynamic of individual classes. The 

formal curriculum typically spells out declarative and procedural knowledge expectations 

within an implicit assumption of grade-level homogeneity. The teachers iri the study, 

however, reported difficulty in finding applicability of the policy-maken demands within 

the confines of their individual classroom circumstances. One teacher articulated the 

challenge in terms of the year to year variability arnong the students in her class: 

. . . it never really works for someone to just hand [the curriculum] to me; you 
know, here it is and now do it. It's never quite the perfect fit. This particular 
group of students. what they have ken able to accomplish, where they will be in 
their growth by the end of the year. is cenainly not at the same point where last 
year's group was. 

Phase II of the study, as 1 pointed out earlier, coincided with the release of a new 

curriculum in which expectations were keyed to earlier grade-levels than those delineated 

in the preceding documents. This too forced teachers into the position of having to 

simultaneously consider their class characteristics and the cmicular demands: 

You can't necessarily move d o m  topics h m  secondary school to elementary 
school and expect it to work. Not when you get publishers who Say, "Well. we 
took this from Grade 9 and just put it in a new cover and said it was Grade 8." It 
doesn't work. They have speaal needs. 



Split-grade contexts catalyzed further awareness of the challenge inherent in matching 

classroom dynamics to curriculum expectations: 

The challenge is having two grades at the same time. For example, teaching 
Environmental Studies to the Grade 6s that has absolutely nothing to do with the 
Grade 7 History and Geography program. You look at what the government is 
doing right now. 'This grade, thou shalt da-da-da-da and this grade da-&." Weil. 
how cm you do that when you're teaching two grades at the sarne time? You 
can't. You cannot get into the same content.. . 

Math is another issue that 1 find really hstrating because the marne of Board] in 
its infinite wisdom has decided that there is a distinct Grade 7 prograrn and a 
distinct Grade 8 prograrn. It's virtually impossible to have things taught 
thematically or in an integrated fashion. 

Curriculum Coverage 

The teachen were cognizant of the pressure to cover the fixed curriculum. and in 

particular the constraints this placed on subjec tivel y driven leaming opportuni ties. As 

several of them explained: 

We are, usually too ambitious and we mn out of time. I think what we are doing is 
we are not doing as much curriculum but we are doing less better. So that is 
something we are beginning to recognize and accept. It does make it difficult 
when you sort of have the Grade 7 history guide to cover. or you feel obligated to 
cover it. 

It seems like you teach this you test it, you teach ihis you test it, you've got hvo 
weeks to do this, you've got three weeks to do that. If you look at the new Math 
curriculum it's scary. And basically it cornes down to two week modules of 
teaching in math. So you've got to work. There's not much room in there for a 



lot of remediai work or.. . for challenging work for those at the other end of the 
spectrum. It's basicaiiy here it is. You either get it or you don't. 

Benchmarks drive Our program to a certain extent. We're going to cover the 
curriculum because that's what [benchmarks] require. Was it fun for the kids? 
Did the kids leam? 1 don't know. 1 don't think so. They've forgotten almost 
everything from 1st year. 

The mechanism of subjective interpretation, namely self-assessrnent and reflection, was 

seen to compete directly with coverage demands: 

1 don't know if I want to give up instruction time, or whatever it is that it's going 
to have to come out of, for them CO reflect on an assignment. So I'm tom. But in 
my mind 1 don't know whether or not 1 cm give up valuable instruction time 
when 1 have a hard time getting through say a Math unit. 

I really believe that it's far more valuable for the kids to develop their own 
nibncs. It's far more meaningful for them. But it took about six houn to do it. I 
know it's a valuable tool.. . but 1 really was womed about the time it was taking, 
some of my teaching time. 

This year I'm taking more time on evaluation, and [their] participation in 
evaluation. That sucks up big units of class time ... Whereas if it's teacher done 
it's al1 done outside of class time. Class time is working time. By putting 
evaiuation back in their hands they're eating up work time so I'm in a dilemma. 
It's between a rock and a hard place you know? 1 feel on one hand I've done a 
good job by giving hem back the evaluation process. On the other hand.. . they'll 
do less this year because of it. They won't be exposed to as much stuff. 

Meeting Individual Needs 



Related to the perceived, and indeed red, need to cover the fixed curriculum was the 

observation that responding to the ''published" knowledge requirements rneant a 

retraction from responding to individual student needs. One teacher put it this way: 

As long as you've got a pend  organized day where the kids have to move on to 
something else, you do your best.. . and hope you're addressing the variety of 
issues and needs. Except I think sometimes what you end up doing is going down 
the middle of the road so that at least you cover most ends. 

Other teachers raised the issue in the context of questions about students who are unable 

to achieve the common, grade-level expectations: 

Where are we going? Al1 of these beautiful pieces of paper. This reminds me of 
23 yean ago when 1 started teaching . . . and you taught this page. this page. this 
page. and that was the result the student had to have. Unbelievable. Where are 
these outcomes taking us? What happens to the student who's never going to 
reach these outcomes.. . as wxitten in those books? 

A teacher of a Grade 6/7 split offered the following specific example: 

1 got a new studeni, fint put into Grade 7, h m  Guyana and 1 argued and argued 
and argued downstairs [in the office]. 1 said, 'There's no way this student should 
be in Grade 7..." They put her in Grade 6. And 1 said, 'This kid can't even spell 
her name." Help! So.. . 1 also have a Grade 6 student that is basically at a Grade 
1 level. So that is something else with prograrnming that 1 have to take into 
contention. 

Finally, the point of individuality in terms of expectation achievement, or lack thereof, 

was undencored in the context of Speciai Education: 

The student I'm concemed with is going from me with my modifications to a high 
schod that says, 'This is the program. You have to do it." And II have] to see 
them fail after I've built up their self-esteem.. . And rny concern is success for 
them. 1 don? how if it needs to be the curriculum [that changes]. Maybe it 
needs me to change. Maybe I should be automaticdly sening my own higher 



standards. But if 1 keep raising rny standards to what 1 think should be 
acceptable, what do 1 do to their self-esteem? And my student is going to quit on 
me and sit out there for eight months or a year and Say, "I'm not going to do that. 
1 can't do it anyway." 

Classroom Programming 

Decisions about the shape and nature of classroorn programming appear to define an 

additional contextual venue within which teachers feel challenged in reconciling 

cumcular demands with student positions. For example: 

There is the fmstmtion of trying to make my program fit the [cunicuium] strands. 

We really looked hard at [the program] in terms of the kick' personal responses. 
the kick' understandings of where they fit into this whole thing. i'm not a 
content-focused penon. I never have been. I started teaching in 1970 and 1 
couldn't have cared less what 1 taught. Now, things are changing. We had 
someone in here last week giving us the latest look at Social Science across the 
province and "wham - Grade 5s across the province axt going to do this. these 
are! the two strands that we are going to address, those are the two outcomes, this 
is what you're going to report on.. . 

A particular illustration was given by one teacher in reference to a hands-on Design and 

Technology program which she explained as requiring justification in tems of 

curriculum outcomes: 

1 have the Grade 8s in the second half and it's a small group for Design and 
Technoiogy.. . [It's] . . . a more "hands-on" program. Perhaps that was their 
interest level. their way of leaming, so they generally did preny well. But the 
problem.. . with outcomes based leadng is that the programs have to be more 
justified. And a lot of the things that people maybe once did [have to be tied to 
the curriculum]. 



At times, teachers recognized the need to make a choice between child and curriculum 

when designing and delivering the program. As one Family Studies teacher explained: 

The kids have always made, and they just love to do it, and it's hard to tie it to 
The Common Cuniculum, they love to make these stuffed animals from these 
kits, they just love to do it. Well, we're doing it this year. 

Large-scale assessments, keyed to cuniculum expectations. appeared as another vehicle 

through which teachers considered the nature of their classroom programs: 

With the new Grade 6 Math provincial tests, the outccmes and the examples 
we've been given to look at to me are. "well here's an example of this type of 
question and this type of question." Did they think abcut where the teacher is in 
their [program] to be able to have the provincial test the Ministry [of Education] 
wants? 

Teacher Role 

The final category of paradox awareness suggested by the data concemed teachea' 

definitions of their roleç. The tension between expositor o n  the one hand and facilitator 

on the other mirrors the popular dichotomy given by concerns for the known and the 

knower (Olson & Kaa, 2001). One teacher articulated the challenge involved in 

encouraging student direction while maintaining a position of authority as follows: 

The [students] question. I think the question has to be challenging. But you don? 
want them to corne right out and challenge, you know what 1 mean? 



0th- ucpressed the tension in t e m  of a skepticism regarding the child-centred 

pedagogies that have emerged from the progressive educational refonn movement. In the 

context of cooperative leaming, one teacher explained: 

1 believe from what I've gathered in my yean of teaching that many times the 
kids 1 receive in whatever grades, Grades 6,7,4, they don't seem to have the 
skills that 1 think should have at the grade level. And my own feeling often is that 
some of Our new ways of teaching have failed us. My penonal feeling is that 
sometimes our kids are our play centres or our activity centres.. . Even tme 
cooperative leaming.. . is only to be used part of the tirne. It's not al1 day or half 
the day. It's a matter of balance.. . so that even these new. so-called new ways of 
leaming are good and valid. If we overdo it. 1 think we are short changing our 
kids. 

As a further ilIustration. a similar issue arose in the arena of emergent literacy: 

We were told, "Don't wony if the kids don't read by the end of Grade 1. They 
are not ready to. It's a readiness thing.. . Don't have them print on Iined paper. 
Don't worry how they form their letters." And from that type of instruction I've 
seen the product time and again.. . I've seen kids who can't print, pnnt upside 
down, boaom to top. don? make their tall letters tail and their srnail letten small. 
And again, if we don? drill the kids which were told not to worry about.. . It's the 
process, the comprehension of things and that's al1 that was k i n g  smssed at these 
inservices time and again.. . And don't have them sitting down with pencil and 
paper and that's basically what we've k e n  told.. . Inventive spelling, for 
exarnple, to not mark the spelling and correct the spelling and 1 just couldn't 
agree. 1 just felt that 1 couldn't agree with that. 

The six conceptual categories of classroom assessrnent and reporting , class 

chanictenstics, curriculum coverage, meeting individual needs, classroorn programming, 

and teacher role describe facets of practice that are not altogether new. That is, the 

categones and their contents suggest concems for both "the knower" and "the known" in 



much the same ways as we have seen in earlier chapters. What is important to note here, 

however, is the language of dilemmas in which the practical reflections are couched. 

While it would be incorrect to infer that the teachen are intellectually aware of the 

specific nature of the folk pedagogical paradox, it is clear that the dynamic that presents 

itself through the dualistic set of concems does, at times, cul tivate a dissonance condition. 

This observation, 1 have argued, is a worthwhile one because even a rudimentary and 

unarticulated awareness of the potentially contradictory relationship (in folk tems) 

between knower and known approximates a first step towards rehssing the said 

paradox. In the next and final chapter, 1 conclude by sketching out a conception of what 

such an alternative rnight be and draw on the evidence presented herein in proposing a 

route towards effecting the necessary conceptual change. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION 

Limitations of the Study 

Before proceeding with the intended outlining of a new folk pedagogy, it is necessary to 

acknowledge the limitations of the work described here. Certainly, the larger project 

within which the present study was inscribed put fonvard some contextual parameters. 

The selection of pmicipants. as 1 explained earlier, was made through adrninistrator 

identification of teachers in their boards who were actively engaged in efforts to 

understand and interpret The Cornrnon Cumculum. Such a participant selection 

requirement was not a necessity for the argument presented here, but it nevertheless puts 

forward a cnterion on which these teachers can be seen to be subset of the broader 

profession. In addition. the interview schedules included questions designed to yield data 

beyond that required for this study and as such, may have contributed to the shape and 

direction of the interviews. 

As I have acknowledged before, the taxonomy of strands of practice outlined in Chapten 

Three and Four suggests a bbfirst-look" at aspects of pedagogy argued to be imbued with 

statements of competence. The analytical task supporting this macro-level focus meant 

that relevant statements were removed h m  the overall context of the interview within 

which they were situated. While this practice is supported by the explanatory and 



descriptive focus of this study, 1 cannot and do not attempt to make inferences about 

individual teacher intentions or beliefs. To do so, however, would require more than 

simply a contextual situating of the pedagogical stmnds because of the complexities (see 

Chapter One) around teasing apart the belief/practice nlationship. 

Finally, as explained in Chapter Two, the category assignrnent decisions made in 

constnicting the taxonomy of practice put fonvard in Chapters Three and Four are my 

own. However. the reader who wishes to consider alternative classifications is permitted 

to do so as a result of the provision of thick data descriptions. (Miles & Huberman, 

1994). 

With these limitations in rnind, 1 proceed to conclude by sketching out the beginnings of 

a unifying folk pedagogy and suggesting directions for future research. 

The Chid and the Curriculum 

A close inspection of the title of Dewey's (190211966) seminal work, The Child and the 

C ~ c u l u r n ,  reveals an attempt to link the two defining ingredients of schooling in way 

that, as we have seen, has eluded much of educational and psychological theory for the 

better part of the Iast centuq (Olson & Katz, 2001). In paaicdar, the semantic use of the 

conjunction "and" is designed to reflect his belief that the child and the c ~ c u l u m  be 

considered as defining opposite points of a single continuum. The educaton task. then, is 



to orient the natural abilities and interests of the child in the direction of the forma1 or 

symbolic cumculum. 

Despite Dewey's unification efforts. much of the twentieth century saw an increasingly 

polarized educational community that maintained the duaiism (Prawat. 1998) between 

child and cmiculurn or what 1 have called knower and known. Classical education 

theory. as noted in the first chapter, accepted the contents of the formal curriculum as 

knowledge and attempted to teach subjects to children. Educational reformers took the 

other pole, holding true to the stance of child advocate and insisting on the supremacy of 

subjective experience as the bais  of al1 knowledge. Indeed. in light of the wide-arc 

pendulum swings which have vacillated between the polar opposites since the 1930s. a 

modem reworking of Dewey's title might well be The Child venus the C u m h h n .  

Choosing between the child and the cumculum, as much of educational theory seems to 

have done (Olson & Katz, 2001; Shuell, 1996). is simply not a viable proposition where 

the practical landscape of education is concemed. If. as is the case in a knower-centred 

folk pedagogy, l e m e n  fonn their own beliefs and take responsibility for their own 

leaming. how are these beliefs to be situated within the epistemological canons of the 

larger society? The denial of objective or explicit standards for judging individual beliefs 

raises. as we have seen, serious objections from policy and accountability viewpoints. 

Alternative1 y. a preoccupation with externall y imposed criteria given in the name of 

objectivity, as in a known-centred folk pedagogy, denies that it is. ultimately, the 

individual who learns. nie study reported here has shown that teachers, poised halfway 



between chiid and curriculum, necessarily appeal to both the generality of the known and 

the peculiarity of the knower. In Chapter Three, we reviewed strands of practice that 

could be taken to suggest canonical primacy. In Chapter Four, we saw facets of 

pedagogical practice that held the potential to reflect a vision of the student as responsible 

for their own leaming. 

Why, though, the need for consistency? Why the need for a bndging framework of a new 

folk pedagogy. one predicated on a psychology and an epistemology that respects and 

unites both the subjective properties of the child and the objective properties of the 

cumculum in a cornensurate relationship? Perhaps because although the teachers in the 

study seerned content to straddle the fence separating the subjective and collective 

dimensions of the known, when pressed. as they were in Chapter Five, to consider the 

feasibility of having al1 students in a class attain a comrnon expectation or outcorne, they 

were resoundingly pessimistic in their responses. And, though the teachen were not 

necessarily aware of the specific nature of the said paradox, an inferential undentanding 

of the dilemmas of practice reviewed in the preceding chapter point towards a less than 

acceptable statusquo. To better understand these empirical findings, we r e m  to 

Fullan's (persona1 communication, 1999) question, 'Does it work in theory?" As 1 spent 

most of Chapter One arguing, the folk pedagogies which follow from the constraints 

given by both "the knower" and "the known" are theoretically, at least in popular terms. 

incommensurable. Yet, consistency matters because pedagogical practices are never inert. 

Al1 pedagogical practices communicate a way to thinking about the self to the leamer. 



They are the vehicles through which conceptions of cornpetence are both defined and 

applied. How, then. are we to proceed? 

From Newton's beliefs to Newton's theory 

Few would deny that Newton's theory has managed to outlive Newton. Yet, if there had 

never been a Newton wiih his persona1 subjective experiences there could be no 

Newton's theory. The distinction here, as Smith (1990) has noted, is between knowledge 

as independent of particular knowers and knowledge as arising in the subjective activities 

of panicular subjects. Recognizing and relating the subjective and collective dimensions 

of what is "known" requires that notions of "the truth" be substituted with "that which is 

taken to be me", hence an acknowledgment of the human origin of "objective" 

knowledge. Berger and Luckrnann (1967) highlight the dialectic relation that exists 

between "objective facticit y" and "subjective meanings" where the former, w hich come 

to be seen as natural and unquestionable, are in fact conventions that originate as the 

latter and come to be solidified by various means. In much the same way, Latour and 

Woolgar (1986) trace the long and complicated joumey for private conjecture to 

canonicd truth, from statements such as "1 wonder if.. ." to conclusions such as "the 

pmperties were shown to be.. ." The final report, as Smith (1990) points out, removes d l  

traces of subjectivity - the private beliefs of individuais - and becomes a statement taken 

as fact, 



A Road-Map to World Three 

Though not indicative of that which is ''folk" or popular. I propose that the route to 

reconciling the rift between knower and known can be found in cultivating the 

development of the highest stages of the various reflective judgment models (Baxter 

Magolda. 1992; Belenky et al., 1986; King & Kitchener. 1994; Kuhn. 1999; Peny, 1970; 

Schornrner, 1994). The epistemic stance which 1 am suggesting is necessary is the one 

exhibited by the inhabitants of Popper's (1972) World Three. the world of justified or 

"objective" knowledge. What constitutes bbobjectivity'* is not that which conforms to 

some sort of version of a free-standing reality, but that which has stood the test of time 

and k e n  tested against the best available evidence. The distinction. as noted earlier. is 

between "the truth" and "that which is taken to be me." Belenky et d.*s (1986) 

"constructed knowen" acquire knowledge by integrating what is known intuitively with 

what is "generaily known." Evidence for belief cornes in the fom of reasons. 

"Evaluative" theorists (Kuhn. 1999) or "postskeptical rationalists" (Chandler et al.. 1990) 

". . . appear to have abandoned the empty quest for absoiute knowledge in favor of what 

amounts to a search for arguably good reasons for choosing one belief or course of action 

over another" (Chandler et al., 1990, p. 380). Rovisiond standards of judgment cm thus 

be defended without relying upon access to some unrnitigated tmth. 

The pedagogy reflective of a World Thm epistemic stance is one that would encourage 

students to recognize the subjective origins of objective knowledge. a task that might best 

be accomplished by structuring opportunities for them to reason within the confines of a 

discipline's ill-süuctured problems (King & Kitchener, 1994). Such a practice 



encourages the consideration of multiple viewpoints, though this in itself is not enough. 

Students must be encouraged to make judgrnents (interpretations) and with judgments 

come reasons for those judgrnents, reasons that are not ail equally valid. Through a 

consideration of why some reasons are more valid than othen, students come to 

understand the institutional processes by which some beliefs become knowledge; that is, 

the conditions under which something is "taken to be me". Such processes might, for 

example, involve the production of public anifacts which are subjected to the rituais of 

publication, replication, adoption, citation, and the like (Olson & Katz, 2001). Once this 

is achieved, students are possessed of new lenses through which to consider old uuths. 

Teachen, by viriue of the special space they occupy as mediators between the child and 

the curriculum, are poised to play the important role of "information manager" (Olson & 

Bruner, 1996). They do this by helping leamen form and revise their beliefs on the basis 

of the evidence accumulated in the cultural store, evidence that, at one time, shared a 

sirnilar subjective origin. Such evidence is preserved, organized, and displayed in the 

pages of the formal cumculum. usually in the fom of stated expectations or outcornes. 

Such goals are not problematic in and d themselves. Rather, the problem, as we have 

seen, is in the pedagogical implications that follow from such statements as, "By the end 

of Grade 6 students wiIl know.. ." It is the conception of what it means to know and how 

this is achieved that requires a redefinition of the son 1 am suggesting here. 

Reconciling the rift between knower and known such that the former can be seen to stand 

in relation to the latter requires not only a pedagogicd reworking, but a psychological 



reworking too. Recail, from Chapter Five. the two psychological conceptions of divenity 

and individuaiity that were spelled out - the psychology of hamnings and the 

psychology of doinas (Olson. 1999). The empincal evidence reviewed in that chapter 

pointed to a conception of individuality supported by a trait psychology, a set of causal 

mechanisms that explained behaviour in terms of what happened. As we saw, the effect 

of this practice, which is arguably predicated on the political and social requirements of 

the larger systems within which teachea find themselves inscribed, holds the potentid to 

result in the preservation of the gap between knower and known. Instead, a preferable 

psychological alternative is to be found in the psychology of doings, in an explanation of 

behaviour proffered in terms of what leamers are trying to do. The suggested shift is 

from institutionally assigned traits to individually infemd intentions. In seeing children 

as intentional agents, as acting in accordance with their beliefs, desires, and hopes. there 

is a shift in the focus of individuality from causes to reasons. And reasons, as 1 have 

argued above, are the substance of a potentially unifying pedagogy. This course of action 

will no doubt prove challenging. We have seen the difficulty teachen experience in 

having to think about individuals rather than classes, and it is for preciseiy this reason 

that individualistic talk about beliefs, or even rnisunderstandings, was so rarely detected 

in the study. 

Presewice Teacher Educstion - A Venue for Change 

Mervice teacher education seems like a naniral place within which to begin the 

epistemological and pedagogical ndefinition process necessary for ascendance into 



WorldThree. The preservice context, by definition. is imbued with a special character in 

that candidates simultaneously Wear the institutionally sanctioned hats of both teacher 

and student. In my own Educational Psychology classes, I am frequently confronted with 

the duality between subject and object (knower and known) as the candidates either press 

for "right" answen h m  myself or the text, or offer experientially denved opinions and 

anecdotes. Thus, the environment is ripe for scaffolding opportunities which allow 

students to make the same epistemological and pedagogical connections as will be 

necessary when they attempt to operationalize the "and" that unites the cumculum and 

the child in their roles as classroorn teachers. 

Nona Lyons (1990) proceeds by teaching the various epistemological descriptions to her 

teachen in training, asking thern to critique teaching episodes, texts, and curriculum 

projects in epistemological texms in much the sarne way as 1 did in Chapter One with The 

Cornmon Cumculum and in subsequent chapters with empincal accounts of practice. 

Such an act'vity opens the window to what she cdls "dilemmas of knowing" as the future 

teachers begin to realize that pedagogical choices are mediated by (nested in) implicit 

episternological assumptions. The kinds of "dilemmas" that Lyons refers to were 

illustrated empirically by the six categories of b'Paradox Awareness" given in the 

preceding chapter. Classroom assessrnent and reporting, class charactenstics, cuniculum 

coverage, meeting individual needs, classroom programming, and teacher role are al1 

concems with which practicing teachers find thernselves becoming familiar. They supply 

authentic contexts within which teachers can be assisted in making folk assumptions 

explicit and, thereafter, be confronted with the contradictory character of their beliefs. 



The epistemological and pedagogical definitions of World Three were explicated earlier 

and do not bear repeating here. Suffice it to Say that the hope is for intentional 

pedagogical control to becorne a possibility as teachen set up classrooms in which they 

assume roles of "information managers" as their students construct howledge. Only 

then, I believe, will we be able to transcend the dualism and reconnect the child and the 

cun-jculum. 

Suggestions for Future Research 

Certainly, the route to reconciliation suggested here awaits elaboration and empincal 

support. This would entail not only a study of the feasibility of its content as situated in 

the authentic contexts of actual practice, but also an inquiry into the suggested preservice 

mechanisrn for supporting its development. Such an undertaking would fint require a 

focused investigation into extant teacher belief systems that might be taken to compete 

with the proposed alternative. Individual differences could be studied with an eye 

towards mapping the relations between the various folk pedagogies and contexnial 

factors. Subject areas, for instance, might constitute on such variable on which 

alternative folk pedagogies might be differentiated. Perhaps a canonical focus dong with 

a supporting pedagogy is more evident in the hard as opposed to the soft sciences? 

Reliminary research reported b y Strauss (200 1 ), however, suggests that extan t folk 

pedagogical models transcend disciplinary boundaries, though this line of inquiry is in its 

infanc y. 



In addition to a teacher-focused research program such as the aforementioned, one might 

wish to examine the students* receipt of the cornpetence messages that 1 have argued to 

be implicit in the pedagogies to which they are exposed. Possibly even more interesting 

would be an intersubjective examination of both the teacher's and the student's 

assurnptions about knowledge and the rnind within the bounded context of a pedagogical 

encounter. Olson (persona1 communication, 2001) suggests that a determinant of 

pedagogical efficacy might involve a negotiation of joint intention between teacher and 

student. This would, of course. need to take place around a curricular goal but perhaps it 

is in this - in a "meeting of minds" so to speak - that one might find the dynamic 

necessary to support the more advanced folk pedagogy speiled out in this chapter. 
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APPENDlX A 

UELEASE FORM 

1, have read the 
letter of invitation to participate and understand the objectives and methods outlined in 
the proposed research. 1 agree to participate under the study's terms of reference and 1 
am satisfied with the confidentidity safeguards and protections of individual pnvacy. 

1 understand that d l  data collected by means of semi-stnictured interviews are intended to 
be used strictly for analytical, research, and educationai purposes. 1 give my permission 
for release of these data in the public domain, within the confidentiality guidelines 
outlined, including the use of these data in wrinen reports, graduate teaching, and 
educational conference contexts. 1 reaiize that rny narne will not appear in these reports, 
unless 1 give explicit written permission and have read the report. 

1 understand that 1 am fiee to withdraw f?om the project at any time, if so desired, at 
which point al1 i n t e ~ e w  data will be destroyed. 

Name (Please Print) 

Consent Granted (Signed) 



PHASE I INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

Preamble to Teacher interview 

Thank you for agreeing to be intervieweci. We are going to tape your cornrnents but you 
c m  ask u s  to stop the tape if there is something that you donPt want recorded. As we 
mentioned in the letter, your responses will be confidential and you will not be identified 
in any reports unless you give us written pennission. 

We hope that this i n t e ~ e w  will give you a chance to reflect on what has happened for 
you in teaching over the last couple of years. We want to gather some information about 
how you feel and what you think about The Common Curriculum reforms now that 
you've had some time to work with them. When I Say The Cornmon Cumiculum, 1 mean 
the Ministry Policy and Outcornes, the Ministry Standards and anything your board has 
produced or provided. This is not an evaluation of you or your teaching or your 
implementation of The Common Cuniculum. There are no right or w n g  answen. We 
want to know both about what you are and what you aren't doing and why. Your 
responses will be analyzed along with the other teachers' in the study to try to understand 
how teachers are expenencing the changes and responding to them. We'll consider ail 
that we have from the group of teachers that we're i n t e~ewing  to prepare a report and 
will send you a surnmary when it's done, probably next year. We have left the interview 
format as wûuctured and open as possible so that we can explore the issues from your 
perspective. 1 will ask you to descnbe a unit that you've done in sorne detail. Since 1 
don't have a lot of time with you, I may interrupt and redirect you along the way. 

I'm going to start with some questions about your assignrnent and your class this year. 
(Note - move through this section fairly quickly as a wann-up). 

Class Demographics 

1. What grade level and subjects are you teaching? (probe - rotary program, split-grade 
or straight). 

2. How many students in your class(es)? (range in rotary). 

3. What is the gender split in your class(es)? 

4. What is the racial, ethnoculturd, linguistic makeup of your class(es)? 



5. How would you descnbe your students in ternis of range of academic abilities? 

6. Are any of your students receiving additional support? (probe - ESL, Special Ed.) 

7. How is your classroom physicaily organized? (probe - rows, centres, eclectic). Why? 

Speeific Curriculum Unit 

Pick a unit you have done that you think worked well and is a good example of you as a 
teacher. Describe the unit in detail. Tell me about what you a s  a teacher did in this unit. 
(probe - what instructional strategies did you use? What resources did you use?) 

8. What aspects of The Common Curriculum do you think this unit addresses? 

9. What outcomes did it address? 

10. What about cuniculum integration? 

1 1. Overail. how consistent do you think ihis unit is with The Common Curriculum? 

12. What was not consistent with The Cornmon Curriculum? 

13. What did you Look for as evidence to decide how well your students had met the 
outcomes? (probe - How do you know what the students have leamed? Kow did you 
know as a teacher what you were doing was working?) 

14. How did you assess the leaming in this unit? (probe - What assessrnent approach(es) 
did you use? Why did you use these? How did you know they were successful?) 

15. How consistent was this assessrnent with The Common Curriculuni? 

16.1s there anythmg that you did that wasn't prescribed by The Common Curriculum? 

17. Did you use any student self-evaluation? Peer evaluation? If yes, descnbe. 

18. How did your students do in relation to the outcomes covered in the unit? 

19. What percentage achieved the outcomes? 

20. How did you cornmunicate or report progress to the students in this unit? To the 
parents? 



2 1. HQW did you handle time hues  in this unit? @mbe - What about timetabk prep 
time, homework e.g. work done outside of school?) 

22. Are there key activities other than the clock that deterrnined how you implernented 
this unit? 

23. There are occasions when time seems to fiy by or drag on. Describe when this 
happened during this unit? 

24. How did you ensure students had tirne to achieve the outcomes? (e.g., enrichment, 
rernediation). 

25. Why do you think this unit gives us a good sense of you as a teacher? (probe - What 
in it are you proud of? M a t  was particularly effective? Why?) 

26. Looking back at the unit, is there anytiilng you would have done differently? (Le. in 
terms of instruction; in terms of assessment; in relation to The Common Curriculum?) 

The Bigger Picture of The Common Curriculum 

Now that we've talked about a specific unit. 1 want to ask a few questions about the 
bigger picture of The Cornmon Curriculum. 

27. Overall, what is your involvement in The Common C ~ c u l u m  in relation to using 
outcomes, assessment and teaching right now? (probe - What quadrants of 'fhe 
Common Curriculum do you teach? Are you workùig with others jointly? Are you 
involved in any other activities in SC hool, board, consortium?) 

28.1s any of this different £kom what you were doing 2 years ago? (probe - in 
assessment, in teaching, in the school, outside the school, in relation to the job in 
general?) 

29. To what degree are The Cornmon Curriculum reforms compatible with your own 
attitudedbeliefs about the teachin@leaming/assessment process? 

30. To what degree are The Common Curriculum reforms incompatible with your own 
attitudedbeliefs about the teaching/Iearning/assessment process? 

3 1. How do you think this a f k t s  you in t e m  of implernentùig The Common 
CUmculum reforms? 

32. Are your attitudes or beliefs significantly different fiom other 
teache~'administration/parents/board? 



34. How rnuch control do you feel you have over the implementation of The Cornmon 
Curricuium? 

3 5. How dependent are you on others for implementing reform initiatives? 

36. How do you make The Common Curriculum reforms fit with the many other reforms 
that are occurring at the same time? (e.g. safe schools, equity) (probe - How do you 
decide what gets implemented and what does not within your classroom?) 

Description of a Teacher's Day 

In this section I'm interested in your relationship between home and school. I'd like to 
ask you to describe a day in your life for me so that 1 can get a feel for what a day in the 
Iife of a teacher includes. 

37. Even though it may not be a typical day, describe your last teaching day for me. Feel 
free to editonalize; tell mw how you felt about the day and about individual events or 
activities within it; what was on your rnind; what worked and what didn't work; how 
you handled situations that arose. Pretend I'm a diary and you're trying to capture 
your day in words and ideas and feelings. So, just start with getting up in the 
moming and walk me through the day, step by step. (probe - including out of school, 
full day, no gaps. What happened in the classes? How did you feel?) 

This School and your Place in it 

The next few questions are about your SC ho01 and your place in it. 

38. Describe your role in your school. (e.g. in terms of leadership, decision-making, 
assignments). 

39. Has your role changed over the last 2 years? 

10. What kind of place is your school? 

4 1. How are you controlledflimited in what you do in ternis of time dernands imposed by 
the school or other people? 

42. Describe your relationship with students/colleagues/administratiodpitrents. 

43. Can you tak opedy wi th your administration? 



44. Do teachers work in isolation or do they pull together? 

45. How do students interact with each other in the school? 

Refiections 

46. Looking back over the past 2 years, what obstacles have you expenenced during 
implementation of The Comrnon Curriculum in terms of instruction? In tems  of 
assessrnent? (e.g. materiai, organizational, politicai and human barriea in your work.) 

47. How have your tried to overcorne these obstacles? 

48. How did you feel about these obstacles? (positivelnegative feelings?) 

49. Again, in retrospect, what has been a support for you or facilitated what you had 
wanted to do? (probe - Where did you get your knowledge for assessrnent strategies? 
Outcornes?) 

50. Who has provided leadership? 

5 1. What about staff development? (probe - any teacher collaboration?) 

52. What support would you have Iiked that you didn't get? 

53. Have you f o n d  any particular personal coping strategies to be effective in dealing 
wi th these changes? 

54. How would you descnbe younelf as a learner? 

55. What keeps you leaming? 

56. Reflecting on the past 2 years, how have issues related to tirne influenceci your work? 
(probe - t h e  for preparation; professionai development; time for reflection, inquixy) 

57. What do you think your principal believes are key ways time influences your work? 

58. Have there been any changes in your personai circumstances that have mfiuenced 
your work during the last few years? 

59. How do you balance time between work and your personai life? 



60. Describtttitre~atiomtnp of yoar wo* to yoar fifk httre~ti ana canmrimrems (e.g. 
interest in children, cornmitment to life-long leaming, cornmitment to family, 
interests in the arts, music, sports). 

61. What positivehegative feelings do you have about al1 the changes you experienced in 
the last 2 years in your work? 

62. What positivdnegative feelings do you have about al1 the changes you experienced in 
the last 2 years in your penonai life? 

63.1s there anything you'd like to add about your experience with The Common 
C ~ c u l u m  reforms that hasn't been discussed? (e.g. concem about The Common 
Curriculum, recommendations, etc.) 



PHASE II INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

introduction and a bit of infoxmai chatter perhaps about the trip to school.. . 
Try to reveal something of yourself to set a tone for the interview. 

Preamble 

Since your last interview there have been many changes in education and our project 
team is interested in understanding how these changes are playing out for teachea in 
schools. In our earlier i n t e ~ e w  we were particularly interested in The Common 
Curriculum, but we are now refocusing our work away from the curriculum and trying to 
undentand what d l  this change has meant to you. As before, this study is in no way an 
evaluation. But unlike last time when we had a large number of specific questions for 
you,, this time most of the questions are fairly open. I'm going to ask you about your last 
teaching day, your greatest challenge, a significant high-point, and the changes you feel 
have affected you most. Before you answer my questions, take the time you need to 
collect your thoughts, and remember that what you tell me will remain confidentid. We 
c m  stop the tape at any time, or delete a comment you have made. Remember that you 
will not be identified and that you are bec to withdraw from the project at any tirne 
before we complete our report. 

Do you have any questions before we begin? 

How long will we have for this interview? 

Set up a timeline for the five blocks of the interview 

based on f hour 

Last Teaching Day 
Overview 
Instructional block 

Challenge 
General 
Assesment 

High Point 

Changes 

Personal 

1 Ornin 
8min 

8 min 
8min 

8min 

$min 

t O min 



Qu-- 
1. Perhaps we could begin by looking at 
your last teaching day. Walk me through it 
from the moment you awoke. 

Probe at Ieast 1 instructional lesson block 
after hearing the entire day. 

Probe any critical areas in the personal 
moment also. 

2. a What's been one of the greatest 
challenges you've faced in the last year or 
so in your professional life? 

Take it through to resolutiodend state 
if possible. 

2. b Tell me about another challenge, this 
time regarding your own practice of 
assessment. 
3. Think again about the 1s t  year or so and 
describe for me a high point for you as a 
teacher. 

4. a We've talked a lot about your work, 
now I'd like to focus on the broader 
context. What's different, what's changed 
that has had a significant effe t  on you? 
Thiak here about any of the four levels - 
your school, your comrnunity, your district, 
or the broader educational sphere. 

4. b Is there another important change for 
you? 
Reference back to question one.. . 
observing connections between personal 
and professional life. 

5. Now I'd just Iike to hear a bit about you 
persondy. How has this past year played 
out for you in the rest of your life? How do 
your personal He and professional life 
connect or interact? 

Probes 
What did you do? 
What did the students do? 
What were you trying to accomplish? 

interpretations of competence, success and 
failure, evidence of Ieaming 

Tell me more about it. 
What did you do? 
Can you give me an example? 
(We'll bicorning back to personal life) 
WhyReelings 
obstacles and supports 
power, sense of control 

What impact has this had on you? 
Tell me more about it. 
Can you be more specific? 
WhyiFeelings 

What impact has this had on you as a 
teac her? 
TeH me more about it. 
What did you do? 
Can you give me an example? 
Who are "they"? 
WhylFeelings 
obstacles and supports 

in what ways have expenences at school 
affecteci your health and personal life? 
in what ways have your health and aspects 
of your personal life affected you as a 
teacher? 
-balance? 
-tirne? 
-hindrances and supports? 
-power, sense of control 



6.  Have ym thoug&t of a metaphor to 
represent your experience in the last year? 

' ts there a<rything etse you wouid tike to 
add? 
Thank you for taking the tirne to talk to me 
todav. 

t 



PHASE 111 INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed again. Like last the, we are going to tape your 
cornrnents but you can ask us to stop the tape if there is something that you don? want 
recorded. As we mentioned in the letter, your responses will be confidentid and you will 
not be identified in any reports unless you give written permission. 

This year really is the final year of the project. Because this is our 1st visit, we want to 
appmach it in a different way nom other years. We're interested in three big areas. First, 
we're going to ask you to stand back fkom your day to day work and reflect on the bigger 
picture of education over the p s t  decade. Next, we'll move inside your classroom to find 
out about the adaptations/accommodations/modifications you make for particular 
students. Finally, we'll ask you some questions around the idea of classroom assessment. 
For starters, though, 1 want to take some time for you to reflect on education generally 
over the past few years and on how you've been affected. We have allotted tirne for each 
segment so 1 may intempt and redirect you aiong the way. 

1. [show graphic] Have a look at this graphic of milestones in Ontario education in the 
1990s. We've put some provincial milestones along the right of the time line. We know 
that this only captures part of what has gone on for you. Have there been any major 
school or district milestones that have aff'ted your work life and stand out in your 
mind? [interviewer ad&] What about personal milestones that have affected your work 
life and stand out in your rnind? [ i n t e~ewer  adds]] 

2. OK, take a look at the graphic again. Pick a point on the line, prior to now, that was 
particularly significant for you in your work. Tell me about it. What was happening then 
in al1 parts of your life? Just tell a story. What impact did it have? 

3. 1 want you to Iocate younelf anywhere ehe on the iine pior  to the present that was 
significant for you. Tell me about that one. 

3.1 What are grade level(s) are you teaching this year? What subjects? 

I mentioned earlier that we're interested in the areas of 
adaptations/accornrnodations/modincations and classroom assessment. These are 
features of practice that we're working to understand and f 'd Iike to ask you some 
specific questions about them. 



[show 206 graphicf FHst, E'd &e p u  to think of a past tesson or teacfmig episode irr 
which you made an adaptation/accommodation/modification for a particular student, 
preferably one who is not iprc'd. [OK, if that's al1 they can thuik of], that was for 
leaming not behavioral reasons. Also, please be sure to pick a lesson/teaching episode 
that included some sort of assessment. As you can see [point to graphic], I'rn going to 
ask you some specific questions about the teaching/leaming and the 
assessment~evaluation in that lesson for both the class and the individual child. [pause]' 

4. What were the goals of the lesson for the class? 

5. Where did these goals corne from? 

6. What did the students actually do in order to try and achieve or reach these goals? 

7. What was your role? (probe - instruction) 

8. How did it go?/How did you feel about it? 

9. How did you assess the students? 

10. I'm interested in the thinking you did about the assessment you wanted to use for this 
lesson before you actually did it. Try to remember what sorts of things you thought about 
as you were planning your assessment for this lesson (probe - Why did you choose to use 
the assessrnent you used? Were there any other options) 

11. Were you cornfortable with how the assessment went? 

12. Did you anticipate any problems or concerns? Did they happen? 

13. How did you provide fidback to the class about their perfomance? How did they 
do? 

[point to individual column of 2"d graphic] OK, let's rnove on to the student you 
adapted/accommodatedhodified for. 

14. Tell me about the student. Why did you adapt/accommodate/modi£jr for this student? 

15. What were the goals for m e r  in this lesson? 

16. Where did the goals corne hm? 

' Special-od teachcrs wouid be asked anaiogous questions about a student who is intcgrated 

140 



18. What was your d e ?  @robe - instruction) 

19. How did it go?/How did you feel about it? 

20. How was assessment handled for him/her? 

21. How did you provide feedback to this student about hisher performance? How did 
he/she do? 

22. As you know, the Ontario cumculum sets the same goals or expectations for al1 
children in a grade and class. How do you deai with this in your class? (probe: 
insttuc tion; assessment; reporting; feasibility ) 

Now, I'd like to ask you a few questions about assessment generally. 

23. What would be a metaphor or image to represent your experience with assessrnent? 

24. Talk to me about the purpose of assessrneni in your classroom. (probe: what's your 
role? Has this changed over the years?) 

25. What do you stiil need to know or want to leam about assessment? 

26. How do you go about learning this? (probe: Do you leam about assessment on your 
own initiative? Expiain.) 

27. Does the t h e  you actually devote to assessing your students differ fiom other 
components of your program?. (this might include preparation time and leaming about 
the assessment) 

28. in closing, take another look at the graphic. [show timeline] Move to the place on 
the line for 1998-1999. What's happening for you in your work nght now? 

29. How do you feel about the things you mentioned earlier [ref questions 2 and 31 now? 

30. Last question. Reflect generally on the past decade in education. 
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"THE KNOWN" 

1 guess [what I teach] depends on the outcomes - what do kids need to know? Bottom 
line, you know? My job is to teach them what they need to know - skills, concepts, 
attitudes, whatever it is - that's how 1 decide. The way I do it could be different fiom year 
to year, but what does the Ministry or the Board expect these kids to know at the end of 
Grade 8? To some extent what do parents expect? 1 think that's how 1 decide. [1] 

Like, with the Math program, we sat down and we sort of did a long range [planning] 
thing, and then we got into specific uni& like decimals and hctions and so on, and 
pulled the outcomes fiom the [name of region] Leamhg Outcomes. [3] 

I've just gone through the Grade 7 program and 1 cm look at it, and look at the outcomes 
which are created by the Board, in fact. for Farnily Studies, and look at some changes that 
I would rnake to tie it more directly to outcomes. [4] 

We don't have [Ministry-derived] expectations yet in the Family Studies area and 
whether we ever will or not, I don't know. [4] 

So each semester. al1 staffmembers are required to send home to parents a letter, a cover 
letter, stating what the Ianguage outcomes will be for each of the areas: Language, the 
Arts. Self& Society, MathlScience/T~hnology, and that's of course how its laid out as 
per the common curriculum. So, this then becomes, in effect, our assessrnent tool, 1 mean 
these are the things we are assessing in tint term. So when they receive their first terni 
report card, we are making comments to this effect you know, how proficient they are in 
these areas; Language and Music and so on. [5] 

We looked at uni ts  of study that fit with, obviously the c ~ c u l u m .  [5] 

I'm starthg nght now into what 1 cal1 a Voyages unit. We start out when we plan, we 
plan around the 9 essential knowledges [given in the cuniculum] and we develop 
questions that we would expect the children to answer based on that knowledge. So now 
I'm doing Voyages. So one question rnight be 'khat are the chatacteristics of an 
explorer?" [6] 

The units 1 use have the outcomes for each lesson attached to them. The standards in 
Math and Language drive our assessments and we use the outcomes as the basis for 



reporting on the report card When weplan asa team the outcomes and standards are 
used directly in our planning. [6] 

Especially in [name of board where teacher previously taught], everything's laid out. 
You know, like back in the Sixties, when we taught kids how to read it [tfiat] you shall be 
at this page, at this t h e  of the year, and if youtre no& the child does not go on to the next 
grade. And that's how specific it was. So I was used to this very rigid kind of curriculum 
and coming here 1 couldn't believe how open it was. But still there were curriculum 
packages established by the Board and by teachers on the staff because this school had 
very, very strong teachers. So it was al1 there for you, no problem. [6] 

1 think Itm addressing every part of The Common Curriculum inside this unit. 1 mean, 
wetre addressing Language, we're addressing the History, the Science, the Math; the 
expectation level that's expected inside the Common Curriculum. [8] 

We talked over a strategy on how to . . . maybe detention room or giving detention and 
when do we get the office involved and maybe it didn't have anything to do with the 
curriculum as such, but it heiped with our delivery of the curriculum in the end. [8] 

I find that the Common Curriculum can be addresseci if you went back te the rotzry 
situation. [9] 

We've focused on outcomes that are based . . . nom the [name] Board, which are 
understudies of and aiigned with the Cornmon Curriculum. [ I l ]  

1 mean to a large extent, the Science curriculum, 1 think, is fairly good. Um, that some of 
the, the benchmarks that the Ministry has produced are good for teachers because at least 
they give them a target, for teachers, and a target for kids to work towards. [ I l ]  

Initially through a lot of the testing, many of them were not [meeting the outcomes], but 
because again I would pencil hem in and give them second chances or third chances and 
work with them and improve, and help them to improve, most are definitely meeting the 
outcomes that I've set for them to be working towards. Therets been an awfûl lot of 
backtrachg and a lot of work to get them there, so a Iot of review, and a Iot ofkids 
staying in to get help. [12] 

1 just wish it could be maybe, be a little more specific at times, back to the olden days 
when they said by the end of Grade 3, you should know how to . . . multiply by . . . up to. 
I mean we do have our guides and whatever, but it doesn't seem to be stnssed enough. 
121 

High Canadian content follows the previous documents that came out about topics that 
should be covered in Grade 7 and 8. [13] 

It [unit] wasntt a carte blanche, "do whatever you want," that [cuxriculumJ is still in place. 
[ 131 



There are still certain aspects in Math you must obey, and in Language you must obey 
certain conventions, and it's the same in every discipline. If they're not there, then you're 
really s e l h g  the kids short. It can be fun and games, and very exciting, but there are 
certain things that we are still accountable for. [13] 

We have a set of outcomes and indicators we have to meet. And if we're not doing that, 
and addressing that, because our report card is outcome baseci, with indicators - things 
we're supposed to be accomplishing. We have documents in the board that Say, ' W s  is 
what thou shalt do," and so you use that as a bais. [13] 

Well, basicaily, I'm working on the outcomes that we have in [name of board], which are 
based on the Common Curriculum. So, everythmg 1 do, if I'm accountable, and 1 am 
accountable, has to go back to those outcomes. [13] 

And our board's expectations are that you will meet the [name of board] outcomes, 
because this is what they've al1 agreed to do. And so as a [name of Board] employee, 1 
follow that. Okay? [13] 

The standards, 1 use the word expectations, but it should be standards, set. Gkay, when 
the Ministry cornes out, if they ever do, with standards in every area, that will be a help if 
it's realistic. [ 131 

1 help our Board, which is working with a cornmittee on the outcomes for Art, outcomes 
for History and Geography. [13] 

There's no choice. The Ministry has said, "thou shalt." And so, you're expected to. [13] 

1 don? know what they're winist~y] looking at as expectations now? [13] 

t'll do what 1 know works well with kids and what they should have, according to the 
govenunent expectations. [ 1 31 

Now with the new expectations, I*m not too sure we know any longer why, other than 
we're saying you shall do this. [13] 

1 give each child a large draft board with ail of the outcomes on it right across the 
Cumculum and 1 give one to the parents also. And as we go through a unit, 1 will put the 
outcomes on top. [14] 

As a Staff', we went through the outcomes that we wanted to cover at each grade level. 
And so they were put on the report card and then a mark range. So, the outcomes direct 
fiom the descriptions books, yes . . . and a mark range for each . . . a range for each, let's 
see, for Math, English, French, Science, and integrated snidies. [14] 



We took the outcornes, we uscd the B d  rrportulg comments, for example, and there's 
one that's repeated in about 3 different disciplines - "displays. organizes and interprets 
data" That one, it appears in Math, it appears in . . . Actually you c m  use it in aimost 
any subject area. And it's reported as meeting the outcome . . . exceeding the outcome, 
meeting the outcome, consistently meeting the outcome, inconsistently meeting the 
outcome, or not, not reporting. [ 141 

What Pm nyuig to do is integrate across the curriculum so that it lines up with the new 
curriculum from the guide so that a teacher can corne up with some assessment tools and 
evaluation for ail 5 strands in each term. [I4] 

They've [Board] taken the main outcomes in English and broken it down now to 22 
reporting segments. 1 don't know if that's happening at the other Board levels or not but 
that's what we have to work with now. Cl61 

And 1 think when we, when expectations and the Govemment thmst came out, I think the 
accountability bit, we retreated back a lot too, especially the English. pame of teaching 
partner] was very involved in the English, so coming back to being accountable for Our 
assessment of the kids. So a lot of basic things like testing them in reading and spelling 
and that kind of stuff. So [teaching partner] took on that role and what it meant in one 
sense is that we weren't doing the sort of, as much integrated stutf as we'd normally 
done, because normally in English we'd integrate into al1 sorts of things. So [teaching 
partner] retreated to, in one sense retreated to trying to give the kids a better sense of 
where they stood with respect to benchmarks. [ 161 

For many of the subjects 1 teach there aren't, they're [curriculum expectations] not out 
there yet, so we're trying to blend together outcomes with what we think the expectations 
wilI be. [16] 

Part of the problem is that because we haven't had a lot of the expectations for other 
subjects we're sort of, I'm sort of stuck in the rut of well 1 can't cal1 these expectations or 
outcomes but . . . [16] 

We wrote the activities and then went to the Common Cmiculum rather then the other 
way around because of the constraints of the m e w o r k  we were put in in [name of 
b o w .  Because you should have no more than 5 outcornes at the MS2 level and maybe 
1 literacy or you should have 1 in literacy and 1 in Self and Society. So there should be 
no more than 7 outcomes and maybe some central or some of the 10 essential outcomes 
and so we approached it that way. I have a lot of activities partially done and then we 
tried to integrate Cornputers and then we verified the stuffwe were trying to do, met the 
Common Curriculum and the outcomes or would give us measures or indicaton of the 
Comrnon Curriculum outcomes that would have been met through doing this unit the way 
we proposed. [f  71 

We tned as much as  possible. We tried to integrate and 1 think that was not a function of 
what we wanted to do but a function of what we were being asked to do. We got off 



back and went on a tangent* W e  reaUy bmught heavy duty Social Studies and a look at 
transportation and how that changed the way people interacted. It became a very heavy 
Self and Society issue but the team met and the Board office asked us to not take that. 
They wanted us  to stick with the Math, Science and Technology. [17] 

In other words, the Ministry sets the standards and sets the requirements. I think those 
parents who dont like me setting minimum standards are also the parents who have 
major blinden on anyway to see their son or daughter as heading to one very tiny area. 
"Oh, my daughter is an incredibly talented actress. She doesn't have time to do al1 the 
other stuff that's out there." So and I say but Fm sorry but I'm expected by the Ministry 
to try to help your child Ieam this stuff or teach this to your child. And most parents 
would rather see marks then statements anyway. [ 1 71 

Others will make the decisions for me, as they always have. As they always have, people 
will bnng down the laws From Mount wherever and on 2, you know, stone tablets, and 
we will follow them. We do not make a difference in this. Who invented the Cornmon 
Curriculum? Tell me that. Corne on. Did we have a referendum, and 1 missed it? [18] 

We do have examinations, and most of them pass it, you know, at a niodified level, and 
put down the points I want them to Iearn. This is feedback to me to find out if they can 
actually regurgitate some of these things. And they can, you know, eventually. But with 
the Special Ed student you have to repeat yourself 10 times. So, not untii it's been done 
IO times do 1 worry about whether they have the product or not. [18] 

Well, there's so many curriculum guides that we have. We have a curriculum guide for 
Math that 1 go through. And there's a curriculum guide now we just got introduced to a 
new one last week, which is [name of curriculum]. So, we're just introduced to that. 1 
p e s s  rnaybe two weeks before at a PA or, PD session. So, rve just started ta implement 
that one. And there's a new one. They gave us a reading binder 1s t  year. They said take 
it home over the summer and read it and implement that. And there's the Geography 
curriculum and History curriculum binder. So, there are so many objectives and things 
that you're supposed to meet. 1191 

There's so many documents that are comuig out now where the wording is so bizarre. I'm 
not . . . 1 don't know if it's in that one, but the new ones are coming out where i don? even 
know what they mean . . . like an outcome that the children will be able to philosophize 
about the, you know, the Literary element in . . . and 1 don't even know what it means so 
how can 1 teach it? And there's no place that ever explains that. 1191 

[There are] so many outcornes corning towards us and redly not knowing what to choose 
because for example they just had this great big binder h m  [board] saying . . . and that's 
what you're supposed to be taking outcornes h m .  Now, they're giving us the [name of 
c ~ c u l u m ]  and they're saying, "now this is what you use because al1 of [BoardJ is using 
it and ihis is what is goma be put into effect when the city amalgamates. So this is what 
you have to start using." So (if] you basically planneci your lessons, now you have to 



thmw them away because they have given you somethùig eIse that you have to teach 
nom. [19] 

We have like for History, there's a History binder and you look at the beginning and these 
are the objectives. So, these are the things that we have to meet in order for the students 
to learn what they're supposed to . . . [19] 

We'll pull out al1 the documents and we'll look through them and we'll figure out what we 
believe is important and Say, "Okay, we think they already know that so we don? have to 
deal with that one." [19] 

Other booklets that wetre getting are very specific tasks. like one . . . c m  the student use 
capital letten for proper noms? Like it's very . . . those are very speci fic. [ 1 91 

1 had a period where 1 did Language with the students. And they had, this is my Grade 8 
core class, and 1 think we did . . . we did silent reading again and we do i t at the 
beginning of every class. They have to bring a book and we read for 10 to 15 minutes, 
they have silent reading, and then we talked about one of the objectives ii; the new 
[cumculum]. 1 introduced them to the [cumculum] outcomes arïii 1 said. "these are the 
things that we're going to work on through the year and this is what we've covered so 
fâr,'' and 1 highlighted it. "And I'm going to put it up on the board so you c m  see it." 
[191 

They're changing al1 of the cunicuium, now. And for example, the Geography 
cbcu lum,  the Science curriculum they did over a matter of 6 months, the changes. The 
Geography curriculum they have 2 weeks to change it. Yeah, there'll be a lot of big 
changes and they said don't order text books because you don? know what youtll be 
teaching next year. [19] 

In the [name of board] curriculum it's been broken d o m  to: they need to know what the 
differences and the simiiarities are between plant and animal cells, how those make up 
organ systems in mammals and reptiles and that type of thing, how they corne together to 
make up a system, €201 

The chemical change part of the curriculum is that they understand what density is. And 
even in as much as if they can understand that oil will float on top of water because of the 
way that densities work, that's basically it. And 1 want thern to understand if you don't 
know what something is, you h d  the mass and the volume, figure out the density, and go 
to a density chart., you rnight be able to figure out what it is. That's basically as fu as we 
get with that. 1201 

There are heavier c ~ c u l u m  expectations at this school; you cover more, you do more 
with the kids. [20] 

S pecific expectation examples 



1 think content and ski11 still has to get taught though, still has to get in there. And, 1 
guess because I'm sending kids over to the High School, [name of teaching partner] and 1 
are very aware that these kids have to go over with the skills that High School expects 
them to have. That's where I come from, and what the parents expect the kids to have - 
their parents expect them to be able to spell well. Parents expect hem to know parts of 
speech. Like, [name of teaching partner] and 1 j ust fhshed a 3 week grammar unit - our 
kids can parse sentences till the cows corne home. Now, is that relevant? I don't know! 
But, 1 had a number of parents ask about it at interview time, and our Grade 9's Say, "hey, 
we had to parse sentences this year, and we didn't have a clue. You know? So you kind 
of, and I'd done grammar before, so it wasn't any big deal." [ 11 

I still like my kids to have a spelling program, I still think it's worthwhile for kids to do 
some rote work - 1 guess I'm old school. [ l ]  

But I want my kids to be able to spell. 1 want them to be able to say 7*8 is 56, and not 
have to look for the calculator in their pocket. So I do a lot of things like that. In Grade 
8, I expect you to know yoiir 12 times tables cold. So we'll do a lot of skills like that. I 
don't like calculators - 1 use them, for sorne units. 1 probably should be using them more, 
but I just don? think that at Grade 8 1 should be. [l] 

When they come in at 8:45, Math is first thing in the rnorning, the expectation is that they 
pick up what is calleci the drill book. It's just an exercise. And while the kids are coming 
in. and the announcements are on, and attendance is taken, they do these questions that 
are on the board. The questions reflect work that they have covered previously. It could 
be back to September, so it keeps their skills fkesh, or somethhg that I assume they 
know, like how many weeks are in April, May, and Iune combined, how many weeks in a 
year, things that should be general knowledge, but doesn't always stick with the kids. [Il 

We did a quick oral Math thing - what's 10% of 20? But that didn't work, so 1 gave 
them an extra drill for it. So, 20% of 3O,SO% of 100. [ l ]  

When I do the creative writing assignment 1 have a focus, and 1 ten the kids what the 
focus is. They know it ahead of time. So, it's standard. I'm looking for quality of 
vocabulary, which is descriptive. I'm looking for evidence of using a thesaurus, which is 
evident through the vocabulary. Paragraphing. These are al1 standard things that I've 
built in since September, and I expect al1 of those, but here's the thing that I'm really 
lookuig for in this particular assignment - show me that you are absolutely dynamite at 
quotation marks. [ 1 ] 

Like, with the Math program we sat down and we sort of did a long range [planning] 
thing, and then we got into specific units like decimals and hctions and so on, and 
pulled the outcomes fkom the [Board] Learning Outcornes. 131 



Wh& &the children wwe essentially d&g wits textbod< W O F ~  Some of them wefe ushg 
textbooks in the classroom, or books they'd taken out of the library. Essentiaily, they 
looked for major battles, significant changes that took place that altered the coune of 
events, and so on. They'd be looking for location, because they would plot these things 
on the map of Europe as well as the timeline. They'd look at the key players. General 
information about the battle, like the strategies that the Generals were using. All the 
groups will be expected to have a general knowledge of it [WWI]. [3] 

We had done some work on Canada's Food Guide, so the categories of how food is 
divided up and how many servings you're supposed to do and have and al1 that kind of 
stuff. So, it [product] had to be, and it had to have, there were different, about 5 or 6 
different criteria The cover had to have certain things on it. I wanted them to be able to 
m e r  understand, you know, Canada's Food Rule Guide and what foods fit in what 
category, and what constitutes a healthy meai and ail that kind of stu& [4] 

There would have been the right number of servings of food, and the right number of 
things, and al1 of that would have been correct, what the whole Canada's Food Guide 
thing was about and what categories food fit into, and how you got a bdanced rneal. The 
finished product has to have, you know, it has to have an interesting title on it. When you 
look at it, it looks, it's readable, it's neat, it's colourfûl or, it's attractive or it's attracting 1 
guess I really want to Say. And then that each of the pages were set up the way 1 asked 
for them. [4] 

So what we started with in French was . . . the outcome that we wanted was to increase 
the students use of French in the classroom and enhance Buency, and also a knowledge of 
where French is spoken in the world. Then we moved onto, we had, basic 
comprehension and use of vocabulary associated with Christmas celebrations. [SI 

A lot of vocabulary which had a list of quite a few different materials. [5 ]  

The reading, for instance, on tape and so on, that's an individual effort, so I'm looking for 
specific things - word recognition, pronunciation, expression for their reading. So that's, 
you know, that's very individual. [ 5 ]  

1 cm look at, for instance, are they able to write a simple sentence in French? Are they 
using capitals and penods? I had those picked out for leaming goals for third term. [SI 

I'm starting right now into what 1 cal1 a Voyages unit. And we start out when we plan, 
we plan around the 9 essential knowledges [given in the curriculum] and we develop 
questions that we would expect the children to m e r  based on that knowledge. So now 
i'm doing Voyages. So one question might be - what are the characteristics of an 
explorer? [6] 

1 do a very structured spelling Iesson in this class. [6] 

It's definitely a lot of language words and pronunciations that have to be mastered. [8] 



They al1 fit the outcomes expected by the end of Grade 9 for computers. [8] 

I still have the nitty gritty write down the answen and check marks and grarnmar checks 
and is the answer a sentence? [8] 

And then they have the manual task of puning sounds to the letten that they're printing 
and expected to do back in a regular classroom. [8] 

The fint thing that is expected of them of course, is the chapter reviews and map outline 
from the countries that he goes to. 1 have an example of the children's' work achially, 
where îhey use point form, and at the end, they state the countnes that he has been to, 
specific city and how he travelled by there. [9] 

My Math unit, 1 went out and bought a bunch of objects for them to be drawing, then they 
had to show North, South. East, West. [9] 

We sat down as a group [teachen] and developed really clear criteria for d l  the aspects 
for the presentation, the writing skills, the editing, the writing process. [Il]  

We are doing some very dry, sort of basic research on different disasters, so we know 
they at least have not only snidied just an earthquake but also a .  . . tidal wave. [ I l ]  

Well, by hying to be fairly clear with indicators to them, to show them what is expected. 
In Grade 7, I teach Process Writing and in Grade 8 as well, and just to Say to them the 
outcome is to write in complete sentences, weii developed paragraph. We go through the 
process of writing and check out what is good and what is not and give them some ideas 
as to what I am looking for. [12] 

The pretests would tell me that they couldn't add or subtract. They didn't know things 
about hctions, so 1 talked to them about hctions. I'd write a fiaction on the board and 
I'd Say, "tell me the parts of the hction," and the kids woulddt put their hands up. And 
then one of the children said, "1 always mix up which is which," and then everybody said, 
"'so do 1, so do Lw "Well, how many people know which one this is?" And they were 
afiaid to Say. They just, 'kell I know one is called the denominator," and this is a group 
all of hem, so, to give them the rnnemonics and to Say, "well d for d m  - denominator, 
you know." Give them these little dues and things but to go back to that with a Grade 8 
class and to talk about those things and to Say well, "what about this kind of fiaction," 
and have 15 over 3, "what is this called?" Not one student couId answer what it was 
cailed and then one of them said, "'top heavy" and they d l  said, "that's it, ifs a top heavy 
kction." So, when 1 was teaching these lessons each time, 1 just tried not to show them 
my discouragement, I'd Say like, "okay, yes, okay, it is top heavy we c d  it, does anyone 
know what it is called?" Nobody knew. 1 &te on the board - improper fiaction - and 
that's why in al1 of my units, as you can see, 1 put al1 this tennùiology up, because they 
don't have the terminology, so we go over it and I tried to teach them some mnemonics 
about it or something so that they would get the temiinology. 1121 



They were cailing apostrophes, commas because 1 gave them a page that had different 
uses, like when you read the paragraph it is sort of difficult to undentand what it says 
because instead of reading the word, minute (srnail), the kids would automaticaily read it 
as minute (time). Therefore, the sentence would not make sense to hem because they 
would be used to seeing it as minute (time). So there were several words that had to be 
read in different ways and so they found that extremely confusing. And one of the words 
had an apostrophe in it and the kids explanation, when they had to explain on the back of 
the paper what the problem was and tell me about it, they were calling the apostrophe a 
comma and this was just now and we are half through the year in Grade 8. And so again 
I had to go over the fact that the apostrophe is up here and the comma is down here and at 
times 1 h d  it extremely discouraging as a Grade 8 teacher to be having to teach those 
things. And the idea of possessive, the boys' arrows, s', and many told me that was 
incorrect that it had to be before the s even though it was correct, so I was teaching hem 
that idea, they didn't know the idea of possessive and belonging to. The word 
"contraction," none of them seem to have ever heard that word. [12] 

I find it very mistrating as a Grade 6 teacher or Grade 8 teacher to have students who 
don? know what 6 x 3 is and they have to try to count on their fingers. This is the case 
time and t h e  again and for some kids, it's because they cannot learn those basic facts and 
it takes them much, much longer, but for most kids that's not the case, for most kids they 
can ieam those things. [12] 

In the Grade 7 class that 1 teach for English, they have no idea of short vowel or long 
vowel sounds, spelling hop or hope is really hard for them. [12] 

i'rn testing, that's i'm assessing intemediates, whether it be Math or Geography or 
whatever. Not so much in Language though, but, they just, whatever unit we're working 
on, you know, again if it was Grade 7 Geography, there's a lot of oral sort of, informai 
testing obviously through the class. When they fint corne in we often do M e ,  you 
know, I just question them, and kids are quick to answer, you know, okay, "so which 
always cornes ibt?" "Latitude." [ 121 

It's just read out what they know, and it's to see what they know, and they have to hear it, 
they have to use the words, you know, if they don't use the terminology then they're not 
going to leam the tenninotogy. So you just try to get them to every day, use some of it, 
you know, "what's opposite of rurai?" "Rural, urban," you know, and you just get them 
taiking . . . also do a lot of basic memory work. [12] 

You know, so that by the end of a Grade 7 year, they know most of the countries of the 
World and they know where they are. So when we do in Grade 8, Human Geography, 
and we get into the newspaper articles, and we read about Persia or whatever, they can 
say oh yeah, thatrs in Asia, it's just right over here, they know where these places are. 
And so we do a lot, 1 do a lot of mnemonics to teach them, like a lot of rnemory tricks 
and different . . . that they get a lot of the terminoiogy. We do glossary terms, which 
again isn't really on the curriculum but I think it's important for them to leam those terms 



dtoasethem..  . whentk~firrirrguptog~backtudieirownctass, if ifsdieGrade 
7 class, or the Grade 8's are ptting ready to go home, when they're ready to go, I'll just 
quiz each kid, and Say okay, well, "narne three countries in South America," things like 
that, and they're used to this, and theytll just respond really quickly, and if they don't get it 
they go to the end of the line. [12] 

Um . . . a lot of, because there is a lot of temiulology in every subject 1 figured that that's 
an important h g ,  so that's why 1 work on that glossary aspect and some of their testing 
is just definition of terms. [12] 

There are still certain aspects in Math you must obey, and in Laquage you must obey 
certain conventions, and it's the same in every discipline. I f  they're not there. then you're 
really selling the kids short. It cm be fun and games, and very exciting, but there are 
certain things that we are still accountable for. [13] 

And 1 would Say that . . . the biggest thing I would Say in Math with the kids is still a 
multiplication table. Somewhere in Grade 4 or 5, something happens, either you get it or 
you don't, and if they don? it plagues them al1 the way through High School. it's 
unfortunate, it's the one thing. [13] 

ïhere's so much we joke about in teaching. If our teachers ever get to the fa11 ofNew 
France they've done well, but New France never usually falls in Grade 7. You just don? 
quite get there. There's so much. And in Grade 8, you're lucky to get past 
Confederation most of the time, because there's just so much to go through, and to 
handle. If you ever get to Louis Riel, you've done well. But if you get to Riel that means 
you still haven't got to the development of the Rights of Women in Canada, or Children's 
Rights and trade unions. [13] 

We (teachers] were looking for things such as: Did you use a chart? Did you use a 
diagram? Were you able to discover the pattern? [14] 

You had to talk about the perimeter, the altitude and the base of the pool tables, and you 
had to talk about factoring, and you had to taik about the angles, 45-degree angles, 90 
degree angles. [14] 

1 gave them an infonnd quiz on it, not the same as a test or exam, just a quiz. On certain 
things I expect hem to have picked up on. It would involve patteming and using 
nurnbers. Some of it involved iowest common multiple, greatest common factor - 1 just 
took a different approach to it. [14] 

And 1 talk about the nurnbers on the perimeter of the square. So they have to have known 
the word perùneter. [14] 

The one concept would, it would corne on d e r  a lesson on addition and division, because 
they're the 2 mechanicd things you're doing, computational skills. You're adding and 
dividing by the 2 digit number by a 1 digit number, or a 3 or 2 digit number by a 1 or 2 



digit number. So you're reuiewing those concepts. You'm reviewing the idea of 
perimeter. They have to know that perimeter means around, going around the outside. 
WI 

Our fint report card statement is, "student identified and uses you know wide range of 
language conventions." [15] 

I feel like I'm not doing a really good job in the classroom because I'm not doing al1 the 
components of a good Literacy program. [1 SI 

ïhey [teachers] used Grade 4 and 5 material. They would teach a unit on buttedies as a 
part of their living things for Science. Weil that's so, way below what's expected for 
Science in the Grade 7 and 8 area It was a real eye opener to me. [15] 

It's easy to see that you have sorne adjectives and adverbs but yoc don? use a lot of words 
in the correct context or whatever it happens to be. [16] 

And so he frittend his time away even though I said now you have tc draw one part of a 
Newton meter and then you have to extrude fiom that, draw what the spring might look 
like, how would you attach the spring to the hook? Okay, do that part. 1 came back, he 
had drawn a complete picture of one Newton meter with nothing, no details, no nothing, 
but he had lots of labels al1 over the place which were too small to read. So, it was 
unfortunate. tt was a bit of a waste of his time as well. [17] 

Then I had a computer class, a Grade 7 computer class, where we're working on a 
database, a class database where kids have to input. Well the end product is to take a 
look at Postal Codes, and the tint 3 digits of phone numben, to leam how to use a 
database, how we c m  sort through databases to find information in different kinds of 
ways. And so that was basically getting it set up, helping the kids out as they nui into 
trouble along the way. And for that, they of course have a little assignment sheet, tell 
them what 60, 70 and 80 percent stuff that they need to do. [l7] 

Tessellating patterns. Then they were to have the second part done, and then a e r  the 
third part is taking about reguIar-irreguIar tessenations and semi-reguiar tesseiIations or 
timely patterns. So there are 3 regular polygons, and so we tak about that, tessellating 
polygons. And then we talk about semi-regular not semi-regular, and what defines semi- 
regular not semi-regular, and then they have to do a sarnple of the semi-regular and a 
sample of the not semi-regular tessellating with the 3tolour mapping systerns. [18] 

They had to learn to tessellate, that's number 1. They have to lem to decide what is, 
they have to differentiate between a reguiar, a semi-regular and a not semi-regular 
tessellation and know the definitions of al1 3. They have to be able to do a mapping 
problern involving 3 colours mapping and at least 2 shapes. Ah, there's more, let me go 
through this. Um, they have to understand what a timeline is and how itk used. What, 1 
will put this on a test, what does AD mean. Ha, ha, ha, 1 will put that on a test, you 
know, just it drives me cray.  They will have to know colour values and the relationships 



te each o k .  They wiH have te knvw thedenniticta for ct tint and a shade, and ttiey witt 
have to know the definition for black and white, which is part of the colour period that 
starts in t h e .  What else will they have to know? They will have to know about Mount 
Vesuvius and Say I like it so much. You know, like some of it is History, okay I cantt 
mind, you know. They will have to know what original mosaics are made up tesserai, 
with pieces of g l a s  or stone. They will have to know, I'm just going through the test 
'cause there's a test at the end of it. What else will they have to know? 1'11 throw in some 
things, you know, list of 12 questions you know, which basically address everythmg Pve 
covered. [ f  81 

The outcome is, is the student able to collect reseuch, is the student able to put their 
ideas together and create a speech, public speaking was an outcome, introducing skills 
was an outcome, cooperaîion with other claumates working? [19] 

For instance, for the oral presentations. for instance, it would be: Do they look up at the 
audience? Do they speak clearly? Do they keep the role of the character? Is it 
interesting? Did they bring in other artifacts? Do they actually point to their poster? 
Like those are the sort of the things that I was looking for in that aspect. And then in the 
poster was, they had to have a map. Did they follow their mapping rules in the poster? 
Do they have a capital country? Did they label the bodies of water? So, each aspect had 
its own sort of criteria that was rnarked on. [19] 

Did they point to the poster board, was it clear and concise . . . [19] 

Other booklets that we're getting are very specific tasks, like one . . . c m  the student use 
capital lettea for proper nouns? Like it's very . . . those are very specific. [19] 

In the [name of board] cumculum it's been broken down to: they need to know what the 
differences and the similaxities are between plant and animal cells, how those make up 
organ systems in mammals and reptiles and that type ofthing, how they corne together to 
make up a system. [20] 

I hoped that they would be able to make prepared siides, prepare them properly, be able 
to do them with accuracy, also knowing certain, what the certain parts of the cell, inside 
the . . . organelles, that was the area that we didn't cover fully by the way . . . being able 
to compare that, what the functions of the organelles of the ceil were to, for instance a 
factory? Being able to make some comparisons, some contrasts, knowing the differences 
between the cells and why there were the differences, how cells take in nutrients and why 
they do that and those sorts of things. [20] 

We're getting ready for benchmarks in Grade 8, so we're doing a lot of pre-tests. We did 
a pre-test for integers, period 1 and period 2. [20] 

The chernical change part of the c ~ c u l u m  is that they understand what density is. And 
even in as much as if they can understand that oil will float on top of water because of the 
way that densities work, that's basically it. And 1 want them to understand if you don? 



haut what sanething is, you h d  the mass aad the volume, figure out the density, and go 
to a density chart, you might be able to figure out what it is. That's basically as far as we 
get with that. [20] 

They seemed to do okay on theu quiz, sa they undentand that there's a relationship, and 
the quiz deals with a story about a missing crown and they have to, I'm checking their 
understanding of whether or not they get density or not. [20] 

Content focus 

I thuik content and ski11 still has to get taught though, still has to get in there. And, 1 
guess because I'm sending kids over to the High School, [name of teaching partner] and I 
are very aware that these kids have to go over with the skills that High School expects 
them to have. That's where I corne fiom, and what the parents expect the kids to have - 
their parents expect thern to be able to spell well. Parents expect them to know parts of 
speech. Like, [name of teaching partner] and I just finished a 3 week grammar unit - our 
kids can pane sentences till the cows corne home. Now, is that relevant? I don't know! 
But, i had a number of parents ask about it at interview tirne, and our Grade 9's Say, "hey, 
we had to parse sentences this year, and we didn't have a clue. You know? So y u  kind 
of, and I'd done grammar before, so it wasn't any bis deal." [l] 

[There was] some sort of visual display, to go along with the material, the content, that 
they've leamed and researched. Some of the groups in this particular class are very 
innovative, and have presented, like, made videos to present what they've Iemed. So 
some visual to go along with the actual infcrmation that they've leamed. [3] 

And it [the rubric] was very, very straightforward, very simple, but just covered 
everything we wanted to assess in an oral presentation. You know, fiom the content, the 
research, nght up to eye contact, use of cue cards, things like that. [3] 

Ofie day a weekend, and I'm, I'rn resenting that. I really am. But it's just because of the 
marking that's involved in the subjects 1 teach. And I Say to al1 my fnends who cnticise 
teachm for al1 their holidays, 1 Say, "listen, 1 have given up one weekend day, every 
week, flot the past IO monthî, and 1 think I deserve those days off to catch up." Because 
I do spend my Sundays marking. And 1 don't see how you can get around it. Not without 
iosing content. [6] 

1 find this is the most difficuit of the units they do for content and regurgitation of content 
too. (91 

When you get into the content, and the kid's trying . . . keep the kids going rather than 
swaying more to the socializing. 1 find that it is a very artistic group, a very dramatic 
group, and they have a really hard time with writing down factual content. [9] 



I f  I w r e  jumping &OFXI G d e  t~ Grade I b u '  it wouldn't be the=, Pd be dealing tm 
much with trying to get the content to the kids than dealing with well, how the many 
different ways you could assess and reassess the kids work. 19) 

I just find myself, as an intermediate teacher, that we really do need to go back to rotary 
and not have the classroom teacher do content dong with the numben that are in the 
room which are just astronomicd, and the marlcing that is involved. 1 found that when 1 
was at [narne of previous school], which was high rotary, the chiidren learned an awful 
lot more content wise, and retained retention wise. [9] 

We feel strongly that we need to prepare our kids with the content they need to meet the 
Grade 9 curriculum and to a certain extent what we do is shaped by that. [ I  11 

High Canadian content follows the previous documents that came out about topics that 
should be covered in Grade 7 and 8. [13] 

The content's given, in a sense, we know we have to have the content. [13] 

They [teachen at the school] don't al1 think the same way about teaching. Some of them 
are more familiar, the homeroom teachers are way more familiar with the core content, 
like the content of the subject areas. At our school, even though you are in ESL or 
Special Ed, they may have been teaching Grade 4 content, like Science and Social 
Studies units, whereas we were required to teach Grade 8 or Grade 7 depending on what 
it was. They weren't teaching Grade Ievel work, so they weren't as familiar with the 
content. [ 1 5) 

Okay, and then tests are usually about, so break d o m  the content or the hand in stuff is 
broken down, about 40 percent on assignments that they're able to take home and about 
20 percent, or 30 percent, it varies depending on what the term looks like, on tests. [17] 

With Science its [assessment] much easier [than other subjects] because it is, it's lot of 
skills-based stuff as well as knowledge content. [ 171 

For example, so in one test, there would just be, well tike a rnarking scheme of the test, 
with an oral presentation, marks on their content, you have to take into account the way 
they were able to present it. [ 191 

I still like my kids to have a spelling program, 1 still think it's worthwhile for kids to do 
some rote work - I guess I'm old school. [1] 

When they corne in at 8:45, Math is f h t  thing in the morning, the expectation is that they 
pick up what is called the drill book. It's just an exercise. And while the kids are coming 
in, and the announcements are on, and attendance is taken, they do these questions that 
are on the board. The questions reflect work that they have covered previously. It could 



be badc to September, so it keeps thek skills fiFe& or s o m e k g  that I assume they 
know, like how many weeks are in April, May, and June combined, how many weeks in a 
year, things that should be general howledge, but doesn't always stick with the kids. [ l]  

Usually, it's that they forgot how to do it, like Scientific Notation that 1 taught in 
October, so 1 give them one in March. Or they'll do Expanded Notation instead of 
Scientific, do you know what 1 mean? So, it's just constantly trying to keep the skills in 
the head. [ 1 ] 

They [students] want as much as you can possibly give hem and they just, as I said, 
they're like little sponges. [4] 

Whenever we did discussion time or group time, you could ask them any manner of 
questions about what we had studied the day previous, that week previous, and they had 
very good recall of that. They'd tell you about it and so on. [SI 

1 find this is the most difficult of the uni& they do for content and regurgitation of content 
too. [9] 

1 just find myself, as an intermediate teacher, that we really do need to go back to rotary 
and not have the classroom teacher do content along with the nurnbea that are in the 
room which are just astronomical, and the marking that is involved. 1 f o n d  that when I 
was at [name of previous school], which was high rotary, the children learned an awful 
lot more content wise, and retained retention wise. [9] 

The pretests would tell me that they couldn't add or subtract. They didn't know things 
about fractions, so 1 tdked to them about hctions. l'd write a fiaction on the board and 
I'd Say, "tell me the parts of the Enction" and the kids wouldn't put their hands up. And 
then one of the children said, "I always mix up which is which." and then everybody said, 
"so do 1, so do Lw "Well how many people know which one this is" and they were afkaid 
to Say. They just, "well 1 know one is called the denominator," and this is a group al1 of 
them, so, to give them the mnemonics and to Say, "well d for down - denominator," you 
know, give them these little clues and things but to go back to that with a Grade 8 class 
and to taIk about those things, and to Say we11, "what about this End of hction?" And 
have 193: "What is this called?" Not one student could m e r  what it was catled and 
then one of them said., "top heavy" and they al1 said, "that's it, it's a top heavy fractiont' 
so, when 1 was teaching these lessons each time I just tried not to show them my 
discouragement. rd say like, "okay, yes, okay, it is top heavy we cal1 if does anyone 
know what it is called?" Nobody knew, I write on the board, "hproper hction," and 
that's why in al1 of my units as you can see, 1 put al1 thîs terminology up because they 
don't have the tenninology so we go over it and I tried to teach them some mnemonics 
about it or something so that they would get the termhology. [12] 

I'm testing, that's I'm assessing intemediates, whether it be Math or Geography or 
whatever. Not so much in Language though, but, they just, whatever unit we're working 
on, you know, again if it was Grade 7 Geography, there's a lot of oral sort of, informa1 



testhg obviously tkough the eless. When they f i  some in we oAen do linle, you 
know, 1 just question them, and kids are quick to answer, you h o w ,  okay, "so which 
always cornes fust?" "Latitude." [12] 

It's just read out what they know, and it's to see what they know, and they have to hear if 
they have to use the words, you know, if they don? use the terminology then theytre not 
going to learn the terminology. So you just try to get them to every day, use some of it, 
you know, "what's opposite of ruraI?" "Rural, urban," you know, and you just get them 
talking ... also do a lot of basic memory work [12] 

You know, so that by the end of a Grade 7 year they know most of the countries of the 
World and they know where they are and, so when we do in Grade 8, Human Geography, 
and we get into the newspaper articles, and we read about Persia or whatever, they can 
Say oh yeah, that's in Asia, it's just right over here, they know where these places are. 
And so we do a lot, I do a lot of mnemonics to teach them. üke a lot of memory trkks 
and different . . . that they get a lot of the terminology. We do glossary terms, which 
again isn't really on the curriculum, but I think it's important for them to leam those terms 
and to use them. When they're lining up to go back to their own class, if it's the Grade 7 
class, or the Grade 8's are getting ready to go home, when they're ready CO go. 1'11 just 
quiz each kid, and Say okay, well, "name three countries in South Arnerica," things like 
that, and they're used to this, and they'll just respond really quickly, and if they don? get it 
they go to the end of the line. [ 1 21 

Benchmarks drive Our program to a certain extent. We're going to cover the curriculum 
because that's what [benchmarks require]. Was it fun for the kids? Did they redly . . . 
l e m ?  This might one of those places where . . . Did the kids iearn? 1 don? know. 1 
don? think so. They've forgotten almost everything h m  last year. So was that 
justifiable? In my minci, no. As a previous clinical researcher, no that wasn't justifiable. 
Did it make us look good? Damn right it did. Printed everywhere. Everybody thinks is a 
gea t  school for Math. It is. It is a good school but is it a s  great as the number say? At 
least not in my mind. We're going back 20 yean of bench marking. [17] 

We do have examinations, and most of them pass it, you know, at a rnodified level, and 
put down the points 1 want them to learn. This is feedback to me to find out if they can 
actually regurgitate some of these things. And they cm, you know, eventually. But with 
the Speciai Ed student you have to repeat yourself 10 times. So, not until it's been done 
10 times do 1 worry about whether they have the product or not. [18] 

Basically it's [integer pretests] just, it's, it's similar to what the benchmarks look like. 
They're, it's a multiple choice type test, and they have to choose the right answer. And 
what we're trying to do is get them ready for a test, the benchmark on Friday. And we're 
just you know, showing them, remember this, remember how we did this, and doing a 
liale teaching, but getting them, jwt sort of trying to get them into the mood that we're 
going to be writing a big test on Friday. [20] 

Not knowinglgaps 



Usualiy, it's that they forgot how to do it, like scientific notation that I taught in October, 
so 1 give them one in March. Or they'll do expanded notation instead of scientific, do 
you know what 1 mean? So, it's just constantly trying to keep the skills in the head. [ l ]  

The kids are just coming up with really, gaps in their leaming so, and in that sense I think 
we are doing fairly well, they do leave with, the emphasis is on good work habits and 
skills and sort of being responsible about handing work in and so on. [ I  11 

I found through general testing that they were far behind in Math and Spelling testing 
they were way behind, and not just a handful; the vast majority of them. (121 

1 was just so shocked by my test results, initial testing in Math and Spelling and Reading, 
that I was just absolutely blown away by this. [12] 

They were just so far behind with so many gaps in leaming that it was quite shocking. 
121 

Kids have these big gaps in leming and we weren't getting the kids enough, they were 
getting more Phys. Ed than they needed and more Music than they needed and not 
enough Math and Language. [ 121 

There are lots and lots of basic learning, a lot of basic learning that's missing. [12] 

"You know yourselves you hate putting pen to paper and you didn't know anything about 
decimals and you knew nothing about fiactions so hey, we have got a lot to leam if we 
want to cover the Grade 8 program." (121 

The pretests would tell me that they couldn't add or subtract. They didn't know things 
about hctions, so 1 tdked to them about hctions. I'd write a fraction on the board and 
Pd Say, "tell me the parts of the Fraction*' and the kids wouldn't put their hands up and 
ihen one of the children said "1 ûlways mix up which is which," and then everybody said, 
"so do 1, so do 1." "Weil how many people know which one this is?" And they were 
afraid to Say, they just, "well 1 know one is called the denominator" and this is a group al1 
of hem, so, to give them the mnemonics and to Say, "well d for down - denominator," 
you h o w ,  give them these little clues and things but to go back to that with a Grade 8 
class and to talk about those things and to Say well, "what about this kind of fraction?" 
And have 1Y3, "what is this called?'Not one student coutd m e r  what it was called 
and then one of them said, "top heavy" and they al1 said, "that's it, itts a top heavy 
fraction" so. when 1 was teaching these lessons each time 1 just tried not to show them my 
discouragement. i'd Say like, "okay, yes, okay, it is top heavy we cal1 it, does anyone 
know what it is called?'Nobody knew, I &te on the board, improper hction, and that's 
why in ail of my units as you can see, 1 put al1 this terminology up because they don't 
have the terminology so we go over it and 1 tried to teach them sorne mnemonics about it 
or something so that they would get the terminology. [12] 



Thep.wrrcc;rfkg~bescommasbecaasrtgavethemapagedrathaddifferem 
uses, like when you read the paragraph it is sort of di fficult to understand what it says 
because instead of reaciing the word minute (srnail), the kids would automatically read it 
as minute (time). Therefore, the sentence would not make sense to them because they 
would be used to seeing it as minute (tirne). So there were several words that had to be 
read in different ways and so they found that extremely confusing. One of the words had 
an apostrophe in it and the kids explanation when they had to explain on the back of the 
paper what the problem was and tell me about it, they were calling the apostrophe a 
comma And this was just now and we are half through the year in Grade 8, and so again 
I had to go over the fact that the apostrophe is up here and the comma is d o m  here. At 
times 1 find it extremely discouraging as a Grade 8 teacher to be having to teach those 
things. And the idea of possessive, the boys' arrows, s', and many told me that was 
incorrect that it had to be before the s even though it was correct, so 1 was teaching them 
that idea, they didn't lcnow the idea of possessive and belonging M. The word 
"contraction," none of them seem to have ever heard that word. [12] 

I find it very fnistrating as a Grade 6 teacher or Grade 8 teacher to have students who 
don? know what 6 x 3 is and they have to try to count on their fingen and this is the case 
time and time again and for some kids, it's because they c m o t  learn those basic facts and 
it takes them much, much longer, but for most kids that's not the case, for most kids they 
can l e m  those things. [12] 

In the Grade 7 class that 1 teach for English, they have no idea of short vowel or long 
vowel sounds, spelling hop or hope is really hard for them. [IZ] 

The kids come to me and don't have some of the basics then 1 sit them down and Say 
okay, now we are going to have a quiet sit d o m  time. [ 121 

The gaps in leaming . . . [ 121 

And I would Say that . . . the biggest thing 1 would Say in Math with the kids is still a 
multiplication table. Somewhere in Grade 4 or 5, something happens, either you get it or 
you don't, and if they dont it plagues them ail the way through High School. It's 
unfortunate, it's the one thing. [13] 

One of the things I found with kids is that when 1 got them at the Grade 7 and 8 level, 
they would tell me they didn't know what a pattern was. They hadn't used patterns 
before. Well, they had used patterns but they might have skipped it for a few yean. So 
basically most of my Math lessons are based on some kind of patternkg. It doesntt 
matter what the strand is. [14] 

And they [shidents] have no idea how a time caiendar works, none whatsoever. [18] 

And then we Say well, what does BC stand for? And AD? And they al1 put up their 
hands and Say AD is after death. 1 guamntee you, many yean I've done this, 7 yean, and 
every year the majonty says AD means after death, 'cause they can't figure that one out. 



And I said no it doesntt. And I say t e  undestad the cale- you have te understand it 
was written by, in Latin by Pope Gregory the whatsit, and it means anno domina. [18] 

Actually, we teach handwriting. There was some confusion in the handwriting between 
the 'w' and the 'nt and lu', so we went through al1 of those letters in cursive writing again, 
and we talked about where to split syllables. I'm teaching English, aren't I? You know, 
really. because they need it, everywhere. And then we did a handwriting sample using 
these dificult letters plus they did corrections of spelling. [ la]  

They diàn't follow some of the reaily basics that they should have known. Like for 
example there is a map and they didn't follow mapping [rules]. They forgot to put a 
border on it. They sometimes forgot to label the bodies of water. Just really simple 
things like that that they lost marks o n  because they were just so excited about making 
the poster beautiful. So they kind of got caught up on that side. [19] 

They were supposed to do mass divided by volume is density, and find the density for 
everything. So 1 got up there and I'm teaching away and let's taik about the density of 
water, and let's do this, and they hadn't done any of their density. [20] 

Curricufum coverage 

We cover Math, well, what used to be known as Math, History, Geography, English. [ l ]  

I know I'rn covenng the outcornes. [ l ]  

When they corne in at 8:45, Math is fint thing in the morning. The expectation is that 
they pick up what is called the drill book. It's just an exercise. And while the kids are 
corning in, and the announcements are on, and attendance is taken, they do these 
questions that are on the board. The questions reflect work that they have covered 
previously. It could be back to September, so it keeps their skills fresh, or something that 
I assume they know, Iike how many weeks are in ApriI, May, and June cornbined, how 
many weeks in a year, things that should be gened  knowiedge, but doesn't always stick 
with the kids. [l] 

Okay, " you have to cover al1 this idormation and it has to be handed in in 3 weeks." [3] 

I think the parents need to know the kids are covering certain things. 141 

This next unit, the unit that we are just completing now, however, is much more focused 
on the areas of Science and Technology, and a lot less on sorne of the things that we 
covered already. [SI 



Um, 1 was fnistrated at times. Um, 1 was worried about the tirne it [student generated 
rubrics] was talcing. Okay, I redfy was d e d  abont the t w c h g  t h e  it was takmg rrp. 
F I  

One day a weekend, and I'm, I'm resenting that. 1 really am. But it's just because of the 
marking that's involved in the subjects 1 teach. And I Say to al1 my fiiends who cnticise 
teachen for d l  their holidays, 1 Say, " listen, 1 have given up one weekend day, every 
week, for the past 10 months, and 1 think 1 deserve those days off, to catch up." Because 
I do spend my Sundays marking. And 1 don't see how you can get around it. Not without 
losing content. [6] 

[We're] delivering the same basic material as what's covered when we were out there 
doing the rotary. [8] 

1 sort of have a guideline of what should be covered. Like, 1 feel he [Special Ed student] 
should be doing a novel study, 1 feel he should be doing some Science, he should be 
doing some sort of a History program. [8] 

If 1 were jumping fiom Grade to Grade 1 know it wouldn't be there, I'd be dealing too 
much with nying to get the content to the kids than dealing with well, how the many 
different ways you could assess and reassess the kids work. [9] 

1 corne running up here, and it's normally a Math period. But because for the last few 
days the kids have been fantastic and there has been a French supply, and that's usually 
when 1 have my prep and they've been fantastic for her, 1 gave them a free period, which 
their mouths dropped at. I said to them, "No, 1 mean, 1 can't just stand up here and tap, 
tap you on the hands when you are bad, you have been fantastic, you've eamed a kee 
period." A lot of them took it upon themselves to finish their Art or their Langage. 1 let 
them go out to their lockers if they needed to because it was a surprise for them. We are 
also ahead in Math by a week so 1 just gave them a tiee period. [9] 

The Common C U ~ C U ~ U ~  takes in so much. Well, we haven't integrated those things, we 
have them in separate subjects still. [12] 

I've tried to Say to the kids, using a cornparison with my hands, 1 would stress, more than 
a metre, saying this is what we have to cover this year and we have covered and 1 show 
them a centimetre or 2 and that we have a long way to go. [12] 

"We've got al1 this to do and we've only done this much and we have a lot to cover this 
year." [12] 

"You know yourselves, you hate putting pen to paper and you didn't know anything about 
decimals and you knew nothing about fiactions so hey, we have got a lot to leam if we 
want to cover the Grade 8 program." [12] 

I'm still trying to get enough t h e  to cover everything that I'm supposed to cover. 1121 



1 feel we don't have the time to do everythïng we are supposed to do, we just don't. [If] 

1 still do a lot of testing and quizzes and that type of testing, but with this particular 
group, I'm thinking that's okay too because we have a lot to cover that's very basic and 
the quickest way I'rn gonna do it is to teach those lessons and test. [12] 

Explicitly. 1 . . . you identiS a smaller amount to cover. With the kids being aware what 
the outcomes are going to be. [13] 

High Canadian content follows the previous documents that came out about topics that 
should be covered in Grade 7 and 8. [13] 

Like I found 1 was adjusting to small amounts of information or skills, an area covered 
and then assessed. [ 1 31 

There's so much we joke about in teaching. If our teachers ever gei to the fa11 of New 
France they've done well, but New France never usuaily falls in Grade 7. You just don't 
quite get there. There's so much. And in Grade 8 you're lucky to get pst Confederation 
most of the time, because there's just so much to go through, and to handle. If you ever 
get to Louis Riel, you've done well. But if you get to Riel, that means you still haven't 
got to the development of the nghts of Women in Canada, or Children's rights and trade 
unions. [13] 

Usually 1 do a lesson and do a 5 minute w m  up with mental Math where they can't use a 
pencil and paper, they only use it to write down the answer. So I would cover some of 
the Math concepts that were in that, and then we do a problem solving strategy related to 
that. You actually teach thern the strategy explicitly. So every day, they are doing some 
problem solving. Some without pencil and paper, some with. [14] 

As a staff, we went through the outcomes that we wanted to cover at each Grade level. 
And so they were put on the report card and then a mark range. So. the outcomes direct 
from the descriptions books, yes . . . and a mark range for each . . . a range for each, let's 
see, for Math, Engl ih  French, Science, and Integrated shidies. [ 141 

I said there's no way I'rn gonna be able to cover al1 the foms of the writing process as 
well as doing the reading and speaking. For sure I'm not gonna be able to get to this. 
There are 7 of thern. [15] 

So, you know, we're aying to cover that . . . that sort of main curriculum initiative. [15] 

I feel like I'm not doing a really good job in the classroom because I'rn not doing al1 the 
components of a good Literacy program. [15] 

I try to, when 1 do the English, make sure 1 cover al1 6 strands, we read, we write, we 
view we build we represent, we do as many of these things as we c m .  [16] 



We did hmnm disasters, weather disasters, and geographical disasters. 1 sort of covered 
the geographical, [name of teaching parnier] did the weather, [name], our Vice Principal, 
did the human disasters. [ 161 

1 mean [name of Board] nuis Grade 8 bench marks [for Math] and the word is that we 
shall make sure the curriculum is met for bench marking so if the mesh is on between the 
Science design and Tech and Math is really coincidental. It's not preplanned things - so 
we have a fairly ngorous prescnbed stuff that we're supposed to cover by such and such a 
tirne. [17] 

Benchmarks drive Our program to a certain extent. We're going to cover the cumculum 
because that's what [benchmarks require] Was it fun for the kids? Did they really . . . 
learn? This might one of those places where . . . Did the kids learn? 1 don't kmw. 1 
don't think so. They've forgotten ahnost everything from last year. So was that 
justifiable? In my mind, no. As a previous clinical researcher, no that wani't justifiable. 
Did it make us look good? Damn right it did. Printed everywhere. Everybody thinks is a 
great school for Math. It is. It is a good school but is it as great as the number say? At 
least not in my mind. We're going back 20 years of bench marking. [17] 

What 1 check off on their work relates to the concepts that we're [teachers] supposed to be 
embedding. [ 1 73 

I have a stack of outcomes. 1, 1, I go through my VisuaI Arts outcomes. 1, I'm not 
responsible for the Math outcornes and the literature outcomes and the History outcomes, 
okay? [18] 

They had to l e m  to tessellate, that's number one. They have to leam to decide what is, 
they have to differentiate between a regular, a semi-regular and a not serni-regular 
tessellation, and know the definitions of al1 3. They have to be able to do a mapping 
problem involving 3 colours mapping and at least 2 shapes. Ah, there's more, let me go 
through this. Um, they have to undentand what a timeline is and how it's used. What, 1 
will put this on a test, what does AD mean. Ha, ha, ha, 1 will put that on a test, you 
know, just it drives me crazy. They will have to know colour values and the relationships 
to each other. They will have to know the definition for a tint and a shade, and they will 
have to know the definition for black and white, which is part of the colour period that 
starts in t h e .  What else will they have to know? They will have to know about Mount 
Vesuvius and Say 1 iike it so much. You know, like some of it is History, okay 1 can't 
mind, you know. They will have to know what original mosaics are made up tesserai, 
with pieces of glass or stone. They will have to know, I'm just going through the test 
'cause there's a test at the end of it. What else will they have to know? 1'11 throw in some 
things, you know, list of twelve questions you know, which basically address everything 
I've covered. [18] 

Well, there's so many curriculum guides that we have. We have a curriculum guide for 
Math that 1 go through. And there's a curriculum guide now, we just got introduced to a 



new one last week which is [name of curriculuml. So, we're just introduced to that. 1 
guess maybe 2 weeks before at a PA or, PD session. So, I've just started to irnplement 
that one. And there's a new one; they gave us a reading binder last year. They said take 
it home over the summer and nad it and implement that. And there's the Geography 
cumculum and History cuniculurn binder. So, there's so many objectives and things that 
you're supposed to meet. 1191 

1 had a period where 1 did Language with the students. And they had, this is my Grade 8 
core class, and 1 think we did . . . we did silent reading again and we do it at the 
beginning of every class. They have to bring a book and we read for 10 to 15 minutes, 
they have silent reading, and then we talked about one of the objectives in the new 
[cumculum]. 1 introduced hem to the [curriculum] outcomes and 1 said, "these are the 
things that we're going to work on through the year and this is what we've covered so 
Far," and 1 highlighted it. "And I'm going to put it up on the board so you can see it." 
~ 9 1  

ïhere are probably areas that we didntt cover that we should have. I'm trying to think of 
a specific one. 1 just can't. I should have brought notes. I'rn sorry 1 should have brought 
them with me. [20] 

We did manage to cover most things except for, as 1 Say, really detailed . . . in ternis of 
organelles type of thing. [20] 

There are heavier curriculum expectations at this school, you cover more, you do more 
with the kids. [20] 

Su bject speciflcity 

We cover Math, well, what used to be known as Math, History, Geography, English. [1] 

1 do al1 the Grade 7 and 8 Science. [ I l  

1 had a Science class, they finished a Bunsen bumer activity - Grade 8. Then I had a 
prep, then 1 had hm&, but it was a music& so 1 went for t musied practice. And then 
had another Grade 8 class, and they finished the same Buisen bumer activity that the 
other Grade 8 class did. Then 1 had a Grade 7 class, and that was, we're doing Biology - 
living things, vertebrates, and characteristics of each. [ 1 ] 

Taught in the aftemoon, a double Science class, Grade 7, for 80 minutes. They did their 
k t  Bunsen bumer activity. [Il  

When they corne in at 8:45, Math is fim thing in the morning. The expectation is that 
they pick up what is called the ârill book. It's just an exercise. And while the kids are 
coming in, and the announcements are on? and attendance is taken, they do these 
questions that are on the board. The questions reflect work that they have covered 
previously. It couid be back to September, so it keeps their skills ffesh, or something that 



I assume they know, like how many weeks are in April, May, and June combined, how 
many weeks in a year, things that should be general knowledge, but doesn't always stick 
with the kids. [ 11 

Like, with the Math program we sat down and we sort of did a long range [planning] 
thing, and then we got into specific units like decimals and hctions and so on, and 
pulled the outcomes from the [narne of Board] Learning Outcornes. [3] 

I worked with my Grade 8 Math group, until 1 : 10. Then 1 went to another Grade 8 class, 
and worked on some spelling with one of my leaming-disabled kids, until 1 :30. [3] 

We were handed these things and told these are the subject areas you are going to teach 
and this is what you are going to assess and there are going to be 2 strands for each thing 
and 2 outcomes and that's ail you're going to assess in the end. [4] 

So what we started with in French was . . . the outcome that we wanted was to increase 
the students use of French in the classroom and enhance fluency, and also a knowledge of 
where French is spoken in the world. Then we moved onto, we had, basic 
comprehension and use of vocabulary associated with Christmas celebrations. [5 ]  

We lay out for each term. this is going around in circlee, but each terni we have to submit 
a program outline with Our expectations for each subject area [SI 

The units 1 use have the outcomes for each lesson attached to them. The standards in 
Math and Language drive Our assessments and we use the outcornes as the basis for 
reporting on the report card. When we plan as a team the outcornes and standards are 
used directly in our planning. (61 

Period 5 is usually Math. [6] 

The 1s t  penod was another Writing Workshop. I taught the structure of the Diamonte 
and dien let them expenment creating some. [6] 

[! teach] Language and Social Science. [6] 

Just finished what we cal1 Origns - it's a whole series of tapes on Canadian History. 
They're really well done. Kids really like them. Did a lot of timeline work. Finding 
anything visual for them, for History, so it's isn't boring. [6] 

My homeroom is a class of 29, which is the core basic subjects of Math, Engiish, and Self 
and Society. 1 then bring in a class of Grade 7 Math at 36. [8] 

They wrote their own report card with . . . I gave hem the guidelines of what subjects 
and what key areas they had to include. [8] 



[Yesterday was] fairiy typical with the morningprocess of the Language and the Math 
coming through r s  planned. [8] 

We're a group o f 3  working people up there delivering 5 different programs in 5 different 
subject areas. [8 j 

Some days 1 wish 1 bad my people back for geography. [8] 

We've got 7. spli! 6/7 class upstain this year so what 1 did last time I had a few extra 
minutes w ih  tke kids is 1 grabbed the Grade 6's out and 1 taught them a private lesson in 
Math by themselves. [8] 

And 1 just ran the regular Grade 8 program as assigned - the Language, the Spelting, the 
Phys-Ed. [8] 

1 sort of have a guideline of what should be covered. Like, I feel he [Special Ed student] 
should be doing a novel study, 1 feel he should be doing some Science. he should be 
doing some sort of a History prograrn. [8] 

1 corne running up here, and it's norrnally a Math penod but because for the last few days 
the kids have been fantastic and there has been a French supply. And thatts usually when 
1 have rny prep and they've been fantastic for her, 1 gave them a fiee period, which their 
mouths dropped at. I said to them, "No, 1 mean, 1 can't just stand up here and tap, tap you 
on the hands when you are bad, you have been fantastic, you've e m e d  a fiee penod." A 
lot of them took it upon themselves to finish their art or their language. 1 let them go out 
to their lockea if they needed to because it was a surprise for them. We are also ahead in 
math by a week so 1 just gave them a fiee period. [9] 

1 absolutely hate Science and I do not feel confident in it at all, and 1 let the Principal 
know that and she's been very good since I've been here making sure that sorneone has 
either taught Science or swapped. [9] 

I had, did a formal Grade 6 Math lesson. 191 

And then 1 give them their forma1 Math lesson and the 6's worked on USSR and then 
they, for 20 minutes, and then they went into ancient Rome. [9] 

I had History and Environmental Studies in the rnorning. The 7's then went off for 
French. [9] 

My Math unit, 1 went out and bought a bunch of objects for them to be drawing, then they 
had to show North, South, East, West. [9] 

It's English, integrated HistoqdGeography, Math is what 1 teach them. They are in rotary 
for French, Art, Science, Phys. Ed. [ I l ]  



1 get to school, the kids anive, and we do Math. [I l ]  

We are using this [narne] spelling guide. [ I l ]  

1 mean to a large extent the Science curriculum 1 think is fairly good. Um, that some of 
the, the benchmarks that the Ministry has produced are good for teachers because at least 
they give them a target, for teachers, and a target for kids to work towards. [I l ]  

Grade 8 , I  teach them most subjects. (121 

Grade 8's had Geography first with me and are in the process of having Science right now 
and then they will be having their History. [12] 

I found through general testing that they were far behind in Math and Spelling testing 
they were way behind, and not just a handful, the vast majority of them. [12] 

1 was just so shocked by rny test results, initial testing in Math and Spelling and Reading, 
that 1 was just absolutely blown away by this. [12] 

1 haven't worked through any real integrated units this year at all. [!2] 

Kids have these big gaps in learning and we weren't getting the kids enough, they were 
getting more Phys. Ed than they needed and more music than they needed and not enough 
math and language. [12] 

The Common Curriculum takes in so much. Well, we haven't integrated those things; we 
have them in separate subjects still. [12] 

We've used the outcornes the same way as we would have in the p s t  years and worked 
at. you know, planning indicaton to specific subject areas, but not integrated. [12] 

1 do pretests. If it is a decimals unit, for example, 1 give them a pretest and see how they 
score so that 1 know what 1 have to do or if they are beyond what 1 have. And in this 
class particularly, they've been bombing out on the pretest totally and so there is a lot of 
back tracking to do to basics in each of the unit. Then the kids know that there will be 
testing or quiues coming up and that they have some practising to do and I do test them 
on paper, regular Math tests and they alternate, they spread out, they do the test and 1 
record those marks and if any of the marks are in the 50's or lower 1 certainly encourage 
al1 the kids to be retested. [12] 

In the Grade 7 class that 1 teach for English they have no idea of short vowel or long 
vowel sounds, spelling hop or hope is really hard for them. 1121 

I corne back up to my class for more Language and then a Math period. [12] 



U m  Grade 7 Geography. Um, the course is Physical Geography and, uh . . . oceans and 
volcanoes and al1 that kind of thing. [12] 

I'm testing, that's I'rn assessing intermediates, whether it be Math or Geography or 
whatever. Not so much in Language though, but, they just, whatever unit we're working 
on, you know, again if it was Grade 7 Geography, there's a lot of oral sort of, Uiformal 
testing obviously through the class, when they fint corne in we often do little, you know, 
1 just question them, and kids are quick to answer, you know, okay, "so which aiways 
comes first?" "Latitude." [12] 

You know, so that by the end of a Grade 7 year they know most of the countries of the 
world and they know where they are and, so when we do in Grade 8, Human Geography, 
and we get into the newspaper articles, and we read about Persia or whatever. they c m  
Say oh yeah, that's in Asia, it's just nght over here, they know where these places are. 
And so we do a lot, 1 do a lot of mnemonics to teach them, like a lot of memory tricks 
and different . . . that they get a lot of the terminology. We do glossary terms, which 
again isn't really on the cumculum but 1 think it's important for them to leam those terms 
and to use them . . . when they're lining up to go back to their own class, if it's the Grade 
7 class, or the Grade 8's are getting ready to go home, when they're ready to go, 1'11 just 
quiz each kid, and Say okay, well, name three countries in South Arnerica, things like 
that. and they're used to this, and they'll just respond really yickly, and if they don't get it 
they go to the end of the line. [12] 

I'rn teaching Grade 7, English, Math, History, Geography, Visual Arts, and on rotary 1 
teach Grade 8 History and Geography. [13] 

There are still certain aspects in Math you must obey, and in Language you must obey 
certain conventions, and it's the sarne in every discipline. If they're not there, then you're 
really se!ling the kids short. It cm be fun and games, and very exciting, but there are 
certain things that we are still accountable for. [13] 

We have a system in [name of board] called [name of system], which is more or less just 
making tracking sheets. and it's okay for subjects like Math, check it O& and it's fine. 1 
use [name of system] m Math because ifs very cotlverriext to s a  whcther kick are 
meeting or not meeting specific indicaton. And the kids know. [13] 

I've done a lot of Language this year, so they know what they're expected to do, and they 
know where they're goîng. And it takes part of that mystery away, and at time the 
mystery is good, but rnost of the time, for most of the kids, it's not. They need to lmow 
the kind of expectations that are working. [13] 

And 1 would Say that . . . the biggest thing 1 would Say in Math with the kids is stili a 
multiplication table. Somewhere in Grade 4 or 5, sornething happens, either you get it or 
you don't, and if they don? it plagues them al1 the way through High School. Itts 
unfortunate; it's the one thing. [13] 



1 help o u  board, which is working with a cornmittee on the outcomes for Art, outcomes 
for Hisfory and Geography. [I3] 

We did Math when my class came back d e r  recess. [13] 

1 have one Grade 8 core in Math, and 2 other Grade 8 Math classes. [14] 

As a staff we went through the outcomes that we wanted to cover at each grade level. 
And so they were put on the report card and then a mark range. So. the outcomes direct 
fiom the descriptions books, yes . . . and a mark range for each . . . a range for each, let's 
see, for Math, English, French, Science, and Integrated Studies. [14] 

I feel that most of the things should be done in the clasmom and so any concept I teach 
will be taught in the fint 5, 10 minutes. And so it gives me a chance to w a k  around and 
track to see where they are. And then I might assign, for example, if youlre using a Math 
textbook it's set up very easy, you take 3 sections. Usually the first section I will do 
onilly with the children, and then assign 1 or 2 questions fiom the middle one, and then a 
more difficult one fiom the third one. [14] 

And 1 had everythmg nin off, ready to go yesterday because the classes were writing the 
Math test, it was a quiz, so everything was ready for the day. [14J 

It [unit] involved a bit of geometry, bit of measurement and some dgebra. [ 141 

One of the things 1 found with kids is that when 1 got them at the Grade 7 and 8 level, 
they would tell me they didn't know what a pattern was. They hadn't used patterns 
before. Well. they had used patterns but they might have skipped it for a few years. So 
basically most of my Math lessons are based on some kind of patteming. It doesn't 
matter what the strand is. 1141 

There's a h d f  time teacher in the rnoming who teaches the French and Math. There's 
another teacher who cornes in for the Sciences, Sociai Studies. [15] 

Although I1m still trying to integnte the components of literacy I'm not really Uitegrating 
with anything else - superficially with Art. [15] 

They [teachen at the school] don? al1 think the same way about teaching. Some of them 
are more familiar; the homeroom teachers are way more farniliar with the core content, 
Like the content of the subject areas. At our school, even though you are in ESL or 
Special Ed, they may have been teaching Grade 4 content, iike Science and Social 
Studies units, whereas we were required to teach Grade 8 or Grade 7 dependhg on what 
it was. They weren't teaching grade level work, so they weren't as familiar with the 
content. [15] 

This is not normal for teachen redly to have, to try to put curriculum in a big package. 
[[151 



They [teachers] used Grade 4 and 5 material. They would teach a unit on butterflies as a 
part of their living things for Science. Well that's so, way below what's expected for 
Science in the Grade 7 and 8 area It was a real eye opener to me. [15] 

1 ultimately deliver most of the English and the Music and Art, [name of teaching 
partner] son of takes over the Maths and Science areas. [16] 

1 delivered the English component of the program. [16] 

1 try to, when 1 do the English, make sure I cover al1 6 strands, we read, we write, we 
view we build we represent, we do as many of these things as we cm. [16] 

It [curriculum standards] said, level3 will include most of the following. This is the old 
language, level 3 will include most of the following, and it didn't work. But as soon as 1 
changed it to a verb, level 3 students will be able to do most of the following, this came 
very quickly and easily. So 1 spent the better part of my aftemoon, rny prep time, 
working on doing this for the subjects for which I'm responsibic, English, Geography, 
English, er, Music, and Art. [16] 

We have three 7/8 classes here. 1 had 2 of them after recess, back-to-back, doing the 
same thing, mainly retuming some activities that kids had done, a History assignrnent and 
2, a Science quiz and another Science activity that we returned and took up. [16] 

So what we want to do is to be able to send home . . . that the kids can put this in their 
binder, they'll have 3. English, they'll have another colour-coded one that will be 
History maybe, and Science, so that once we get the curriculum, which we used to have 
for outcornes, once we get that for expectations, on the fim day of each term, the kids can 
get this and then the parents can see "expectation level3 - student", which is a target, and 
then the activities that tie into it. [16] 

And I think when we, when expectations and the Govemment thnist came out, 1 think the 
accountability bit, we retreated back a lot too, especially the English. [Name of teaching 
parnier] was vcry involveci in the Engtish, so mming back to k i n g  accountable for our 
assessrnent of the kids. So a lot of basic things like testing them in reading and spelling 
and that kind of stuff. So [teaching partner] took on that role and what it meant in one 
sense is that we weren't doing the sort of, as much integrated M a s  we'd nonnally 
done, because normally English we'd integrate into al1 sorts of things. So [teaching 
partner] retreated to, in one sense retreated to trying to give the kids a better sense of 
where they aood with respect to benchrnarks. [16] 

1 do English and Geography and sorne Cornputer studies, Music and Art. [16] 

You knew that if you did this English lesson with this class today, you did it with the 
other class, and they both had exactly the same homework. (161 



I'm the Science head. 1 have a Math, Science, Computer core, some Science, and one 
Math class core. [17] 

We report subjects marks, subject marks. You know English 55%, English 90% Science, 
75%. [17] 

1 mean [Board) nins Grade 8 bench marks [for Math] and the word is that we shdl make 
sure the curriculum is met for bench marking so if the mesh is on behueen the Science 
design and Tech and Math is really coincidental. It's not preplanned things - so we have 
a fairly rigorous prescnbed stuff that we're supposed to cover by such and such a time. 
r171 

Benchmarks drive our program to a certain extent. We're going to cover the cumiculum 
because that's what [benchmarks require] Was it hin for the kids? Did they really . . . 
learn? This rnight one of those places where . . . Did the kids learn? 1 don't know. 1 
don't think so. They've forgotten almost everything from last year. So was that 
justifiable? In my mind, no. As a previous clinical researcher, no that was justifiable. 
Did it make us look good? Damn right it did. Printed everywhere. Everybody thinks is a 
great school for Math. It is. It is a good school but is it as great as the number say? At 
least not in my mind. We're going back 20 yean of bench marking. [17] 

At 1 :30 I have my class - my Grade 9 Science class. 1 hand out marks and they finished 
off an activity that wetre doing. 1 handed out the marks and go over and put expectations 
UP. [171 

1 do Grade 7 Math, or Science and Computers. I have 1 group and do Science and 
Cornputen with them. In Grade 8 1 have Math, Science and Computers as a core group, 
that's my staff advisor group. And then 1 have 2 Grade 9 Science sections. [17] 

1 did a liale teacher chaWnltalk on algebrq and assigned some classwork and some 
hornework and that pretty well took care of Math. [17] 

Then 1 had a Computer class, a Grade 7 Computer class, where we're working on a 
database, class database where kids have to input, wel? the end produet is tv take a 1mk at 
Postal Codes, and the fmt 3 digits of phone nurnbers, to learn how to use a database, how 
we c m  son through databases to find information in different kinds of ways. And so that 
was basically getting it set up, helping the kids out as they nin into trouble dong the way. 
And for that, they of course have a little assignment sheet, tell them what 60,70 and 80 
percent stuff that they need to do. [17] 

With Science its [assesment] much easier [than other subjects] because it is, it's lot of 
skills-based stuff as well as knowledge content. [17] 

In Math, what I've done now is 1 give them, at least twice a week, a hi& end problem of 
some son or another that they have ovemight to work on to return to me the next day. 
Now the return is a homework mark checked off, then I mark them. They're usually 



fairly easy for me to mark, most of them are paper and pencil, just because I've started 
with, and it's soif of ûyïng to figure how to MpIement this, fiuther, and more in depth, 
and then 1 mark them on their problem solving abilities, which 1 have taught. And I've 
taught problem solving techniques at the start of the year. So they get that, homework 
content assesment. [17] 

Visual arts, Grade 6, 7 and 8. [18] 

1 have a stack of outcomes. 1, 1, 1 go through my Visual Arts outcomes. 1, I'm not 
responsible for the Math outcomes and the Literature outcomes and the History 
outcomes, okay? [ 1 81 

I'm teaching Grade 8 core, Grade 8 Science and Grade 7 English. [19] 

Weil, there's so many curriculum guides that we have. We have a curriculum guide for 
Math that 1 go through. And there's a curriculum guide now; we just got introduced to a 
new one last week which is [name of cumculum]. So, we're just introduced to that. 1 
yuess maybe 2 weeks before at a PA or, PD session. So, I've just started to implement 
that one. And there's a new one; they gave us a reading binder 1s t  year. They said take 
it home over the summer and read it and implement that. And there's the Geography 
cumculum and History cuniculum binder. So, there's so many objectives and things that 
you're supposed to rneet. [19] 

We have like for History, there's a History binder and you look at the beginning and these 
are the objectives. So, these are the things that we have to meet in order for the students 
to l e m  what they're supposed to . . . [19] 

1 had a period where 1 did Language with the students. And they had, this is my Grade 8 
core class, and 1 think we did . . . we did silent reading again and we do it at the 
beginning of every class. They have to bring a book and we read for 10 to 15 minutes, 
they have silent reading, and then we taked about one of the objectives in the new 
[cumculum]. 1 introduced them to the [cumiculum] outcomes and 1 said, "these are the 
things that we're going to work on through the year and this is what we've covered so 
f&' and 1 highliated it "And Pm going to put it up on the board so you c m  see it." 
[ 191 

And then after lunch we had Math and we did a lesson on integers, took up the homework 
from the day before. And then 1 collect . . . they take up the homework they mark each 
other's book; 1 put it on the board, they mark each other's book and they may cal1 out their 
marks to me. So, I have a homework mark everyday. And then 1 taught the next lesson 
and they had the test of the class to work on it. [19] 

I'd raîher teach 3 Histories and do a really good job and Learn h m  my mistakes as 
opposed to doing one lesson and go, "God that was tenibie." [I 91 

Mer the Geography. Grade 9, they had English. [19] 



They're changing al1 of the curriculum, now. And for example, the Geopphy 
curriculum, the Science curriculum they did over a matter of 6 months, the changes. The 
Geography cumculum they have 2 weeks to change it. Yeah, there'll be a lot of big 
changes and they said dont order text books because you don't know what you'll be 
teaching next year. [ 191 

1 teach Grade 8 and 9 History and Geopphy, and a Grade 7 Science. [19] 

I'm teaching grade 7, 8 and 9's Science. [20] 

I haven't exactly seen the new report cards, but 1 know they're coming in September. 
One, one part of it in Math is that you have to, in each term you have to report on ail the 
strands in Math and 1 guess we have to change our teaching of Math because the way we 
teach Math is we might s tm with whole numben and do a little problem solving in 
September and then we move to division or fractions, whereas now we have to report on 
every single strand in math, integers, aigebra, al1 of them. So we have to do them dl ,  al1 
the time. So 1, that, I think will be a bit of a challenge in ternis of programrning and 
being able to assess them. And in Langage, we've brought in, 1 don? know if you've 
heard of the [curriculum] program, probably other people have taked about it. 1 thdc, it 
started off, and 1 think when we get, really get the bal1 rolling next September that will 
help with the literacy assessrnent a lot, bring back in the portfolios, look at those. 1 think 
what's challenging but interesting is that we can't just Say your child passed. We have to 
Say this is why your child passed, or this is why your child didn't meet the expectations. 
P O 1  

Some of it obviously has to be teacher directed, because it's new vocabulary, new skills. 
[ i l  

1 had to inuoduce to them al1 the tenns; bandwagon, and snob appeal, and testimonial - 
there had to have been about 10 of them, so it was like, "here's the word, here's what it is, 
here's an example," you know? And they have to write it down. 111 

So, their drill was put on the board, al1 5 questions that the kids do upon entry. I taught 
the lesson. 1 marked a test they'd just written. [1] 

It was a percent lesson. It was teacher directed, it was a brand new lesson for them, 
showing them how 1 wanted it set up, how to cross multiply and divide, and they would 
copy it d o m  in their books as an example. [l] 

When they're [identified students] having instruction a large group situation, they're just 
not focused on the teacher, they're hying to entertain the rest of them. [3] 



What the chilâren were essentially doing was textbook work. Some of them were using 
textbooks in the classroom, or books they'b taken ouf of  the library. EssentiaiIy, they 
looked for major battles, significant changes that took place that altered the course of 
events, and so on. They'd be looking for location, because they would plot these things 
on the map of Europe as well as the timeline. They'd look at the key playen. General 
information about the battle, like the strategies that the generals were using. Al1 the 
groups will be expected to have a general lmowledge of it [WWI]. [3] 

It's much easier to line 'em up in rows, at least for the instructional part of it. M e r  that, 
you c m  break down, in al1 kinds of ways. For the actual delivery of instructions, and the 
delivery of framework kind of stuff it's often much easier with a fairly high level of 
distractibility for a lot of kids, to have them at least pretending to focus on you, even if 
they aren't really. At least you have that sense that you have that sort of control. To 
make sure the message is heard by the greatest number of kids. [4] 

They [students] want as much as you can possibly give them and they just, as 1 said, 
they're like little sponges. [4] 

1 give them little tid-bits of information. I'm always tryng to throw in as much stuff as 1 
can. [4] 

As far as their day-to-day school work goes, they get incentives such as seeing the end- 
product, the display of al1 of their work, we set a cntena for what it should look like and 
what it should include and then mode1 those things. 151 

The biggest part of al1 the inputting and modeling and teaching parts of this unit have 
really happened already. You know, we had done the actual reading and the teaching of 
the skills already. [ 5 ]  

1 do a very struchired Spelling lesson in this class. [6] 

The last period was another Writing Workshop. 1 taught the stnicture of the Diamonte 
and then let them experiment creating some. [6] 

The ciass that 1 share the pod with is extremely noisy and 1 had to ask the teacher to keep 
them quiet as my students couldn't hear the Iesson. That creates a very awkward situation 
but the physical set up of the pod is not conducive to a good teaching situation. I've been 
prornised a segregated classroom next year so 1'11 be out of the open area [6] 

I find 1 have to repeat rnyself incredibly when it cornes to instructions and then wait t h e  
and again. 1 keep telling them," there is no point in me t a h g  - none, unless you can 
hear me", so usually there is a lot of 3 :3O payback time. [9] 

And then 1 give them their formal Math lesson and the 6's worked on USSR and then 
they, for 20 minutes, and then they went into ancient Rome. [9] 



1 gave the dimensions on the board they had to measure and cut out their 2 plain figures. 
And we got grid paper out and we set it out the same as the example that 1 had on the 
board, and then we practiced our flips together. We had mirrors too where we were 
looking at symmetry and we brought our mirron out and checked for symmetry. [9] 

1 present a myth. At the beginnuig of the myth, 1 t a k  about what does a good myth look 
like, what are the cornponents, so kids know what they are looking at and so there are 
really clearly defined levels of achievernent or levels of skill development that the kids 
are awareof. . . [I  11 

Well, by trying to be fairly clear with indicators to them, to show them what is expected. 
In Grade 7 1 teach Process Wnting and in Grade 8 as well, and just to say to them the 
outcome is to write in complete sentences, well developed paragraph. We go through the 
process of writing and check out what is good and what is not and give them some ideas 
as to what 1 am looking for. [12] 

The pretests would tell me that they couldn't add or subtract. They didn't know things 
about fractions? so I talked to them about hctions. I'd write a fraction on the board and 
I1d Say tell me the parts of the fraction and the kids wouldn't put their hands up and then 
one of the children said, "1 always mix up which is which," and then evelybody said "so 
do 1, so do 1." "Well how many people know which one ths is?" And they were afraid to 
say, they just, "well 1 know one is called the denominator," and this is a group al1 of 
hem, so, to give them the mnernonics and to Say, well *'d for down - denominator," you 
know, give them these little clues and things but to go back to that with a Grade 8 class 
and to talk about those things and to Say well, "what about this kind of hction?" And 
have 193, "what is this called?" Not one student could answer what it was called and 
then one of them said, "top heavy" and they al1 said, "that's it, it's a top heavy hctionl' 
so, when 1 was teaching these lessons each time 1 just tried not to show them my 
discouragement. I'd Say like, "okay, yes, okay, it is top heavy we cal1 it, does anyone 
know what it is called?" Nobody knew, I writo on the board, improper fraction, and thatls 
why in al1 of rny units as you c m  see, 1 put a11 this teminology up because they don't 
have the terminology so we go over it and 1 tried to teach them some mnemonics about it 
or somethuig so that they would get the terminology. [12] 

They were calling apostrophes commas because 1 gave them a page that had different 
uses, like when you read the paragraph it is sort of difficuit to understand what it says 
because instead of reading the word minute (small), the kids would automatically read it 
as minute (time). Therefore, the sentence would not make sense to them because they 
would be used to seeing it a s  minute (time). So there were severai words that had to be 
read in different wayr and so they found that extremely confûsing, and one of the words 
had an apostrophe in it and the kids explmation when they had to explain on the back of 
the paper what the problem was and tell me about ît, they were calling the apostrophe a 
comma and this was just now and we are half through the year in Grade 8 and so again 1 
had to go over the fact that the aposaophe is up here and the comma is down here and at 
times I find it extremely discouraging as a Grade 8 teacher to be having to teach those 
things. And the idea of possessive, the boys' arrows, sl, and many told me that was 



incorrect that it had to be before the s even though it was correct, so 1 was teaching them 
that idea, they didn't know the idea ofpossessive and beTongïng to. The word 
"contraction," none of them seem to have ever heard that word. [12] 

1 still do a lot of testing and quines and that type of testing, but with this particular 
group, I'm thinking that's okay too because we have a lot to cover that's very basic and 
the quickest way I'rn gonna do it is to teach those lessons and test. [12] 

1 talk a little bit about creating focus in a picture, how to mix a dark colour without using 
black, how to use a light colour without using white, a tint, without making a tint, and use 
the idea of resist. [ 131 

You go for focus and you cm make your focus anywhere on the page, and you are going 
to cal1 people's attention to it 'cause everything else seems to lead in, and it stands out. 
So, you know, you're always going over that, over and over again, so once you've 
instructed . . . [I3] 

There is a model for them to Iook at on the sheet that 1 give them. And then they follow 
that model. [14] 

Usually 1 do a lesson and do a 5 minute warm up with mental Math where they can't use a 
pencil and paper, they only use it to write d o m  the answer. So 1 would cover some of 
the Math concepts that were in that, and then we do a problem solving strategy related to 
that. You actually teach them the strategy explicitly. So every day, they are doing some 
problem solving. Some without pencil and paper, some with. [14] 

I feel that most of the things should be done in the classroom and so any concept 1 teach 
will be taught in the first 5, 10 minutes. And so it gives me a chance to walk around and 
track to see where they are. And then 1 might assign, for example, if you'n using a Math 
textbook it's set up very easy, you take three sections. Usually the first section 1 will do 
orally with the children, and then assign 1 or 2 questions fiom the rniddle one, and then a 
more difficult one nom the third one. [14] 

Bsically it was using the hundreds chan where in the h t  part of the lesson you develop 
the concept and show the kids what you want and you repeat that a couple of times, and 
then you give them questions based on that. That's basicaily the teaching part of it. [14] 

And it's important 1 think in any type of teaching and learning, to develop good listening 
skilIs, because kids don? listen. In order to do mental Math they have to Zisten. So we 
Say no pens and pencils, you put them away. This is straight listening. And you might 
have to teach a lesson on listening. [ 141 

So when we look at Plains people, look at Native peoples across Canada, we give them 
some lessons and show them different culturai groups, we show them the physical 
regions of Canada [16] 



And I think when we, when expectations and the Government thnist came out, 1 think the 
accountability bit, we retreated back a lot too, especially the English. [Name of teaching 
partner] was very involved in the English, so coming back to being accountable for our 
assessment of the kids. So a lot of basic thùigs like testing them in reading and spelling 
and that kind of stuff. So [teaching partner] took on that role and what it rneant in one 
sense is that we weren't doing the sort of, as much integrated stuff as we'd normally 
done, because nomally English we'd integrate into al1 sorts of things. So [teaching 
partner] retreated to, in one sense retreated to trying to give the kids a better sense o f  
where they stood with respect to benchmarkç. [16] 

Yesterday 1 introduced the buoyancy activity and they had to make a little observation 
chart and 1 had to show them some techniques and talk about those tools, about 
measurernent, what tool to use for what measurement. I had to teach them about 
displacement. [ 1 71 

Give the kids more upfront. There was a lot o f  discovery in this unit and 1 think 
discovery is good but 1 might have . . . and that is one of the things I'm changing about it. 
1 think 1 put too much emphasis on discovery. It's not al1 discovery nc: by a long shot but 
1 think I put a little too much emphasis on sQme of the discovery aspects of it and 
defining those relationships of it. That's really hard for kids to do. They've got 
broadbased knowledge and being able to cal1 to task the ski!ls in Math . . . so less 
discovery and a little bit more upfront. 1171 

I did a linle teacher chalk'n'talk on algebra, and assigned sorne classwork and some 
homework and that pretty well took care of Math. [17] 

In Math what I've done now is 1 give hem, at l e s t  twice a week. a high end problem of 
some sort or another that they have overnight to work on to retum to me the next day. 
Now the retum is a homework mark checked off, then I mark them. They're usually 
fairly easy for me to mark, most of them are paper and pend,  just because I've started 
with, and it's sort of ûying to figure how to implement this, m e r ,  and more in depth, 
and then 1 mark them on their problem solving abilities, which 1 have taught. And I've 
tau$t problem solving techniques at the start of the year. So they get that, homework 
content assessment. f 1 7) 

What 1 check off on their work relates to the concepts that we're [teachen] supposed to be 
embedding. [17] 

So, you know, I end up never redoing a tesson. 1 can't You how,  there's just too many, 
and it would take too much tirne too. 1 did, one whole lecture took me one 50 minute 
penod once, and a student came in, c m  you explain to me what happened? 1 said no, it 
would take me another 50 minutes to explain what happened. 1 can't do that. [18] 

And then 1 talk for about 5 or 10 minutes, reviewing what we're doing, or if it would be 
an introductory lesson, then the talk would be about 20 minutes. It would be no longer 
than that because they don't have the attention span. And then I do demonstration. But if 



it's an ordinary day, and they're in-project, 1 would still taik to them. Even if  it would be 
ro review what we're doixrg, or jas to tiik a b m  smettrirrg I tathcf about yesterûay, you 
know? To go over and over, just to give them expectations. 1181 

1 teach them interviewing skills and how to properly phrase questions that are not yes or 
n o  answers. [19] 

I teach them oral skills. 1 teach them how to set up a project and teach them to do 
research. Skills in the library, bibliography . . . [ 193 

And then d e r  lunch we had Math and we did a lesson on integers, took up the homework 
fiom the day before. And then 1 collect . . . they take up the homework they mark each 
other's book; I put it on the board, they mark each othefs book and they may cal1 out their 
marks to me. So, I have a hornework mark everyday. And then 1 taught the next Iesson 
and they had the rest of the class to work on it. [19] 

I consider if they can do well on a test then I've done my job, if they don? do well there is 
someùiing wrong with the way either I've done the test material or the way 1 presented 
this piece of information. [20] 

Here's the information let's teach it, let's maybe do a lab now, let's do a test. [20] 

And in the aftemoon 1 had my ESL group who, one little boy was in a really bad mood 
and it was a little bit challenging to get them on track, ûying to teach them density and 
trying to teach them something that's very dry, is very hard. [20] 

They were supposed to do mass divided by volume is density, and find the density for 
everything. So 1 got up there and I'm teaching away and let's talk about the density of 
water, and let's do this, and they hadn't done any of their density. [20] 

Essentially it looks like the Grade 8's and the Grade 9's are going to be using the same 
text books, and the Grade 7's will have to use the Grade 8 text books, if we want to do a 
text book oriented program. [20] 

Teaching and planning from expectations/outcomes 

1 guess [what 1 teach] depends on the outcomes - what do kids need to know? Bottom 
line, you know? My job is to teach them what they need to know - skills, concepts, 
attitudes, whatever it is - that's how 1 decide. The way 1 do it could be different h m  year 
to year, but what does the Ministry or the Board expect these kids to know at the end of 
Grade 8? To some extent what do parents expect? 1 think that's how 1 decide. [ l ]  

Like, with the Math program we sat down and we sort of did a long range [planning] 
thing, and then we got into specific uni& like decimais and k t i o n s  and so on, and 
pulled the outcomes fiom the [name of Board] Leaming Outcornes. [3]  



I've just gone through the Grade 7 program and 1 can look at it, and look at the outcomes 
which are created by the Board, in fact, for Family Studies, and look at some changes that 
I would make to tie it more directly to outcomes. [4] 

We looked at units of study that fit with, obviously the curriculum. [SI 

So every year we have in hand, like that's one of the requiremmts for each staffmember. 
out of this unit we will have a published hard copy of, you know, al1 of the leamhg 
outcomes and what we want, what the expectations are for that unit of study. [ 5 ]  

I'm starting right now into what 1 cal1 a Voyages unit. And we start out when we plan, 
we plan around the 9 essential knowledges [given in the curriculum] and we develop 
questions that we would expect the children to answer based on that knowledge. So now 
I'm doing voyages. So one question rnight be: What are the characteristics of an 
explorer? [6] 

The units 1 use have the outcomes for each lesson attached to them. The standards in 
Math and Language drive our assessments and we use the outcomes as the baeis for 
reponing on the report card. When we plan as a team the outcomes and standards are 
used directly in our planning. [6] 

Our planning used to be based on objectives, knowledge skills and affect - now it's based 
on outcomes. [6] 

1 am a member of the Home Base Committee which develops curriculum based on 
guidance outcomes for our Home Base. [6] 

We are still looking at um . . . we still use outcomes, we still use indicaton, but they are, 1 
believe more accurate, more measurable. [Il] 

We started with a list of Language Arts outcomes that we would address on a daily basis. 
so we actually had a template for the ones that we do on an ongoing basis, but then there 
are ones we want to target in a specific unit so that is what we would be doing there. [ I l ]  

Al1 the outcomes for the unit are posted and as we do the activities they are actually 
recorded under the outcomes. [ I  11 

It [posted outcomes] serves as a map. It forces me to ensure that 1 am at least addressing 
what we set out to address so 1 am very focused on ensuring that at least 1 touch on a l l  
outcomes. If 1 don't rneet them dl,  in some ways 1 address them because what the 
outcornes that we develop become, or in some f o m  become, the reporthg statements so 
it's really cntical that we address those outcomes that we are in fact going to report on. 
11 1 1  

Here is the cumïculum we are attempting to design, here are the outcomes that we have 
identified that we think are important. [ I l ]  



We've used the outcomes the same way as we would have in the past years and worked 
at, you know, planning indicators to specific subject areas, but not integrated. [12] 

We worked with the outcomes that were given to us and worked towards meeting those, 
so 1 had them al1 and worked right through and kept working towards meeting those 
outcomes. [ 121 

We have a set of outcomes and indicators we have to meet. And if we're not doing that, 
and addressing that, because our report card is outcome based, with indicaton - things 
we're supposed to be accomplishing. We have documents in the board that Say 'this is 
what thou shah do', and so you use that as a basis. [13] 

Well. basically, I'm working on the outcomes that we have in [name of board], which are 
based on the Common Curriculum. So, everything 1 do, if I'm accountable, and 1 am 
accountable, has to go back to those outcomes. [13] 

And Our board's expectations are that you will meet the [name of board] outcomes, 
because this is what they've al1 agreed to do. And so as a [Board] employee. 1 follow 
that. Okay? [13] 

There's no choice. The ministry has said: '?hou shalt." And so, you're expected to. [13] 

1'11 do what 1 know works well with kids and what they should have, according to the 
Government expectations. [ 131 

Now with the new expectations I'rn not too sure we know any longer why, other than 
we're saying you shall do this. [13] 

ïhey [teachen] used Grade 4 and 5 material. ïhey would teach a unit on bunerflies as a 
part of their living things for Science. Well that's so, way below what's expected for 
Science in the Grade 7 and 8 area. It was a real eye opener to me. [15] 

What w&re trying to do now is look at the way we present ctmiwlum in a different way. 
We are not looking at subjects, we are looking at outcornes and we are teaching directly 
to the outcomes. [ 161 

1 was using the expectation related to listening attentively and getthg information h m  
sources. [16] 

It [curriculum standards] said, level3 will include most of the following. This is the old 
Ianguage, level3 will include most of the following, and it didn't work. But as  soon as 1 
changed it to a verb, level3 students will be able to do most of the following, this came 
very quickly and easily. So 1 spent the better part of my aftemoon, my prep time, 
working on doing this for the subjects for which I'm responsible, English, Geography, 
English, er, Music, and Art. [ 161 



So what we want to do is to be able fo sen6 home . . . €ha€ the kids can put this in their 
binder, they'll have 3. English, they'll have another colour-coded one that will be 
History maybe, and Science, so that once we get the curriculum, which we used to have 
for outcomes, once we get that for expectations, on the fint day of each terni, the kids can 
get this and then the parents c m  see "expectation level 3 - student", which is a target, and 
then the activities that tie into it. [16] 

For many of the subjects 1 teach there arm't, they'rc [curriculum expectations] not out 
there yet, so we're trying to blend together outcomes with what we think the expectations 
will be. [16] 

You lmew that if you did this English lesson with this class today, you did it with the 
other class, and they both had exactly the same homework. [16] 

1 mean if you look at how this is set up, here's the expectation, this is the teaching 
activities, this is what you do, this is how you assess it for every single expectation at the 
Grade 7 and 8 level. [16] 

We wrote the activities and then went to the Cornrnon Curriculum mther then the other 
way around because of the constraints of the framework we were put in in [name of 
board]. Because you should have no more than 5 outcomes at the MS2 level and maybe 
I Literacy or you should have 1 in Literacy and 1 in Self and Sociciy. So there should be 
no more than 7 outcornes and rnaybe some central or some of the 10 essential outcomes 
and so we approached it that way. 1 have a lot of activities partially done and then we 
tried to integrate Cornputers and then we verified the stuff we were ttying to do met the 
Common Curriculum and the outcomes or would give us measures or indicators of the 
Common Curriculum outcomes that would have been met through doing this unit the way 
we proposed. [ 1 71 

Well, there's so many curriculum guides that we have. We have a curriculum guide for 
Math that 1 go through. And there's a curriculum guide now. we just got introduced to a 
new one last week which is [narne of curriculum]. So, we're just introduced to that. 1 
guess maybe 2 weeks before at a PA or, PD session. So, I'vejust started to implement 
that one. And there's a new one, they gave us a reading binder last year. They said take 
it home over the summer and read it and implement that. And there's the Geography 
curriculum and History curriculum binder. So, there's so many objectives and things that 
you're supposed to meet. [19] 

There's so many documents that are coming out now where the wording is so bizarre. I'm 
not . . . 1 don't know if it's in that one, but the new ones are coming out where 1 don? even 
know what they rnean . . . like an outcome that the children will be able to philosophize 
about the, you know, the literary element in. . . and 1 don? even h o w  what it means so 
how can 1 teach it? And there's no place that ever explains that. [ 191 



[There are] so many outcomes coming towards us and reaily not knowing what to choose 
because for example they just had this great big binder nom [board] saying . . . and that's 
what you're supposed to be taking outcomes fiom. Now, they're giving us the 
[curriculum] and they're saying, "now this is what you use because al1 of [board] is using 
it and this is what is gonna be put into effect when the city amalgamates. So this is what 
you have to start using." So you basically planned your lessons now you have to thmw 
them away because they have given you something else that you have to teach nom. [19] 

We work in teams. So, that's important. So, al1 the people in the Grade 8 teams. There 
are 5 teachers and a convenor and we work Our units out together and we decide what 
outcomes we're going teach for that unit. And al1 of the Grade 8's do the project I've just 
described. Some do it little a bit differently but basically those are the outcomes we've 
decided on. And we go back and we teach them. [19] 

We have like for History, there's a History binder and you look at the beginning and these 
are the objectives. So, these are the things that we have to meet in order for the students 
to l e m  what they're supposed to . . . [19] 

We'll pull out al1 the documents and we'll look through them and we'tl figure out what we 
believe is important and Say, "Okay, we think they already know that so we don't have to 
deal with that one." [ 191 

You pian so you get to the lessons and the kids l e m  what they have to learn. [19] 

They're changing al1 of the c ~ c u l u m ,  now. And for example, the Geography 
cumculum, the Science cumculum they did over a matter of 6 months, the changes. The 
Geography curriculum they have two weeks to change it. Yeah. there'll be a lot of big 
changes and they said don't order text books because you don't know what you'll be 
teaching next year. [19] 

1 say, okay, at the end of this, where do 1 want them to be, what do 1 want them to know 
so when they corne back tomorrow I can move ahead and go on to this, so I do 
concentrate on outcomes. [20] 

What are your outcomes? Where do you want them to be at the end of January or 
February? [20] 

1 haven't exactly seen the new report cards, but I know they're coming in September. 
One, one part of it in Math is that you have to, in each t e m  you have to report on d l  the 
strands in Math and I guess we have to change our teaching of Math because the way we 
teach Math is we might aart with whole numbers and do a Little problem solving in 
September and then we move to division or hctions, whereas now we have to report on 
every single strand in Math, integers, algebra, dl of them. So we have to do hem all, al1 
the time. So 1, that, 1 think will be a bit of a challenge in terms of programming and 
being able to assess them. And in Language, we've brought in, 1 don? know if you've 
heard of the [name of curriculum] program, probably other people have talked about it. 1 



think, it started off, and I think when we get, reaily get the bail rolling next September 
that will help with the literacy assessment a lot, bring back in the portfolios, look at those. 
1 think what's challenging but interesting is that we can't just Say your child passed. We 
have to Say this is why your child passed, or this is why your child didn't meet the 
expectations. [20] 

Cornmunicate expectations/outcomes 

And they're always given criteria - "here's what we're looking for. . ." [ l ]  

We have different categories that we look for, and we tell the kids. [l] 

When 1 do the creative writing assignrnent 1 have a focus, and 1 tell the kids what the 
focus is. They know it ahead of time. So, it's standard. I'm looking for quality of 
vocabulary, which is descriptive. I'm looking for evidence of using a thesaunis, which is 
evident through the vocabulary. Paragraphing. These are al1 standard things that I've 
built in since September, and 1 expect al1 of those, but here's the thing that I'm really 
looking for in this particular assignment - show me that you are absolutely dynamite at 
quotation marks. (11 

We aiways give them mbrics, how they're going to be evaluated before - when we give 
them the assignrnent it's attached. [3] 

1 made a reai point this year of making sure that every single solitary thing they did had a 
really solid basis for assesmient and that they could see what a one looked like, a 2 
looked like, a 3 looked like in each of the categories. So that has been my focus this year, 
to develop ail of my units that way so that the kids understood initially what was going to 
be expected. I laid it al1 out ahead of time. This is what your group's going to end up 
with an A+ if these are the planning things that happen. [4] 

They were given the complete package which had a booklet of Canada's food guide. 1 
had the printout of exactly what was to be in it and then 1 also had them go through with 
me what an A+ project looked like, what an A project looked me, what a B project 
looked like, a C and a D. And 1 said God help any of them that deserved an E. [4] 

So each semester, al1 staff rnembers are required to send home to parents, a letter, a cover 
Ietter, stating what the language outcomes will be for each of the areas: Language, the 
Arts, Self & Society, MathlSciencelTechnoIogy, and that's of course how its laid out as 
per the common curriculum. So, this then becornes, in e f f a  our assesmient tool, 1 mean 
these are the things we are assessing in h t  tem. So when they receive their first temi 
report card, we are making comments to this effect, you know, how proficient they are in 
these areas, Language and Music and so on. [SI 

As fa as their day-to-day school work goes, they get incentives such as seeing the end- 
product, the display of al1 of their work, we set a critena for what it should look like and 
what it should include and then model those things. [SI 



So, those are laid out ahead before they actually do anythuig. An oral presentation for 
instance. They're going to be doing little skits, they're doing some drama right now. You 
know, we discuss ahead of time what would make for a good presentation. [SI 

We had talked earlier about what make for good presenting skills and so on, so we were 
looking for more animation and acting things out, plus voice projection and, you know, 
nood presentation dl that stu& [SI - 
We have critena for this, these are the expectations and, the kids knew that ahead of time. 
We taiked about. It's dl very laid out. "This is what you must do to cornpiete the 
assignment. Now if you do these things that's going beyond, that's expanding on what the 
base expectations are, okay?" So, and we even, you know, use the terminology like, we 
have done in the ps t .  Like a 'Bo is meeting the expectations, like 'A' level work is going 
beyond and enriching and being especially creative with those. [SI 

1 have since created mbrics for them. because I'm not going to go through that again. [6] 

They know the expectations before we begin. This is due a certain date, this is due a 
certain date, this is what has to be functioning and this is when it's expectez. [8] 

They wrote their own report card with . . . 1 gave them the guidelines of what subjects 
and what key areas they had to include. [8] 

1 try and tell the student beforehand, "this is what I'm expecting fkom you." [8] 

The kids know exactly what is happening in the course, so they now exactly what's 
coming their way, what questions, that's handed out to them the very fint day that they 
open up the novel. They are handed out . . . specifically a hand out that 1 have made for 
them of expectations, good and rough copies, they must have 2 editors and even right 
down to the pen, underlining the words and explainhg the word within it. [9)  

I also hand out an expectation of the presentation, what I'm looking for. [9] 

1 ask that they label in a key using footsteps when he walked and a boat when he travelled 
in the water, one colour only for the countries that he went into and that also has a hand 
out on expectations that goes with it too. [9] 

1 have check listing, which 1 do hand them - exactly how I'm going to be marking them, 1 
expect them to check list and write me notes and that specific sheet is handed in to me 
when the fuial copy is also handed to me. [9] 

We get our plamers out and we review the homework expectations. [9] 

1 present a myth. At the beguining of the myth, 1 taik about what does a good myth look 
like, what are the components, so kids know what they are looking at and so there are 



really clearly defined levels of achievement or levels of ski11 developmmt that the kids 
areawarcof. €1 l j  

Well, by trying to be fairly clear with indicators to them, to show them what is expected. 
In Grade 7 , I  teach Process Wnting and in Grade 8 as well, and just to Say to them the 
outcome is to write in complete sentences, well developed paragraph. We go through the 
process of writing and check out what is good and what is not and give them some ideas 
as to what 1 am looking for. [12] 

Explicitly, 1 . . . you identiQ a smaller amount to cover. With the kids being aware what 
the outcornes are going to be. [13] 

They knew what was required ahead of time, and the evaluation was given to them. [ 1 31 

I've done a lot of language this year, so they know what they're expected to do, and they 
know where they're going. And it takes part of that mystery away, and at time the 
mystery is good. but most of the time, for most of the kids, it's not. They need to know 
the kind of expectations that are working. [13] 

They [kids] would have an outline, they would have their sheet. And it would tell them 
exactly where we were going and what 1 expected of them. [13j 

It's always wise to go through things again, to emphasize things, to go over it many times 
with these kids that 1 have this year . . . and 1st  year. Chri@ really where you're going. 
v31 

There is a mode1 for them to look at on the sheet that 1 give them. And then they follow 
that model. [14] 

1 give each child a large draft board with al1 of the outcomes on it nght across the 
cumculum and 1 give one to the parents also. And as we go through a unit, 1 will put the 
outcomes on top. [14] 

1'11 write the outcomes on the board or we'll take the sheet out and we'll check them. [ 141 

They need to know what your expectations are. [14] 

Once 1 get the kids trained on how to set things up, and how things are expected, [there 
is] very little preparation on my part. [14] 

Basically it was using the hundreds chart where in the h t  part of the lesson you develop 
the concept and show the kids what you want and you repeat that a couple of times, and 
then you give them questions based on that. That's basically the teaching part of it. [14] 



Well 1 tned to certain1 y make very, very clear that when I am saying the word 
"outcornes" that they would see they were the report cards statements and what was 
expected. [ 1 51 

One of the advantages that 1 was able to do, that really, really helped a lot, I've used as a 
teaching . . . was before 1 evaluated, 1 gave them my evaluation. [16] 

The English outcomes were such that parents did not have a clue as to what this meant, 
kids didn't have a due, now 1 did teach, 1 taught them to them, what is a language . . . 
what does that mean? [16] 

So what we want to do is to be able to send home . . . that the kids can put this in their 
binder, they'll have 3. English, they'll have another colour-coded one that will be 
History maybe, and Science, so that once we get the curriculum, which we used to have 
for outcomes, once we get that for expectations, on the fint day of each terni, the kids can 
get this and then the parents cm see "expectation level3 - student", which is a target, and 
then the activities that tie into it. [16] 

But I've tried to begin my lesson with, "today we are going to work on this expectation. 
We are going to practice listening attentively, blah, blah, blah, blah." Whatever it 
happens to be, so they know the purpose of the lesson before we start. [16] 

At 1:30 I have my class - rny Grade 9 Science class. 1 hand out marks and they finished 
off an activity that we're doing. 1 handed out the marks and go over and put expectations 
UP* [171 

Then 1 had a Computer class, a Grade 7 Computer class, where we're working on a 
database, class database where kids have to input, well the end product is to take a look at 
Postal Codes, and the fmt 3 digits of phone numbers, to Ieam how to use a database, how 
we can son through databases to find information in different kinds of ways. And so that 
was basically getting it set up, helping the kids out as they nin into trouble along the way. 
And for that, they of course have a little assigrment sheet, tell them what 60, 70 and 80 
percent stuff that they need to do. [17] 

1 have kids, for example, making other kids drawing, along with a critena iist, and al1 of 
a sudden the drawings went, before 1 used the criteria list 1. . . you know, marking a peer 
evaluation form with numben, before 1 used that the drawings were coming in at a low 
level, or were coming in mostly at a lower level. As soon as you give the criteria that you 
need to have these things at, and you get an assessrnent fkom a peer, the level just jumps 
nght up. And so the kids are doing better. They're doing a better job because they know 
what a better job is, without even having seen the betîer job, just the criteria there, and 
their interpretation. So, for the ceil drawings 1 Say, now you have to meet 1 1 out of 15 on 
the criteria iist, on the peer evaiuation list, don't corne to me with a drawing that one of 
your peers hasn't evaluated well, at least 11 out of 15. Because you won? have done a 
good enough job. [17] 



1 think it's one of the toughest topics in teaching right now, doing assessment, doing good 
assessments so that kids know whatrs expected of  them and how they can demonstrate 
what they need to know to meet the expectations. That's a tough area. [17] 

In the second term they're introduced to self-evaluation, where they're given a set of 
outcornes and appropriate marks attached to each outcome. Within that outcome the 
students evaluates his or her place within a certain mark range. So for example, let's take 
you know, this one 1 just told you about, cutting a straight line, cutting skills out of 5, 
there's an outcome. 1s it straight? 1s it on the line? You know, is it wavy like a drunken 
sailor down the road? Out of 5, what are you the most like? So, rate themselves high, 
rate themselves low, okay? Ability to cut 20 centimetre square cropping? 1s it 20 
centirnetres or is it 25 centimetres? 1s it 19 centimetres? 1s it 19.5 centimetres? And if 
they get more than 2 of the lines wrong they get a zero, you know. so they can't measure 
20 centimetres, there's an outcome. Third outcome - mounting. 1s it straight? 1s it off to 
the Ieft, is it off to the right, you know, is it crooked? You know, out of 3. If it's all. if 
it's absolutely straight in the centre, even on both sides through an eyeball evaluation, 3 
marks. If it's not, lower the assessment. Okay? And so it goes on and on and on. [18] 

1 had 2 classes of 6's. One was an evaluation day, in which we had an overhead with the 
outcomes on it, and we walked through the outcomes. We took the instructions and the 
outcomes, the 2 overheads we put them side by side, here are the instructions, here's the 
outcome, and here's the instruction, here's the outcome. [18] 

And then 1 tdk for about 5 or 10 minutes, reviewing what we're doing, or if it would be 
an innoductory lesson, then the talk would be about 20 minutes. It would be no longer 
than that because they don't have the attention span. And then 1 do a demonstration. But 
if it's an ordinary day, and they're in-project, I would still talk to them. Even if it would 
be to review what we're doing, or just to talk about sornething 1 talked about yesterday, 
you know? To go over and over, just to give them expectations. [18] 

Well 1 have certain marking sheets, like for the presentation. 1 have mark sheets, and 
they'd be aware of what I was looking for. [19] 

And the students get to see that before. 1 put it up on the wall so they see what they're 
going to get marked on before. [ 191 

It's clear to the student what is being assessed. 1 don't think it's fair to give thern a project 
and then mark them on something that they didn't know they were being marked on. So, 
it lets them know. It lets them know what they're leaming, that you're Iearning oral 
presentation skills and these are the skills 1 want you to know so they can build on that. 
So, basicdly it's a good . . . it makes me accountable. 1191 

1 had a period where I did Language with the students. And they had, this is my Grade 8 
core class, and 1 think we did . . . we did silent reading again and we do it at the 
beginning of every class. They have to bring a book and we read for 10 to 15 minutes, 
they have silent reading, and then we talked about one of the objectives in the new 



[curriculum]. I introduced them to the [curriculum] outcomes and I said, "these are the 
things that we're going to work on through the year and is what werve covered so 
far,'' and 1 highiighted it. "And I'm going to put it up on the board so you can see it." 
C 191 

1 also gave them a marking scheme. That's not, it counted for marks. We put that on the 
board. [19] 

They [students] also looked at the outcomes; what they needed to know by the end of 
each pariicular lesson or each chapter. [20] 

STUDENT STANCE 

Requisite Behaviour 

And they've got lots to talk about, and they're not there to talk - not during instruction 
time. [ l ]  

There's always a few, a couple, that aren't going to be [successful] not necessarily 
because they don't know the materid, but perhaps they didn't get it started well enough 
ahead of time. [ 11 

When they're [identified students] having instruction a large group situation, they're just 
not focused on the teacher, they're trying to entertain the rest of them. [3] 

For the most part, the identified students are pretty successfÙ1, because the major strategy 
we use with them is chunking, which reaily helps them to focus and help them manage 
their time. The ones who will not be successfiil are the ones that are ADD and not 
identified with attention deficit, especially if they're not medication, or on the wrong 
dose of medication - there's a couple there that cannot sit still. It isn't that they don't 
want to; they simply can't. They're just like - boom - they're clustering al1 day long. 
For some of hem, it's organisation of time and materials, they'll start off good but then 
they lose other things. [3] 

Ir's much easier to line 'em up in rows, at least for the instructional part of it. M e r  that. 
you can break down, in al1 kinds of ways. For the actual delivery of instructions, and the 
delivery of h e w o r k  kùid of stuff, it's often much easier with a fairly high level of 
distractibility for a lot of kids, to have them at least pretending to focus on you, even if 
they aren't really. At least you have that sense that you have that sort of control. To 
make sure the message is heard by the greatest number of kids. [4] 

[The kids] have great difficulty with reading, following directions and so on. [4] 

I have one D on the report cards. 1 just nnished my marks; 1 have one D. The kid didn't 
finish the stuc he had an attitude al1 the way through. 141 



It just means constantly circulating around the class and reminding and, you know, we 
have very defined roles and you know, just making sure everybody's ca-g out their 
roles. [4] 

The class that 1 share the pod with is extremely noisy and 1 had to ask the teacher to keep 
them quiet, as my students couldn't hear the lesson. That creates a very awkward 
situation but the physical set up of the pod is not conducive to a good teaching situation. 
I've been promised a segregated classroom next year so 1'11 be out of the open area. [6] 

They corne back in and realize, "oh, I've got to refocus now when I corne back in here to 
finish what's expected of me each day." [8] 

We talked over a strategy on how to . . . maybe detention room or giving detention and 
when do we get the office invoived and maybe it didn't have anythng to do with the 
cumculum as such but it helped with our delivery of the curriculum in the end. [8] 

The good student will always succeed - the one with the proper work ethic and the proper 
organizational skills. [8] 

1 had to tell them to focus. [8] 

1 would like to be able to put it so that . . . even in some situations for testing purposes, 
rows or individual rows, just because this is a highly, highly sociable group and with the 
numbers there is a hi& behaviour component. [9] 

[There is] nothing about behaviour [on the report card] which 1 wish there was, late or 
incomplete assignments. [9] 

Just discussing this group, 1 am continuously on them. It's a group that has certainly been 
spoon fed and this comes from teachers who have been here a long time to watch this 
particular group. 1 find it extremely draining on my part but as long as you are 
continuously thumbing at hem,  and reminding them and parent phone calls work. [9] 

When you get into the content, and the kid's trying . . . keep the lcids going d e r  than 
swaying more to the socidizing. 1 fuid that it is a very artistic group, a very clramatic 
group, and they have a really hard time with writing down fachial content. [9] 

I'm wonying about the behaviour component and therefore the lack of leaming that was 
coming fiom it and 1 have them on a reward system that al1 teachea are in on, it is more 
teacher directed than it is cooperative, because if you don't have behaviour you don? have 
cooperation. [9] 

1 find 1 have to repeat myself incredibly when it comes to instructions and then wait time 
and again. 1 keep telling them," there is no point in me taking - none, uniess you can 
hear me," so usually there is a lot of 3 :3O payback time. [9] 



1 come nuuiing up here, and it's normally a Math period but because for the Iast few days 
the Iads have been fantastic and there has been a French suppIy, and that's usuaïiy when 1 
have my prep and they've been fantastic for her. 1 gave them a fiee period, which their 
mouths dropped at. 1 said to them, "No, 1 mean, 1 can't just stand up here and tap, tap you 
on the hands when you are bad, you have been fantastic, you've eamed a fkee penod." A 
lot of them took it upon themselves to nnish their art or their language. 1 let them go out 
to their lockers if they needed to because it was a surprise for them. We are also ahead in 
math by a week so 1 just gave them a free penod. [9] 

They [students] can't sit on their own and focus by themselves on work. [9] 

1 never went through the Public school system. You know, "stop being so stupid." You 
know, "your homework's not done, zero." "Too bad, you failed." And yet, 1 come here 
and it's like, extension, extension, extension. [9] 

1 have a hard time with giving suspensions and you know, the children, the work that's 
missed during that time, well zeros. You're suspended fiom school, yuu're out of school, 
you're removed - you're punished. Zeros. You hand in, you give a due date. Why 
should it be, oh well, you know, give them a few more days? Or they're 2 weeks late 
with their projects, oh, 20 percent off. [9] 

The kids are just coming up with really, gaps in their Iearning so, and in that sense 1 think 
we are doing fairly well. they do Ieave with, the emphasis is on good work habits and 
skills and son of being responsible about handing work in and so on. [ I  11 

They have great diffîculty putting pen to paper and focusing on lessons. [12] 

The teaching this year has been very, very basic for these kids. So it's been very . . . 
getting them to sit down and be quiet and get things done. [12] 

What they need is more oid-fashioned lemhg.  So it has been more of sit d o m  get 
quiet, learn to focus, leam to concentrate. . . they did not want to put pencil to paper. 
They would Say to me, "do we r e d y  have to write a whole page? Can't we do this on the 
cornputer? 1 don? like to write." Their handwriting wasn't legible, as a group, more than 
half have had difficulty with these sorts of things so it is quite traditional. [12] 

They are able to Iisten to lessons now and do h o w  how to listen with their eyes as well 
as their ears. They know how to put pencils, and toys and rulers dom. [12] 

The kids come to me and donPt have some of the basics then 1 sit tbem down and Say 
okay, now we are going to have a quiet sit down time. [12] 

But, it's the basic, the reason 1 had trouble with evaluation was their abilities to focus, to 
stay on task, penevere, everybody gives up on the first try. [13] 



With this group, we had to work on listening skills, and go over the instructions. [14] 

And it's important 1 think in any type of teaching and leamhg, to develop good listening 
skills, because kids don't listen. In order to do mental math they have to listen. So we 
Say no pens and pencils, you put them away. This is straight listening. And you might 
have to teach a lesson on listening. [ t  41 

1 had a few kids in 1 s t  night for some discipline problems that occumd with the supply 
teacher and I dealt with them until about 350.  [16] 

In general product. here at the school we sort of corne to a consensus, product is 75 
percent of the mark. 1 know this is probably a dirty word at the Minisûy, but attitude is 
another 25. Attitude includes such things as getting homework done on tirne, attendance 
in class, regular attendance. how well they socially intnact with their peen, those kinds 
of issues that 1 think are really important. [17] 

Behavioun sometimes dictate what they've learned, if they can accept the class, and 
accept the rules of the game, as it were, follow instructions. [la] 

You knowo a kid just - these kids at this school don't really have a lot of respect for any 
type of authority. [ 1 81 

My students? I'rn very strict but 1 think I'm very fair with them. And they understand 
that. And if I want their attention, they're gonna give it to me. [19] 

ASSESSMENT 

Assess and report against expectations/outcomes 

We always give them rubncs, how they're going to be evaluated before - when we give 
them the assignment it's attached. [3] 

1 made a real point this year of making sure that every single solitary thing they did had a 
really solid b a i s  for assesment and that they could see what a 1 looked like. s 2 looked 
like, a 3 looked like in each of the categories. So that has been my focus this year, to 
develop al1 of my units that way so that the kids understood initially what was going to be 
expected. 1 laid it ail out ahead of tirne. This is what your group's going to end up with 
an A+ if these are the planning things that happen. [4] 

We were handed these things and told these are the subject areas you are going to teach 
and this is what you are going to m e s s  and there are going to be 2 strands for each thing 
and 2 outcornes and that's al1 you're going to assess in the end. [4] 

They were given the complete package, which had a booklet of Canada's food guide. I 
had the printout of exactly what was to be in it and then 1 also had them go through with 



me what an A+ project looked like, what an A project looked like, what a B project 
looked like, a C and a D. And I said God help any of them that deserved an E. [4] 

So each semester, d l  staff members are required to send home to parents, a letter, a cover 
letter, stating what the Language outcomes will be for each of the areas: Language, the 
Arts, Self & Society, Math/Science/Technology, and that's of course how its laid out as 
per the common Curriculum. So, this then becomes, in effect, our assessment tool, 1 
mean, these are the things we are assessing in first term. So when they receive fheir first 
t e m  report card, we are making comments to this effect you know, how proficient they 
are in these areas, Language and Music and so on. [ 5 ]  

Checklists for basically "assignment completed" and so on. I made notes as well, as fa. 
as their oral proficiency and so on. Their passportfroncais was a method of evaluating 
how much French, and on the bookIet that went home it was Iike, you know, how much 
French, so and so uses French most of the time, 70% of the time, etc. [ 5 ]  

This is the basis of my assessment and evaluation, what we've laid out as the learning 
outcomes. [ 5 ]  

We have cntena for this, these are the expectations and, the kids knew that ahead of time. 
We talked about, it's al1 very laid out. "This is what you must do to ccmplete the 
ass iment .  Now if you do these things that's going beyond, that's expanding on what the 
base expectations are, okay?" So, and we even, you know, use the terminology like, we 
have done in the past. Like a 'B' is meeting the expectations, like 'A' level work is going 
beyond and enriching and being especially creative with those. [5] 

The units 1 use have the outcomes for each lesson attached to them. The standards in 
Math and Language drive our assesments and we use the outcomes as the basis for 
reporting on the report card. When we plan as a team the outcomes and standards are 
used directly in our planning. [6] 

1 have since created rubrics for them, because Itm not going to go through that again. [6] 

It's going to be a language assesment of meeting the standards and outcornes for writing 
properly structured sentences. [8] 

1 have check listing, which 1 do hand them - exactly how I'm going to be rnarking them, I 
expect them to check List and write me notes and that specific sheet is handed in to me 
when the final copy is also handed to me. [9] 

It [posteci outcomes] serves as a map. It forces me to ennire that 1 am at least addressing 
what we set out to address so 1 am very focused on ensuring that at least 1 touch on al1 
outcomes. If 1 don't meet them all, in some ways 1 address them because what the 
outcomes that we develop become, or in some fom become, the reporting statements so 
it's really critical that we address those outcomes that we are in fact going to report on. 
[il1 



We have a system in [name of boarq cailed [name of system], which is more or less just 
rnaking tracking sheets, and it's okay for subjects iike Math, check it off, and it's fine. I 
use [narne of system] in Math because it's very convenient to see whether kids are 
meeting or not meeting specific indicaton. And the kids know. [13] 

We have a set of outcomes and indicaton we have to meet. And if we're not doing that, 
and addressing that, because Our report card is outcome based. with indicators - things 
we're supposed to be accomplishing. We have documents in the board that Say "this is 
what thou shah do," and so you use that as a basis. [13] 

1 can approach a kid and Say, "okay, you need more time, you've got . . . but 1 must have 
it then." And then we talk, we negotiate, we work things out. And usually, there's a big 
sigh of relief in those children, because they know they're responsible, and 1 have to think 
what 1 want fiom that child - I need to see the completed work from that child, to see it 
meets the outcome. So therefore, 1 better be a Iittle flexible with t h e ,  and the tasks, and 
what's going on, and modifjmg them. Because if not, I'm not going to meet that 
outcome, okay. [13] 

Usually, what 1'11 do is 1'11 just Iist the assignments we've done, the outcorries, sorne of the 
outcomes, related to it, and it's very informai, They've met the outcome, not meeting the 
outcorne, and so on. Or not completed. If it wasn't fùlly completed, there's no mark on it. 
[141 

.4s a staff we went through the outcomes that we wanted to cover at each Grade level. 
And so they were put on the repon card and then a mark range. So, the outcomes direct 
from the descriptions books, yes . . . and a mark range for each . . . a range for each, let's 
see, for Math, English, French, Science, and Integrated Studies. [14] 

We took the outcomes, we used the Board reporting comments, for example, there's one 
that's repeated in about 3 different disciplines - "displays, organizes and interprets data" 
That one it appears in Math, it appears in . . . Actually you can use it in aImost any 
subject area. And it's reported as meeting the outcome . . . exceeding the outcome, 
meeting the outcome, consistently meeting the outcame, inconsistently meeting the 
outcome, or not, not reporting. [14] 

What I'rn trying to do is integrate across the curriculum so that it lines up with the new 
curriculum from the guide so that a teacher c m  corne up with some assesment tools and 
evaluation for al1 5 strands in each term. (1 41 

The cnteria is directly related to the outcomes. We had a report card . . . the board has 
taken the outcomes and reworded into a variety of report card statements. [15] 

Our first report card statement is "student identified and uses you kuow wide range of 
language conventions." [15] 



Well 1 tried to certainly make very, very clear that when I am saying the word 
"outcomes" that they would see they were the report cards statements and what was 
expected. [15] 

They've [Board] taken the main outcomes in English and broken it down now to 22 
reporting segments. 1 don't know if that's happening at the other Board tevels or not but 
that's what we have to work with now. [16] 

marne of teaching partner] and 1 have been working on adapting expectations into the set 
knowledge that we have already, and 1 was working on, on doing that, getting ready for 
reporting. [16] 

These assignments are the surnmative things that will reflect whether or not the child has 
achieved the outcome. [16] 

1 mean, if you look at how this is set up, here's the expectation, this is the teaching 
activities, this is what you do, this is how you assess it for every single expectation at the 
Grade 7 and 8 level. [16] 

I'm much more focused in my assessment because 1 have very clex nibrics, level3 will 
look like this. 1 know what I'm looking for. [16] 

It's al1 a waste of time writing things out for kids to read, and it's just . . . they look at the 
mark and that's it. Here, it's done ahead of time. Like when you do an assignrnent, 
there's the rubric, the teacher's done the work ahead of t h e ,  so you don? have to write 
al1 those comments, you know, you c m  just highlight right on there, highlight on the 
rubric whatever. [163 

So the assessment is based on whether or not the outcome definitions are met. If the 
outcome definitions are met, the assessment is hi&. If the outcome definitions are not 
met, the assessment varies according to what outcomes are missing. [18] 

So we have a student who cm, let's look at it this way, c m  do a simple p ~ t ,  but cannot 
cut the print out, cannot crop it to 20 centimetres squared and cut the snaight line and 
mount it straight. So in rems of outcome assessment, does this one . . . can't cut straight, 
can't draw straight, can't do this snaight, so the assessment goes down on those points. 
11 81 

In the second term they're introduced to self-evaluation, where they're given a set of 
outcomes and appropriate marks attached to each outcome. Within that outcome the 
students evaluates his or her place within a certain mark range. So for example, let's take 
you know, this one 1 just told you about; cutting a saaight line, cutting skills out of 5, 
there's an outcome. 1s it straight? 1s it on the line? You h o w ,  is it wavy like a dninken 
sailor down the road? Out of 5, what are you the most like? So. rate themseives high, 
rate themselves low, okay? Ability to cut 20 centimet. square cropping? 1s it 20 
centimetres or is it 25 centimetres? 1s it 19 centirnetres? 1s it 19.5 centimetres? And if 



they get more than 2 of the lines wrong they get a zero, you know, so they can't measure 
20 centimetres, therets an outcome. Thïrd oufcome - mountïng. 1s it straïght? Is it off to 
the left? 1s it off to the nght? You know, is it crooked? You know, out of 3. If it's dl ,  if 
it's absolutely straight in the centre, even on both sides through an eyeball evaluation, 3 
marks. If it's not, iower the assessment. Okay? And so it goes on and on and on. [18] 

Here are the outcomes on the board. Here's the mark range for each outcome. Evaluate 
yourself Tell me what mark you deserve. So we talk about it, and, and do this, and they 
give themselves a mark, students give themselves a mark, give the piece a mark, and then 
1 agree or disagree until [unclear]. This takes up a lot of time, and 1 never used to do it, 
but 1 think it's important. I've done, I've started more, you h o w ,  it's gone from an 
autocratie 1'11 tell you what you are, to you tell me what you are. [18] 

And then kids corne in with the wrong expectations, and 1 Say to them if you have a Math 
test and the answers were al! wrong would you bring that up to me, Say is this good? So 
you haven't followed any of the outcornes we've set down here, and you bnng it up to me 
and you Say is this good? 1 said how can it be good if you haven't done anythng you, 
we've asked you to do? It's very precise. [18] 

And the students get to see that before. 1 put it up on the wall so they see what they're 
going to get marked on before. [19] 

It's clear to the student what is being assessed. 1 dont t it's fair to give them a project 
and then mark them on something that they didn't know they were being marked on. So, 
it lets them know. It lets them know what they're leaming, that you're leamhg oral 
presentation skills and these are the skills 1 want you to know so they can build on that. 
So, basically it's a good . . . it makes me accountable. [19] 

1 also gave them a marking scheme. That's not, it counted for marks. We put that on the 
board. [19] 

For example, so in one test, there would just be, well like a marking scheme of the test, 
with an oral presentation, marks on their content, you have to take into account the way 
they were able to present it. [19] 

If it's a written assignment then 1 sit down, 1 think what am I looking for. And 1 make, 1 
would make marking sheets, so I know, um, I'm looking for these exact things, so I'm 
marking the same [thing for each student]. 1191 

1 haven't exactly seen the new report cards, but 1 h o w  they're coming in September. 
One, one part of it in Math is that you have to, in each term you have to report on al1 the 
strands in Math and I guess we have to change our teaching of Math because the way we 
teach Math is we might start with whoie numbers and do a little problem solving in 
September and then we move to division or fractions. whereas now we have to report on 
every single strand in Math, Integers, Algebra, dl of them. So we have to do them dl, al1 
the time. So 1 . . . that 1 think will be a bit of a challenge in terms of programmhg and 

1 



being able to assess them. And in Language, we've brought in, 1 don? kaow if you've 
heard of the [cwïcuIumJ program, probably other peopb have taIked about it. I thuik, it 
started off, and 1 think when we get, really get the bal1 rolling next September that will 
help with the literacy assessrnent a lot, bring back in the portfolios, look at those. 1 think 
what's challenging but interesting is that we can't just Say your child passed. We have to 
say this is why your child passed, or this is why your child didn't meet the expectations. 
P O 1  

Teacher as judge/expert 

We need to know if they know the tems. [ l ]  

My spelling is either still right or wrong. 1 give them a mark out of 20. 1 tend to mark 
creative writing out of 10 or 20, depending on what I'rn focusing on. [ l]  

When 1 do the creative writing assignment 1 have a focus, and I tell the kids what the 
focus is. They know it ahead of time. So, it's standard. I'm looking for quality of 
vocabulary, which is descriptive. I'rn looking for evidence of using a thesaunis, which is 
evident through the vocabulary. Paragraphing. These are d l  standard things that I've 
built in since September, and I expect al1 of those, but here's the thing that I'm really 
looking for in this particular assignment - show me that you are atsolutely dynamite at 
quotation marks. [ 11 

And it [the rubnc] was very, very straightforward, very simple, but just covered 
everything we wanted to assess in an oral presentation. You know, nom the content. the 
research, right up to eye contact, use of cue cards, things like that. [3] 

And teachen hate to Say 1 don't know why I'rn doing that, or I'm not sure what the answer 
is. [4] 

Whenever we did discussion time or group time, you could ask them any manner of 
questions about what we had studied the day previous, that week previous, and they had 
very good recall of that. They'd tell you about it and so on. [SI 

We had talked earlier about what make for good presenting skills and so on, so we were 
looking for more animation and acting things out, plus voice projection and, you know, 
good presentation, al1 that stuE [5 ]  

The reading, for instance, on tape and so on, that's an individual effort, so I'm looking for 
specific things, word recognition, pronunciation, expression for their reading. So that's, 
you know, that's very individuai. [SI 

1 can look at, for instance, are they able to write a simple sentence in French? Are they 
using capitals and penods? I had those picked out for leaming goals for third term. [SI 

They ts, and figure out "Okay, why does she [the teacher] like it [the unit] so much?" [8] 



1 still have the nitty gritty write d o m  the answers and check marks and gramma. checks 
and is the answer a sentence? [8] 

I think 1 can mold them and manipulate them more than maybe some people think a 
Grade 8 student c m  be. [8] 

1 also hand out an expectation of the presentation, what I'm looking for. [9] 

1'11 point out exactly what area they're weak in or what instniction theyJve missed and 1'11 
make a note too on their sheet stating that 1 have talked to them about it. Therefore, 1 
expect to see it corrected and when things are handed to them 1 dontt just hand it to them. 
1 expect it to be corrected in some way. [9] 

1: Student lead conferencing, is there any of that going on? 
R: There is a student council. They get together, 1 think, it is every 2 weeks, there is also 
a student newspaper that goes out once a month. I'm not on the student council so 1 don't 
know too much about it. There is a book up here that the kids could look at after every 
time there is a student council meeting, the minutes are in there, so if they are interested 
at ail they can come up during free time and read the council minutes. And once or twice 
a week we have student reps in each classroom come up and also update the kids and also 
ask for input fkom the kids, if there is a dance or something they would like . . . 
1: But if the parents were to come for a parentheacher night they would interact just with 
you? 
R: Yes. [9] 

I'rn worrying about the behaviour component and therefore the lack of leaming that was 
coming fiom it and 1 have them on a reward system that al1 teachers are in on. It is more 
teacher directed than it is cooperative, because if you don't have behaviour you don't have 
cooperation. [9] 

If 1 were jumping from Grade to Grade, 1 know it wouldn't be there, I'd be dealing too 
much with trying to get the content to the kids than dealing with weli, how the many 
diflerent ways you couid assess aod reassess the kids work. [P} 

1'11 talk about the Grade 6 Math class. At the moment we're doing geometry, flips, tums, 
rotations. 1 do a quick walkabout fint, to make sure for work completion, and then 1 have 
my 3:30 club that I put on the board with the date and if work is incomplete what they 
have to do at 3:30. Their ticket out, as 1 put it, is to show me the completed work and we 
go over it to make sure it's right, and then the name cornes off the board, they can go. 
Then there was some oral taking up where I gave some of the answen out to them and 
they marked their own work. [9] 

1 had to make a correction in the textbook. It was incorrect which really got the children 
confused. [9] 



I'm looking at who, well, it's foUowing instructions, more than anything. 1s the recorder 
being the recorder? 1s the encourager being the encourager? 1s the scout being the scout? 
191 

Well, by v i n g  to be fairly clear with ùidicaton to them to show them what is expected. 
In Grade 7,I teach Process Writing and in Grade 8 a s  well, and just to Say to them the 
outcome is to write in complete sentences, well developed paragraph. We go through the 
process of writing and check out what is good and what is not and give them some ideas 
as to what 1 am looking for. [12] 

I'm testing, that's I'm assessing intermediates, whether it be Math or Geography or 
whatever. Not so much in language though, but, they just, whatever unit we're working 
on, you know, again if it was Grade 7 geography. There's a lot of oral son of, infonnai 
testing obviously through the ciass. When they fint corne in we often do M e ,  you 
know, I just question them. and kids are quick to answer, you know, okay, "so which 
always cornes fmt?" "Latitude." [I2] 

It's just read out what they know, and it's to see what they know, and they have to hear it, 
they have to use the words, you know, if they don't use the terminology then they're not 
going to learn the tenninology. So you just try to get them to every day, use some of it, 
you know, "what's opposite of mai?" "Rural, urban," you know, and you just get them 
talking . . . also do a lot of basic memory work [12] 

You know, so that by the end of a Grade 7 year, they know most of the countries of the 
World and they know where they are and, so when we do in Grade 8, Human Geography, 
and we get into the newspaper articles, and we read about Persia or whatever, they can 
Say, "oh yeah, that's in Asia, it's just right over here." They know where these places are. 
And so we do a lot, 1 do a lot of rnnemonics to teach them, like a lot of memory tricks 
and different . . . that they get a lot of the terminology. We do glossary twms, which 
again im't really on the cumculum but 1 think it's important for them to l e m  those tems  
and to use them . . . When they're 1ining up to go back to their own class, if it's the Grade 
7 class, or the Grade 8's are getting ready to go home, when they're ready to go, 1'11 just 
quiz each kid, and Say okay, "well, name three countries in South America." Things like 
that, and they're used to this, and they'll just respond reaily quickly, and if they don't get it 
they go to the end of the line. [12] 

They [kids] would have an outline, they would have their sheet. And it would tell them 
exactly where we were going and what 1 expected of them. (1 31 

1 can approach a kid and Say, 'okay, you need more tirne, you've got . . . but 1 must have 
it then." And then we talk, we negotiate, we work things out. And usually, t h e ' s  a big 
sigh of relief in those children, because they know they're responsible, and 1 have to think 
what 1 want from that child - 1 need to see the completed work h m  that child, to see it 
meets the outcome. So therefore, 1 better be a little flexible with tirne, and the tasks, and 
what's going on, and modifjmg thern. Because if not, I1m not going to meet that 
outcome, okay? [ 131 



We [teachers] were looking for things such as: Did you use a chart? Did you use a 
diagram? Were you able to discover the pattern? [14] 

They [teachers at the school] don? al1 think the same way about teaching. Some of them 
are more familiar, the homeroom teachers are way more familiar with the core content, 
like the content of the subject areas. At our school, even though you are in ESL or 
Special Ed, they may have been teaching Grade 4 content, like Science and Social 
S tudies units, whereas we were required to teach Grade 8 or Grade 7 depending on what 
it was. They weren't teaching Grade level work so they weren't as familiar with the 
content. [ 1 51 

It's easy to see that you have some adjectives and adverbs but you don't use a lot of words 
in the correct context or whatever it happens to be. [16] 

These assignments are the summative things that will reflect whether or not the child has 
achieved the outcome. [16] 

We have three 7/8 classes here. 1 had 2 of them after recess, back-to-back, doing the 
sarne thing, mainly returning some activities that kids had done, a History assignment and 
2, a Science quiz and another Science activity that we retumed and tnok up. [16] 

And 1 think when we, when expectations and the Governrnent thnist came out, 1 think the 
accountability bit, we retreated back a lot too, especially the English. [Name of teaching 
partner] was very involved in the English, so coming back to being accountable for our 
assessrnent of the kids. So a lot of basic things like testing them in reading and spelling 
and that kind of stuff. So [teaching partner] took on that role and what it meant in one 
sense is that we weren't doing the son of, as much integrated stuff as we'd normally 
done, because normally English we'd integrate into al1 sorts of things. So [teaching 
parnier] retreated to, in one sense retreated to ûying to give the kids a better sense of 
where they stood with respect to benchrnarks. 1161 

I'm much more focused in my assessrnent because I have very clear rubrics, level3 will 
look like this I know what I'm lookins for. [ l6l 

Anyway my kids want marks, my parents want marks and so that's what 1 do. So what 
I've done is . . . this is for me I think, part outcornes based and 1 tell the kids I mark them 
out of 10 and my marking scheme very clearly tells me what they have to accomplish. 
And this comes probably partially through Bloom's taxonomy and so at 60% . . . that for 
me is a minimum standard. If you completed this activity at the minimum level and that 
gets you to level2 or whatever for this p d c u l a r  outcome depending how it comes out in 
the wash later on. So 6 out of 10 - you've got it done. [17] 

If you meet the minimum standards of this lab write-up and, or of this whole unit, and 
that you've got the pieces of evidence and together dong with my anecdotal notes that 
will allow me to Say that, "yes this snident has probably met the outcornes." 1 can never 



Say that for sure because some of the things are unmeasurable or again 1 don? have the 
nght tools to measure them. [TT 

1 had handed back the assignment they had done and kids were asking me why they were 
getting a 7.5 when they expected an 8 out of 10. [17] 

It's you know, here's your mark, you know where this comes fiom, the cnteria are 
embedded in al1 this stuff, or the write-up that they do, or whatever assessment, they 
always know up front what it is. [17] 

In Math, what I've done now is 1 give hem, at least twice a week, a high end problem of 
some son or another that they have ovemight to work on to r e m  to me the next day. 
Now the return is a homework mark checked off, then I mark them. They're usually 
fairly easy for me to mark, most of hem are papa  and pmcil, just because I've started 
with, and it's sort of trying to figure how to implement this, M e r ,  and more in depth, 
and then 1 mark them on their problem solving abilities, which I have taught. And I've 
taught probiem solving techniques at the start of the year. So they get that, homework 
content assessment. [17] 

What 1 check off on their work relates to the concepts that we're [teachen] supposed to be 
ernbedding. [ 171 

And then we Say well, what does BC stand for? And AD? And they al1 put up their 
hands and Say AD is after death. 1 guarantee you, many yean I've done this, 7 years, and 
every year the majority says AD means after death, 'cause they can't figure that one out. 
And 1 said no it doesn't. And 1 Say to understand the caiendar you have to undentand it 
was written by. in Latin by Pope Gregory the whatsit, and it means anno domina. [18] 

Myself, 1 think I'm great, great in assessing what they [students] need to know, and where 
they need to get to. [q 

in Grade 6 self-evaluation is more optional. And the option is, is that they self evaluate 
they get to know their mark, they don't evaluate 1 don't happen to tell them. [18] 

Here are the outcomes on the board. Here's the mark range for each outcorne. Evaiuate 
yourself and tell me what mark you deserve. So we talk about it, and, and do t h ,  and 
they give thernselves a mark, students give themselves a mark, give the piece a mark, and 
then 1 agree or disagree until [unclear]. This takes up a lot of time, and 1 never used to do 
it, but 1 think it's important. I've done, I've started more, you know, it's gone from an 
autocratic 1'11 tell you what you are, to you tell me what you are. [18] 

I'm sitting with them. I'm helping them with their work. I can't get that drawing out of 
his head, so 1'11 have to make a drawing. You know, 1'11 actually put rny mark on the 
paper. And it's drawing that's going to be marked. 1'11 put it in red pend, so they know 
which is their drawing and which is my drawing. So when it comes to marking, I'm not 
giving them a 10 out 10 for something I've done. [18] 



WeII I have certain marking sheets, iike for the presentation. 1 have mark sheets, and 
they'd be aware of what 1 was looking for. El93 

For instance, for the oral presentations, for instance, it would be, do they look up at the 
audience? Do they speak clearly? Do they keep the role of the character? 1s it 
interesting? Did they bring in other anifacts? Do they actually point to their poster? 
Like those are the son of the things that 1 was lookiog for in that aspect. And then in the 
poster was, they had to have a map. Did they follow their mapping d e s  in the poster? 
Do they have a capital country? Did they label the bodies of water? So, each aspect had 
its own sort of critena that was marked on. [ 191 

Um, sometimes the students do peer-assessing, which 1 don't count a whole lot, but just to 
let them understand what it feels like to be in that position and what you actually have to 
look for. [ 1 91 

If it's a written assignment, then 1 sit down, 1 think what am 1 looking for. And 1 make, 1 
would make marking sheets, so 1 know, um, I1m looking for these exact things, so I'm 
marking the same [thing for each snident]. [ 1 91 

ïhey seemed to do okay on their quiz, so they understand thiit there's a relationship, and 
the quiz deals with a story about a missing crown and they have to. I'm checking their 
understanding of whether or not they get density or not. (201 

Testing and marking 

So, their drill was put on the board, al1 5 questions that the kids do upon entry. 1 taught 
the lesson. I marked a test they'd just written. [1] 

I mark them, they're marked out of 5. [l] 

My spelling is either stiil right or wrong. 1 give them a mark out of 20. 1 tend to mark 
creative writing out of 10 or 20, depending on what I'm focusing on. [Il 

We used quizzes. [3] 

We have critena for this, these are the expectations and, the kids knew that ahead of time. 
We taked about, it's al1 very laid out. "This is what you must do to cornpiete the 
assignment. Now if you do these things that's going beyond, that's expanding on what the 
base expectations are, okay?" So, and we even, you know, use the terminology like, we 
have done in the past. Like a B1 is meeting the expectations, iike 'A' level work is going 
beyond and enrichhg and being especially creative with those. [5]  

Then. that assembly went unti19:30. So the kids are sitting on the fioor 'ti19:30. It's a 
hard floor. So they had 45 minute penods, instead of an hour period. So 1 had tests to 
give. So my test that was supposed to take an hour, was now cninched to 45 minutes, 



well that doesntt work, 'cause 1 have Special Ed kids. So 1 guess my h t  thought when 1 
went into my ciassroom at 9:30 was, am Igoing to have any heïp? Am 1 gohg to have 
any support, because I'm supposed to have teaching assistants and education assistants 
there, because o f  these Special Ed kids. And yes they did come, and yes they got through 
it, but they ended up finishing the test this aftemoon, which wasn't effective because they 
had lunch hour to f k d  the answers to the questions they didn't know. And they thought 
they were fooling me, but 1 knew. [6] 

One day a weekend, and I'm, I'm resenting that. 1 really am. But it's just because of the 
marking that's involved in the subjects 1 teach. And 1 Say to al1 my fnends who criticise 
teachers for al1 their holidays, 1 Say, "listen, 1 have given up one weekend day, every 
week, for the past 10 months, and 1 think 1 deserve those days off, to catch up." Because 
1 do spend my Sundays marking. And 1 don? see how you can get around it. Not without 
losing content. [6] 

I'm looking at around 750 marks for them. [8] 

1 would like to be able to put it so that . . . even in some situations for testing purposes, 
rows or individual rows, just because this is a highly, highly sociable group and with the 
numbers there is a hi& behaviour component. [9] 

I mean I have at home probably a foot of marking waiting for me. When it cornes to 
tests and quines though, 1 insist that those are marked that day or that evening. [9] 

You have to come up with a test for what you're teaching, the quizzes. [9]  

I just find myself, as an intermediate teacher, that we really do need to go back to rotary 
and not have the classroom teacher do content dong with the numbers that are in the 
room which are just astronomical, and the marking that is involved. 1 found that when 1 
was at [name of previous school], which was high rotary, the children learned an awnil 
lot more content wise, and retained retention wise. [9] 

1 found through generd testing that they were far behind in Math and Spelling testing 
they were way behinâ, and not just a handful the vast majority of them. [12] 

1 was just so shocked by my test results, initial testing in Math and Spelling and Reading, 
that 1 was just absolutely blown away by this. [12] 

1 do pretests. If it is a decimals unit, for example, I give them a pretest and see how they 
score so that 1 know what I have to do or if they are beyond what 1 have. And in this 
class particularly, they've been bombing out on the pretest totally and so there is a lot of 
back tracking to do to basics in each of the unit. Then the kids know that there wili be 
testing or quizzes coming up and that they have some practising to do. And 1 do test 
them on paper, regular Math tests and they altemate. they spread out, they do the test and 
1 record those marks and if any of the marks are in the Sû's or lower 1 certaùily encourage 
al1 the kids to be retested. [12] 



Initiaily through a lot of the testing, many of them were not [meeting the outcomes], but 
because again 1 would pencil them in and give them second chances or third chances and 
work with them and improve, and help them to improve, most are definitely meeting the 
outcomes that I've set for them to be working towards. There's been an awful lot of 
backtracking and a lot of work to get them there, so a lot of review, and a lot of kids 
staying in to get help. [12] 

The pretests would tell me that they couldn't add or subûact. They didn't know things 
about fiactions, so 1 talked to them about fractions. I'd write a fiaction on the board and 
I'd Say, "tell me the parts of the fraction." And the kids wouldn't put their han& up and 
then one of the children said, "1 always mix up which is which," and then everybody said, 
"so do 1, so do 1." "Well how many people know which one this is" and they were a h i d  
to Say, they just, "well 1 know one is called the denominator" and this is a group d l  of 
thern. So, to give them the mnemonics and to Say, well "d for d o m  - denominator," you 
know, give them these little clues and things but to go back to that with a Grade 8 class 
and to talk about those things and to Say well, "what about this kind of fiaction?" And 
have 15/3, "what is this called?" Not one student could answer what it was cdled and 
then one of them said, "top heavy" and they d l  said, "that's it, it's a top heavy fraction" 
so, when 1 was teaching these lessons each time 1 just tried not to show them my 
discouragement. I'd Say like, "okay, yes, okay, it is top heavy we cal1 it, does anyone 
know what it is called?" Nobody knew, 1 write on the board, improper fraction, and that's 
why in al1 of my units as you can see, I put al1 this tenninology up because they don't 
have the terminology so we go over it and 1 tried to teach them some mnemonics about it 
or something so that they would get the terminology. [12] 

1 still do a lot of testing and quiues and that type of testing, but with this particular 
group, I'm thinking that's okay too because we have a lot to cover that's very basic and 
the quickest way I'm gonna do it is to teach those lessons and test. [12] 

My, a lot of my assessment still is through testing. [12] 

I'm testing, that's I'rn assessing intermediates, whether it be Math or Geography or 
whatever. Not so much in Language hot&, but, they jus,  whatever unit we're working 
on, you know, again if it was Grade 7 Geography, there's a lot of oral sort of, informal 
testing obviously through the class. M e n  they h t  corne in we often do little, you 
b o w ,  1 just question them, and kids are quick to answer, you b o w ,  okay, "so which 
always cornes fim?" "Latitude." [12] 

Um . . . a lot of, because there is a lot of terminology in every subject 1 figured that that's 
an important thing, so that's why 1 work on that glossary aspect and some of their testing 
is just definition of terms. [12] 

1 gave them an informal quiz on it, not the sarne as  a test or exam, just a quiz. On certain 
things I expect them to have picked up on. It would involve patternhg and using 



numbers. Some of it invoIved lowest commoo multiple, greatest common factor - 1 just 
took a different approach to it. [ 141 

And 1 had everything run off, ready to go yesterday because the classes were writing the 
Math test, it was a quiz, so everything was ready for the day. [14] 

3 of the periods were taken up with quizzes. And yesterday 1 o d y  had 5 classes al1 day. 
P41 

AAer school, what did 1 do yesterday? 1 did some rnarking, started markhg some of the 
tests. [14] 

1 gave them a mark of 20 on this. [16] 

We did the same thing in each class, and it was showing the kids different types of test 
questions teachers c m  use; multiple choice, matching, fil1 the blanks, that kind of stuff. 1 
gave them examples of it based on the current History and Science units we're doing. 
[161 

And 1 think when we, when rxpectations and the Governent thnist came out, 1 think the 
accountability bit, we retreated back a lot too, especially the English. [Name of teaching 
parnier] was very involved in the English, so coming back to being accountable for our 
assessrnent of the kids. So a lot of basic things like testing hem in reading and spelling 
and that kind of stuff. So [teaching partner] took on that role and what it meant in one 
sense is that we weren't doing the sort of, as much integrated sniff as we'd normally 
done, because normally English we'd integrate into al1 sons of things. So [teaching 
partner] retreated to, in one sense retreated to trying to give the kids a better sense of 
where they stood with respect to benchmarks. [16] 

Anyway my kids want marks, my parents want marks and so that's what 1 do. So what 
I've done is . . . this is for me I think, part outcomes based and 1 tell the kids 1 mark them 
out of 10 and my marking scheme very clearly tells me what they have to accomplish. 
This comes probably partially through Bloom's taxonomy and so at 60% . . . that for me 
ts a minimum standard. If you completed this activity at the minimum level and that gets 
you to level2 or whatever for this particular outcome depending how it cornes out in the 
wash later on. So 6 out of 10 - you've got it done. [17] 

We report subjects marks, subject marks. You know English 55%, Engiish 90% Science, 
75%. 1173 

A couple of years ago 1 got hooked on to puiihg al1 my marks down into a .  . . program 
and so now I track much better and what 1 tried to do this year was to at the end of each 
unit. not in the reporting period. So for the December reports 1 gave them a mark based 
upon the work done up until November as a percentage. That wasn't the end of the unit, 
so we had in January 2 more activities to complete in that unit and at the end of the unit, 
unit tests. I compiled the marks for the whole unit and I sent a note home and about 30% 



. . . full breakdown of marks. Everything 1 put a mark on including the attitudinal froin 
my perception of how students were working in class, cooperating, ability, social skills, 
al1 these kinds of things, how can they handle stuff. 1171 

At 1 :30 I have my class - my Grade 9 Science class. I hand out marks and they finished 
off an activity that we're doing. 1 handed out the marks and go over and put expectations 
UP. [171 

So, yeah, same thing Tuesday morning, a little bit of marking when 1 get up, because 
that's the quiet time around the house, so 1 mark for an hour or so. [17] 

1 had handed back the assignment they had done and kids were asking me why they were 
getting a 7.5 when they expected an 8 out of 10. [17] 

So penod 6 was primarily Iooking at marks, getting on kids' cases who hadn't completed 
work yet, or recording that kind of stuff down. Stuff that I'd gotten over the day from the 
kids, marking that and getting that into the mark programs. [17] 

In general product, here at the school we sort of come to a consensus. Product is 75 
percent of the mark. I know this is probably a dirty word at the Ministry but, attitude is 
another 25. Attitude includes such things as getting homework done on time, attendance 
in class, regular attendance, how well they socially interact with their peers, those kinds 
of issues that I think are really important. [17] 

It's you know, here's your mark, you know where this cornes from, the critena are 
embedded in al1 this stuff, or the write-up that they do, or whatever assessment, they 
aIways know up front what it is. [ 171 

Okay, and then tests are usually about, so break down the content or the hand in stuff is 
broken d o m ,  about J O  percent on assignments that they're able to take home and about 
20 percent, or 30 percent, it varies depending on what the term looks like, on tests. [17] 

Yesterday they wrote a straight paper and pencil test, paper and pencil assesment. On 
the 1st  unit test there were actually stations thôt were involved, so i f s  papa and pend 
plus a performance, that they rotated through. So they would be writing and 1 would just 
come and tap them on their shouider. [17] 

In Math what Itve done now is 1 give them, at least twice a week, a hi& end problem of 
some sort or  another that they have ovemight to work on to return to me the next day. 
Now the r e t m  is a homework mark checked off, then 1 mark thern. They're usuaily 
fairly easy for me to mark, most of them are paper and pencil, just because I've staried 
with, and it's sort of trying to figure how to implement this, m e r ,  and more in depth, 
and then 1 mark them on their problem solvhg abilities, which 1 have taught. And I've 
taught problem solving techniques at the start of the year. So they get that, homework 
content assessment. [ 1 71 



They had to leam to tessellate, that's number one. They have to leam to decide what is, 
they b e  tû diffcrentiate between a rrguhn, a semi-rrguter Md a not semi-regular 
tessellation, and know the definitions of al1 3. They have to be able to do a mapping 
problem involving 3 colours mapping and at least 2 shapes. Ah, there's more, let me go 
through this. Um, they have to understand what a timeline is and how it's used. What, 1 
will put this on a test, what does AD mean? Ha, ha, ha, 1 will put that on a test, you 
know, just it drives me crazy. They will have to know colour values and the relationships 
to each other. They will have to know the definition for a tint and a shade, and they will 
have to know the definition for black and white, which is part of the colour period that 
starts in time. What else will they have to know? They will have to know about Mount 
Vesuvius and Say 1 like it so much. You h o w ,  like some of it is History, okay I can't 
mind, you h o w .  They will have to know what original mosaics are made up tesserai, 
with pieces of glass or stone. They will have to know, I'm just going through the test 
'cause there's a test at the end of it. What else will they have to know? rll throw in some 
things, you know, list of 12 questions you know, which basically address everythuig I've 
covered. [18] 

There's a test. Well, there are assessments al1 the way through. First of al1 there's an 
assessment through the end of unit test, but there's an assessment on worksheet one that 
itself is graded and assessed. Worksheet 3 is graded and assessed, there's marks out of 15 
for each of thern, total out of 30. The painting segment is graded and assessed. 2 sheets 
of painted, that's 4 assessments right there, sorry, 5 including the test. Finally, there final 
tessellation is assessed - 6 assessments. [ 181 

In the second term theyire introduced to self-evaluation, where they're given a set of 
outcomes and appropriate marks attached to each outcome. Within that outcome the 
students evaluates his or her place within a certain mark range. So for example, let's take 
you know, this one 1 just told you about; cutîing a straight line, cutthg skills out of 5, 
there's an outcome. 1s it straight? 1s it on the line? You know, is it wavy like a cinuiken 
sailor d o m  the road? Out of 5, what are you the most like? So, rate themselves high, 
rate themselves low, okay? Ability to cut 20 centimetre square cropping? 1s it 20 
centimetres or is it 25 centimetres? 1s it 19 centirnetres? 1s it 19.5 centimetres? And if 
the get more than 2 of the lines wrong they get a zero, you know, so they can't rneasure 
20 centimetres. there's an outcome. Third outcome, mounting, is it straight, is it off to the 
l e 4  is it off to the right, you know, is it crooked? You know, out of three. If it's dl, if 
it's absolutely straight in the centre, even on both sides through an eyeball evaluation, 3 
marks. If it's not, lower the assessment. Okay? And so it goes on and on and on. [18] 

In Grade 6 self evaluation is more optionai. And the option is, is that they seIf evaluate 
they get to know their mark, they don? evaluate 1 don't happen to tell them. [18] 

Here are the outcomes on the board. Here's the mark range for each outcome. Evaiuate 
yourself. Tell me what mark you deserve. So we talk about it, ami, and do this, and they 
give thernselves a mark, students give themselves a mark, give the piece a mark, and then 
1 agree or disagree until [uncleafl. This takes up a lot of tirne, and 1 never used to do it, 



but 1 think it's important. I've done. I've started more, you know, it's gone fiom an 
autocratic 1'11 tell you what you are, to you tell me what you are. [18] 

I'm sitting with them. I'rn helping them with their work. 1 can't get that drawing out of 
his head, so 1'11 have to make a drawing. You know, I'II actually put my mark on the 
paper. And it's drawing that's going to be marked so 1'11 put it in red pencil, so they 
know which is their drawing and which is my drawing. So when it comes to marking, 
I'rn not giving them a 10 out 10 for something I've done. [18] 

We do have examinations, and most of them pass it, you know, at a modified level, and 
put down the points 1 want them to l e m .  This is feedback to me to find out if they can 
actually regurgitate some of these things. And they can, you know, eventually. But with 
the Special Ed student you have to repeat yourself 10 times. So, not until it's been done 
10 times do 1 worry about whether they have the product or not. 1181 

Well 1 have cenain marking sheets, like for the presentation. 1 have mark sheets, and 
they'd be aware of what 1 was looking for. [19] 

For instance. for the oral presentations, for instance, it would be, do they look up at the 
audience? Do they speak clearly? Do they keep the role of the character? 1s it 
inieresting? Did they bring in other artifacts? Do they actually point to their poster? 
Like those are the son of the thuigs that 1 was looking for in that aspect. And then in the 
poster was, they had to have a map. Did they follow their mapping rules in the poster? 
Do they have a capital country? Did they label the bodies of water? So, each aspect had 
its own sort of criteria that was marked on. [19] 

And the students get to see that before. 1 put it up on the wall so they see what they're 
going to get marked on before. [19] 

It's clear to the student what is being assessed. 1 don? think it's fair to give them a 
project and then mark them on something that they didn't know they were being marked 
on. So, it lets them know. It lets hem know what they're leaming, that you're learning 
oral presentation skills and these are the skills 1 want you to know so they can build on 
that. Sv, basically it's a good . . . it rnakes me accountabfe. f 191 

And then after lunch we had Math and we did a lesson on integers, took up the homework 
fiom the day before. And then 1 collect . . . they take up the homework they mark each 
other's book; 1 put it on the board, they mark each other's book and they may cal1 out their 
marks to me. So, 1 have a homework mark everyday. And then I taught the next lesson 
and they had the rest of the class to work on it. [19] 

1 marked h m  about 8-1 1 p.m. and then went to bed. [19] 

And I did some marking after school. [19] 



I also gave hem a marking scheme. That's not, it counted for marks. We put that on the 
board. [19] 

For exampie, so in 1 test, there would just be, well like a marking scheme of the test, with 
an oral presentation, marks on their content, you have to take into account the way they 
were able to present it. [193 

If it's a witten assignment, then 1 sit down, I think what am 1 looking for. And 1 make, 1 
would make marking sheets, so I know, um, Ihi looking for these exact things, so I'm 
marking the same [thing for each student]. 1191 

1 consider if they can do well on a test then Itve done my job, if they don't do well there is 
something wrong with the way either I've done the test material or the way 1 presented 
this piece of information. [20] 

Here's the information, let's teach it, let's maybe do a lab now, let's do a test. [20] 

We were doing a test, yeah, we had to finish off a test, and they wrote the test. [20] 

Then 1 had rny 9-2 group who also wrote a test. [20] 

We're getting ready for benchmarks in Grade 8, so we're doing a iot of pre-tests. We did 
a pre-test for integers, penod 1 and period 2. [20] 

Basically it's [integer pretests] just, ifs, it's similar to what the benchmarks look like. 
They're, it's a multiple choice type test, and they have to choose the nght answer. And 
what we're trying to do is get them ready for a test, the benchmark on Fnday. And we're 
just you know, showing them, remember this, remember how we did this, and doing a 
little teaching, but getting them, just sort of trying to get them into the mood that we're 
going to be writing a big test on Friday. [20] 

They seemed to do okay on their quiz, so they undentand that there's a relationship, and 
the quiz deals with a story about a missing crown and they have to, I'm checkhg their 
understanding of whether or not they get density or not. [ZO} 

1 tmd to get very lazy and okay, I'm marking this assignment and this test. Everything is 
a mark, whereas 1 don't often, 1 used to, 1 don't often walk around and go, well this 
person's doing this, this is the conversation I'm hearhg, are they understanding it? [20] 

Cornpetence as marwtest performance 

Most of them were a B or higher, there were a couple of C's. I think they were fairly 
successfiil. [ l]  

It was a discount question - 15% off a $40 pair of jeans, what's the sale price? An 
integer question, we did a balancing equations question, and 2 others which I don? recall. 



Most of them got 3 or better out of 5.  The ones that don't do well typically don't do well. 
Pl 

We have a much larger number of needy kids, in tems of academics, and a large number 
of really bright kids. And that sort of average group in the middle, it just doesn't quite 
exist any more - those "C" kids just aren't there. [4] 

1 have one D on the report cards. I just finished my marks and 1 have one D. The kid 
didn't finish the stuff, he had an attitude al1 the way through. [4] 

They were given the complete package, which had a booklet of Canada's food guide. I 
had the printout of exactly what was to be in it and then 1 also had them go through with 
me what an A+ project looked like, what an A project looked Like, what a B project 
looked like, a C and a D. And 1 said God help any of them that deserved an E. [4] 

The other one lphone call] was just a concerned morn that figures 97 percent isn't enough 
Yet* Pl 

The next time one of my learning-strategy students may be doing a novel snidy - 1 just 
had one too. 1 of hem did the regular Grade 7 Treasure Island with the rest of the Grade 
7's. 1 asked the teacher to mark and assess him, and he got 75% as a regular Grade 7 
student. [8] 

Well. based on the 1 s t  report card, the class average was 73%. [9] 

His average is 2% lower than the class average and he is an identified student on top of it. 
191 

1 never went through the Public school system. You know, "stop being so stupid." You 
know, "your homework's not done, zero." "Too bad, you failed." And yet, I corne here 
and it's like, extension, extension, extension. [9] 

1 have a hard time with giving suspensions and you know, the children, the work that's 
missed during that time, well zeros. You're suspended nom school, you're out of school, 
you're removed, you're punished. Zeros. You hand in, you give a due date. Why should 
it be, oh well, you know, give them a few more days? Or they're 2 weeks late with their 
projects, oh 20 percent off. [9] 

I do pretests. If it is a decimals unit, for example, 1 give them a pretest and set how they 
score so that I know what I have to do or if they are beyond what 1 have. And in this 
class particularly, they've been bombing out on the pretest totally and so th- is a lot of 
back tracking to do to basics in each of the unit. T'en the kids know that there will be 
testing or quines coming up and that they have some practising to do. And I do test 
them on paper, regular Math tests and they altemate, they spread out, they do the test and 



1 record those marks and if any of the marks are in the 50's or lower I certainly encourage 
al1 the kids to be retested. [12] 

uiitially, through a lot of the testing many of them were not [meeting the outcomes]. But 
because again 1 would pencil them in and give them second chances or third chances and 
work with them and improve, and help them to improve, most are definitely meeting the 
outcomes that I've set for them to be working towards. There's been an awfiil lot of 
backaacking and a lot of work to get them there, so a lot of review, and a lot of kids 
staying in to get help. [12] 

It's encouraged that they stay in. 1 don't force them to do so, it's their choice as far as I'm 
concemed. 1 tell them you know, "if you don? want the marks you don? have to." [12] 

There weren't many A's on the report cards given out. And I think we have to come to 
the understanding that, some, there has to be more, there should be more A's I guess, in 
the marks we're giving out in the next set of reports. 1 dunno, that's just my feeling nght 
now. [16] 

So now we level the kids. We don? put a percentage on, we level the kids, and then you 
take that Ministry document in the back page and you go h m  level B, so you take a kid's 
6 assignments and they're a B, a 3, a 2, a 3, a 3, a 2, a 3. So you come up with well that 
kid's a 3. Now is it a 3 plus, 3 minus or a 3 in the middle? And then you've got your 
percentage. [ 1 61 

At the end of the term the teacher has a whole bunch of levels in their book, and they just 
work it out like this and barn, and the percentage cornes out of that. 1161 

Anyway my kids want marks, my parents want marks and so that's what 1 do. So what 
I've done is . . . this is for me 1 think part outcomes based and 1 tell the kids 1 mark them 
out of 10 and my marking scheme very clearly tells me what they have to accomplish. 
And this cornes probably partially through Bloom's taxonomy and so at 60% . . . that for 
me is a minimum standard. If you compieted this activity at the minimum level and that 
gets you to level 2 or whatever for this particular outcome depending how it comes out in 
ihe wash later on. So 6 out of 10 - you've got it done. [ 17) 

We report subjects marks, subject marks. You know English 55%, English 90% Science, 
75%. [17] 

1 would Say that 75% of the students would have done 60% or better on what 1 interpret 
the outcomes to have meant. [17] 

A couple of years ago 1 got hooked on to putting al1 my marks d o m  into a . . . program 
and so now I track much better. What I tried to do this year was to at the end of each 
unit, not in the reporting period, so for the December reports 1 gave them a mark based 
upon the work done up until November as a percentage. That wam't the end of the unit 
so we had in January 2 more activities to complete in that unit and at the end of the unit, 



unit tests. I compiled the marks for the whole unit and 1 sent a note home and about 30% 
. . . full breakdown of marks. Everything 1 put a mark on including the attitudinal nom 
my perception of how students were working in class, cooperating, ability, social skills, 
al 1 these kinds of things, how cm they handle stuff. [ 1 71 

Wetre doing algebra. 1 have this reaily Nce activity thatfs fairly straight fonvard and it 
really . . . but 1 said that for 60% we'll do this ail on paper, do this paper and pencil 
exercise. If you want to do better than 60%. (and 1 was very loose about the criteria) then 
you've got to do it on computer so that we have the integration. [17] 

1 had handed back the assignment they had done and kids were asking me why they were 
getting a 7.5 when they expected an 8 out of 10. [17] 

Then 1 had a computer class, a Grade 7 computer class, where we're working on a 
database, class database where kids have to input. Well the end product is to take a look 
at Postal Codes, and the first 3 digits of phone nurnbes, to learn how to use a database, 
how we can sort through databases to fmd information in different kinds of ways. And so 
that was basically gerting it set up, helping the kids out as they run into trouble along the 
way. And for that, they of course have a little assignment sheet, tell them what 60, 70 
and 80 percent stuff that they need to do. [17] 

In general product, here at the school we sort of corne to a consensus, product is 75 
percent of the mark. I know this is probably a dirty word at the Ministry but attitude is 
another 25. Attitude includes such things as getting hornework done on time, attendance 
in class, regular attendance, how well they socially interact with their peers, those kinds 
of issues that 1 think are really imponant. [17] 

It's you know, herets your mark, you know where this cornes fiom, the critena are 
embedded in al1 this stuff, or the wke-up that they do, or whatever assessment, they 
always know up front what it is. [17] 

They, 1 would have to have a success rate, at least a 90 to a 95 percent success rate for 
every student - that is able to maintain a C or above. And as 1 go through the classes, 
you how, as they get towards Grade 8, that nimss rate g o a  d o m  to about 85, through 
the snidents themselves. They lose interest, you know, the parents tell them itts not 
important. It's okay to fail Art as long as you pass Math. And so they start to priontise 
where they put their energies. It's not my fault, not my fault [18] 

In the second term theytre introduced to self-evaiuation, where they're given a set of 
outcornes and appropriate marks attached to each outcome. Within that outcome the 
students evaluates his or her place within a certain mark range. So for example, let's take 
you know. this one 1 jug told you about; cutting a straight line, cutting skilis out of 5, 
there's an outcome. 1s it straight? 1s it on the iine? You know, is it wavy like a dninken 
sailor down the road? Out of 5, what are you the most like? So, rate themselves hi&, 
rate themselves low, okay? Ability to cut 20 centimetre square cropping? 1s it 20 
centimetres or is it 25 centimetres? 1s it 19 centimetres? Is it 19.5 centimetres? And if 



the get more than 2 of the lines wrong they get a zero, you know, so they can't mesure 
20 centimetres, there's an outcome. ThVboutcome, mounfing. 1s it stra-ght? 1s it off to 
the lefi? 1s it off to the right, you know, is it crooked? You know, out of 3. If it's dl, if 
it's absolutely straight in the centre, even on both sides through an eyeball evaluation, 3 
marks. If it's not, lower the assessment. Okay? And so it goes on and on and on. [18] 

Here are the outcomes on the board. Here's the mark range for each outcome. Evaiuate 
yourself. Tell me what mark you deserve. So we talk about it, and, and do this, and they 
give themselves a mark, students give themselves a mark, give the piece a mark, and then 
1 agree or disagree until [unclear]. This takes up a lot of time, and 1 never used to do it, 
but 1 think it's important. I've done, I've started more, you know, it's gone fiom an 
autocratic 1'11 tell you what you are, to you tell me what you are. [18] 

If I had to take it on a scale, 1 would Say 90 percent achieved a C or above . . . [18] 

If 1 do a project and everybody gets a C, 1 know that my marking scheme doesn't work, 
and that I've got to do some alterations and take part out or put parts in. [19] 

I consider if they can do well on a test then I've done my job, if they don? do well there is 
sornething wrong with the way either I've done the test material or Bic way 1 presented 
this piece of information. [tO] 

To me, in tenns of being successful, in order to be successful they need to have at least 
80 if you want to base it on marks, it's very hard to not. I'd rather, you know, 1 wish 1 
could just say, "oh met al1 the outcomes," you know, but their parents, they want the 
marks. So 80 percent or more 1 think they've met the outcomes. If they got less then that 
or the class as a rule got 60-50 percent, they haven't met them and 1 haven't done my job. 
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If they get 65 or more [they don? have to write the final exam]. And 1 think maybe 1 of 
them might have to wnte it. So, it's actually working out well. [20] 

1 tend to get very lazy and okay, I'm marking this assigrment and this test. Everything is 
a mark, whereas 1 don? often, 1 used to, 1 don't often walk arourid and go well this 
penon's doing this, this is the conversation I'm hearing, are they understanding it? [20] 



APPENDK F 

"THE KNOWER" 

INSTRUCTION 

Different studentddifferent needs 

Every kid is different, and I try to capitalise on their strengths and goals. [l] 

As 1 said, there are going to be some kids, it doesn't matter what you do, they won? get it. 
FI 

1 also find it, with having Grade 6 too [split Grade class]. it's a totally different approach 
you have to take with that age child as opposed to . . . what 1 find, I'm more cornfortable 
dealing with just that little bit more older child, more mature child. [9! 

Depending on the number of kids, fint of dl,  who are in need of m e r  remediation on it 
or fûrther work on it or practice ... if it's just a small handful, again, they are asked to stay 
in. [12] 

1 believe in giving kids more than one chance to achieve what they can do. 1 believe that 
kids are al1 different and they have different ways of Iearning, so 1 try to teach lessons . . . 
say things one way and then approach it from a different way. 1 try to always put things 
on the blackboard and have their visual cues for them. So 1 believe in al1 those ideas of 
trying to reach al1 different leamen and different kids. [12] 

I just try to always assess the kids I get initially - penonality wise, behaviorally, 
academically, socially, to see where they are at, what they need each year, and 1 do a 
sociometric s w e y  with the kids and 1 have them write about themselves. and tell about 
thernselves. [12] 

1 have a very creative, bnght, engaging group, and at the other end 1 have more than an 
equal number - a third of the class - that are very much challenging, and are not 
particularly at Grade level in either Math, Reading or Language. [13] 

We can make adjustments, and know exactly what you want. We glean away everything 
and Say, " V i s  is what 1 really want for that kid." And making adjustments dong the way 
towards what they need. [13] 

The interesthg t h g  is though sorne of the outcornes indicaton that arc in the Common 
Curriculum, Say in a specific area, 1 might be working towards the Grade 9 level in sorne, 



as it's put it, and at others the Grade 6 level, because when it came in . . . just like 
anything, nothhg fits perfectly. [i?] 

The other thing is you look where the kids are at. [13] 

If I know this is where they are supposed be. Right now I'm working on Math, changing 
numbers to percent. Okay, so we're using lots of samples and concrete material. 1 c m  
see on a daily basis what they're doing, if theyk moving that way - some are already 
there. Right? So we're looking at word problems for those, and for the others we're 
looking at, "okay, we still need to do this." And perhaps, at the end of this year, if I've 
got them so they are moving towards that outcorne, and I'd like them to have it. But in 
reality, they might not be able to do it. And they know that this time. So next year in 
Grade 8, that's one of things they'll have to work towards. [13] 

We better be sure that we are not going to come with a rigid time for every child. Now 
that might mean they'll be working out of the classroom for a while with a special teacher 
at the end of the day - 1 have that option. They will receive extra help in class. We may 
just have to modiQ that task, but the whole thing comes d o m  to the big 'T," the big 
time. If you can't flexible with tirne, then you're not going to be successhil with the kids. 
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You're always adjusting, finding things to do. I'm looking at . . . every group of kids that 
corne in change it. You might have the same outcornes, you may use different indicaton, 
you might use the same. . . the methods to get there aren't always the sarne. [13] 

When we have kids like 1 have now, they al1 need different kinds of things. [13] 

And some of the activity periods, like the one we're doing today - that's going to take 2 or 
3 double periods for them to finish. Some children wili take it home and they'll finish it 
in 1 or 2 nights. And so rhey go on to something else. ïhey go on to an extended. So 
you have a variety of extension activities that they can . . . Most of the things they do 
have extended activities for them to do. [ t  41 

With most of the activities 1 do, there's remediation built in. There's also enrichment, 
extension built in to it. And then working with [name] who's our Comp teacher. He 
cornes into my classroom, he knows what 1 am doing, and so he will take not only the 
[three] kid[s] who are assigned to him, but 1'11 say so and so, [name] needs a bit of extra 
help, do you want to sit down with him? So [narne] will sit down with thern. Sometirnes 
we'll withdraw them and they'll go up to the computer lab. He's excellent at having the 
children go up and use the computer. i've got 2 or 3 children in there who should be 
working on the computer most of the time and it's a real stniggle for them to write 
anythmg - their handwriting is terrible, and you can't read it. 1141 

1 think the whole thing centres on the child. [14] 



1 know there are a lot of us here who have the sarne view with the child in rnind. And a 
tut of rimes w e k  had discassions a b m  meethg the needs ofthe chitdren in the schook 
with your program. [14] 

1 have a concem. 1 hope it's not tnie that we're heading back to strictly content, and not 
concem about the child. And that really bothers me that we would go that way. [14] 

We have a Grade 7 student who is, for al1 intents and purposes, illiterate. He's at a Grade 
1 reading level. And we have other students who are. We have about 6 or 7 
neighbourhood students who are fully integrated into the 2 classrooms. [These are] 
students with, identified students with a learning disability. The student at the Grade 1 
reading level, he's a neighbourhood student. We also have students that are reading well 
into the High School years so we have a very diverse range. [16] 

So you would need, you need some remediation in this, in this area of Spelling. You 
need some enrichment areas so that the individual kids would have individual training, 
individual opportunities in a more stmctured, as opposed to some of the big units, big 
units we used to do together. [16] 

To a large extent 1 feel 1 have a better handle on individual . . . strategies that might work 
for individual students. [16] 

I've done [narne of program] for years and years. It's a very, very stmctured, 
individualised speliing program that focuses on specific needs of individual kids. [16] 

We ofien move kids around to meet their needs. [ 161 

Oh my God! From Grade 2 to Grade 1 1 [in terms of abilities]. [18] 

Because the way everything is structured is that it [unit] c m  be taken on at a very simple 
level or very complex level; okay, depending on the abilities. But within what 1 would 
cal1 a normal, ordinary Grade 8 range, some kids go over the range, 5% fa11 down under 
the range. And those kids, like, just have to make do - that 10% above and below. But 
for the other 90%, everythmg falls within theù range - from a low, to you know, a 
medium low, to an average, to a high average, to a high. And then there's the fringe. 
Now with the h g e ,  they are on such specialised programs, if they're working at a Grade 
2 level, anything 1 present close to a Grade 8 level, for example, theytre not gonna do 
that. And there are maybe one, two kids only in al1 of a hundred and sixty that fit that. 
Ftewiewer: And, do they have special help?] No they don't. They manage the best they 
c m .  [ I  81 

Oh, my students. PI1 refer to my Core class because thatts the one that 1 see the mon. 1 
have students that should be in Grade 2 and 1 have students that could already be in Hi& 
School. [19] 



We discussed, yeah, different points ofview. Like in the classroom, how many different 
points of vim are ttiere to make, ont of abmt 32? Everybaby has a point of view. [W] 

With this group, it's a very different situation because they like to taik a lot. They like to 
be in on what is going on. It's not the sort of situation where I c m  have them sit 
absolutely silently for twenty minutes. [20] 

It's a very difficult class to deal with. And I'm feeling, 1 really feel like 1 failed with that 
group, because 1 haven't met the needs of many of them. It's just been a damage control 
situation, really. [20] 

Institutional identification and instructional response 

We have a Special Ed. teacher that cornes into the room. And if there's anybody as far as 
remedial goes that is really stniggling, especially my ESL kids, if they don? undentand 
the commercials, both my ESL teacher and my SERT are . . . one of them is usually in 
the room once a day, for a little bit of the .  And that's a Godsend, for those kids that are 
stmggling. And my ESL teacher will work with more than just my ESL kids - do you 
know what 1 mean? And vice-versa. Gifted . . . with that Kind of a uGi: you don? really 
need to plan it, because they take off on their own, do you know what 1 mean? Like, you 
don't as a teacher need to say, ''well, 1 think you should push more" - they're going to do 
it on their own. This type of unit anyway - Math may be a different story. But not for 
this. [ l ]  

We look at the Ieaming outcornes we had for the whole Grade 8 program. And then, 1 
pull out specific ones, and apply them to what I'm doing with these [LD] kids. So 
basically what 1 do is keep . . . i'm trying to keep them where the rest of the class is, but 
you know, modiyng it in ternis of pulling it out and . . . 1 do a lot of pre-teaching or re- 
teaching with that group as well. [3] 

Well, for example, 1 have one class, a Grade 8 class, that's working on a novel study right 
now. And the assessment package is very, very comprehensive, and my ieaming disabled 
children in that class. for one thing, can't even read it. So, what I've had to do is take 
them out, and go over it with them verbally, and then I've had to take the package and 
rewrite it, in words that they can understand. [3] 

Yeah, and in some cases, some of the written work would have to be modified. For 
exarnple, some of them [LD students] aren't capable of writing essays at this point, so 
they would have like an organiser or a web or something for them to gather their 
information on. And then, quite oAen (inaudible) the Wnting process with these kids too, 
we just skip the rough ciraft and we go right to the computer, and work on the computer. 
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Well, in some cases, of course some of the [LD] children are slower then others. We 
gave them extra t h e  - extended deadlines. We allowed hem tirne to come in &er 
school if there was something they needed to work on. [3] 



Much ofmy work is modification when wePre planning with the teachers - like how are 
we going to modi@ for the Learning Disabled kids? Or the EMched kids, and so on . . . 
PI 

The kids to whom I'rn teaching determines the implementation. 1 have a group right now 
in Grade 8, as I did in Grade 7, who are al1 quite low functioning. 1 have instructional aid 
in there, and how 1 approach things with them is very, very different from how I do it 
with the French Immersion students. [4] 

There are 4 children who are memben of the reading club, which is sort of a reading 
recovery program, to help get them on the road. They're somewhat behind in reading 
skills. It gives them an intense one-on-one coaching situation with parent volunteers and 
volunteen fiom within the cornmunity. [SI 

1 have 8 children. or 1 have 7 that 1 feel are working at or slightly above the Grade 6 level. 
The rest are al1 below. And 1 have 6 identified Special Education, so resource support. 1 
have cluster children as well. [6] 

AAer lunch 1 had a planning period, except for me it's not ever a true planning period 
because I have 3 students who were demitted fiom French (Special Ed. C kids) in their 
Junior school and we don't have a way to facilitate these students. They cannot be left to 
do anything independently and onginally were supposed to be sent to another teacher's 
class for that period. The problem is they are Cl and C3 and have severe learning 
problems. The other teacher had her own class to deal with so these 3 were being 
ignored. 1 then chose to keep them during my spares so they can have time to work on 
assignments or read. I'rn there if they need help. It's not the best situation but it's my 
choice. [6] 

With the Special Ed kids, the modified test, you know, if they don't study, it doesn't 
matter what 1 do, it isn't going to change anything. Most of them don't; they dont bother. 
They seem to have this aninide that I'rn going to sit here and somebody's going corne do 
it for me and that's how he's going to go through life. And the other kids, the ones that 
care. would have done fine. You know, they're quite resilient, actually. [6] 

Um, so the Special Ed kids are, I mean, they're forgotten on these report car& as far as 
I'm concemed. They dont even exist. And we were told to do atîachments. [6] 

1 function as a support system for an individual program, or for m o d i m g  the classroom 
program. So, I would have had 4 classes of modification. [8] 

These are students in Grade 3 who still may be functionhg back at a Grade 1 level. So, 
developing consonant and vowel sounds . . . and we use the bases of the Sing and Spell 
because it brings them into the room, happy with music, and a lot less stress. They're 
probably not succeeding in the Grade 3 pro-, and they corne out of there with a little 
bit more positive attitude, for 20 minutes. [SI 



I was tooking for the comection in their reading. The fact that they're Iistening to each 
other, and the fact that they cornmunicate to each other a mistake, without it being a put- 
down, or the idea that you're dumb or you're stupid because you're coming to sing and 
spell. Or you're durnb and you're stupid back in the regular Grade 3. They're not. 
They're successfûl, they're happy, they're moving forward. They have a positive forward 
step going on in the program.[8] 

Wetve done some reading of some very short stories, and they've done some pictures too 
- a lot of trying to pull in everything. 1 try to do - I'm doing things that sing and spell 
don't Say to do. Trying to see where their strength is - maybe draw a picture and then 
give me the words, or 1'11 give the words and then draw the pictures. There's got to be 
some formulation for these guys to keep on going forward. [8] 

1 think a11 my leaming-identified students . . . their assessment has to be flexible. It has to 
be an assessrnent for them, and not an assessrnent graded towards what everybody is 
doing. It has to be for them a positive assessment, and it can be on any ternis - be it an 
assessment of how well the day went, it could be an assessment of what was 
accomplished academicaily for the day. Maybe it could be just an assessment for the fact 
that, "gee, we didn't have any hnny looks today." And we also have to feel accountable, 
of course, with these students going off to the next grade, and that's where the IEP 
reviews or placements are - to let other teachers and the parents know what is being 
assessed for their child for success. And the teachers have to see that too. [8] 

I've finally had the oppominity to move into the leaming strategies and academic 
resource ciassroom, and there has one big challenge to it, because my goal has always 
been, 1 think, that every student can Ieam. They can leam to a very high potential, but it 
doesn't have to be through Reading and Writing. And fmaily having the chance to be 
able to do this with 20 or 30 kids for a whole year is great; it's fun. And a student you 
c m  talk to, [even i f]  he cantt read or write, you can have the most mature conversation 
with them. And yet they don? have the chance to do that in the classroom, because 
they're seen as the nerd, or they're seen as the dunimy, and it's giving them a chance to 
corne and have a good time. [SI 

1 try to link some of it - the novel study link. 1 try to h d  a novel that they would be 
doing in the other classes. If not, sometimes not - it's a whole individual Math program, 
Language program, because the level is so low compared to the rest that I can't fïnd 
equivdent work for them to do. [8] 

So, also that group [Special Ed students] has to redise that they do do somethuig, even 
though they don't think they're doing independent paper tasks that the other students do. 
Pl 

There's no use in trying to put them [Special Ed students] in pen/paper tasks in the de- 
streamed system, where they're going to quit the fï.rst week of September and become a 
behaviour problem. 1 search out the High School that might be the best fit for them - that 



might offer Auto Shop, or an Art program, or Culinary arts, or something - to twig them 
fo be there a IittIe bit more than they wouîd be in a regufar program. [8l 

1 try to assign al1 the identified students to the same group because they get extra tirne 
and that way they can still continue to work in the time, when they are given that, with 
the Learning Strategies teacher. [9] 

It was a matter of just wdking around and talking to the kids, and helping some of the LS 
kids because 1 don't have support in the aftemoon with the EA of trying to evaluate. And 
setting them to peers that 1 knew would be able to deal with them and be patient because 
[with] some kids you can't even . . . it's like Grade 1 reading what they have to put down 
on paper. 1 find it fnistrating too at times. [9] 

The Grade 7's corne up to the front and that does not include the identified children. 
They're pulled out in a contained classroom. [9] 

It [curriculum integration] allows to try to modify curriculum and assessrnent for 6,7 and 
8's. but also we have a hearing impaired teacher and an ESL teacher, so it allows us to 
fkont load the kind of modifications that we need to make in terms of curriculum. 11 11 

There's this hearing impaired class and she [teacher for hearing impaired] actually tries to 
rnodiQ what we do for her kids at a much lower level. But also, they just don't have the 
vocabulary or the language that we would have. [ I l ]  

marne], the Resource Teacher, works with them [identified students] with History, 
Geography and Language Arts and so when it's modified . . . One of the modifications 
she does make is more tirne, so for the kids who struggle with that kind of work, they are 
given more time. Also, expectations are lowered or decreased so they are not expected to 
do as much work and are given a longer M e .  So, in that sense, the kids who struggle do 
welI. [ I l ]  

We have. . . what we cal1 . . . what's the neighbourhood class. And 1 have 2 children 
officially designated for that, and have 3 or 4 that are Comprehensive students. And we 
have a nurnber that have been taken out of Comp, but are still not really strong 
individuals, or have never been identified as Comp or neighbourhood kids, and so we 
kind of work through that. [ 1  31 

Those kids [identified] might need an extra 15 minutes. [or] they rnight need a question 
reworked in a more acceptable way. They may need to have someone who will read to 
them right on the spot perhaps. [13] 

There [are] 30 registered in my Core class, but I have 4 withdrawn for Communications 
class. There are 2 ESL: the one girl is in everything for ESL except Math, and the other 
boy has Math and Integrated Studies. 1 have 3 who are informally withdrawn - 1 for 
Comp health and on a fairly regular basis now, 2 of them will probably be in a special 
class in High School. [14] 



With mmt of the activities 1 do, W s  d a t i o n  buik in. There's alsv enrichment, 
extension built in to it. And then working with [namel who's our Comp teacher. He 
cornes into my classroom, he knows what 1 am doing, and so he will take not only the 
[three] kid[s] who are assigned to him, but 1'11 Say so and so, [name] needs a bit of extra 
help, do you want to sit d o m  with him? So [narne] wili sit down with them. Sometimes 
we'll withdraw them and they'll go up to the computer lab. He's excellent at having the 
children go up and use the computer. I've got 2 or 3 children in there who should be 
woriung on the computer most of the t h e  and it's a real struggle for them to write 
anything - their handwriting is terrible, and you can't read it. [14] 

You see 1 try not to really include the ESL or the Special Ed [in determinhg who met the 
outcomes] because we need to give them more and more and more opportunities. So I 
would say 1 have 2 or 3 who sometimes or are not consistently meeting the outcomes. 
W1 

We have a Grade 7 student who is, for al1 intents and purposes, illiterate. He's at a Grade 
1 reading level. And we have other students who are. We have about 6 or 7 
neighbourhood students who are fully integrated into the 2 classrooms. [These are] 
students with, identified students with a leaming disability. The student at the Grade 1 
reading ievel, he's a neighbourhood student. We also have students that are reading well 
into the High Schooi years so we have a very diverse range. 1151 

We have major ESL initiatives in the school for Grade 8 because that's where . . . There 
are 2 levels of ESL in the school plus support for Math. There's a Remedial Math class. 
WI 

Last week 1 told his [specific student] Mom that he needed to make up these things, and 
because he's LD we have to provide modification. One of them, obviously, is give him 
more time and organisation, break the task up into different things, or break the task up 
into smaller chunks so that he can digest it. And, so then he, oh, he was in for extra help 
Tuesday moming too, which is my extra help session. 1171 

Actually, this is one of the classes where ESL people do well in because they don? need 
audio clues. Al1 they need [are] visual, visuai dues. And if, and they listen to me, they 
see the writing, they see the work. And eventuaily they can figure it out through visuai 
clues, and that's one of the things 1 do wite on their outcomes report. They need to start 
learning, if they're not watching me, and paying attention, they're not picking up on visual 
clues. They have to be visual learners first, before they c m  become auditory learners in 
my room. But ESL students do very well in visual arts. There's a small wriaen 
component in Grade 8, and which, fkom which they are exempted . . . the exams, they 
copy notes which they donrt understand, I'm sure. You know, it's just the practice of 
writing in English that theytre doing, and they may not undentand directly what theytre 
copying but they get the general idea. This piece of writing is about this. They don't 
write the exams, thatts the only concession that we make. They're exempt h m  writing 
them. [ la]  



These Tuds [SpeciaI Ea have to have a direction at the beguuiing of every ciass, even if 
it's just saying something that's totally unnecessary. Just get in touch with them. Like, 
they cannot possibly sit longer than 15 minutes, moa of them. For some of hem, it's an 
even shorter tirne. And you're also teaching every teachable moment with these students. 
There's no such thing as giving them assignments and sitting down. Like, I'm aiways 
sitting with one student or another student or another student. 1 just move around 
constantly. Like this hopping- [18] 

But, by and large, you know, once you get them settled down and moving, you can deal 
with them on an individual basis. But, 1 find that the critical mass is about 12, in a 
Special Ed Behavioural class. [18] 

Some of the kids don? get it, because that's the nature of the Special Ed kid. h d  no 
matter how rnany times they review it and tak about it, they don? get it. For various 
reasons - one could be they're just not interested in that particular thing, so they'll tune it 
out - they're not interested in learning about it. We try to keep it high interest, low skills. 
But sornetimes, no matter what you do, because there are other social, emotional factors 
coming in, they're away somewhere else. And at that point, until they're ready to be 
taught, they're not teachable. [18] 

1 have [narne] corne to my room as a Special Ed Coordinator. And he cornes in, ssists 
those students who need modifications. So, I'll do the modifications and he'll help 
implement thern. [ 1 91 

The ESL students, they get pulled out sometimes. 1 take them when they have theu 
French time and then another teacher takes them when they have History. That's a hard 
concept for ?hem to grasp. And they just do Basic English. [19] 

In some way or another 1 think they al1 achieved it [the outcornes]. They al1 took 
something from it, like depending on . . . you can't expect the ESL student to form al1 the 
outcomes. And as a modification, 1 don? have them do al1 the outcomes or modiQ fiom 
that. So, instead of making a 4-minute speech, they might do a 2-minute speech or 
whatever they can handle. Or the research they c m  maybe take word for word, as 
opposed to another student who'd have to put it in their own words. [19] 

Last period is ESL. And basically students did their . . . basically the ESL is given time 
to catch up on the work that they are having problems with in the class. Some have their 
own ESL books to work with. And 1 just work with the -dents and then they left. [19] 

We have a huge ESL component as well, so theytre leamhg new words and Science is 
very difficult for them. [20] 

Special Ed kids they tend to, they're hlly integrated but they tend to be concentrated in 1 
class so 1 have for instance. a Grade 9 class with 10 Special Ed students in there. [20] 



With the high degree of special needs childm in that particular Grade 9 class. they can't 
handie tecnires. I mean 1 can't stmdthere for 4 0  minaies and give them a huge big otd 
lecture. [20] 

OAen 1'11 Say, particularly for the ESL kids, this is one of the books they use. 1'11 Say 
okay, you cm use your book for this one. [20] 

It's different because you see 1 have that ESL group and the heavy weight loaded special 
needs group. ESL tends to need more time in texms of learning the language. Special 
Ed.. that group, it's not a total Special Ed class but they needed more time to do activities. 
P O 1  

1 gave a test yesterday and 1 knew this was going to be difficult for 2 of them FSL 
students] and 1 gave them a choice. The students that were in the class, they couldn't use 
their books. But 1 had said to them. 'leu could work in here, I don? mind and you can 
use your text book if you want to." [20] 

Lookuig back at the unit, 1 probably wouldn't have belaboured the point of the names of 
organelles with my ESL kids. It was terrible for them. They jw couldntt handle it. [20] 

[Specific class], they are a little bit brutal. niey're an ESL group [and] very immature. 
They need to . . . as a teacher you need to have every single minute of their time fiiied or 
else they go nuts. But because they're a little, it sounds strange but it feels like you know 
I'm puning them down and I'm not. Their language is, they're still working on their 
language. I'm doing the same language that I'm doing with the Grade 7's with them, so 
they're doing a jigsaw as well. Again, they got to pick their groups. Of course 1 knew 1 
was going to run into some problems because itts unstnictured and 1 aimost have to sit 
beside certain individuals othenvise it goes nuts. So that was a M e ,  a little tense. [20] 

There's one [mident] that just never seems to [get it], and with him, 1 think, 1 don't know 
what's wrong with him, but he's been here for 6 years, he's still in an ESL class, he 
hasn't, he hasn't gone any iùrther than maybe somebody who's been in Canada for 2 
years. He just seems to, something seems to be wrong. Tried to get hirn tested this year, 
it wasn't working out. His school that he's going to next year, they are aware of it and 
they're going to get him tested. With ESL it's an issue because they'll say, "oh, he hasn't 
been here long enough." 1 don't know what happened with this student. He seems to 
have slipped through the cracks, but he . . . I don't know what it is. 1 can't figure out if 
it's oral directions. I've tried everythmg with him. [20] 

1 just got 2 more FSL students] that have been here for a week, so it's. 1 don't know 
what to do with them, they just, they sit there. You know, and 1 can't, I draw them 
pictures and that. I would Say it's mostly a language thhg with a lot cf it. [20] 

Um. with, you know, with the extent of LD kids that 1 have, they really need clear 
expectations - what does this look like when we're done this, kind if thing. [20] 



Teacher-assigned categories end instructional response 

And we tried to corne up with things and strategies that would address the multiple 
intelligences, the active kids, and so on. [3] 

We try to address the different intelligences, try to accommodate the children with 
diserent learning styles. [3] 

We've been discussing with the Grade 7's, the whole concept of multiple intelligences 
and your style of leaming. [4] 

1 make sure the kids have an oppomuiiv to use their learning style. (41 

1 really think out how a plan will go for the kids to take into account their styles. [4] 

I had a gifted novel that we c m  move on together, which is good for my gifted readm of 
whales, which ties in beautifully with the whole unit. It's written from the point of view 
of the whale, a hump back. Again very contemporary. And then what 1 used with my 
weaker readers . . . 1 clear off and read aloud to them and then we worked through it 
together. It's not Canadian, but it's about a little girl whose father is a [nationality]. And 
it's a [nationality] ship, [a] whaie watchen ship. And she finds out through research or 
something, that these whale watching ships do damage to whales. So there's another 
dilemma, another issue. Should her father give up his job? He's a single parent, etc. [6] 

And it [sing and spell] just connects, sometimes, the music that some of the intelligences 
need to apply their sounds and develop. It's just another teaching technique; one that 
maybe they need because what they had doesn't fit - straight phonetic sounding hasn't 
made them successful in reading. [8] 

We try to build in graphic organizers into virtually everything we do, so every unit has 
some form of graphic organizer to help organize and simplify content for kids that have 
difficulty. But [it] also organizes thinking for those kids who may not need it, but it's a 
helping strategy. And also what we are moving towards is actually multiple intelligences 
arid nying to develop within units that al1 multiple intelligences are vast. [11] 

1 think if I were to look at meeting the needs of al1 kids, I think that is more of a focus 
now. To look at the needs of a wide range of kids as opposed to just the academic kids. 
I l  11 

It's fine if you work with gifted kids and bright kids, and you're going to get a lot of 
excellent materid fiom them. And you know a lot of the leaming, if it's presented 
properly, will engage them, and so on. But you have to be carefbl then too, because you 
spend too much tirne with the other section al1 the tirne, although there's a great need. 
There's a need for evexy kid to be engaged with their tacher, otherwise we might as well 
just give them the pages as they go home - "you've been here your halfhour today." [13] 



1 thhk 1, as a teacher, would have to really look at what 1 was doing to present it to that 
child. m a t  was appropriate? What fit their leaming styie? Whaf skiiIs they had, and ai1 
the other things that go into that person. [13] 

Children's background - their Learning styles, a lot of the skills they may have are not 
helpful, okay? [13] 

The content's given, in a sense, we know we have to have the content. But there are so 
many variables that slowly creep in, and I've got more than that somewhere in my head, 
but 1 do have to look at leaming styles. Like whenever 1 do a mini-theme, there's always 
something that will appeal to different leaming styles, somewhere, okay? 1131 

If I'm looking at leaming styles, it's not much about a push to b ~ g  in kids who do well 
with spatial things, kids who do weli with the Mathematical, (inaudible), those with 
Linguistica, either interrelated, or.. . whatever the other one is. And so, 1 may only really 
reach 3 or 4 learning styles, according to multi-intelligences, okay? [13] 

1 believe they've al1 got their own styles to work with, so 1 don't worry about everybody 
doing the same tlng. [13] 

We have some independent leamen. [15] 

I've certainly tried to encourage and expand on students' particular strengths. especially as 
1 was trying to find them out. I've only been here since [name of month]. Those who 
would have oral strengths, those who have the writing strengths and reading and so on. 
Al1 the different types of strengths, to build on those. At the same time to share them 
arnong themselves so that you know you are doing really well orally or you've been 
confident in your oral strength. " Why don? you work with so and so whose strength is 
writing?" and 1 try to encourage and also make connections for the kids. What's literacy 
got to do with Our life here really and in the other subject areas? 1151 

Well it's becorning more evident that there are really strong linkages that need to be taken 
advantage of. 1 can't teach Math or Science. It would be wrong for me, philosophically, 
to teach Math or Science in isoIation. 1 think the Cornmon Curriculum says that, but 
nevertheless, 1 still want [to] integrate because that's wbere my strength is. And as 1 
develop that strength M e r  and m e r ,  1 see opportunities to branch out, little forays. 
So what I've done with that is that i've created some homework activities for the kids on 
one of the . . . there's nothing new about if it's just a tenn homework assignment, to find 
newspaper articles and write an impact essay on how these currait Science topics that are 
being reporteci in the news right now may . . . Wow, that hit them. It was hilarious. 1 had 
to work on them. Top end kids no problern; middle end kids, a little help, a littie push; 
the bottom end kids were right out of it. And then. . . so how about one article 1 choose. 
1 picked fairly heavy duty articles from various areas 6rom Science and Math. 1 asked 
them to summarize the articles and then write an impact on how does that impact society 
and how does it impact for yourself. [17] 



1 try to look at d l  the learning styles. If I've got a p u p  thatts heavily . . . have you ever 
heard of the True Colours thing? [Name] does it. It's a leaming style type key. If I've 
got a lot of children that love to research, 1 need to meet their needs so 1 might . . . Yeah, 
looking at how the class is made up. If 1 have a lot of kids that need activities, they need 
to move, they need to get up, they need to move around that kind of thing, so PI1 structure 
it toward that. But we also will have some researching to meet the needs of those other 
ones. Brainstorming, there's some learnen that really love to do brainstorming and do 
some sharing, those types of kids. You know 1 really try to work hard on meeting 
leaming styles. 1 really, that's my big thing. 1 don? want to eliminate some, you know, 
that are sitting there going, "she never does the thuigs 1 like to do." [20] 

Student-specifidindividual examples 

We have an autistic boy in our class who is integrated, and he has this incredible baseball 
card collection. "So, [narne of child], how many cards?" and so on. [ l ]  

I've got two kids on my side of the pod that raise Seehg Eye dogs. So Germa. 
Shepherds and Labs, so 1 drew my dogs on the board. [!] 

[Name of student], and this kid is like, it's like the hare and the tortoise. He's going to 
win the race because he found great kids to work with, because he knows how he leams, 
he knows what works for him. He'll try every strategy you give him, but when he finds 
what works, he uses it to the max. And he's going to do incredibly well. [3] 

This little guy who was just taken out of their home because the Dad had to go and their 
Mom has abandoned them by the way. So here they are living with their Grandmother 
they haven't even seen for 3 years. You kind of excuse certain things about what you 
know is going on with that little guy because you know the garbage he's been through. 
So 1 probably excuse more that 1 should maybe, or excuse things with him that 1 wouldn't 
with somebody else because it was bad for him. 1 fïnd a lot of times my prograrn may be 
watered down a little bit because my expectations have to change because of what's going 
on with these kids at home, you know. [6] 

We received a student back at Chrismias time h m  [fore@ country}, requested to repeat 
in [country] Grade 6. The Father then took the initiative of bringing the child to live here 
with him to see if we could have some progress. When she h t  arrived - no 
communication. She was basically just occupying a seat in a regular Grade 6 program. 
She would arrive in the morning, she would sit there, she would never look up, and she 
would never communicate. 1 mean, we were basicdiy hosting a student in a sit. 1 then 
became involved in bringing her into my room, and she would still just sit. Things would 
be happening in the classrwm, and she would never even lift her head to acknowledge 
that there was noise, there was movement - nothuig. So, 1 gave her a seat and a table to 
sit at, and now we are up, we're moving, we're using the cornputer, we're now taking 
complete sentences, which were never even visible. 1 have rnanners, 1 have smiles, 1 
have "hello," 1 have "goodbye." I also have "1 need help," the reaiisation she now knows 
she needs help. And I had her skipping down the hall last week, and 1 wouldn't dare tell 



her she was wrong to skip. But, the facilitation is a cornfort, a facilitation of someone to 
talk to, and the fact that there is success with her, with what she c m  do in what she's been 
assigned, in relation to what everybody else is doing. [8] 

The biggest challenge is my Grade 8 student. Severely leaming disabled. Has corne 
fkom a total behaviour situation to now getting him ready to attend a regular High School 
in Grade 9. He was notonous for roarning, not sitting in a classroom. He was destructive 
to the point he didn't know he was destructive. And I don't mean Like tearing things 
apart; he was very mechanical. Like, he'd have a screwdriver in his pocket, and he'd 
come dong and maybe take al1 the hinges out of a door. Then he'd put the door back 
together again. So, I've had the challenge this year of containing him, making him realise 
he  must sit. There's a focus point, a t h e  to not focus, and also give him some sort of 
reward to make him redise that this is what we need to do to get ready for High School. 
And we had that sort of a day today. We didn't focus; we were not ready to come into 
work. We tried a sort of way of handing in an assignment that was not expected of him. 
1 took the assignment apart, 1 set it back down, and then gave him a cooling off time. No 
arguing at al1 with this, this is al1 very calm and low-key. 1 put a paper back and said, 
"this is the criteria 1 asked for," and then we restarted it. He has been my biggest 
challenge. [8] 

It's overwhelming on days when he's [specific student] really negative towards any 
situation or leaming strategy I can come up with. Then other days it's overwhelming - 1'11 
tum around, and he'll have done it. He's very - leave me alone, and then you'll tum 
around, and it's al1 done. And you go, "okay, how did he get it done?" And there's no set 
pattern of expectations, and there's no set pattern of what strategy is consistent. You just 
never know. Today this strategy will work, the next one may not even tomorrow. [8] 

So, 1 guide through processes, and the processes have to be long tem. The novel study 
he's [specific snident] working on has taken a month, and we're still not anywhere near it. 
But, the process has been invaluable. He's being led through and made to realise that this 
is part of the program. Science - 1 let him monitor it, but 1 make him talk to me about the 
class. He has to verbalise what he's learned, which is invaluable, because he c m  very 
much take everything in fiom verbalisation. And then History - 1 just use short little 
readings, trudfalse and one word answers, and try ruid get him through those. [8] 

Well, 1 guess [name of student] is about the most successful. With his Science, he was 
not assessed because he did none of the written material, but he was assessed on how 
well he verbalised in his group, how well he took part in the experiment, and how weil he 
could verbalise back and forth to me. Very much a passing grade, but if he had been 
assessed dong with rest of the class on the AcademidWritten parts, there's no notebook. 
I keep the notebook (inaudible), then he probably wouid have got about 30%. Same 
thing goes with the Language program. It's a straight assessment on what (inaudible), 
he's working at a Grade 3 level of Reading and Writing, so his assessment was done 
when he could succeed with what I was giving him, and not what the other Grade 7 
students are doing for language. [8] 



Four [students] were very low. They came in from a special school, private school, and 
had been Iow for sometirne. They were the Iowest. Like 1 had my priorities with the kids 
who 1 already knew korn last year, and I thought okay, well these 4 are the ones I'm 
really going to focus on and try to heip them. [12] 

When 1 first came out of the Board office, 1 had a student who was dyslexic. And 1 
leamed more about adapting time from that one student than anything, anything I'd ever 
done in education before, okay? So 5 years ago, 1 began to really have it hammered 
home to me on a daily basis, what 1 set out to do, and what this person could do weren't 
necessarily going to fit within the span of what 1 thought was reasonable and so on. So, 1 
learned that a lot of hem, kids . . . in a sense, take a little longer on a task, they feel they 
need that tirne. And I don? just mean the slowa children; sometimes bnght kids too. 
They want to give you their best, and that means they're going to have to take gobs more 
time than you would think was what you really needed to do, okay? So, 1 get pretty 
flexible that way. [13] 

1 had one girl who was functioning at about a Grade 2 level. She hadn't been recognized 
as an exceptional student at this particular tirne so she was functioning at about Grade 2 
level but she could at least draw the tables and record the infornation in the chart and she 
could do the fint part. She couldn't do the multiplication, but she could do the addition 
and she saw the pattern there. And then for some of the other children, they get to the 
point where they can use algebra. So, instead of just predicting by looking at the pattern, 
what pocket it will end up into, they know that if they take certain relationships between 
greatest common factors, they cm develop a formula. Move it to the abstract and 
develop a formula. So you might get 2. 1 think in one class there were 3 children, who 
reach that particular point. [ 141 

1 have the 2 students, who, once they leave rny room, 1 have to basically track them 
because they disappear. And they're on a very flexible timeiable. The one doesntt take 
French. And sometimes he wanders. So 1 had to check on hirn - he doesn't take Music, 
so 1 had to make sure that he was in the room over there using the computer. 1 had to 
check on the other lad. Last period of the day, I have another girl who's been undergoing 
emotionai problems. Did 1 mention that? Yes. Her Dad committed suicide in the Fa11 
and 1 think basically this is just affecting her ri& now. In the last 3 w e b  3 different 
days, something set her off. The one day she saw a picture in a Math textbook that 
reminded her of her Dad. It just set her O& The other day a teacher had made a 
comment about hanging in the 14th century and that threw her off for the rest of the day. 
[ 141 

One of the other boys who really should be in a mal1 setting, he cm work maybe 2 
penods at the most, with the class. He needs a mal1 class, but of course his Mother 
won't go for that. In the aftemoon, in the class 1 could see that he had had it for the day. 
So 1 sent h m  on a little stroll down the hall, and then put him in the computer office there 
so he could work. [14] 



A lot of people don't really take a look at these kids and Say, hey, where are these kids 
coming nom? What are they going to go k u @ ?  Like I have a kid in my ciass, he's 
dismptive, and he can only last 1 or 2 penods, and that's why I have to bend a bit about 
him. He can't be treated like every other kid. And you look at his background and you 
Say how is this kid even surviving? So by recognizing his particular . . . And he cornes to 
school every day so there must be something that he likes about the school. 1 know there 
are a lot of kids Like that. [14] 

1 noticed 2 or 3 kids and they didn't seem to be listening - they were looking around the 
room. I Say, "yeah, we'll look around the room. What do you see around the room?" 
Well 1 saw this example of this Math question. I said, that's what they're looking for. 
[ 141 

There are 2 Grade 4 kids, real problems, and what I have actualty done with thern . . . 
They were on an independent study project more for spelling, or it seerned to me their 
spelling was so out of context. I couldn't make heads or tails of it rnyself. They were just 
doing like pages of this workbook, it's like they were actually working on it. So, what 1 
have done there is just . . - 1  have them doing my modified program I'm doing in the 
classroom. [ I  51 

1 also took some time working with a group of students for Remedial Geography. We did 
some latitude and longitude practice exercises in small groups to reinforce that concept 
with some of the kids that had some difficulty. [16] 

The dance was a whole lot more important for the kids than the assignrnent. Although, 1 
had 2 kids corne up for extra help who had missed sorne sick days, and these were real 
low kids, ones who really hate being in school. "You rnissed those really important key 
lessons. If the 3 of use sit d o m  together we probably could do that in about 10 or 15 
minutes. So if you take 10 or 15 minutes off in the middle of the dance, 1'11 be up for 
extra help." So they came. They took time out of the dance. That was a buzz; 
Unexpected. 1 didn't expect them to show up and when they did - alright. [17] 

Last week 1 told his [specific student] Mom that he needed to make up these things, and 
because he's LD we have to provide modification. One of them obviously is giving hirn 
more time and organisation. Break the task up into different things, or break the task up 
into smaller chunks so that he can digest it. And, so then he, oh he was in for extra help 
[narne of day of the week] moming too, which is my extra help session. [17] 

They seem to understand, whether or not they can tramlate it visually into their pictures. 
1 did a whole thing on ''under the sea" We did a fish story, and taiked about fish in 
general. You know, why this simple symbol for a fish, the (inaudible) cadt be a fish, 
why it needs fins, gills - you know, al1 these workable parts of a fi&. They seem to 
recognise that The girl had drawn a picture of this Christian fish, and 1 said, "oh, is that 
a fish?" She said, 'yes." 1 said, ''no it's not." She said, "oh, don? make me do al1 that 
other stuff." But she knew it was there, you know? She knew what she was leaving out 



now. And so that tells me that she's learned something, because she knew there was 
something rnissing, but she made the conscious decision to do it anyway. [18] 

1 gave a test yesterday and 1 knew this was going to be difficult for 2 of them [ESL 
students] and I gave them a choice. You could, the students that were in the class they 
couldn't use their books, but 1 had said to them, "you could work in here 1 don? rnind and 
you can use your text book if you want to." [20] 

There's 1 [student] that just never seems to [get it], and with hirn 1 think, I don? know 
what's wong with him, but he's been here for 6 years, he's still in an ESL class. He 
hasn't, he hasn't gone any further than maybe somebody who's been in Canada for 2 
years. He just seems to, something seems to be wrong. Tned to get hirn tested this year, 
it wasn't working out. His school that he's going to next year, they are aware of it and 
they're going to get hirn tested. With ESL it's an issue because they'll Say, "oh, he hasn't 
been here long enough." 1 don't know what happened with this student. He seems to 
have slipped through the cracks, but he. I don't know what it is. 1 can't figure out if it's 
oral directions. I've tried everything with him. [20] 

Experiential 

The unit is an exploration for adolescents to l e m  about the field of advertising - both to 
be able to critique it, and to be a part of it. [ I l  

And then we we're doing [narne of novel] . It's a video-novel, it's a Mayan adventure. It 
was an expedition, which means we talked about a Science aspect of this whole unit. It 
was the effect of pressure, on things that are filled with air versus things that are filled 
with water. And it had to with scuba diving, and a hypobaric chamber. So we talked 
about, and I had balioons, and 1 said, "well this is filled with water," which the kids 
thought was great - here's a balloon filled with water. And I had 2 kids squishing them - 
so who would squish faster? Well unfortunately, the 1 with water squished first, which 
wasn't supposed to happen, but that was okay, because 3 kids got soaked and that was 
fh- I I I  

So, we acnially worked through . . . it was a h o s t  like activity . . . you how,  what we 
used to cal1 activity centres 20 yean ago. And we had things like . . . we got into 
mapping skills where the children had to design maps of a pioneer village and so on, 
using legend and scale, and things like that. We had a knitting centre, where they leamed 
how to knit. We had a cooking centre, where they made butter and bread, and so on, 
things like that. We had a research centre, where they had to some research on the 
History of New France. We had oral presentations, group.. . single, as well as p u p ,  
presentations. We took them on a field trip to [name] Castle. So that unit worked very, 
very weI1. I'm trying to think of what else we did . . . we did writing. We integrated 
writing into it. We had them write diaries, and they enjoyed taking the paper and putting 
it in tea. and burning it, making it look really old and stuff  like that. [3] 



1 try and retain that sense of giving the kids a hands-on program. [4] 

When we got into project type sniff, [I had] to make sure the kids had a visual 
demonstration, an opportunity to "muck" with stuff. [4] 

They're doing a unit right now on Canadian Settiements, and they are doing research on 
whatever settlement they've chosen to research such as  United Empire Layalists, or the 
[unclear], or Red River settlement, and that involves library time, cornputer time, the 
hstrating Intemet. [6] 

Where can 1 go and learn from here and not have Mrs. [narne] tell me that 1 have to leam 
this and leam this. I've also given them a chance to go investigate for themselves. [8] 

They [students] do research projects on World War II in a srnail group situation. [9] 

Being able to apply it to a three-dimensional form, the undentanding of it, because 1 find 
that, especially, 1 have a spatial problem myself. And 1 find that if you do it hands on 
fint, three dimensionally, if you can have it, and it was wonderfil with the symmetry for 
that example, then you can look at a book and, a textbook, and then apply it to a two 
dimensional plan. [9] 

1'11 say verbally that's excellent, where'd you come up with that, well why don't you 
explore this avenue, and it's great, they catch on right away. [9] 

How they are experimenting in order to undentand, and 1 think that's a very important 
part of Iearning, is what they do to try to come to a final answer, more so than what that 
final little answer is. [9] 

The hands-on, 1 find you l e m  better with hands-on than you do with blah, blah, blah, 
blah, now write it. [9] 

The kids were working on projects, independent projects, but working in 2's. [12] 

I've been working on combining Geography and History more. 1 won? Say integrati~g, 
because it im't integration, it's separated by discipline in a sense. An exarnple in History 
- we'd start out with Say "exploration," looking at why do people leave when they do, and 
what were they looking for. That leads itself into a jigsaw approach to reading, for 
different groups sharing information, a classical concept of jigsaw. That worked out very 
well, and then the kids went into individual research on a person which was basicdly 
dong certain lines, including a srna11 bibliography, maybe 3 or 4 materials - this is near 
the beginning of the year. Finished that, then we looked at "okay, they came here, what 
did they find?' and that would lead into a Geography mini-theme on the Environment, 
the natural environment of humans here. And so, that led into looking into "how do you 
record things in climate?" "How do you record things about plants and anùnds?' 
Various simple ways of looking at i t  And their final group work, and they worked in 



twos on this, was to create a biologicai area, a bio, in which they looked at the 
interreIationship of soiI, plants, animals, and cIimate. And they created a diorama doing 
that, so it was hands on. [ I  31 

We put human beings in that environment, and the idea was - Native people were here, 
how did they get here? Then we looked at their technological area, which affects the way 
we use the environment, and they worked into a simple . . . if you did, Say, the Northem 
area of Canada, Say the Arctic and sub-Arctic, you had a choice of certain Native people, 
the Inuit or whatever, and the student would take that individually. The partnerships are 
broken into individuai research and we did a large class thing fint of dl, with the 
Woodland Indians in this region, and showing what kinds of things you can research, and 
how you do it. So we had one common day, then they had one diverse group, Say the 
Inuit or the West Coast, or the East, or the sub-Arctic region. And so they worked 
through that, which now leads me to my next geographic topic which was resources. 
Then we said, "okay, when they came here, they needed resources," so we did a 
geographical comection - you see, we're flip-flopping al1 the time. [13] 

Now the mathematics involves some Geometry because they have to measure and design 
the pool table. They have to know something about the idea that whaiever angle it hits at, 
it will rebound at the same angle. And once they start doing this, îhey build chats. The 
problem solvhg strategies are making tables and charts, looking for patterns, and making 
predictions. The thinking skills are dong the line of predicting and decision making. 
They are allowed to work in pain for the fint part of it in order to try to discover the 
patterns. [14] 

And so what they'll do, they'll recognize that with a .  . . when they start building theu 
pool tables and their charts and tables, they'll recognize patterns amongst the numbers. 
For exarnple, if they use a pool table with a length and the width are made up of odd 
numben, they'll notice that the number of hits can be found and predicted just by adding 
those two numbers. And the number of squares that it goes through will be found by 
multiplying the 2 numbers. But, if they use even numbers, or an odd and even, they 
won? find that prediction. So 1 give them a graphic organizer to do where they put some 
of the results in a chart down the side - what's your prediction? What happened? Did it 
work out? If it worked out h e ,  they just write it in If it didn't work ou& they have to go 
back and try another one. And then they respond to that. And what it actually gets into is 
factoring - greatest cornmon factor, and lowest common mdtiple. And after using the 
patterns, 1 would Say f 00% of the kids will figure out the patterns of adding the 2 
numbers and multiplying the 2 numbers, because they are nght there in h n t  of them. 
They start off by counting, something very simple. And then they can use the addition 
and multiplication. [ 141 

Hands on, real thkg, real life rnanner even back then [when he was in school]. And 1 
redly enjoyed that. And it was relevant to me. It was very relevant. If it wasn't relevant, 
1 didn't enjoy it. 1 try to use some of those . . . 1 d l  try to use some of those things I 
learned 30 or 40 years ago with my own groups of kids. [14] 



What we did, in each group of 6, the kids were asked, were given a mind map like this 
[shows it]. 1 gave them this to work on as a group So instead of working towards this, 
they start with this. 1 give them the statement - the culture of the 'blank' people was 
determined by the environment. We had to discuss that, and took some of the different 
sub-groups of that, so the kids, as a group, had tons of materials here and so they just 
brainstormed, and researched and got a lot of information there to do that. As they are 
collecting information, 1 am taking things here looking at it, checking to make sure they 
are on track, putting some comments, putting some circles there if there, no that wss 
different, so anyways, make sure they have some information. ûnce they've got 
information, then they can select, okay, which one of these do you want to work on, so 
the kids have the choice to negotiate. And each of them was responsible for a piece of 
paper like this, 17 x 1 1, where they had to take their topic, tools and weapons, whatever, 
and they put these together on boards, so that it was one of the Science boards sort of, so 
that it was al1 set up. So each kid is working in a group, but they are responsible for one 
specific section and they could help each other across that way so that when they are 
working on the line map it's, as a group, as a whole. [16] 

Well il's becoming more evident that there are reaily strong linkages that need to be taken 
advantage of. 1 can't teach Math or Science. It would be wrong for me, philosophically, 
to teach Math or Science in isolation. I think the Common Curriculum says that, but 
nevertheless 1 still want integrate because that's where my strength is. And as 1 develop 
that strength further and M e r  1 see oppominities to branch out, little forays. So what 
I've done with that is that I've created some homework activities for the kids on one of the 
. . . there's nothing new about it, it's just a term homework assignment, to fùid newspaper 
articles and write an impact essay on how these current Science topics that are being 
reported in the news right now may . . . Wow, that hit them. It was hilarious. 1 had to 
work on them. Top end kids no problem; middle end kids, a little help, a little push; the 
bottom end kids were right out of it. And then . . . so how about one article 1 choose. 1 
picked fairly heavy duty articles nom various areas fkom Science and Math. I asked 
them to surnmarize the articles and then write an impact on how does that impact society 
and how does it impact for younelf. [17] 

And, you know, 1 really believe that we have to give kids, especiaily at this age group, 
lots of hruidson experiences to build h m .  To r d t y  build, you know, consrnia . . . 1173 

[Why do you thhk that the unit gives us a good sense of how you are as a teacher?] 1 
guess because it's very active and there's a lot of hands on, very little teacher talk, a lot of 
trying to move them dong in their learning, rather than just me spouting information. 
P O 1  

We were doing a sort of a jigsaw Ieaming about the kingdoms and plants. They got to 
choose their groups, which they loved. So there are 4 people in a group and then they 
choose out of a hat what kingdom they're going to deal with and it's set up in a structure. 
They have to find 10 characteristics about that kingdom, what makes the kingdoms 
special and they do it on chart paper, and they need to name 5 organisms that you would 
fuid in the kingdom and draw them. They reform into their group and then they're going 



to have to pment their findings to this whole group which, theoretically everybody has 
becme an expert on t of 5 Rmgûoms and they'lf maRe rrp a sttrdy sheet. €201 

Student directedstudent owned 

As we do more examples, they take more ownenhip, so 1 will wean them off of me 
directing them. [1] 

Sometimes things will change for a particular class or for ail the classes or for the ciass 
on one day as part of the unit. Things branch off and change because of the issues at the 
current time. Or things that are happening in the community or that kind of thing 
sometimes changes how you deliver, what you decide to deliver . . . or the issues that the 
kids want to taik about within the h e w o r k  that you're delivenng. [4] 

ï h e  kids have a huge selection of the things that they c m  do, the choices of projects that 
they can do. [4] 

The kids have always made, and they just love to do it, and it's hard to tie it to the 
Common Cumculum. They love to make these stuffed animals fiom these kits, they just 
love to do it. Well, we're doing it this year. [4] 

1 go through the goal setting sheet with them, and conference with them about how 
they're going to go about achieving their goals and that kind of stuff. [4] 

Sometimes you scrap the whole plan for the moniing. 1 mean, 1, earlier in the year, 1 did 
that oBen. 1 would have a list of you know, 5, what 1 thought were minor things, 5 kinds 
of leaming activities. Or I have this lesson, and we do this and that. And it was not 
realistic on a given day; it wasn't going to happen. But 1 am much more prepared now to 
just go with the flow. Great sniff happens anyway, so you catch up the next day. You 
can't really . . . and if they bring in . . . and 1 find even more so with the young students; 
it's very spontaneous. They'll come in with things nom home that are related, or maybe 
not even, to something that were studying at the time, and they want desperately to share 
that. And, we have a lot of times for some of that, but a lot of thnes you just have to go 
with it. It's more important, the how of learning, than whatts in the daybook and so on. 
So, I've really learned to let go of that, you know, not be too womed about what's on 
paper and what's actually happening. As long as it's good leaniing. [5 ]  

Last week the week before, when 1 realized, Like the initial plan that I made for the unit 
didn't have several of these activities but, you know, as 1, as 1 got into if and then 1 found 
some other sources, because they were just ~ a d y  to do this reading. 1 found, for instance, 
[name of novel]. 1 hadn't planned on that one, and found it and 1 thought this is perfect, 1 
know that they can read this, and they could. And 1 thought well, if they can read if you 
know, 1 think they could probably do a different conchsion. And they did! So, it was 
just one of those, it just kept snowballing. [5] 



And what 1 do is 1 set up appointments anci they would write down new questions and 
then they would make 9 appointments with other students in the room and then they sit 
face to face and brainstorm everythùig that they can think of about that particular 
question. [It] just gets them hooked into thinking about the concept. And then we come 
back together as a group and we talk about the commonalities in their brainstorming. 
And then 1 would have them develop fiom that a dennition for a voyage. And it would 
be a definition totally fiom them. Nothing to do with the dictionary or anything. [6] 

They're doing a unit right now on Canadian Settlements, and they are doing research on 
whatever settlement they've chosen to research such as United Empire Loyalists, or the 
[unclear], or Red River settlement, and that involves library tirne, cornputer tirne, the 
hstrating Intemet. [6] 

They [students] express their opinions about how and where things are done with regard 
to whaling and ships and why would you study such an endangered species. And then it 
cornes into my Math program. We look at charting the ocean floor, we look at maybe 
doing some ratio and rate of catch, of the fish and the whales, we can look at the analysis 
of the cost of putting such an expedition together. 1 bring the Science into the room 
simply because it goes so well with it that. 1 will do some Science with them with regard 
to the studies and we're just talking right now about red tides and algae and 
contaminating fish and not humans. And of course the history behind whaling and the 
History with regards to the land and the ocean floors and the ways and means of catching 
fish and why it's so important to man. [8] 

What can 1 go and learn fiom here and not have Mrs. [name] tell me that 1 have to learn 
this and leam this. I've also given them a chance to go investigate for themselves. [8] 

1'11 Say verbally that's excellent, where'd you come up with that, well why don't you 
explore this avenue, and it's great, they catch on right away. [9] 

How, how into it they are, or if they just couldn't give a poop what they're doing. hterest 
level, based on that. Are they asking each other questions? You know, what do you 
think of this? Well, what do you, well, what if we go in this direction? [9] 

If it's an individual situation, what I'm looking at when I'm w W g  around is if they are 
asking for help within their group. Then do they come to me if they still don? 
understand? Or are they that type that just immediately corne to me? Do they go to the 
dictionary first, rather than coming up to me and saying, how do you spell . . . ? 191 

The kids were working on projects, independent projects, but working in twos. [12] 

We put human beings in that environment, and the idea was - Native people were here, 
how did they get here? Then we looked at their technological area, which affects the way 
we use the environment, and they worked into a simple . . . if you dicl, say, the Northem 
area of Canada, Say the Arctic and sub-Arctic, you had a choice of certain Native people, 
the Inuit or whatever, and the student would take that individually. The partnerships are 



broken into individual research, and we did a large class thing first of d l ,  with the 
W d f a n d  hCans in t k s  region, ancl stiowing wtmt kmds of thbgs you can rescarch, md 
how you do it. So we had one common day, then they had one diverse group, Say the 
Inuit or the West Coast, or the East, or the sub-Arctic region. And so they worked 
through that, which now leads me to my next geographic topic which was resources. 
Then we said. "okay, when they came here, they needed resources," so we did a 
geographical connection - you see, we're flip-flopping al1 the time. [13] 

Well 1 stmed off by getting them to thmk about. you know, we do brainstorming and we 
play with ideas. [13] 

They were problem-solving ali the way through and making decisions. [13] 

So 1 took some kids 1 knew that wouid do very very well, and 1 said well here's an avid 
challenge. You've seen ievel4 on your report card. I'm not sure what it means, but 1 
think it might mean this, let's try it, are you willing? Okay, so I gave them, they chose I 
of 4 activities being the director. [ 131 

There's a reflection sheet where they write down what the activity was, what they did. 
what they learned from it, how they felt about it and what they'd like to do next. There's 
a foilow up research project for some of them who want to go and investigate the ongins 
of billiards and pool. Some of the children will do that and report on it. Some of them 
have built models of pool tables and bnng that it. [14] 

We do a portfolio. Their portfolio is 1.5 size Science boards and on the Science board 
they have to design a persona1 logo, a persona1 slogan, or it can be a slogan they picked 
up or they can design their own, it's going to represent their leaming philosophy for the 
year. And then they are going to do, they do a collage of al1 things they are interested in. 
1141 

[Name of teaching paruier] and 1 use the term, "choices." And that was our whole theme 
for the year for the children. We repeated that with hem also. [14] 

1 put a lot of onus on the kids for doing things and organizing things and I'm not really 
restrictive in the programs 1 run that way. [14] 

And I always felt that students should have more ownership and responsibility for their 
leanùng. 1 always felt that. Even in my i n t e ~ e w s  at JK - 6 or JK - 8 school, 1 wanted 
the students there and was considered to be a maverick because 1 wanted the kids there. 
WI 

What we did, in each group of 6 the kids were asked, were given a mind map Wre this 
[shows it]. 1 gave them this to work on as a group, so instead of working towards this, 
they start with this. I give them the statement - the culture of the 'blank' people was 
determined by the environment. We had to discuss that, and took some of the different 
sub-groups of that, so the kids as a p u p  had tons of materials here and so they just 



brainstormed, and researched and got a lot of information there to do that. As they are 
coliecting information, 1 am taking things here looking at it, checking to make sure they 
are on track, putting some comments, putting some circles there if there, no that was 
different, so anyways, make sure they have some Uiformation. Once they've got 
information, then they can select, okay, which one of these do you want to work on, so 
the kids have the choice to negotiate. And each of them was responsible for a piece of 
paper like this, 17 x 1 1, where they had to take their topic, tools and weapons, whatever, 
and they put these together on boards so that it was one of the Science boards sort of, so 
that it was al1 set up. So each kid is working in a group, but they are responsible for one 
specific section and they could help each other across that way so that when they are 
working on the line map it's, as a group, as a whole. [16] 

Some kids could do an optional topic. 1161 

1 think we have a large group of kids. We push responsibility a lot, so we have for 
example, when we're doing extension activities, we said, "alright if you want to do an 
extension activity, here are the . . . why don't you go with this," because what 1 think is, in 
the way we run the programming here, we really put a lot, we try to put accountability on 
the students and have them take responsibility. [16] 

The Cornmon Cumculum aside, students are my fint reason for doing it. I've dways 
asked my students dong the way . . . [17] 

Well it's becoming more evident that there are really strong linkages that need to be taken 
advantage of. 1 can't teach Math or Science. It would be wrong for me, philosophically, 
to teach Math or Science in isolation. I think the Common Curriculum says that, but 
nevertheless 1 still want integrate because that's where my strength is. And as I develop 
that strength m e r  and fiirther 1 see opportwiities to branch out. little forays. So what 
I've done with that is that I've created some hornework activities for the kids on one of the 
. . . there's nothing new about it, it's just a term homework assignment, to find newspaper 
articles and write an impact essay on how these current Science topics that are being 
reported in the news right now may . . . Wow, that hit them. It was hilarious. 1 had to 
work on them. Top end kids no problem; middle end kids, a little help, a little push; the 
bottom end kids were right out of it. And then . . . so how about one article I choose. I 
picked fairly heavy duty articles from various areas from Science and Math. 1 asked 
them to summarize the articles and thec wite an impact on how does that impact society 
and how does it impact for younelf. [17] 

1 think al1 curriculum should be student driven. That's the reason why we have 
curriculum in the nrst place, to help students gain understandings. [17] 

I try to foster the coachhentor, studentlteacher relationship because I h d  that that works 
better for me and students find that very very hard. They are very used to, "this is how 
you're going to do it," and 1 found that I've become a better learner when I've taken 
responsibility for that so I ~IY to encourage that. 1 corne down really hard on kids who 



come to me with problems that could have been very quickly solved up front if they 
wouidhave thought about it. [TT 

1 put so much emphasis on taking responsibility for their leamhg, take the responsibility 
for making mistakes. 1 make mistakes too. 1 realize afterward it's a piece of garbage. It 
shouldn't have gone out. It's not worthwhile doing. I'rn very sorry 1 gave it to you. 1 
shouldn't have done that and so it's taken me about 3 months to get the kids to the point of 
saying 1 struggle with that. 1 know I'rn not going to be able to do that. But some kids are 
not moving to that and they don't like it. They see me as  the controller. 1171 

And 1 like handing control to kids when they're capable of handling it. And it's really 
neat how they use it. So then 1 look for depth of thought, as much depth as you can get 
into a sentence, but did they pick up where they messed up and how they can improve 
that. [17] 

You know Albert Einstein always said that imagination is more important than 
knowledge. But that's not the way the Ministry's working. Imagination is the least 
important. Facts, facts, facts, stuff them in is, is more important. Which is, and some 
educational systems that work that way, have trouble coming up with new ideas for 
things, and I'm speaking mostly of some of the Asian ones, you know, that are knowledge 
based. They have tremendous, you knowo outcornes, and you know, our kids look 
incredibly stupid next to hem, but, they're al1 buying retro technology ncw. You know? 
Retro technology, where they have to actually purchase something, take it apart and then 
recopy it. They never come up with their own ideas. 1181 

I believe that every student can leam and every student can do the projects. This one 
doesn't set any boundaries, that it's too hard nobody can do it in the sense . . . the fact that 
students are enjoying what they're doing, that they've made personal choices in what 
they're . . . 1 haven't given them the project and they haven't had to do that particular 
country. Theylve actually had choice. (1 91 

If they're coming and you know they're Nnning down to Science because they want to be 
there and they want to try something and if you listen to them tailring within thek groups 
and they're taIking Science, to me I feel that rve  been successfd in getthg the ideas 
across. [20] 

They [students] really do love those activities and you know 1 didn't mind. I'rn structured 
but I'rn fairly flexible. [20] 

1 want them to figure it out on tùeir own. They're, I tell them they're my little scientists. 
They have to do it on their own and they'll ask me questions, "tell me what this is." "No 
way, you tell me." I'rn m g  to teach them to be inquiring and problem-solving. 1201 

w y  role is] more of a, more of a, 1 guess, facilitator. Let's move this, you know, move it 
dong. Trying to give hem some clues, and allowing them to fkd out some of the 
answers on their own. 1201 



f c m  b e m o f  afacibatmmd havetfremwurk,ycn~tarow, 8Lhowdo yrmwanttowork 
on this unit?" Give hem choices. [20] 

Collaborative 

They do a lot of group work where they support each other; they do a lot of research. [ l ]  

They're working through it, it's families. Like, you can - I just like the whole idea of 
them working together on it. [ I l  

You know, certain banles. Like. they're not al1 working on the sarne one. They kind of 
become an expert on one and bring it back into the group. [3] 

[Name of student], and this kid is like, it's like the hare and the torioise. He's going to 
win the race because he found great kids to work with, because he knows how he learns, 
he knows what works for him. He'll try every strategy you give him, but when he fmds 
what works, he uses it to the max. And he's going to do incredibly well. [3] 

They were working on a group project. [43 

And what 1 do is 1 set up appointments and they would write d o m  new questions and 
then, they would make 9 appointments with other students in the room and then they sit 
face to face and brainstorm everything that they cm think of about that particular 
question. [It] just gets hem hooked into thinking about the concept. And then we corne 
back together as a group and we talk about the commonalities in their brainstorming. 
And then 1 would have them develop fiom that a definition for a voyage. And it would 
be a definition totally nom them. Nothing to do with the dictionary or anything. [6] 

They have group work to do. [8] 

They [students] do research projects on World War II in a small group situation. [9] 

1 try to assign al1 the identified students to the sarne group because they get extra time 
and that way they can still continue to work in the tirne, when they are given that, with 
the learning strategies teacher. [9] 

At the end we bring the [narnes of students] and the [names of students] together and they 
discuss their books and they see, they find out the similarities. We bring them dl 
together. [9] 

There was an expert within each group, so we are trying that. [9] 

How, how into it they are, or if they just couldn't give a poop what they're doing. Interest 
Ievel, based on that. Are they asking each other questions? You know, what do you 
think of this? Well, what do you, well, what if we go in this direction? [9] 



If it's an individual situation, what I'm looking at when I'm wallcing around is if they are 
asking for help within their group, then do they come to me if they still don't understand. 
Or are they that type that just imrnediately come to me? Do they go to the dictionary 
first. radier than coming up to me and saying, how do you spell? [9] 

I use Kagen structures an awful lot, which is not group work because you are assigned 
tasks. Right? Cooperative leaming. (91 

1 just have them always sit with their Wends. That has always been rny philosophy for 
the most part - just to encourage them to work at cooperative leaming. [12] 

1 encourage peer tutoring a great deal - ask a fiiend to come in at lunch tirne or stay in 
after school or even recess or the morning. [12] 

The kids were working on projects, independent projects, but working in twos. [12] 

I've been working on combining Geography and History more. 1 won't Say integrating, 
because it isn't integration, it's separated by discipline in a sense. An example in History 
- we'd start out with Say "exploration," looking at why do people leave when they do, and 
what were they looking for. That leads itself into a jigsaw approach to reading, for 
different groups sharing information, a classical concept of jigsaw. That worked out very 
well, and then the kids went into individual research on a person which was basically 
along certain lines, including a small bibliography, maybe 3 or 4 materials - this is near 
the beginning of the year. Finished that, then we looked at "okay, they came here, what 
did they find?" and that would lead into a Geography mini-theme on the Environment, 
the natural environment of humans here. And so, that led into looking into 'how do you 
record things in climate?" "How do you record things about plants and animais?" 
Various simple ways of looking at if and their final group work, and they worked in 2's 
on this, was to create a biological area, a bio, in which they looked at the interrelationship 
of soil, plants, animais, and climate. And they created a diorama doing that, so it was 
hands on. [13] 

We put human beings in that environment, and the idea was - Native people were here, 
how did they get here? Then we looked at their technological area, which affects the way 
we use the environment, and they worked into a simple . . . if you did, Say, the Northem 
area of Canada, Say the Arctic and sub-Arctic, you had a choice of certain Native people, 
the Inuit or whatever, and the student would take that individually. The partnerships are 
broken into individual research, and we did a large class thing nnt of ail, with the 
Woodland Indians in this region, and showing what kinds of rhuigs you cm research, and 
how you do it. So we had one common day, then they had one diverse gruup, Say the 
Inuit or the West Coast, or the East, or the sub-Arctic region. And so they worked 
through that, which now leads me to my next geographic topic which was resources. 
Then we said, "okay, when they came here, they needed resources," so we did a 
geographical connection - you see, we're flip-flopping all the t h e .  [13] 



There's some co-operative leaming. [13 1 

There's a time to talk to others and exchange on a fiee ba i s  and then take away and work 
with what you've got. And I'm finding now I'm doing that more in the classroom with 
kids. [13] 

Right now I'm using desks in pain because of what we're doing in Integrated Studies and 
in Mathematics. Now probabiy in another month I'II throw out the desks and put the 
tables back in. And rnost of the groupings are made by the childrni themselves unless 
there is a combination 1 find won't work, There has been one combination that doesn't 
work. But they usually have the fieedom to choose who they are going to work with 
most of the time. [14] 

Now the Mathematics involves some Geometry because they have to measure and design 
the pool table. They have to know something about the idea that whatever angle it hits at, 
it will rebound at the same angle. And once they start doing this, they build charts. The 
problem solving strategies are making tables and charts, looking for patterns, and making 
predictions. The thinking skills are dong the line of predicting and decision making. 
They are allowed to work in pairs for the fint part of it in order to try to discover the 
patterns. [ I  41 

The fint part we use pair and share, where they worked together and talked about it. [14] 

They had worked in companies and built pasta bridges. So 1 told each Company that part 
of it . . . you're going to organize yourself and get your parents coming in at the same 
time because the frnt 20 minutes will be  a group presentation on your bridge and the 
parents really, really enjoyed that. Because they questioned the kids a lot on, 'îvhat did 
you do when you didn't agree on something because it's obvious you couldn't agree on 
everything and how did you handle it." So they had to explain how they handled those 
problems. [14] 

Because the people involved were people who are control people. They would never get 
into student led conferencing, or anything like that. They have to be there. They have to 
have a parent in and tdk to the p m t .  They have to be in contml. Ycu wouidn't see 
cooperative leaming in that classroom. That sort of thing. So it's just a control thing. 
r143 

1 intmduced self-editing. She [previous teacher] didn't have them doing self-editing and 
peer conferencing. And 1 gave them many opporfunities to work together. And they 
were al1 doing this independently. So 1 broke it down so that when they did the course 
time-line, they had the opportunity to share and compare with a peer to get the very best 
tirne-line. And 1 knew, 1 kept saying, I don? care if you copy. 1 want the best you know 
it, al1 that sort of stuff. So, 1 brought in a lot more of peer and self-evaluation of it. Then 
1 said, you know, 1 kept saying how great they were at recountùlg and you're experts now 
so with a partner what do you think is the critena of a "recount" is? [15] 



When 1 went to d l  the recounts that they aiready did fiom an anthology there wasn't a 
creative aspect to it, that it was fkom their persona1 experience. So, 1 provided them 
with the 4 students work, works on visiting . . . on a field trip nom my previous school 
and they were actually grade 7/ 8 but that doesn't make any difference. They graded it 
first individually and then with a peer and then with a small group, which one did they 
meet . . ., which is the best standard, which is, you know, rated 1 to 4. [IS] 

I've certain1 y tried to encourage and expand on students' particular strengths, especiall y as 
1 was trying to find them out. I've only been here since January. Those who would have 
oral strengths, those who have the writing strengths and reading and so on. Al1 the 
different types of strengths, to build on those at the same time to share them arnong 
themselves so that you know you are doing really well orally or you've been confident in 
your oral strength. "Why don't you work with so and so whose strength is writing" and 1 
try to encourage and also make connections for the kids. What's literacy got to do with 
Our life here reaily and in the other subject areas. [ l  S] 

What we did, in each group of 6, the kids were asked, were aven a mind map like this 
[shows it]. I gave them t h s  to work on as a group. So instead of  working towards this, 
they start with this. 1 give them the statement - the culture of the "blank" people was 
determined by the environment. We had to discuss that, and took some of the different 
sub-groups of that, so the kids as a group had tons of materials here and so they just 
brainstormed, and researched and got a lot of infoxmation there to do that. As they are 
collecting information, 1 am taking things here looking at it, checking to make sure they 
are on track, putting some comments, putting some circles there if there, no that was 
different, so anyways, make sure they have some information. Once they've got 
information, then they can select, okay. which one of these do you want to work on, so 
the kids have the choice to negotiate. And each of them was responsible for a piece of 
paper like this, 17 x 1 1, where they had to take their topic, tools and weapons, whatever, 
and they put these together on boards so that it was one of the Science boards sort of, so 
that it was al1 set up. So each kid is working in a group, but they are responsible for one 
specific section and they could help each other across that way so that when they are 
working on the line rnap it's, as a group, as a w hole. [ 161 

We emphasize that kids have tt, work in diverse groups. [KI 

Yesterday's tower activity was just so much fun. They were building towers in a 
partnenhip with toothpicks and that blue goo stuff that you use on the walls and that's al1 
they had. They were building these towers and it was so much fun to watch the strategies 
they were trying and the things they were working through and the Ieaming that was 
going on. [16] 

One of our overriding aims is that every student has to work with every other student in 
the division over the course of the year. [16] 

A lot of the work, even if it's individual work, will be done in a group setting with kids 
sitting beside each other and helping each other. [17] 



So someone puts this thing up on the board, a solution up on the board. Somebody else 
sticks up their hand saying, "1 have another solution just as good as that one, but it's 
different." ALright that's good, different. Before you know it, you've got 4 different 
solutions to exactly the sarne problem and al1 of them were equdly valid and the kids 
celebrated. [17] 

They recognize that there is freedom to offer different solutions. Most of  the kids in my 
Grade 8 class value others' opinions for different solutions. It's not like there is just one 
solution. There are difFerent solutions. [17] 

We don? do necessarily peer tutonng, but peer tutoring happens consistently in the fact 
that when they have missed a class they can't come and ask me about it. They have to go 
and search out and research, and they find somebody and Say explain this to me. They 
explain it to them and if they still don't undentand it. then they corne back to me. So 
that's the form of peer tutoring. [18] 

And they [students] are expected to interact with one another. If, and that's the way we 
start in Grade 6, they come to me and I was away what did we do? 1 Say, you go back to 
your group and you discuss it. [ 1 81 

But basically we are arranged in group settings. There are individual tables and seats, but 
they're al1 within a group. [18] 

And [they're] in groups also, because the group reinforces the peer tutoring aspect, 
consultation within their group, and just the organisation of the classroom. [18] 

They leam more with groups. They'll evaluate how well their group did the particular 
piece and they ofien do self-reflection in terms ofjournal writing and 1 write back to 
them. [20] 

We were doing a sort of a jigsaw leaming about the kingdoms and plants. They got to 
choose their groups, which they loved. So there are 4 people in a group and then they 
choose out of a hat whaî kin~dom they're going ta deal with and it's set up in a structure. 
They have to find 1 O characteristics about that kingdom, what rnakes the kingdoms 
specid and they do it on chart paper, and they need to name 5 organisms that you would 
find in the kingdom and draw them. They refonn into theû group and then they're going 
to have to present their findings to this whole group which, theoretically everybody has 
becorne an expert on one of 5 kingdorns and they'll make up a study sheet. [20] 

[Class] 8-2, they are a linle bit brutal. They're an ESL group of very immature. They 
need to . . . as a teacher you need to have every single minute of their time fiIIed or else 
they go nuts. But because they're a little, it sounds mange but it feels like you know I1m 
putting them down and I'm not. Their language is, they're still working on their language. 
I'm doing the same language that Pm doing with the Grade 7's with them so theye  doing 
a jigsaw a s  well. Again, they got to pick their groups. Of course 1 knew I was going to 



run into some problems because it's unstnictured and 1 alrnost have to sit beside certain 
individuds othenïvise if goes nu& so thaf was a Iiff le, a W e  tense. [201 

Connected (to self and worid) 

Language . . . we did a lot of analysing, we had to put it down on paper, responses, how 
these commercials made people feel. We also tallced a lot about the type of commercials 
where it made you think - like dnink àriving, and nuclear weapons, and Green Peace - 
we had a lot of discussions about that. [ l]  

You know, we even did Science. The kids had to. In Science, we integrated it with, they 
had to compare M&Mts, and their claim was that it doesn't melt in your hand, so we did 
experirnents like that. [ l]  

1'11 know if it's working if the kids are enthused and focused, and want to be there. If 
they're listless or restless, and, you know, "this is boring," and there's no connection. 
They can't see how this is going to be important to them. [ l ]  

1 think it's [the unit] relevant, 1 think it's current, 1 thllik it's important for kids to know, 1 
think kids ioday need to be aware of things that happen outside of the school. It's open 
ended, it's teacher directed, it's a little bit of everyihing. It's not just al1 teackr directed, 
which 1 hate, but it's not al1 open ended, where some of the kids get lost, or they need 
more focusing. 'There's a liale bit of time there where 1 c m  do both. 1 like it; it's fun. It 
is, it's great! [ I l  

I've tried to create a lot of situations which are applications. 1 try to create a lot of 
situations where there's, you know, this is a problem, how do you figure out? What 
knowledge do you have in sorting al1 of this out? [4] 

Sometimes things will change for a panicular class or for ail the classes or for the class 
on one day as part of the unit. Things branch off and change because of the issues at the 
current time. Or things that are happening in the community or that kind of thing 
sometimes changes how you deliver, what you decide to deliver . . . or the issues that the 
kids want to talk about withui the h e w o r k  that you're delivering. [41 

1 just hope to always update or make more current or change something so it's more 
relevant, al1 the time. 1 get stale- it's rneaningless for the kids if 1 don? - so 1 probably 
never do the sarne thing twice. [4] 

When were taïking about a place called le Maroc and Algerie in Afnca, you need to have 
a connection with some Little boy or girl there because you could cotnmunicate with them 
as well, and it helps some of the kids. Ethnic backgrounds are not as diverse as  some of 
the other cIasses I've had in the past, but they did corne to know a little more about their 
own cultural heritage and ethnic ongin, just sort of that hodgepodge of customs and 
things that they'd participated in their own families. [SI 



Sometimes you swap the whole pian for the rnoming. I mean, 1, earlier in the year, 1 did 
that ofien. I would have a Iist of you know, 5, what 1 thought were minor things, 5 kinds 
of learning activities. Or I have this lesson, and we do this and that. And it was not 
realistic on a given day; it wasn't going to happen. But 1 am much more prepared now to 
just go with the flow. Great stuff happens anyway, so you catch up the next day. You 
can't really. . . and if they bnng in . . . and 1 find even more so with the young students - 
it's very spontaneous. They'll corne in with things fiom home that are related, or maybe 
not even, to sornething that were studying at the time, and they want desperately to share 
that. And, we have a lot of times for some of that, but a lot of times you just have to go 
with it. It's more important, the how of leaming, than what's in the daybook and so on. 
So, I've really Ieamed to let go of that, you know, not be too worried about what's on 
paper and what's actually happening. As long as its good leaming. [5] 

1'11 try to connect hem [units] to their lives, make them meaningful for them. That's what 
1 did with this Canadian history, the unit 1 just finished. They wanted to know why 
Quebec wants to separate. So 1 said when you finish this we'll take a look at 1763,I think 
it was, they'll be able to understand a little bit about why they, some people in Quebec, 
want to do it. So to connect it to their world, you know, as much as possible, make it 
meaningful for them. [6] 

1 do find you can incorporate a lot of things because you can involve the community 
more on a broader base with your units that you're teaching, whether it is Black History 
or Chinese History, or whatever. You can bring the community in. [9] 

1 really believe, um, strongly, that you decrease discipline [problems] if you have a 
meaningful c ~ c u l u m  that engages kids. Um, yeah, that makes sense to me, but other 
people don't have that same strong belief, so they attack problems in a different way. Uh, 
in this school, there is a, ah, I guess, ah, a culture, or a history, whereby it's a top-downist 
structure. So. the kid who's bad: send him to the office, as opposed to the teacher 
negotiating, addressing, problem solving with the child. Um, now granted we have, we 
have a lot of kids who are going through some really heavy-duty things, but what tends to 
be the model. If they forget their books, it's the office and 1 just, and 1 think that's 
counterproductive, but 1, 1 think if the curriculum in the classes is more engaging then the 
kid will be interestecl [ 1 l] 

We do a portfolio. Their portfolio is 1.5 size Science boards and on the Science board 
they have to design a penonal logo, a penonal slogan, o r  it can be a slogan they picked 
up or they can design their own, it's going to represent their leaming philosophy for the 
year. And then they are going to do, they do a collage o f  al1 things they are interesteci in. 
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I would say most of the children are coming and meeting some success. 1 mean they are 
able to do certain things. They might not be meeting an outcome entirely in every 
discipline but at least they are meeting with some success that they haven't met before. 
And 1 think one of the reasons for this is the integration factor. They can see a reason for 
doing this, a reason for doing that because 1 try to relate most of the things they do to a 



real life activity or bring it within their experiences and they see some reason for doing 
this. An example is hctions. I've always found children in numeracy to have a great 
difficulty with fractions for various reasons and they want to know why do 1 have to learn 
fractions because where do you l e m  fractions in the real world. It's very difficult to 
explain to them where you rnight use them. in the stock market in the States they still use 
fractions, but you cm also use decimals. You have to try to be realistic with them to give 
them a purpose. [14] 

1 fmd the last 3 or 4 years, these kids are questioning things a lot more than they did. 
They don't sit back and just let me throw things at them. They question about it, why am 
1 doing this, give me the reason behind it and so forth. [14] 

Hands on, reai thing, real life manner even back then [when he was in school]. And 1 
really enjoyed that. And it was relevant to me. It was very relevant. If it wasn't relevant, 
1 didn't enjoy it. 1 ûy to use some of those . . . 1 still try to use some of those things 1 
learned 30 or 40 years ago with my own groups of kids. [14] 

1 felt that 1 did a better job of making connections for the kids. They knew they were 
doing "retelling" but they didn't see what this had to do with the . . . how they were going 
to apply it to themselves, you know, and 1 tiy to make some of the connections for the 
kids, more obvious to them. Sometimes you should Say this is how these al1 go together, 
sometimes they can corne up with it themselves. [15] 

They [students] are doing better with making those connections [to the world] 
themselves. [ 1 51 

There are two Grade 4 kids. real problems, and what 1 have actually done with them . . . 
They were on an independent study project more for spelling, or it seemed to me their 
spelling was so out of context. 1 couldn't make heads or tails of it myself. They were just 
doing like pages of this workbook, it's like they were actually working on it. So, what 1 
have done there is just . . . 1 have them doing rny modified program I'm doing in the 
classroom. [ 1 51 

I've certainly nied to encourage and expand on students' pdcu la r  strengths, especially as 
1 was trying to find them out. I've only been here since January. Those who would have 
oral strengths, those who have the writing strengths and reading and so on . . . al1 the 
different types of strengths, to build on those at the same tirne to share them among 
themselves so that you know you are doing realiy well orally or you've been confident in 
your oral strength. 'Why don't you work with so and so whose strength is writing," and 1 
try to encourage and aiso make connections for the kids. What's literacy got to do with 
our life here really and in the other subject areas? [15] 

Each kid has to have a piece of work in their portfolio box for each of the outcornes that 
are not only in English, but also in Self and Society, and a littie reflection why they 
selected it and how it shows they, how they connected with that outcorne. [16] 



They take it fiom the basic level(1 use that very loosely) to a higher level. Okay, you 
met the minimum. Let's move on fiom there. How can we use this howledge we gained 
from this activity or this experience, the skills or the attitudes, and how can we use those 
to take it outside of the classroom? How can they use it in a different setting? [17] 

So for me, instead of being implicit we make it explicit. Science doesntt exist by itself. It 
cannot. It's wrong for it to be by itself. Math does not exist by itself. It c m .  You can do 
Math but it's so much more powefil when you can put it to use, to really use it. That's 
what 1 hear kids saying. Math is so abstract. It has no connections. WelI here's an 
instance where it does have a connection. But that's science. Yeah okay, Science. [ 1 71 

WelI it's becorning more evident that there are really strong linkages that need to be taken 
advantage of. 1 can't teach Math or Science. It would be wrong for me, philosophically, 
to teach Math or Science in isolation. 1 think the Cornmon Cumculum says that, but 
nevertheless, 1 still want to integrate because that's where my strength is. And as 1 
develop that strength m e r  and further, 1 see opportunities to branch out, little forays. 
So what I've done with that is that I've created some homework activities for the kids on 
one of the . . . there's nothing new about it, it's just a term homework assignrnent, to find 
newspaper articles and write an impact essay on how these cumnt science topics that are 
being reponed in the news right now may . . . Wow, that hit them. It was hilarious. 1 had 
to work on them. Top end kids no problem; rniddle end kids, a little help, a little push; 
the bonom end kids were nght out of it. And then . . . so how about 1 article 1 choose. 1 
picked fairly heavy duty articles from various areas fiom Science and Math. 1 asked 
them to surnrnarize the articles and then write an impact on how does that impact society 
and how does it impact for yourself. [17] 

So aside from al1 that, the unit 1 would talk about is tessellation, which belongs in both 
Math and Art. Now we would start off with a view, a historical view, which would begin 
by introducing the calendar to them. So we talked about, we have to talk about types of 
calendars; Chinese calendars, Arabic calendars, the entire world is on several different 
calendars, only nobody knows it in North America because there's only one. They use 
the Georgian calendar - that, wetre working on right now. So 1 introduce the Georgian 
calendar to them, and we talk about the fact, we start off taking about the fact that it's 
based on birthdays. Let's face if itts based on birthdays. And when we talk about thaf 
we ask, we ask a student, for example, we Say, "how old are you?' The student will Say 
" 12." "When was your birthday?"'You how,  January 3!" 'Then you're not 1 2." 
"Okay? What do you mean I'm not 12?" "1 said no, you're not melve." And we go 
through the fact that they are not 12, they are in their 13' year. And this is how they 
begin to understand the 1 9 ~  century, even though al1 the numbm are 1867. You kuow, 
because we start off with the moment of birth, and you're moment of birih is year zero. 
And fiom your moment of birth 'til you're 1 years old, you're in your h t  year. #en 
you tum 1, the very day, the very minute that happens, that's the last time you're 1. You 
know, at the moment, you know, and then we're in 1 and sornething. But it's such a hard 
concept for them to understand, and this is why most of them can't understand the 
timeline calenda.. When we talk about the 2 0 ~  century, why are we in 1997? Okay, and 
the 2 1" century what, we'll be in the year 2000, and so on. So that takes a half an hour. 



And that's not really my, that should be done in Social Studies or where ever, but it's not 
done. You know, it's not done anywhere. But how c m  we talk about anything in History 
without understanding a timeline? [18] 

I cal1 it Visual Arts on the surface, because that's a nice convenient thing - a subject 
handle. But, I don't feel restncted to Visual Arts. If 1 - what we do, a lot, is we do 
Iiteracy. We do things that are going to help them get a job in the world, be able to read 
and write, l e m  a little about the world, and give hem some life skills. [18] 

Just talking to them. And then we'll start to talk about birthdays . . . "When's your 
birthday? How old are you?" And so on. And then we start an individual timeline, and 
we draw one on the board - what is the beginning of your timeline? "That's the day 1 
was born." So you Say, "okay, and what are you now?" And then we go on, (inaudible). 
I'm here, fiom this date to this date, what's in the rniddle? "I'm nothing." 1 said, "that's 
right, you're in the fint year." And this is how we intmduced why we're in the 2oth 
century, even though we're talking about 1998. You go from a persona1 to the - you 
know? So this is the birthday timeline, who's birthday? This is the Christian timeline. 
We're al1 difTerent things, but because you live in this country, sony, you're following a 
Christian timeline. [ 181 

I've done this so many times now that I've changed so many times. It started off as a 
project where it was a cornparison between a Developed country and a Developing 
country. And it was so bad. It was too much information for thern to handle and it wasn't 
personal. [I  91 

We started with a discussion. I put the worlds mu~ticuiturdism and anti-racism on the 
board, and . . . multiculturalism . . . and then . . . other students . . . how many different 
cultures we have in a classroom. and they guessed and then . . . up to the front of the 
room, so we counted how many we actually had, and we discussed these thùigs that are 
different about people. [19] 

Um, well I lead the discussions and to put the information that they already h e w  . . . 
'cause it's, it's such a big concept that they've probably leamed through the Grade school, 
so it's just to work h m  what they a k d y  knew. f 191 

Integrated studies 

Cornmunity in general, you could cal1 it the social aspect of it if you want, the Social 
Science aspect of it. 1 don't know the acnial terni - there are 4, and I've never leamed 
those. But. 1 think il's a lot of awareness of themselves, what goes on in the Community, 
Art, [name of teacher] picks it up in Art as well, does some of that. We analyse music, 
the jingles. You could cover many, many areas - we even brought it into the Computer 
lab. They had to do their own commercials on HyperCard, so you've got that technical 
end of it as well. It covered a huge spectnim. [ I l  



You know, we even did Science. The kids had to, in Science, we integrated it with, they 
haci to compare M&Mrs, and their cïaim was that it doesnrt meIf in your hand, so we did 
expenments like that. [Il 

And then we we're doing Maya, "Voyage of the Mimi." It's a video-novel, it's a Mayan 
adventure. It was an expedition, which means we talked about a Science aspect of this 
whole unit, and it was the effect of pressure, on things that are filled with air versus 
things that are fiiled with water. And it had to with scuba diving, and a hypobaric 
chamber. So we talked about, and 1 had balloons, and 1 said, "well this is filled with 
water," which the kids thought was great - here's a balloon filled with water. And I had 2 
kids squishing them - so which would squish faster? Well unfominately, the 1 with water 
squished fint, which wasn't supposed to happen, but that was okay, because 3 kids got 
soaked and that was fun. [ I l  

So, we actually worked through . . . it was alrnost like activity . . . you know, what we 
used to cal1 activity centres 20 years ago. And we had things like . . . we got into 
mapping skills where the children had to design maps of a pioneer village and so on, 
using legend and scale, and things like that. We had a knitting centre, where they learned 
how to knit. We had a cooking centre, where they made butter and bread, and so on, 
things like that. We had a research centre, where they had to some research on the 
History of New France. We had oral presentations, group . . . single, as well as gmp ,  
presentations. We took hem on a field trip to [name of castle]. So that unit worked very, 
very well. I'm trying to think of what else we did . . . we did writing. We integrated 
writing into it. We had them write diaries, and they enjoyed taking the paper and putting 
it in tea, and bming  it, making it look really old and shlff like that. [3] 

I've taught Language Arts, I've taught Social Science, 1 teach Guidance classes, Farnily 
Studies, and Cornputers. So . . . when I'm designing anything in Family Studies now, 1 
try to draw fiom al1 of those areas. Like, 1 want Science outcomes when we're working 
with yeast in the kitchen. 1 want kids to see that as a chernical kind of thing. 1 want kids 
to understand that. It's a real advantage for me in a Family Studies program, which is 
kind of an al1 encompassing program. [4] 

They're [students] great at makuig connections with other subjects. [4] 

And you can see, it was an integrated unit of study. So both my teaching p-er and 1 . . 
. what we have as learning outcomes here, are leaming outcomes in the French Language 
Arts, Social Science area, as well as Math, and English Language Arts, mostly. [5]  

Then, we wanted to understand and appreciate various celebrations h m  different parts 
of the world. We also saw various fiLmstrips, activities, and so on. The map area, they 
were into estimation, memement, with money. They did an integrated Christmas 
shopping centre, measuring al1 this stufT, and they kept a book of leamings as well. They 
identified the ongin of specific holiday traditions, bey read and responded to short 
articles on traditions, created Christmas cards and so on. They worked with iden t img 
words and components, and combined them to make new words, ail built on this 



Christmas theme. And simple conventions of writing consistently, like whatever they 
were doing, in that Little letter to Santa . . . use of capitals. periods, whatever. [SI 

1 really believe in an integrated approach to teaching and to leaming. We dori't l e m  in 
little pockets of regimented time, and so on. That balance is really important. They have 
to see learning within a context, and 1 think it brings it alive for students, and it brings it 
alive for me. It's just so much more meaningful when you put it in a context like that. 
Pl 

And then the scientific cornponent of the course is the ocean, anythmg to do with the 
ocean, anything to do with whales, evolution, weather, it's al1 brought in. So there is your 
integration. Plus al1 the Math involved with the sonar, the measuring of the depths in the 
ocean, the graphing, that kind of thing's al1 involved in this. Some of the teachea have 
gone into space, voyages in space as well but I didn't bother. We bring in the tech 
cornponent with construction. The kids actually make a schooner and our Tech teacher is 
wonderfui. He cuts the base for me. And then they sit and they sand and they paint and 
they used the dialing for the mass and with sails and they make the boat. They also do a 
lot of graphing work for the ocean floor and then they physically make the ocean floor 
with plasticine and then use water to contour mapping which is another part of the unit. 
Language is brought in and Reading is brought in with the novel study that 1 have done. 
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The unit cuts across every single subject area inciuding some that 1 don? teach that 1 can 
fil1 into the classroom and add to the curriculum being taught by the other teachers. [8] 

They [students] express their opinions about how and where things are done with regard 
to whaling and ships and why would you snidy such of an endangered species. And then 
it cornes into my Math program. We look at charthg the ocean floor, we look at maybe 
doing some ratio and rate of catch, of the fish and the whales. We can look at the 
analysis of the cost of putting such an expedition together. 1 bring the Science into the 
room simply because it goes so well with it that. 1 will do some Science with them with 
regard to the studies and we're just talking right now about red tides and algae and 
contarninating fish and not humans. And of course, the History behind whaling and the 
History with regards to the land and the oc- noors and the ways ancl meam of catching 
fish and why it's so important to man. 181 

I'm also looking at their ability to connect one Math assignment to an English assignment 
to rnaybe the Geography part of the program. [8] 

We do a map, so we are now incorporating Geography. [9] 

It's [the unit] very diverse in the subjects that it encounters. It dabbles an awful lot with 
Art, which 1 h d  as a strength and the kids ail know that 1 am an Art major. 1 h d  if Fm 
enjoying something myself. I give more to the kids and if I really feel for the thing that 
I'm doing, I get more excited and then it rubs off on the kids. [9] 



And also, reading up, at least I've been to Rome, so I'm quite well versed, I'm also an Art 
major? so I'm verywett versed in the Rrchitectrrre and everythg iike that. And the 
Roman numerals, like I've done a lot of Math too, using Roman numerals. I also try to 
integrate as much as 1 can too. [9] 

It wasn't just this subject, this subject, this subject. The kids were coming in and saying, 
"oh yeah, well this is how it connects with this." [9] 

We integrate History and Geography. [I l ]  

History and Geography are always integrated, so that's a given. We don't teach a month 
of History, a month of Geography. It's integrated. And then the Language Arts it's also, 
we attempt to, where it fits, to integrate that with the History and Geography. The one 
that we are currently working on looks at the . . . it's a historical and geogmphic History 
of Canada, looking at Upper and Lower Canada, so the geographic aspects are looking at 
river systems, looking how river systems either facilitate or hinder exploration and 
settlement, looking at the geographic reasons why people settle where they settle, when 
they settle. And then in terms of the History, we are looking at obviously the settlement 
of Upper and Lower Canada, reasons for settlement, push-pull migration factors and then 
just son of the FrenchEnglish issue. In ternis of the Language Arts, what we lcoked at 
was, we wanted to look at social stmctures, the hierarchies, and wanted to see what are 
the differences of the hierarchies of New France. What are the differences in the 
hierarchies of Upper Canada? And now let's bnng it to the present, what are our 
hierarchies and what are the social structures that we have, how do they compare with the 
past? [I l ]  

The integration is better, the integration is more. 1 don't Say forced but it's more. It 
makes more sense, lets put it that way, it's more undentandable to the kids and to us. 
[ i  11 

1 always integrate any Spelling we do which is off and on. That's always integrated with 
either Geography or the Math or our Wnting. [12] 

We're integnting our Reading with our Geography, magazine articles that are appropriate 
to human Geography and then Spelling fiom that and that son of thing. Language is so 
easy, always, to integrate with any of the content subjects really. 1121 

I've been working on combining Geography and History more. 1 won? Say integrating, 
because it isn't integration, it's separated by discipline in a sense. An example in History 
- we'd start out with Say "exploration," looking at why people leave when they do, and 
what were they looking for. That le& itself into a jigsaw appmach to rradllig, for 
different groups sharing information, a classical concept of jigsaw. That worked out veIy 
well, and then the kids went into individual research on a person which was basically 
along certain hes, including a small bibliography, maybe 3 or 4 materials - this is near 
the beginning of the year. Finished that, then we looked at "okay, they came here, what 
did they find?" and that would Iead into a Geography mini-theme on the Environment, 



the natural Environment of humans here. And so, that led into looking into "how do you 
record things in climate?' "How do you record thuigs about p h t s  and animals?" 
Various simple ways of looking at it, and their final group work, and they worked in 2's 
on this, was to create a biological area, a bio, in which they looked at the interrelationship 
of soil, plants, animals, and climate. And they created a diorama doing that, so it was 
hands on. [ 1 31 

We put human beings in that environment, and the idea was - Native people were here, 
how did they get here? Then we looked at their technological area, which affccts the way 
we use the environment, and they worked into a simple . . . if you did, Say, the Northem 
area of Canada, Say the Arctic and sub-Arctic, you had a choice of certain Native people, 
the hui t  or whatever, and the student would take that individually. The partnenhips are 
broken into individual research, and we did a large class thing first of dl, with the 
Woodland Indians in this region, and showing what kinds of things you cm research, and 
how you do it. So we had one common day, then they had one diverse group, Say the 
Inuit or the West Coast, or the East, or the sub-Arctic region. And so they worked 
through that, which now leads me to my next geographic topic, which was resources. 
Then we said, "okay, when they came here, they needed resources," so we did a 
geographical connection - you see, we're flip-flopping al1 the time. [13] 

Language plays a very big part, and so does Math, because we're doing the graphing, 2nd 
the percentages, and the whole bit. [13] 

This is an integrated unit that 1 use in September. It integrates literacy, numeracy, 
thinking skills, multiple intelligences and social skills. It is basically problem solving. 
It's based on applications of some mathematical skills they've leamed in the past. And 
there are extensions into Algebra that some kids are able to handle. All of them try it, 
doesn't matter what level they're at right now when 1 get them - they are able to do some 
of it. [14] 

The integration was in literacy. One of the parts that 1 included with 1 of the classes is 
that they had to wite  this [pool table discovery] up as a new discovery so they wrote it up 
as a newspaper report. And so 1 had done a lesson on newspaper reporting. And so it 
was integrated with Literacy where they had ta do some witing, [ 141 

1 think the number 1 concem factor behind it [the descnbed unit] is that it shows a 
concern for the kids. It introduces them to a relaxed atmosphere in the classroorn, and it 
motivates thern to leam- And it dso shows them some integration - and I'II use that term 
integration - 1 use it a lot - to show them what I mean by among numeracy, literacy, 
whatever. Pl1 use the tenn thinking skills, 1'11 use the term multiple intelligence, as I'm 
talking to the children, because 1 think they should be aware of that, that's my focus. 1 
want them to corne out there as confident- I want them to have confidence in their own 
ability as a leamer. And 1 want them to be able to communicate and reflect on that. [14] 



But I'd heard cases where the people had a triad, but they separated it. Life skills were 
separate fiom this, this penon did this Math, the other person did this Math. We 
integrated eveming ,  and did everything together with the 2 groups. [14] 

I've certainly tried to encourage and expand on students' particular strengths, especially as 
1 was trying to find them out. I've only been here since January. Those who would have 
oral strengths, those who have the writing strengths and reading and so on. Al1 the 
different types of strengths, to build on those at the same time to share them among 
themselves so that you know you are doing really well orally or you've been confident in 
your oral strength. "Why don? you work with so and so whose strength is wriring" and 1 
try to encourage and also make connections for the kids. What's literacy got to do with 
Our life here really and in the other subject areas. [15] 

It took me the Iongest time to convince them [other teachers] that you can in t ep t e  
Language Arts, Fint Steps, so well with History, Geography and Science. It's 
unbelievable. But they, they, you know what? They couldn't see it. [15] 

We tistened to contemporary Native artists like [name of musician], and we t&ed about 
the lyrics in her songs and again we son of tied that in with the reading and the culture 
and made connections that way. We also related al1 of this to Art and we did a lot of 
artistic things. Some of the Northern lights, we talked about, I did a, it worked out quite 
well, we looked at Northern lights the legend, and then Northem lights the facts, the 
reality of what Northem lights were. And then we did Northem lights the Art lesson. 
And then we created Northem lights with pastels. So we looked at Native Ari, the huit  
Art, the sculpture and what have you, and again* we kept tying into, ' khy  are they doing 
soap Stone carvings?" Well they don't have wood because the huit people live in a place 
were wood doesn't grow, so, it was very integrated, the unit as  a whole. There was a lot 
of coordination and it really, it's always been one of my favourite unit's cause it really 
helps the kids make connections with the learning. [16] 

1 do enough different subjects that 1 can quite easily integrate. Right now I'm doing a 
very broad Canadian theme. So I'm doing Canadian authors in English, Canadian artists 
and musicians, and al1 of those things. [16] 

For me the thing 1 really wanted to get across was the linkages for students between Math 
and Computers and to help use cornputers as a personal productivity tool. That's what 
I'm concemed with. That is what's new about it. For me to redly make that strong 
linkage to help me use the cornputer. Also, Design and Tech and the Math, to show kids 
explicitly that there are comections between Math and Science, between Math and 
Computers, and between Math and Science. If they can start to see those relationships 
then that gives you a much better way to solve problerns. If they take a broader view that 
b ~ g s  a lot more things into consideration when you're trying to soive a problem. [17] 

So for me instead of being implicit we make it explicit. Science doesn't exist by itself. It 
cannot. lt's wrong for it to be by itseif. Math does not exist by itse1f. It can. You can do 
Math but it's so much more powerful when you cm put it to use to really use it. That's 



what 1 hear kids saying. Math is so abstract. It has no connections. Well here's an 
instance where if does have a connecfion. But thatrs science. Yeah okay, Science. [TT 

Well it's becoming more evident that there are really strong linkages that need to be taken 
advantage of. 1 cantt teach Math or Science. It would be wrong for me, philosophically, 
to teach Math or Science in isolation. 1 thllik the Comrnon C ~ c u l u m  says that, but 
nevertheless, I still want integrate because that's where my strength is. And as I develop 
that strength M e r  and hirther 1 see opportunities to branch out, little forays. So what 
I've done with that is that I've created some homework activities for the kids on one of the 
. . . there's nothing new about it, it's just a tenn homework assignment, to fmd newspaper 
articles and write an impact essay on how these current science topics that are being 
reported in the news right now may . . . Wow, that hit them. It was hilarious. 1 had to 
work on them. Top end kids no problem; middle end kids, a little help, a little push; the 
bottom end kids were right out of it. And then. . . so how about one article 1 choose. 1 
picked fairly heavy duty articles fiom various areas from Science and Math. 1 asked 
them to summarize the articles and then write an impact on how does that impact society 
and how does it impact for yourself. [17] 

I've always felt that Mathematics should be supporting Science rather than Mathematics 
standing al1 alone by itself. Most math, there is, the useful Math is applied Math and the 
other 90% is games. [17] 

No usually theytre [subject periods] partitioned, but every opportunity that 1 get where 
we're doing something in Science that's related to Computers, or 1 will CO-opt the 
Computer period to acnially do spread sheeting of data collected in Science, or doing lab 
wnte ups, or using the computers to edit work - stuff like that - and the same thing with 
Math. If I'm working out this probability thing in Math, we do pari of  that on the, in the 
Computer classes because that's really what it was intended for. When we designed the 
program we said Computers should support those areas where they can be used as a tool. 
And 1 really believe that that's true. [17] 

I'm supposed to be doing Science during Science, supposed to be doing Math during 
Math, 1 suppose. That's what the tirnetable says, and that's what, sometimes what my 
students say. "Mister [name], this isn't Computers, this is Science." And 1 Say, "yeah 
well we'll work with computers. It's a tool. So let's use it for something useful. It's not a 
thing al1 unto itself." [17] 

Visual Arts itself is a strange subject, in t ems  of the fact that it doesn't exist in a vacuum. 
Art cannot exist in a vacuum, or Art is the daily newspaper of people's lives, okay? 
That's what it is. And to try to separate it and stick it in a room and say this is, this is the 
Art, and this is the rest of the world, that doesn't happen, or it shouldn't happen. But too 
oflen that's the way people view it, because we have you know, Math, Art, Science, Math 
ah, Language .a, Science, and then we have Arî. You know. but Art is an integrai part 
of al1 those things. Those things are an integrai part of Art, okay? [la] 



So, when we approach it like that, um, we end up doing a lot of things in the Art room 
that arenrt necessaniy in a purïst view, what people wodd consider to be Art. And 1 don't 
think 1 should stop myself from teaching things just because they happen to be outside of 
my own prerogative, own little, little area that I've carved out for myself. You know, the 
trouble with diis theory lies in the fact that it's not reciprocal in any way. You know? 
El81 

So aside from ail that. the unit I would talk about is tessellation, which belongs in both 
Math and Art. Now we would start off with a view, a historical view, which wouid begin 
by introducing the calendar to them. So we talked about, we have to taik about types of 
calendars; Chinese calendars, Arabic calendars, the entire world is on several different 
calendars, only nobody knows it in North Arnerica because there's only one. They use 
the Georgian calendar that we're working on right now. So 1 introduce the Georgian 
calendar to them, and we talk about the fact, we start off talkhg about the fact that it's 
based on birthdays. Let's face it, it's based on birthdays. And when we tak about that we 
ask, we ask a student, for exarnple we say, "how old are you?" The student will Say, 
"12." "When was your birthday?" "You know, January third." 'Then you're not hvelve. 
Okay?" "What do you mean I'm not 12?' '4 said no, you're not 12." And we go through 
the fact that they are not 12, they are in their 13Ih year. And this is how they begin to 
understand the 19'~ century, even though al1 the numbers are 1867. You know, because 
we start off with the moment of birth, and you're moment of birth i s  year zero. And fiom 
your moment of birth 'til you're 1 years old, you're in your first year. When you tuni 1, 
the very day, the very minute that happens, that's the last time you're 1. You know, at the 
moment, you know, and then we're in 1 and something. But it's such a hard concept for 
them to understand, and this is why most of them cantt understand the timeline calendar. 
When we talk about the 20 '~  century, why are we in 1997? Okay, and the 21" century 
what, we'll be in the year 2000, and so on. So that takes a half an hour. And that's not 
really my, that should be done in Social Studies or where ever, but it's not done. You 
know, it's not done anywhere. But how can we talk about anything in History without 
understanding a timeiine? [L 81 

Now we have to talk about Latin, that takes us the rest of the period. And this takes 
amazing amounts of Art tirne. And is it Art? 1 don't know. 1 don? think so, but it's 
necessary to understand where we are. And then when we finallu get through thai then 
we can start looking at slides of things through history. And we start off in the BC era 
with the eruption of Pompeii, which starts to show the mosaic and the preserve. We talk 
about Teseri and the mosaics. We do a whole period of slides, and then we move into the 
1" century of Rome, and then we skip over to Revenant for a bit, you know, and then we 
go to more recent events and finally we look at the modem day Islarnic mosques in terms 
of, from Victorian mosaics to mathematical tessellations, and we end up with [name of 
artist] of course, and that's the last slide. So that's 2 periods gone, and have we done Art? 
No, 1 don't think so, not yet. But we've learned a lot, so is that good or bad? I donPt 
know. Like you know, 1 don't know where it is. And then it sets the stage for actuaily 
starting on mathematical models and tesseIIations, at which point 1 actudly ask the Math 
teachers to teach the mathematics of it, and they hate it because they don? understand. 
There are very few Math teachers who undentand the mathematics of tessellating figures. 



And they can't explain it, and they can't teach it to the kids. And they hate it when I do 
this every year. r said, but therers no point of  doing the Art part if they don't understand 
the Math part behind the tessellating figures. [18] 

You know, and it [subject integration] al1 happens incidentally, but where does it happen? 
It happens everywhere, iike it happens consistently. The same thing happens with, well 
you know, a Iesson I'm doing with the Grade 6's now, it's called Jurassic Park 2. You 
start off with a discussion of the Jurassic era. we go through the dinosaurs, the carnivores. 
the herbivores, you know, the evolution of dinosaurs and what might have happened to 
them. That's History and Science right there, before we actually go into the drawing 
lesson, the actud art part about it. [18] 

1 cal1 it Visual Arts on the surface, because that's a nice convenient thing - a subject 
handle. But, 1 don? feel restricted to Visuai Arts. if I - what we do, a lot, is we do 
literacy. We do things that are going to help them get a job in the world, be able to read 
and write. leam a little about the world, and give them some life skills. [18] 

1 have a pretty stmctured program. It's like connections though. Like, it goes a11 over the 
place, you know? Sometirnes we go off here, and sornetimes we go off here. But it's al1 
loosely centered around I Art project, which will be the making of a mosaic, okay? And 
out of that. on a sideline, we'll study volcanoes at the same time, because that was Mt. 
Vesuvius that covered this mosaics up. And so we go into the lava and the magma, and 
we watch films on volcanoes, and we do a picture of a volcano, and colour it in, and label 
it, and leam a little bit about the earth's crust, and the continental plates. So what am I 
teaching? Am 1 teaching Visual Arts? [18] 

One of my favorite units to do is one that we do in Geography and it integrates Language 
and Geography. [ 1 91 

[There was] Math in terms of how fast cells divide exponentially. Language, aiways 
language. We did some journal writing things like that. in tenns of Self and Society, 
diseases of cells, cancer type causing agents, toxins what they do to cells. So that was 
looking at the whole picture. [20] 

I try to get other teachers involved and 1 try integrating units with them as well which has 
been working. [20] 

Differential outcornes 

What I think . . . what is fair is to evaluate the child as to the level he consistently 
performs at. [3f 

1 really needed to focus on making sure that they were going to be successful with 
whatever projects they were going to do. [4] 



1 set up the Family Studies program so that every kid is as absolutely positively and 
successful as they possibly, possibIy, possibIy can be. [4] 

It's also really importing to me that the 2 areas that I'm mostly teaching now, that a lot of 
kids get a Say in terms of expressing ideas. [4] 

Anyway, 1 really want kids to feel comfortable in expressing stu& [4] 

1 think to some degree, they al1 did [achieve the outcornes]. Some more so than others, 
but they al1 completed the activities. Some were done better than others, but they al1 
completed them. They were al1 able to at least do that. [5] 

1 hope they come out with a really big self-esteem, but not necessarily be my A student. 
Pl 

These are students in Grade 3 who still may be functioning back at a Grade 1 level. So, 
developing consonant and vowel sounds - and we use the bases of the sing and spell 
because it brings them into the room, happy with music, and lots less stress. They're 
probably not succeeding in the Grade 3 program, and they come out of there with a little 
bit more positive attitude, for 20 minutes. [8] 

My role is as the facilitator. My role is not a teacher. 1 try not to come across as being a 
stem teacher. 1 facilitate the learning. 1 facilitate what 1 feel certain students need to 
have a positive, successful time. That may not still mean to meet those new curriculum 
guidelines either. It's success for a student. And when you've got a positive attitude 
taking place inside the student, then we cm start looking at the final goal that rnight be 
another 4 or 5 years. [8] 

We received a student back at Christmas tirne from Jamaica, requested to repeat in 
Jarnaica Grade 6. The father then took the initiative of bringing the child to live here 
with him to see if we could have some progress. When she first arxived - no 
communication. She was basically just occupying a seat in a regular Grade 6 program. 
She would arrive in the morning, she would sit there, she would never look up, she would 
never communicate. 1 m e  we were basicaily hosting a stiinent in a s i t  I then became 
involved in bnnging her into my room and she would still just sit. Things would be 
happening in the classroom, and she would never even lift her head to acknowledge that 
there was noise, there was movement - nothing. So, 1 gave her a seat and a table to sit at, 
and now we are up, wetre moving, we're using the cornputer, we're now talking complete 
sentences, which were never even visible. 1 have manuers, 1 have miles, 1 have "hello," 
1 have "goodbye." I also have "1 need help;" the realisation she now knows she needs 
help. And 1 had her skipping down the hall last week, and 1 wouldn't dare tell her she 
was wrong to skip. But, the facilitation is a cornfort, a facilitation of someone to talk to, 
and the fact that there is success with her, with what she can do in what she's been 
assigned, in relation to what everybody else is doing. [8] 



1 was looking for the c o ~ e c t i o n  of their reading. The fact that they're listening to each 
other, dthtWdiatttieymUmcatetoeacho~amistake,withontitb~gapm- 
down, or the idea that you're dumb or you're stupid because you're coming to sing and 
spell. Or you're dumb and you're stupid back in the regular Grade 3. They're not. 
They're successful, they're happy, they're moving forward. They have a positive forward 
step going on in the program. [8] 

[Name], the Resource Teacher, works with them [identified students] with History, 
Geography and Language Arts and so when it's modified . . . One of the modifications 
she does make is more t h e ,  so for the kids who struggle with that kind of work, they are 
given more time. Also, expectations are lowered or decreased so they are not expected to 
do as much work and are given a longer time so, in that sense, the kids who struggle do 
welI. [ I I ]  

We can make adjustments, and know exactly what you want. We glean away everything 
and Say, ''this is what 1 really want for that kid." And making adjustments dong the way 
towards what they need. [13] 

The interesting thing is though, some of the outcomes indicaron that are in the Cornmon 
Curriculum, Say in a specific area, 1 might be working towards the Grade 9 level in some, 
as it's put it, and at others the Grade 6 level, because when it came in . . . just like 
anythuig, nothing fits perfectly. [13] 

If 1 know this is where they are supposed be. Right now I'm working in Math on 
changing numben to percent. Okay, so we're using lots of simples and concrete 
material. 1 can see on a daily basis what they're doing, if they're moving that way - some 
are already there. Right? So we're looking at word problems for those, and for the others 
we're looking at "okay, we still need to do this." And perhaps, at the end of this year, if 
I've got them so they are moving towards that outcome, and I'd like them to have it. But 
in reality, they might not be able to do it. And they know that this tirne. So next year in 
Grade 8, that's one of things they'll have to work towards. [13] 

If you present an outcome to a group, and you're moving to meeting it, considering where 
the child is starting fiom, 1 can't give you percentages [that achieved the outcomes]. It's 
going to fluctuate; it's going to be in complete fiwt d l  the time. Some will make it, nght 
off the bat, fint couple of tries. Others are going to need more t h e  to get there. And 1 
can't predict that. [13j 

This is an integrated unit that 1 use in September. It integrates Literacy, numeracy, 
thinking skilIs, multiple intelligences and social skills. It is basically problem solving. 
It's based on applications of some mathematical skills they've leamed in the past. And 
there are extensions into Algebra that some kids are able to handle. Al1 of them try it, 
doesn't matter what level they're at right now when I get them - they are able to do some 
of it- [14] 



1 had one girl who was functioning at about a Grade 2 level. She hadn't been recopized 
as an exceptional student at this particurar t h e  so she was functioning at about Grade 2 
level but she could at least draw the tables and record the information in the chart and she 
could do the first part. She couldn't do the multiplication, but she could do the addition 
and she saw the pattern there. And then for some of the other children, they get to the 
point where they can use Algebra. So, instead of j ust predicting by looking at the pattern, 
what pocket it will end up into, they know that if they take certain reiationships between 
greatest cornmon factors, they can develop a formula. Move it to the abstract and 
develop a formula. So you might get 2, I think in one class there were 3 children. who 
reached that particular point. [ 141 

And the other thing was 1 gave them a Cpoint mbnc where 1 used it as an assessrnent 
tool, just to see where they were at. Al1 of them handed one in. They were at different 
levels. Some of them could just do the fint stage in the charts and the diagrams. [14] 

I would Say most of the children are coming and meeting some success. 1 mean they are 
able to do certain things. niey might not be meeting an outcome entirely in every 
discipline but at least they are meeting with some success that they havent met before. 
And 1 think one of the reasons for this is the integration factor. They can see a reason for 
doing this, a reason for doing that because 1 try to relate most of the things they do to a 
real life activity or bring it within their experiences and they see some reason for doing 
this. An example is fractions. Itve always found children numeracy to have a great 
difficulty with hctions for various reasons and they want to know why do 1 have to leam 
fractions because where do you leam fractions in the real world. It's very dificult to 
explain to them where you might use them. In the stock market in the States they still use 
fractions, but you can also use decimals. You have to try to be realistic with them to give 
them a purpose. [14] 

Probably with this group, with the one group, I would have worked more on social skills. 
1 found right away . . . There are 3 children in there who have been together last year, and 
they didn't work together last year. And I found that nght away this tirne, they just play 
off eachother. [14] 

With an individual ciass, I might have even left out the fomiula part, the algebra part - 
that was built in. Because in the one class 1 think there was only one child who was even 
at that stage. In that case, 1 probably should have lefi it out. That's the kind of thing you 
need to judge as you go, isn't it? [14] 

Every child, no matter what level they start with on this, they're going to meet some 
success in it [activity]. It gets more difficult gohg, to go dong, but every child will meet 
some success. 1141 

You see I try not to really include the ESL or the Special Ed [in determinhg who met the 
outcomes] because we need to give them more and more and more oppomuiities. So 1 
would say I have 2 or 3 who sometimes or are not consistently meeting the outcomes. 
11 51 



They att hwe diffcrcnt quantities they've I d .  Some have gone firth- ttian ohers, 
and some have not done was much, And some went nowhere at ail- But that's par for the 
course, 1 thllik. [18] 

It's good because al1 of the students can do it at one level or another. So, it integrates al1 
of the different levels in the class. 1191 

In some way or another 1 think they al1 achieved it [the outcomes]. They al1 took 
something fiom it . . . like depending on, you can't expect the ESL student to form dl the 
outcomes. And as  a modification 1 don't have them do al1 the outcomes or mod@ fiom 
that. So, instead of making a 4 minute speech they might do a 2 minute speech or 
whatever they can handle. Or the research they can maybe take word for word as 
opposed to another student who'd have to put it in their own words. [ 191 

TEACHER STANCE 

Facilitator and fellow learner 

1 think it's [the unit] relevant, 1 think it's current, 1 think it's important for kids to know, 1 
think kids today need to be aware of things that happen outside of the school. It's open 
ended, it's teacher directed, it's a little bit of everything. It's not just al1 teacher directed, 
which I hate, but it's not al1 open ended, where some of the kids get los% or they need 
more focusing; there's a little bit of time there where 1 can do both. 1 like it, it's fun. It is, 
it's great! [ 11 

I've always seen myself as part of the team of kids, not 'Vie bearer of instruction," or "the 
boss." [4] 

I'm there to l e m  dong with them. [4] 

1'11 do anything, 1'11 teach anything. And if 1 muck it up, Pl1 say to the kids 1 screwed up. 
And 1 say to the kids, "this isn't my strength. Let's muddle through it together." [4] 

1 go through the goal setting sheet with them, and conference with them about how 
they're going to go about achieving their goals and that kind of stuff. [4] 

1 just circulated during that time and 1 asked them questions, and said what are you 
planning to do, just try to stimulate their thinking about this. [4] 

1 listen to them a lot about, you know, about what they find difficult, what's a challenge, 
what's easy for them. [4] 

Well, 1 tried to give them a mode1 of the teacher as learner, as enthused about new 
leaming and sharùig, about cultural diversity and sharing, and the nchness of dl of that. 
FI 



I see the benefit of what I'rn doing in rny students. They are critical thinkers and problem 
solvers. My role as a teacher has changed into more of a facilitating role and 1 enjoy that. 
It has been a lot of work and 1 feel hsmted at times with other staffmembers who still 
do the same things they have been doing for 30 years and the kids are bored and him into 
discipline probiems. [6] 

For me I guess Iess taking and finaily letting them flow a Iittie bit more. Flow through 
the classroom a little bit more. I'm still the noisiest room upstairs and they moved me to 
the very end. 1 don't know if that's a joke, why 1 was moved to the end. Yeah, let them 
do a liale bit more of the work themselves rather than being so guided by me. [8] 

1 don't know what was expected of this whole unit until the Science teacher gave us the 
packages, so I'rn leaming with the students at this time. 181 

1 think a teacher has to . . . a person has to learn. You cannot go through this day to day 
business without leaming something yourself. [8] 

1 have to l em from them [the students]. I leam fiom them. Everyday they teach me 
something i never thought of. [SI 

They [the students] c m  teach me too and I always throw in things to them that they never 
thought of. It's got to be a 2 way Street up there. [8] 

1 do not tak down to my students. 1 taik to hem as if we are equals. [8] 

1 learned something new on TV fiom [name of TV show] the other day and 1 used it in 
class with the Grades 7's yesterday and they were amazed as much as 1 was. [8] 

My role is as the facilitator. My role is not a teacher. I try not to corne across as being a 
stem teacher. 1 facilitate the Ieaming. 1 facilitate what 1 feel certain students need to 
have a positive, successful time. That may not still mean to meet those new curriculum 
guidelines either. It's success for a student. And when you've got a positive amtude 
taking place inside the studenf then we can start looking at the h a i  goal that might be 
another 4 or 5 years. [8] 

It's [the unit] very diverse in the subjects that it encounters. It dabbles an awful lot with 
Art, which 1 h d  as a strength and the kids al1 know that 1 am an Art major. 1 find if I'rn 
enjoying something myself, 1 give more to the kids and if 1 really feel for the thing that 
I'rn doing, 1 get more excited and then it rubs off on the kids. [9] 

1 use al1 the slides that 1 took. 1 was 12, so they get a real kick out of it. My brother is in 
it, my Mom and Dad are in it. 1 guess they can relate because they realize, hey I was a 
kid too, and we tak  about ail the funny things that went on during that thne and it is a 
relating . . . more of a bonding time than it is, Itm the teacher your the student, now Iisten. 
I have a lot of fun with it. [9] 



IT Say verbany, 'thatts exceneni, whererd you corne up with that, weiT why don7 you 
explore this avenue," and it's great, they catch on right away. [9] 

I'm at the school where 1 think rather than being so strict and so controlling that the kids 
don't make mistakes, 1 prefer them to actually make mistakes and then talk about and 
learn fiom it. [ I l ]  

I've never viewed myself as having conml over kids. Students may give me control, but 
1 don't have it. 1 think, and it's really important, 1 think it's an important distinction that 
um, control doem't mean that they're in rows and they're actually quiet and they never 
speak. 1 dont believe it. [ I l ]  

I"m sti H inspired by kids. They continue to arnaze me. And their insights, in some cases, 
with the hurdles they have to overcome in order to survive, and also the wisdom that they 
bnng, they bring out. Some of the things they told me. the insights they have shared have 
just blown me away. [ I l ]  

î h e  students and teachers, they redise they are on the journey together. [13] 

And, of course, as soon as they Say they've finished, you Say, %el1 did you think of  
{shoo ) , {shoo ), {shoo ) [He's making a checklist sound] number of things," and they go 
back and Say. "no 1 didn't, I'd better address that." And they do. [13] 

You've got to get them into different media and give them a chance to work it through, 
and not penalise them. [13] 

Basically taking each kid and asking them questions, "what did you do here, how did that 
fit in, did you see sornething happen, like what did you notice about this," you know, just 
keep them going and communicate, and it works well. [13] 

So 1 took some kids 1 knew that would do very very well, and 1 said well here's an avid 
challenge. You've seen level4 on your report card, I'm not sure what it rneans, but 1 
think it rnight mean this, let's try it, are you willing? Okay. So I gave hem, they chose 
one of 4 activities being the director. [ 131 

You al1 have skills to learn - student and teacher. You leam together, you pian together, 
you depend on each other. [13] 

And so what they'll do, they'll recognize that with a . . . when they start building their 
pool tables and their charts and tables, they'll recognize patterns amongst the numbers. 
For example, if they use a pool table with a length and the width are made up of odd 
numbers, they'll notice that the number of hits can be found and predicted jus  by adding 
those 2 numbers. And the number of squares that it goes through will be found by 
multiplying the 2 numbers. But, if they use even nmbers, or an odd and even, they 
won? find that prediction. So 1 give them a graphic organizer to do where they put some 



of the results in a chart d o m  the side. Whatts your prediction? What happened? Did it 
work out? If it worked out fine they just wrîte it in. If it didnt work out, they have to go 
back and by another one. And then they respond to that. And what it actually gets into is 
factoring - greatest common factor, and lowest common multiple. And after using the 
patterns, 1 would Say 100% of the kids will figure out the patterns of adding the 2 
numbers and multiplying the 2 numben, because they are nght there in k n t  of them. 
They start off by counting, something very simple. And then they can use the addition 
and multiplication. [14] 

I think you'll find there are a group of people who don? t a n t  to change, who go back, I 
don? h o w ,  50's or WS, where the teacher was the main focus in the school, main focus 
in the classroom, and the whole day revolved around you. [14] 

1 see too many power plays . . . by teachen, where theyfe stiil the focus of everythuig 
and it just doesn't work anyrnore with these kids. [14] 

1 noticed 2 or 3 kids and they didn't seem to be listening, they were looking around the 
room. 1 said, 'leah, we'll look around the roorn. What do you see around the room?' 
Well 1 saw this exarnple of this Math question. 1 said, that's what they're looking for. 
E 141 

Because the people involved were people who are control people. They would never get 
into student led conferencing, or anything like that. They have to be there. They have to 
have a parent in and talk to the parent. They have to be in control. You wouldn't see 
cooperative learning in that classroom. That sort of thing. So it's just a control thing. 
[ 141 

What we did, in each group of 6, the kids were asked, were given a mind map like this 
[shows it]. 1 gave them this to work on as a group. So instead of working towards this, 
they start with this. 1 give them the statement - the culture of the "blank" people was 
detennined by the environment. We had to discuss that, and took some of the different 
sub-groups of that, so the kids as a group had tons of materiais here and so they just 
brainstonned, and researched and got a lot of infonnation there to do that. As they are 
coiiecting infarmation, 1 am taking things here looking at it. checking to make sure they 
are on track, putting some comments, putting some circles there if there, no that was 
different, so anyways, make sure they have some information. Once they've got 
information, then they can select - okay, which one of these do you want to work on? So 
the kids have the choice to negotiate. And each of them was responsîble for a piece of 
paper like this, a 17 x 1 1, where they had to take their topic, tools and weapons, 
whatever, and put these together on boards, so that it was one of the Science boards sort 
of, so that it was al1 set up. So each kid is working in a group, but they are responsible 
for one specific section and they could help each other across that way so that when they 
are working on the line map it's, as a group, as a whole. [ 1 61 

1 have to be leaming it myself and 1 really get off on working some of this stuff through. 
r161 



1 tord them as a teacher, I have to go €0 the bathroom €00. I canrt read minds yet. So if 
you have a problem you have to let me know. That's what leaming is al1 about. 1 have a 
problem, 1'11 let you know. So it works both ways. [17] 

1 have 2 Grade 8 classes. It's a l e m h g  process for me as well. 1 point that out to the 
kids. "So what the one class got is different to what you guys got and 1 may have leamed 
something from you guys that 1 know will make it better for them. It'll happen both 
ways." [17] 

1 did a presentation for the Science Conference so 1 [asked] the kids, "can 1 do the talk 
with you first of dl?" "So 1'11 do what 1'11 do for the Science teachers at the conference." 
They said, "sure." "So that's how you teach other teachers. Why don't you teach us iike 
that?" "1 want to learn fkom you, your expenences, your thoughts." And the kids just 
thought it was a blast. But it was neat. [17] 

People ask me, "you're a teacher?" 1 Say, "no 1 don? really like that terni." 1 don't like 
being a teacher. 1 like being a facilitator. 1 want to be a coach. 1171 

1 try to foster the coachlmentor, studenvteacher relationship because 1 find that that works 
better for me, [yet] students find that very very hard. They are very used to, "this is how 
you're going to do it," and 1 found that I've become a better leamer when I've taken 
responsibility for that so 1 try to encourage that. 1 come d o m  really hard on kids who 
come to me with problems that could have been very quickly solved up h n t  if they 
would havethought about it. [17] 

1 put so much emphasis on taking responsibility for their leaming, take the responsibility 
for making mistakes. 1 make mistakes too. I realize afterward its a piece of garbage. It 
shouldn't have gone out. It's not worthwhile doing. I'rn very sorry I gave it to you. 1 
shouldn't have done that and so it's taken me about 3 months to get the kids to the point of 
saying 1 srntggle with that. 1 know I'm not going to be able to do that. But some kids are 
not moving to that and they don't like it. They see me as the controller. [17] 

Here are the outcomes on the board. Here's the mark range for each outcome. Evaluate 
yourself, tell me what mark you deserve. So we talk about it, and, and do this, and they 
give themselves a mark, students give themselves a mark, give the piece a mark, and then 
I agree or disagree untiI [unclear]. This takes up a lot of t h e ,  and I never used to do it, 
but I think it's important. I've done, I've started more, you know, itls gone h m  an 
autocratie, "1'11 tell you what you are, to you tell me what you are." [18] 

1 Say, "what is your mark?'and we'll t a k  about it then. Or we're evaluating - "out of 
10, what would you give this drawing?' "Oh, I'd give it a 9." And 1'11 Say, "well 1 drew 
this and this and this, why should you get a 9." "Oh yeah, probably 7, I've done 7/10 of 
this drawing and it's pretty good." So you sort of go nom there. [18] 



I walked around afterwards and, and, saw their work and, could lead them one way or the 
other. JI9J 

[1 did] a lot of facilitating [in the unit]. I tend to not like to talk very much. [20] 

Often I give open book tests. I'm under the impression that if 1, if somebody asked me to 
find some information 1 rnight know where to find it but 1 might not know it off hand. 
1201 

[Why do you think that the unit gives us a good sense of how you are as a teacher?] 1 
guess because itts very active and there's a lot of hands on, very little teacher taik, a lot of 
irying to move them along in their leaming, rather than just me spouting information. 
[201 

If we're trying to be teachen and trying to teach kids to be like lifelong learnen, then 1 
think we need to be as well. [20] 

[My role is] more of a, more of a, 1 guess facilitator. Let's move this, you h o w ,  move it 
along. Trying to give them some clues, and allowing them to find out some of the 
answen on their own. [20] 

I've leamed a lot fiom them [students], for sure. [20] 

1 can be more of a facilitator and have hem work, you know, "how do you want to work 
on this unit?" Give them choices. [20] 

Assess ment 

Self assessrnent/reflection/metacognitive awareness 

And they have to select work, not necessarily the best, but a piece of work that they've 
learned the moa from. It couic! be jus: a horrendous test, but they learned that they can't 
leave it to the last minute, or they should have corne in for extra help, or 1 rewrote the test 
and I did really well. [ 1 1 

So, most of the kids when they g-adutite fYom [Grade] 7 would be able to Say to you, "I'm 
really good at visual/spatial, I'm reaily good at multiple reasoning, I'm temble at 
whatever." [ I l  

We used peer evaluation, we used self-evduation, we evaluated thern as groups for some 
of the activities, we had them write d o m  . . . there was a reflection sheet for the activity 
centres. Like, 'What did you like about this.' "What didn't you like about this?"'How 
do you think you did?" That type of thing. [3] 

Like, years ago, 1 never would have thought of peer evduation, or self-evaluation. It was 
aiways coming from me. And, I fhd, especially at the Grade 7/8 level, the kids c m  have 



real insight into how they learn, and what works for them. And that's been an eye opener, 
yeah, it has been. [3 J 

[Name of student], and this kid is like, it's like the hare and the tortoise. He's going to 
win the race because he found great kids to work with, because he knows how he l ems ,  
he knows what works for him. He'll û-y every strategy you give him, but when he finds 
what works, he uses it to the max. And he's going to do incredibly well. [3] 

1 also try to design rubrics for kids to self-mark. [4] 

So I have a lot of self-assessrnent on the kids' parts, peer wessment. [4] 

I just keep track of their work because they self-assess e v e w n g .  [4] 

1 think they see it [self-assessment] as a realistic kind of description and a realistic look at 
their capabilities. [4] 

They're [portfolios] a self-assessrnent tool more than anything. [4] 

1 dont think we're doing a good job of developing kids who are aware of heir own 
strengths. [a] 

ïhey [the students] do a reflection about working in a constrained amount of time and 
what they found fnistrating. [4] 

1 always have the kids mark their own, assess their own stuff fim. [4] 

When they [students] finish a project, they reflect on the things they did well, what they 
found hard and al1 that kind of stuff. [4] 

Well, via their . . . we communicate via journals for instance, like I write back to thern . . . 
whatever they've written about, some persona1 comment about what they have shared 
about either their leaming or what's going on. [5] 

They display it, and talk about what's good about this particular piece of work, what's 
really well done, what could be worked on another t h e .  [5] 

niey did their own self-correction. [5] 

We watched ourselves and we looked ai, okay what things did we do really well, what 
things cm we improve on for another t h e .  [5] 

Other than assesment reforms - e.g. portfolio and student led conferences - there ham't 
been a lot of pressure to do anythmg else at our school. [6] 

They do peer evaluation, self-evaluation. [9] 



I let hem puil what they (hi& is rheir best work and explain wiry it is their best work, 
what they feel is medium work and the work that was least productive, that's how we 
word it, and they do their own write ups with bat. [9] 

They actually, they generate here's what I need to do to meet, here is where 1 need to 
exceed, here is where I'rn not meeting it. [I I l  

1 have students far more involved in the generation of criteria than the other teachers. So 
on an ongoing basis with rny kids, 1 mean I'm doing things like your assessrnent, self 
assessment, generating criteria as a class, holistic marking, discussions, debates etc . . . 

11 

1 build some form of self-assessment in, or self-reflection. MI classes here are using 
portfolios to varying degrees. [ I l ]  

[They] do self-reflection. They write about their feelings, about things we have done or 
how they feel about their writing or reading, improving, how they feel about their novel 
reading compared to before. So it's been sort of a very general, getting them to think 
about their own leaming and what they have been doing, what they did in the past, how 
they felt about that, what they are doing now and how they feel about it, so that type of 
self-reflection. [12] 

[Il talk to them about how they feel and have hem do some, you know, their own 
reflection on things and tell me about stuff. but not as much as 1 was already doing before 
in sel f-evaluation. [12] 

We do little mini interviews once in a while. Kids Iike to have a little time with the 
teacher, to talk about how things are going. [13] 

There's a reflection sheet where they write down what the activity was, what they did, 
what they learned fiom it, how they felt about it and what they'd like to do next. There's 
a follow up research project for some of them who want to go and investigate the origins 
of billiards and pool. Some of the children will do that and report on it. Some of them 
have built models of pool tables and bring that it. [14] 

Also included was the reflecting they did on the reflecting sheet. And 1 also had them 
talk about it. [14] 

What 1 do in September, I send home a daily sbeet and on it they write a reflection of 
what they did in literacy and what they did in numeracy and how they felt. [14] 

They taik about what they leamed, how they learned, if 1 had to do over again, what 
would 1 do, and how I felt about it. [14] 



1 think the number one concem factor behind it [the described unit] is that it shows a 
concem for the kids. ft  introduces them to a rehxeb afmosphere in the cIassroom, and it 
motivates them to Iearn. And it also shows them some integration - and 1'11 use that term 
integration - I use it a lot - to show them what 1 mean by among numeracy, literacy, 
whatever. I'I1 use the term thinking skills, 1'11 use the term multiple intelligence, as  Itm 
talking to the children, because 1 think they should be aware of that, that's my focus. 1 
want them to corne out there as confident. 1 want them to have confidence in their own 
ability as a leamer. And 1 want them to be able to communicate and reflect on that. [14] 

1 think you have to, you have to teach kids how to explain how you get the answer. 
That's, for example, maybe I'm getting off topic here, but that's where 1 get the reflection 
sheets where they go through a series of work. It rnight be a simple one, for example 
when 1 teach the mental Math of squaring a number ending in five. Okay, there's 
developing the concept, and then 1 have them go through and explain that to their parents 
or to a sibling, or to someone, a peer or someone. [14] 

1 introduced self-editing. She [previous teacher] didn't have them doing self-editing and 
peer-conferencing. And 1 gave them many opportunities to work together. And they 
were al1 doing this independently. So I broke it down so that when they did the course 
time-line, they had the opportunity to share and compare with a peer to get the very best 
time-line. And 1 knew, 1 kept saying, 1 don't care if you copy. 1 want the best you 
know it, al1 that sort of stu& So, 1 brought in a lot more of peer and self-evaluation of it. 
Then 1 said, you know, 1 kept saying how great they were at recounting and you're 
experts now so with a partner what do you think is the cntena of a "recount" is? [151 

When they peer and self-edited, they had to say, "yes 1 did and how do 1 know 1 did 
that?" So, I was trying to introduce a little bit of self-reflection, kind of fomal but more 
the checklist of reflection. How do you know you did a good job with that? Like what 
would you do next time? [15] 

And they self-evaluated it. Fint they peer evaluated it and then they self-evaluated on the 
comments that the peer made. Were they justified and so on. [15] 

And then the students are actually, even when they do their self-reflections, are really 
pulling in, applying the critena we established as a group. They are consistently doing it 
to themselves. [15] 

Each of them [students] down there has a colour coded sheet, a mbnc like this for 
Science Fair, and what they're going to do is bring it back, sit down with their partner or 
alone, and do a self-assessrnent and put marks right on that sheet. Then they'll corne to 
me and 1'11 sit d o m  with thern and wetll look at those descripton or indicaton and I'Il tell 
them why 1 thuik I agree with it or why 1 disagree with it. [16] 

Each kid has to have a piece of work in their portfolio box for each of the outcornes that 
are not only in Engiish but also in Self and Society, and a Little reflection on why they 
selected it and how it shows they, how they comected with that outcorne. 1161 



R e  smdcnt again was the focus of theinterview and wtrat thirrgs p u  féet yon have done 
well this term, what things did you struggle with? Why did you struggle? What things 
are you going to work on? What goals do you have for the next term? And again it's al1 
related back to this is where 1 am and 1 need to be here, what can 1 do to get there? [16] 

And the kids can see it. They can level [assess, Le. assign levels to] themselves. Yeah, 
they cm level themselves. Yeah, and each other. [16] 

And they go off and do little informa1 assessments, self-reflection or that kind of thing. 
1163 

If you don't meet the 6 out 10, you are going to come back in and get remediation 
probably, hopefully, so that you need to make sure you undentand the basic tenets, the 
concepts, the ideas of the application, that corne out of this particular activity or this 
particular idea. And 1 ask them to reflect, to Say, to put down on paper, "what new things 
did 1 leam" or What things did I releam in this activity," so they have an opportunity to 
hopefully think about it. [17] 

1 use peer evaluations. Self-reflection is probably for me one of the more powerful tools 
- "can you tell me what you leamed?" [17] 

1 put so much emphasis on taking responsibility for their learning, take the responsibility 
for making mistakes. I make mistakes too. 1 realize afterward [that] it's a piece of 
garbage. It shouldn't have gone out. It's not worthwhile doing. I'm very sony I gave it to 
you. I shouldn't have done that and so it's taken me about 3 months to get the kids to the 
point of saying 1 struggle with that. 1 know I'rn not going to be able to do that. But some 
kids are not moving to that and they don't like it. They see me as the controller. [17] 

I've been doing that for the last 4 yean . . . 'îvhat do you like about it, what do you hate 
about it, what should we be doing that we're not doing?' [ 1 71 

It's basically called the next steps in leaming. And so what they have to do is record the 
date, the day they got the assignment back, what the assignment was, and the mark they 
got on it, and my comment basically. Then they are supposed to, in essence, reflect on 
what they did and what they could improve on, if there is anything they c m  improve on. 
1173 

And 1 like handing control to kids when they're capable of handling it. And it's really 
neat how they use it. So then I look for depth of thought, as  much depth as you c m  get 
into a sentence, but did they pick up where they messed up and how they can improve 
that. [17] 

So 1 would be happier by having a check list saying, or having the kids being able to 
check off, "I've accomplished this," and "1 think Pve leamed this," and '4 know how this 
relates together." [17] 



Yeah, it's [assesment's] my professionai judgement modified by kids' own evaiuations 
and then peer evaluations and self-evaluations are vitally important too. So it's not only 
my head that's, my professional judgement involved there, it's also combines that with 
kids. [17] 

In the second term they're introduced to self-evaluation, where they're given a set of 
outcornes and appropriate marks attached to each outcome. Within that outcome the 
students evaluates his or her place within a certain mark range. So for example, let's take 
you know, this one I just told you about cutting a straight line, cutting skills out of 5, 
there's an outcome. 1s it straight, is it on the line? You know, is it wavy like a drunken 
sailor d o m  the road? Out of 5, what are you the most like? So, [they] rate themselves 
hi&, rate thernselves low, okay? Ability to cut 20 centimetre square cropping? 1s it 20 
centimetres or is it 25 centimetres? 1s it 1 9 centirnetres? 1s it 19.5 centimetres? And if 
they get more than 2 of the lines wrong they get a zero, you know, so they can't rneasure 
20 centimetres, there's an outcome. Third outcome - mounting, is it straight, is it off to 
the left, is it off to the right, you know, is it crooked? You know, out of 3. If it's d l ,  if 
it's absolutely straight in the centre, even on both sides through an eyeball evaluation, 3 
marks. If it's not, lower the assessrnent. Okay? And so it goes on and on and on. [ la]  

In Grade 7 they do self-evaluation, which is on a sheet with the outcomes. Then beside it 
is written peer evaluation, they trade their work with the person next to them and they 
peer evaluate. [18] 

In Grade 6, self-evaluation is more optional. And the option is, is that they self-evaluate, 
they get to know their mark, they don't evaiuate 1 don? happen to tell them. So there's an, 
they have to, if they really want to know what an evaluation is like, they have to 
participate in their own progress. in Grade 7 it's mandatory. [ la]  

Here are the outcornes on the board. Here's the mark range for each outcome. Evaluate 
yourself. Tell me what mark you deserve. So we talk about it, and, and do this, and they 
give themselves a mark, students give themselves a mark, give the piece a mark, and then 
1 agree or disagree until [unclear]. This takes up a lot of time, and 1 never used to do it, 
but 1 think it's important. I've done, I've started more. you know, it's gone from an 
autocratic, "1'11 tell you what you are," to "you tell me what you are." [18] 

1 had 2 classes of [Grade] 6's. One was an evaluation day, in which we had an overhead 
with the outcomes on it, and we walked through the outcomes. We took the instructions 
and the outcomes, the 2 overheads we put them side by side, here are the instructions, 
here's the outcorne, and here's the instruction, here's the outcome, and the students did a 
self-evaluation, conferenced with me during class, if they didn't have time 1 collected 
them and 1 evaluated. [18] 

1 Say, ''what is your mark?" and we'll talk about then. Or we're evaluating - "out of 10, 
what would you give this drawing?" "Oh, I'd give it a 9." And 1'11 Say, '%elII drew this 



and this and this, why should you get a 9." "Oh yeah, probably 7, I've done 7/10 of this 
drawing and it's pretty good." So you soa of go nom there. [ f 8) 

They do take responsibility for their leaming. This was a Grade 9 unit by the way and 
they realize, "oh, oh I haven't met this outcome, not if 1 try to write a forma1 test on this 
or if somebody was to ask me orally what this particularly concept was. 1 wouldn't 
know." [20] 

I have hem write test questions as well to see, because it shows me what they, if they're 
able to give a question they could probably answer it. [20] 

They l e m  more with groups. They'll evaluate how well their group did the particula. 
piece and they oflen do self-reflection in terms ofjournal writing and 1 write back to 
them. [20] 

Peer assessrnent 

We used peer evaluation, we used self-evaluation, we evaluated hem as groups for some 
of the activities. We had them write down . . . there was a reflection sheet for the activity 
centres. Like, "what did you like about this?'"What didn't you like about thi~?"~How 
do you think you did?" That type of thing. [3] 

Like, years ago, 1 never would have thought of peer evaluation, or self-evaluation. It was 
always corning fiom me. And, 1 find, especially at the Grade 7/8 level, the kids can have 
real insight into how they l em,  and what works for them. And thatts been an eye opener, 
yeah, it has been. [3] 

So 1 have a lot of self-assessrnent on the kids' parts, peer assessrnent. [4] 

And the kids will mark each other's as well. [4] 

Correcting each other. Which is something new for Grade 3's, to correct without 
thinking they're butting in. [8] 

1 was Iooking for the comection of their reading. The fact that they're Iistening to each 
other, and the fact that they communicate to each other a mistake, without it being a put- 
down, or the idea that you're dumb or youtre stupid becaw you're coming to sing and 
spell. Or you're dumb and you're stupid back in the regular Grade 3. They're not. 
They're successfûl, they're happy, they're moving forward. They have a positive forward 
step going on in the program. [8] 

They do peer evaluation, self-evaluation. [9] 

There was a peer evaluation and they made up the critena themselves and they evaluated 
the project. [14] 



1 introduced self-editing. She [previous teacher] didn't have them doing self-editing and 
peer conferencing. And 1 gave them many opportanities to worR together. And they 
were al1 doing this independently. So 1 broke it down so that when they did the course 
time-line, they had the oppomuiity to share and compare with a peer to get the very best 
time-line. And 1 knew, 1 kept saying, 1 don't care if you copy, 1 want the best you know 
it, al1 that sort of stuff. So, 1 brought in a lot more of peer and self-evaluation of it. Then 
1 said, you know, 1 kept saying how great they were at recounting and you're experts now 
so with a partner what do you thllik is the criteria of a "recount" is? 1151 

And they self-evaluated it. First they peer evaluated it and then they self-evaluated on the 
comments that the peer made. Were they justified and so on. [15] 

And the kids can see it. ïhey c m  level [assess, i.e. assign levels to] themselves. Yeah, 
they cm level themsetves. Yeah, and each other. [16] 

I use peer evaluations. Self-reflection is probably for me one of the more powerfitl tools 
- "cm you tell me what you leamed?" [17] 

Yeah, itts [assessment's] my professional judgement modified by kids' own evaluations 
and then peer evaluations and self-evaluations are vitally important too. So it's not only 
my head that's, my professional judgrnent involved there, it's also combines that with 
kids. [17] 

I've made better use of other students marking students. Shifting that way a Iittle bit 
because 1 think thatts a really powerful tool kids cm l e m  as well. [17] 

In Grade 7 they do self-evaluation, which is on a sheet with the outcornes. Then beside it 
is written peer evaluation, they trade their work with the person next to them and they 
peer evaluate. [18] 

Student-created assessrnent 

In fact, the kids usually come up with the marking scheme. They come up with the 
categories, and how important it is, so what's the weighting going to be? [l] 

1 really believe that it's fa more valuable that the kids develop their own nibric. It's far 
more meaningful for them. 1 think once they started to set the pattern, my stronger 
students could have carried on vety nicely and done the rest of it [rubric] themselves, but 
the othen, no. It was really a hard concept for hem to understand. And it does follow 
such a dennite pattern you know, but it was a tough one. With some, it was like f i e r  
maybe the second or third ceIl that I had done they couid see right away how to do this, 
but again with others, 'whoosh' [as in right over their heads]. (61 

What I spend a fair bit of tirne doing is developing rubrics or developing criteria with 
kids. [ I l ]  



They are currently doiiig a research project on natural disasters and part of that f i t .  - they 
had to demonmate rmdef~tanhg of a nzîtmd disaster. Watwontd your research took 
like if you were to demonstrate that? How would it be organized? How many sources 
would you have? What kind of sources would you have? [1 11 

They actually, they generate here's what 1 need to do to meet, here is where 1 need to 
exceed, here is where I'm not meeting it. [ I l ]  

I have students far more involved in the generation of criteria than the other teachers. So 
on an ongoing basis with my kids, 1 rnean I'm doing things like your assessment, self- 
assessment, generating critena as a class, holistic marking, discussions, debates etc . . . 
[ l u  

There was a peer evaluation and they made up the cntena themselves and they evaluated 
theproject. [14] 

When 1 went to al1 the recounts that they already did fiom an anthology there wasn't a 
creative aspect to it, that it was fiom their personal expenence. So, 1 provided them with 
the 4 students' work, works on visiting . . . on a field trip fiom my previous school and 
they were actually Grade 7 and 8 but that doesn't make any difference. They graded it 
first individually and then with a peer and then with a small group. Which one did they 
meet? Which is the best standard, which is, you know, rated Z to 4? 1151 

And then the students are actuaily, even when they do their self-reflections, are really 
pulling in, applying the criteria we established as a group. They are consistently doing it 
to thernselves. [15] 

1 told them that they 'd have a double penod to design questions for the test. And if they 
made good questions, then they'd, their question would be on the test. So 1 told them it 
was son of a review of the topics we were doing. [16] 

I have them write test questions as well to see, because it shows me what they, if they're 
able to give a question they could probabIy answer it. [20] 

Differential assessments 

Well, we tried to use a variety. I dont really like to stick to one particular type of 
evaluation. It's not really fair to the kids, because some people do better. 1 don? h o w  
how to answer that one, we just, we try to use a variety of assessment tools, not just stick 
with something written, because it taps more kids, more strengths, I W. [Il 

What 1 think . . . what is fair is to evaluate the child as to the level he consistently 
perfoxms at. [3] 

With the Special Ed kids, the modified test, you know, if they don't shidy, it doesn't 
matter what 1 do, it isn't going to change anythmg. Most of them don't, they don? bother. 



They seem to have this attitude that I'm going to sit here and somebody's going corne do 
it for me and that's how he's going to go ttrrough life. Ancf tbe otherkids, die mes that 
care, would have done fine. You know, they're quite resilient, actually. [6] 

I ihink al1 rny leaming-identified students - their assessment has to be flexible. It has to 
be an assessment for them, and not an assessment graded towards what everybody is 
doing. It has to be for them a positive assessment, and it can be on any terms - be it an 
assessment of how well the day went, it could be an assessrnent of what was 
accomplished academically for the day. Maybe it could be just an assessment for the fact 
that, "gee, we didn't have any funny looks today." And we also have to feel accountable, 
of course with these students going off to the next grade, and that's where the IEP reviews 
or placements are - to let other teachers and the parents know what is being assessed for 
their chiid for success. And the teachers have to see that too. [8] 

Well, 1 guess [name of student] is about the most successful. With his Science, he was 
not assessed because he did none of the written material, but he was assessed on how 
well he verbalised in his group, how well he took part in the experirnent, and how well he 
could verbalise back and forth to me. Very much a passing grade, but if he had been 
assessed dong with rest of the class on the academic/written parts, there's no notebook, 1 
keep the notebook (inaudible), then he probably would have got about 30%. Same thing 
goes with the language program. It's a straight assessment on what (inaudible), he's 
working at a Grade 3 level of reading and writing, so his assessrnent was done when he 
could succeed with what 1 was giving him, and not what the other Grade 7 students are 
doing for language. [8] 

I've got to cornmunicate to the new Grade 8 teachers what is happening for this student, 
where we should be looking for assessment - do we look at marking his spelling as being 
a big level? Or do we mark the novel study that shows how great he can read and 
understand the content? [8] 

There are several kids who will participate very well and show comprehension of what is 
going on but as soon as they have a test paper in front of them they don? score as well as 
what I see that they understand orally and are able to tell me. So it [assessment] cornes in 
different ways obviously. In iesting the kids, most especially in Math, but certainly in 
other subjects too, 1 tend to pencil in marks and the kids know that they c m  be retested 
on things because it takes some of them longer to leam than othen. [12] 

First of d l ,  I've discovered there are students who, if they're asked to do only p e n d  and 
paper activities, sometimes will score out very poorly. And the teachers have labelled 
them as being maybe "Math phobic," dont  have any Math skills, are 2 Grades below 
level, and yet if you give them the same type of question in mental Math, the child gets it 
right away. [14] 

Actuaily this is one of the classes where ESL people do well in, because they don? need 
audio clues, al1 they need is visual clues. And if, and they listen to me, they see the 
writing, they see the work. And eventually they can figure it out through visual clues, 



and that's one of the things I do write on their outcornes report, is they need to start 
leruning, if they're no€ watchirtg me, and paykg anention, they're not picking up on viwal 
clues. They have to be visuai leamers first, before they can become auditory leamers in 
my room. But ESL students do very well in visual arts. There's a small written 
component in Grade 8, and which, h m  which they are exempted, the exarns, they copy 
notes which they don? undentand, Itm sure. You know, it's just the practice of writing in 
English that they're doing, and they may not undentand d k t l y  what they're copying but 
they get the general idea. This piece of writing is about this. They dontt write the exams, 
that's the only concession that we make. They're exempt fiom writing them. [18] 

[I do] at a glance type things. You know, is this child totally off track and wondering 
amund the room because obviously there was something 1 didn't explain properly and 
they're not understanding. [20] 




